
HA6
ECL: Aleft ALERT

Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation resulting in transfer of plant control to alternate
locations.

Operating Mode Applicability: A44ALL

I Example Emergency Action Levels:

(1)

Basis:

An event has resulted in plant control being transferred from the Control Room to (site speeifie
r...A,,..414hden panels and oal. Aotrol Omu aticnz). the Auxiliary Shutdown Panel (ASP).,.:

This IC addresses an evacuation of the Control Room that results in transfer of plant control to alternate
locations outside the Control Room. The loss of the ability to control the plant from the Control Room is
considered to be a potential substantial degradation in the level of plant safety.
Following a Control Room evacuation, control of the plant will be transferred to alternate shutdown
locations. The necessity to control a plant shutdown from outside the Control Room, in addition to
responding to the event that required the evacuation of the Control Room, will present challenges to plant
operators and other on-shift personnel. Activation of the ERO and emergency response facilities will
assist in responding to these challenges.

Escalation of the emc rgecy cl-Assficaticn ABvIA EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION -weaWLEVEL
would be via IC HS6.

HA6: EAL-I Selection Basis:

The Auxiliary Shutdown Panel (ASP) is identified in OPOP04-ZO-0001, Control Room Evacuation, as
the location where plant control is transferred in the event of a Control Room evacuation.

REFERENCES:

1. Procedure OPOP04-ZO-0001, Rev. 35, Control Room Evacuation

Developer- Noes,
The "site speifle •rz•te shutdown panels and leeal eentrcel stativn/" are the panels and eeninrl statiens
rfer-.ne.d in plant pr .. dui. used te ... ldev.'n and shutdow.. n the plant from a lceatien(s) .utsid. the
C-nns*Lq]Reei;P

-- • i t•--il- t----. 3 I q I1

I;Arri ; SIgnMcnt 6.ti~tj 1.0-A-
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HA7
ECL:A lef ALERT

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of an A4er-ALERT.

Operating Mode Applicability: A41ALL

I Exam.ple Emergency Action Levels:

(1) Other conditions exist which, in the judgment of the Emergency Director, indicate that events are
in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial degradation of the
level of safety of the plant or a -e y-eren SECURITY EVENT that involves probable life
threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE ACTION.
AnyANY releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA Roteytivp ALti
GiCelne-PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDELINE exposure levels.

Basis:

This IC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant declaration
of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency Director to fall under the
emcrgen•y zlassificatie, lcvct EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION -desefrip6teLEVEL description for an
Ale-fALERT.

HA7: EAL-I Selection Basis:

N/A

REFERENCE:

N/A
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HSI
ECL: Site Area Emr.g.n.. SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION within the PROTECTED AREA.

Operating Mode Applicability: AIIALL

Example-Emergency Action Levels:

(1) A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as reported
by the (site specific s.ur.ity shift supcrvision). @n"¢ ANY of the following personnel in Table
HI:

Table HI: Securit Supervision
* Security Force Supervisor
* Acting Security Manager
* Security Manager

Basis:

This IC addresses the occurrence of a HOSTILE ACTION within the PROTECTED AREA. This event
will require rapid response and assistance due to the possibility for damage to plant equipment.
Timely and accurate communications between Security Shift Supervision and the Control Room is
essential for proper classification of a security-related event.

Security plans and terminology are based on the guidance provided by NEI 03-12, Template for the
Security Plan, Training and Qualification Plan, Safeguards Contingency Plan [and Independen-t.,
FV10! Srorgc !n6tall:9agier INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORA GE INSTALLATION Security
Program].

As time and conditions allow, these events require a heightened state of readiness by the plant staff and
implementation of onsite protective measures (e.g., evacuation, dispersal or sheltering). The Site Area
Em. ,geney-ST17-SITE AREA EMERGENCY declaration will mobilize ORO resources and have them
available to develop and implement public protective actions in the unlikely event that the attack is
successful in impairing multiple safety functions.

This IC does not apply to a HOSTILE ACTION dirzctcd at an ISFS! PROTECTED AREA lccated
.utside the plant PROTECTED AREA; D ue h an atta.k h.uld be asseed using W 4 .IC Ht It alse dcos net

apply to incidents that are accidental events, acts of civil disobedience, or otherwise are not a HOSTILE
ACTION perpetrated by a HOSTILE FORCE. Examples include the crash of a small aircraft, shots from
hunters, physical disputes between employees, etc. Reporting of these types of events is adequately
addressed by other EALs, or the requirements of 10 CFR § 73.71 or 10 CFR § 50.72.

Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs shea4d-do not
incorporate Security-sensitive information. This includes information that may be advantageous to a
potential adversary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat or threat location. Security-
sensitive information should-be-i's contained in non public decument-s such ac the Security Plan.
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Escalation of the emergeney
via IC HGI.

eiassitfeatten level-EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL would be

HS1: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

The positions of Security Force Supervisor, Acting Security Manager, and Security Manager were
included since any of these positions could be activated prior to meeting this EAL. The Security Force
Supervisor is a 24-hour position, the Acting Security Manager is activated after an Unusual Event has
been declared and the Security Manager is activated after an Alert is declared.

REFERENCES:

1. OERPO1-ZV-SH03, Rev. 12, Acting Security Manager
2. OERPO I-ZV-TS08, Rev. 16, Security Manager

DevelOPOe Notes
The (site specifi. see.ur.ity shift super,:isien) is the titde of the en shift individual responsiblf

A-1r4iio (COf A4; enShift Sceurity' &forcc
Emreny plans and implementing pr-ocedures afc publie deeuments; thremfcr, EAbs should not
inprte Sceur-ity sensitiye infrmiation. This includes infcrfmatiefn that may be adaantgeeous to a

petential adver-sary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat er- threat location. Seeuit
sensitive infcrmatiefa should be eentained in nont public docutments such as the Seutr-ity Plan.-
With due considerationt given to the above developer- note, EA~s may contain alpha or numfbere
refcrcences to selceted cvents described in the Secur-ity Plan and associated implementing procedures.

|

Stuef refcencftes snouiae net contain a r-eeegnizaefe deseniptn or- e event. rorF exam~pfe, an t~Lmay be
wo'r~ded-- as "Sceurfity eVenit #2, #5 Or 49 is reported by the (Site specific security shift superVisini)-."
See the r-elated Devcloper- Note int Appendim B, Definitions, for guidance ont the dc;'cloprnnt of a schem
definition for- the PROTECTED AREA.
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HS6
IECL: Sie- 'ca ,Mc FR-tce" SITESITE AREA EMERGENCY

Initiating Condition: Inability to control a key safety function from outside the Control Room.

Operating Mode Applicability: AIIALL

Example Emergency Action Levels:

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Site -Aea-
EMERGENCY promptly upon determining that (site speeifi.
exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

M -er-
atiff

geney SITESITE AREA
*ber of minutes)-l 5 minutes has been

(1) a. An event has resulted in plant control being transferred from the Control Room to (site-speeifie
r.m.t. zhutdwn panels and Woeal eeo•n.l statiens).the Auxiliary Shutdown Panel (ASP).the
fell....ing ie,, tiens:

AND

b. Control of ANY of the following key safety functions in Table H2 is not reestablished within
(site .pe.ifie numb.er. -of minute. ) 15 minutes.4.
0 Rea.ti'ity rentrel

f n •TTn•

0 Gerv eeffiffiJA Prr-ft , 1- . ivffiew ip;.,ei "rrft
.RCS heat remeal

L J

Table H2: Safety Functions
* Reactivity control
* Core cooling
• RCS heat removal

Basis:

This IC addresses an evacuation of the Control Room that results in transfer of plant control to alternate
locations, and the control of a key safety function cannot be reestablished in a timely manner. The failure
to gain control of a key safety function following a transfer of plant control to alternate locations is a
precursor to a challenge to one or more fission product barriers within a relatively short period of time.

The determination of whether or not "control" is established at the remotee safe shutd.wn lecatien(6)
Auxiliary Shutdown Panel is based on Emergency Director judgment. The Emergency Director is
expected to make a reasonable, informed judgment within (the site specific time for tr.ns fcr) 15-_-_
minutes whether or not the operating staff has control of key safety functions from the remote safe
shutdown location(s).

Escalation of the efegergeney
via IC FGI or CGI.

classificaticn lWvel EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL would be
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HS6: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

The Auxiliary Shutdown Panel (ASP) is identified in OPOP04-ZO-0001. Control Room Evacuation, as
the location where plant control is transferred in the event of a Control Room evacuation. The 15 minute
timeframe to control the key safety functions is identified as site specific information

REFERENCE:

-Procedure OPOP04-ZO-000 1, Rev. 35, Control Room Evacuation

-2-.

3.Developer- Notes-
4. The "site speeific r-emete shuttdon panels and lecal control statiens" are the panels and

eontrzol stations refer-enced in plant proceedures used to cooldown anad shutdownf the plant fo
a leeation(s) outside the Controel Reem.

5. The "site specific number- of minutes" is the time in whieh plant control must be ori
expccted to be) Fe.stablished at an alternate location as desribed in the site specific firc
r-espn-se analyses. Absnt a basis in the site specifi- analyses, 15 minuites sh.uld be used.
Anether. timne eer~i-v may be used with aeerop~riate basis/iustifieation

I6. ECL Assignmeat Attributes: 3.1.3.B
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HS7
ECL: Sitc Arca Emergency SITESITE AREA EMERGENCY

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director warrant
declaration of a Site. Area Emergcncy SITESITE AREA EMERGENCY.

Operating Mode Applicability: AtIALL

Example-Emergency Action Levels:

(L__Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that events are
in progress or have occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of plant functions
needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE ACTION that results in intentional damage or
malicious acts, (1) toward site personnel or equipment that could lead to the likely failure of or,
(2) that prevent effective access to equipment needed for the protection of the public. AiiyANY
releases are not expected to result in exposure levels which exceed EPA Prc-tpptivc Acticn
Guidei*ae-PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDELINE exposure levels beyond the site- bundai-y-SITE
BOUNDARY.

Basis:

This IC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant declaration
of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency Director to fall under the
.er-g.ney .la..ift.ati.n lvel- EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL description for a Site Aea
Emer-gencySITE AREA EMERGENCY.

HS7: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

N/A

REFERENCE:

N/A
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HG1
ECL: General Emergency GENERALGENERAL EMERGENCY

Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION resulting in loss of physical control of the faeility FACILITY.

Operating Mode Applicability: A-14ALL

E*ample-Emergency Action Levels:

(1) a. A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as reported
by the (site spccifie se .ur.ity shift supF.V•i.OR). mw ANY of the following in Table HI:

Table HI: Security Supervision
* Security Force Supervisor
* Acting Security Manager
" Security Manager

AND

b. EITHER of the following has occurred:

1 . ANY of the following safety functions in Table H2 cannot be controlled or maintained.

" Reaetiv.ity eenifel
" CeFr eeeling [PWJh? r RPV wa tc leel 1 BWRi

Table H2: Safety Functions
* Reactivity control
* Core cooling
* RCS heat removal

OR

2. Damage to spent fuel has occurred or is IMMINENT.
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Basis:

This IC addresses an event in which a HOSTILE FORCE has taken physical control of the 4eility
FACILITY to the extent that the plant staff can no longer operate equipment necessary to maintain key
safety functions. It also addresses a HOSTILE ACTION leading to a loss of physical control that results
in actual or IMMINENT damage to spent fuel due to 1) damage to a spent fuel pool cooling system (e.g.,
pumps, heat exchangers, controls, etc.) or, 2) loss of spent fuel pool integrity such that sufficient water
level cannot be maintained.

Timely and accurate communications between Security Shift Supervision and the Control Room is
essential for proper classification of a security-related event.

Security plans and terminology are based on the guidance provided by NEI 03-12, Template for the
Security Plan, Training and Qualification Plan, Safeguards Contingency Plan [and Ande~pndenl Spenw
F:uc! Staragc !n:-!!atio INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION Security
Program].

Emergency plans and implementing procedures are public documents; therefore, EALs sheu&4do_ not
incorporate Security-sensitive information. This includes information that may be advantageous to a
potential adversary, such as the particulars concerning a specific threat or threat location. Security-
sensitive information sheuld is be is contained in non puslie d, cumonts such as the Security Plan.

I-HGI: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

The positions of Security Force Supervisor, Acting Security Manager, and Security Manager were also
included since any of these positions could be activated prior to meeting this EAL.

REFERENCES:

I. OERPO1-ZV-SH03, Rev. 12, Acting Security Manager
2. OERPO 1 -ZV-TS08, Rev. 16, Security Manager

DevelpeF Naese
Thc (Site Specific security Shift Super-.4iion) is the title of the en shift individual r-esponsiblefo

uprI .ien of the efn shift scourfity ferco.
Emefrgency plans and implemeonting procoeduros are publie documents; ther-efero, EAbs should noet

moopoat security sen-siti4vo informationl. This ineoudces in-fo rsmatie that may be advantageetus to a
ptniladversary, sueh as the particulars ecnccming a specific throat or- dffat locatien. Seeuit

With duol conSidefratiOn given tW the abovc dcvclcpefr note, 9A1.9 may contain alpha or. numbred
rofer-encos to selected cvNtefs described in the Socurity Plan and associated implementing procoeduroes.
Suceh rcfercncces shouild net eentain a rocognizable dcscr-iption of the &.,eat. For- erample, ant EAIý ffy be
wor~ded as "Seecurity event 42, 45 or: f9 is rcportcd by the (site specific securivy shift super.'isien)."
See the rclatcd Develeper Note int Appendix B, Definitions, fcr: guidanoc ont the dcvclopment of a schefmo
definition for the PROTECTED APREA.
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HG7
ECL: Gef..r.al Emcr-g.n.y. GENERAL EMERGENCY

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director warrant
declaration of a Gcneral Em'ergcncyGENERAL EMERGENCY.

Operating Mode Applicability: 7ALALL

E ,amople-Emergency Action Levels:

(1) Other conditions exist which in the judgment of the Emergency Director indicate that events are
in progress or have occurred which involve actual or IMMINENT substantial core degradation or
melting with potential for loss of containment integrity or HOSTILE ACTION that results in an
actual loss of physical control of the faeiIibyFACILITY. Releases can be reasonably expected to
exceed EPA ... t...iv. Actizn Guideline PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDELINE exposure levels
offsite for more than the immediate site area.

Basis_.::

This IC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explicitly elsewhere but that warrant declaration
of an emergency because conditions exist which are believed by the Emergency Director to fall under the
•m•r.•gney claificatien l..,l EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL description for a General
Emnergeney GENERAL EMERGENCY.

HG7: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

N/A

REFERENCE:

N/A
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11 SYSTEM MALFUNCTION ICS/EALS

Table S-i: Recognition Category "S" Initiating Condition Matrix

I UNUSUAL EVENT

S 1 Loss of a-lALL
o site AC power
capability to emergency
b ses for 15 minutes or
I ger.
Cp. Modes: P-ewe

emlraien, Strtup, HAt

SU2 UNPLANNED loss
of Control Room
indications for 15 minutes
or longer.
c4. Modes: Peitw

SIJ3 Reactor coolant
activity greater than
Technical Specification
allowable limits.
O4. Modes: J4*w

ALERT

SA1 Loss of a-IALLL but one
AC power source to emergency
buses for 15 minutes or longer.
Op. Modes: , wep.. Oem.....
Start up, Hat standby, HatF
94 •r9 1 ý23 4

SA2 UNPLANNED loss of
Control Room indications for
15 minutes or longer with a
significant transient in
progress.
Op. Modes. ee .. .Opeme"fe.
Star: p, Hot Standhby, Hot
Shudo w-LU23 4

SA5 Automatic or manual (trip
r[PVRi s z..am [B..RI) fails to
shutdown the reactor, and
subsequent manual actions
taken at the reactor control
eeaseles-panels are not
successful in shutting down the
reactor.
Op. Modes: Pe'-r OQpe~wot*
1,2

SITE AREA
EMERGENCY

SS1 Loss of a4ALL
offsite and a-4ALL
onsite AC power to
emergency buses for 15
minutes or longer.
Op. Modes: ."iw
Op1r2atin, Startup, He!
Standb!y, HgoS$ tow
1,23,

GENERAL EMERGENCY

SG1 Prolonged loss of aLALL
offsite and aIIALL onsite AC
power to emergency buses.
Op. Modes: Peitwr "•... -k
Startu,,• H.. Sta. d H9at

SS5 Inability to
shutdown the reactor
causing a challenge to
(core cooling [PWR?-/
RPV water- levelc [B J'J'R)
or RCS heat removal.
Op. Modes: .44via
Opep J • 2
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Table S-i: Recognition Category "S" Initiating Condition Matrix (cont.)

UNUSUAL EVENT ALERT SITE AREA
EMERGENCY

GENERAL
EMERGENCY

SU6 Loss of eAALL onsite
or offsite communications
capabilities.
Op. Modes: Powi

SU7 Failure to isolate
containment or loss of
containment pressure
control. {PWRI
Op3. M4o : Rower
Operasieoq, 400rt", Ho!
Standby,Ht 'ud n
1.2.34

SS8 Loss of a-4ALL Vital
DC power for 15 minutes
or longer.
Op. Modes: Powe
Opýeration, StarUP, Hot
Standbyi, H&O 'WtdOWN

SG8 Loss of a#IALL AC
and Vital DC power
sources for 15 minutes or
longer. Op. Modes: P.eF
Operation, Startp, Hot
Standby, Ha!g 9.4wtdewn

SA9 Hazardous event
affecting a SAFETY
SYSTEM needed for the
current operating mode.
Op. Modes: Pewe
Operation, Startup, Hot
St9andbY, Hot .SNhmdiwn
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Sul
ECL: Notificatien of Unusual Event UNUSUAL EVENT

Initiating Condition: Loss of fiIALL offsite AC power capability to emergency buses for 15 minutes
or longer.

I Operating Mode Applicability: Px.vzr Oncration. Startut~. Hot Standby. Hot Shutdown]

I E*a:Ape-e Emergency Action Levels:

INote: The Emergency Director should declare the Unusu-al Event UNUSUAL EVENT promptly upon
determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

(1) Loss of A-IALL offsite AC power capability to (s:ite sp.-ifi: me-rgen• y
three 4160V AC ESF Buses~wises for 15 minutes or longer.

h S-o-ALL

I

Basis:

This IC addresses a prolonged loss of offsite power. The loss of offsite power sources renders the plant
more vulnerable to a complete loss of power to AC emergency buses. This condition represents a
potential reduction in the level of safety of the plant.

For emergency classification purposes, "capability" means that an offsite AC power source(s) is available
to the emergency buses, whether or not the buses are powered from it.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of offsite power.

Escalation of the
via IC SAl.

eniefgeney - lassification level EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL would be

SUI: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

N/A

REFERENCES:

1. 0POP04-AE-0001. Rev. 44. First Response to Loss of Any or All 13.8 KV or 4.16 KV Bus
2. OPOP04-AE-0004, Rev. 15, Loss of Power to One or More 4.16 KV ESF Bus
3. OPSP03-EA-0002. Rev. 32. ESF Power Availability
4. Drawing OOOOOEOAAAA. Rev'. 24, Single Line Diagtram. Main One Line Diagtram. Unit No. 1

& 2

Developer Noesei
The "site Specific efirgeoncy buscs" Marv the b-uscs fed by offsite or- emergefny AC pwer- Seurmes thait
supply pewer- to the electrical distribution systcma that pewer-9 SAFETY SYSTEMS. There is typically 1
emefrgeacy bus per train of SAFETY SYSTEMS9.
At multi unit stations, the EALs may ercedit eompeasatefy measurces that afc proccduralized and can be
implemented within 15 minutes. Gefnsider caeabilitics such as powcr- SOUrcc cross ties, -s%* "

&
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genewratcr, ethcr peweFzurc decr-ibztd- in- abncRAM-1al OF efmcrgeffy aprtn rcdarzs, ete. PAn
that have a pr-eccdufaliizcd eapability te supply offsite AC powe'r- to an aeffctc unit via a er-ess tie te a

19Raio unfit mlay crcdit thiS power SOUrco inl the EAL proIvided that the planned- lr ie- stwaegy
FRLA64k the F

ECL Assig;nment Atiuc:311.
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SU2
ECL: Netification ef U"Usual 9E.n.-UNUSUAL EVENT

Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of Control Room indications for 15 minutes or longer.

Operating Mode Applicability :Pewer Ofperation, StartPa, Het Standby, Hot Shutdown-I

I E*ample Emergency Action Levels:

I Note: The Emergency Director should declare the UNUSUAL EVENTU ....... E..e. promptly upon
determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

() An UNPLANNED event results in the inability to monitor one or more of the following
parameters in Table S I from within the Control Room for 15 minutes or longer.

[BWR parameter list] [PWR paramfeter- list!

Reaetor Power- Reaetef- Pewef

R-PV Water- Lbe R-GS evel

RPV Pesstr--eRGS Pfessref-

Pr-imary Coentainm-sntm PReAs~ure bin Cre,'Corcff Exit Temperatur

9tuppfe99aicn PAAol LeVel Lnevel in at least (site speeic
nuimber-) twe steamn generators

suppreeinPo Temfpereatire Stam Gner-ater. Atwilimy @r
Emergency Fe-ed- 'at-er. Fl0%,

Table SI: Plant Parameters
* Reactor Power
* RCS Level
• RCS Pressure
* Core Exit Temperature
• Levels in at least two steam

generators
• Steam Generator Auxiliary Feed

Water Flow

Basis:

This IC addresses the difficulty associated with monitoring normal plant conditions without the ability to
obtain SAFETY SYSTEM parameters from within the Control Room. This condition is a precursor to a
more significant event and represents a potential degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

As used in this EAL, an "inability to monitor" means that values for one or more of the listed parameters
cannot be determined from within the Control Room. This situation would require a loss of all of the

I
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Control Room sources for the given parameter(s). For example, the reactor power level cannot be
determined from any analog, digital and recorder source within the Control Room.

An event involving a loss of plant indications, annunciators and/or display systems is evaluated in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (and associated guidance in NUREG-1022) to determine if an NRC event
report is required. The event would be reported if it significantly impaired the capability to perform
emergency assessments. In particular, emergency assessments necessary to implement abnormal
operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, and emergency plan implementing procedures
addressing emergency classification, accident assessment, or protective action decision-making.

This EAL is focused on a selected subset of plant parameters associated with the key safety functions of
reactivity control, core cooling IPWR] ' RP • [.. and RCS heat removal. The loss of the ability
to determine one or more of these parameters from within the Control Room is considered to be more
significant than simply a reportable condition. In addition, if all indication sources for one or more of the
listed parameters are lost, then the ability to determine the values of other SAFETY SYSTEM parameters
may be impacted as well. For example, if the value for r...a.t ...... 4e-'.eRCS level 01U2.1 / PDI. water
le'v.el- fBWR•.-cannot be determined from the indications and recorders on a main control board, the SPDS
or the plant computer, the availability of other parameter values may be compromised as well.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of indication.
Escalation of the cm'crgcncy claificatin levyei EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL would be
via IC SA2.

SU2: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

The parameters listed were from NEI 99-01. Rev. 6 with the exception of steam generators. Two steam
generators is a site-specific parameter for the minimum number of steam generators needed for plant
cooldown and shutdown.

REFERENCES:

1. OPOP05-EO-E020, Rev. 11, Faulted Steam Generator Isolation
2. OPOP05-EO-FRH 1, Rev. 23, Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink

De....pe ,Notes,
in the PWR paammzter list czlumn, the "site speeifie nufaber" sheold r-efleet the minimum number- a

__ •1_ _

steau gaeFrf~ neessfJ' f: plant eeeldeyff and sfttAde%%. +is el r-Aer-n may aise spCeiiy wnctncr ec
leveAl valueg qhould be Awide range, Hai~wrneo both, depending upon the faiofn Weffiements in
emfergenc prtn redrz
Developer a pef ihrpesrzro r-a vessel level in the PIR par-afeter column en"~ fcr
RGS LeNe
The number-, type, lecation and layeut of Centrol Room indications, and the range of possible failure
modes, can ehallenge the ability of ant oper~ator to aeeurately determine, withint the timne period availablee
fer- emergency classificatien assessments, if a specifie per~eentage ef indications have been lst. ThP
approackh used in this EAL facilitates prompt and accurate emergency classificationt assessments by
fceutsing oft the indicationis for- a selected subset of perameters.
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By' feecuzing on the availability 4f the Specified paamcter- valucc, instead ef the sourcccs of these values,
the EAL reonze n aecommodates the wide variety of indic-ations; in inuelear- power- plant Control
Rooms. inidication types and seurcoes mfay be analog or: digita, safety rclatcd er- nFpiay alternate,
individual meter- value or- eemputer- greup display, ctc.
.A loss ofplant annuneiator-s will be AWcv4-alutd- f-rw reportability in accor-danee with 10 CPR 50.72 (and the
asseeiatcad guidancc in NUREG 1022), and r-eported if it significantly impairs the capability to per-fer
efmaergcncy assessments. Comipenisatory measures fefr a less ef annuncftiatiefn can be rcadily implcmcnftcd
and may ineludc incrcased miiniter-ing ef main onitroel boards and Menc ftcqucnt plant rounmds by nlen

lics per-aters. Their- alerting founction nleotwithstandinig, annuncARiaEtorFS dcA nBt prO-vide the parameter-
v~alues; Ar specific compnt sttu ifomation used to eperatc the plant, or process through AOPs orF

EO~s Basd onthes conide atos,' a les f annuncfiation iS cniee tO beA adequately addressed by
r-eporability cr-iteria, andd thcerLeforcep not included in this WC and EAL.-
With rcespcct to establishing cvcnt severity, thc respefnsc to a less of radiation montitor-ing data (e.g.,
pr~occss or effluenta Pmonitor values) is conifsidere-od- to be adequately bounded by thO r@equiremen;ts. of 10
CPR 50.742 (and associated guidance in NU-IREGC 10 22). The rpeprting of this event will1 ensr deut

plant staff and NRC awarcncss, and drive the establishment of appropr-iate compensatory mcasurcs and
coffeetive actionts. in additien, a loss of fudiatien monitor-ing data, by itself-, is not a prcurser- to a morce

Pcrsonnel ait ritsw that hiave a Failure Mdodec And Ffects Aaalysis (FMEA) includied- voith-in the design
basis of a digital !&C- system should eeoncider- the F-MEA informationt when developing thcir: site specific
EAbs.
Duse to chmnges in the conifigurations of SA-FETY37 SYSTEMS, incluidinig associatcd ntmcainad
inidications, dering the cold shutdown, Fecmclinig, and defulcld moedes, noe analogouts WC is inceludcd for:
th•s• modes of epcrati on.
lCf'T A :A : I A
- - - . - q- q- -P_ Own 61 a f . on-RtPutesi .2.2.
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SU3
I ECL: Notifieatien ef U"Hr'Hal Event-UNUSUAL EVENT

Initiating Condition: Reactor coolant activity greater than Technical Specification allowable limits.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power- Oper.ation, Starup, Ht S•andby, Hot Shutdn .. 1 2,3,4

I ExAm!e-EEmergency Action Levels: (1 or 2)

(1L (Site sp
v&atte4.

eileii r-Adiation mieniitei4RT-8039 readi ngr-eadi figs greater than 30 uCi/CM3(6ie-peei

(2) Sample analysis indicates that a reactor coolant activity value is greater than an allowable limit
specified in Technical Specifications.

* Greater than Il4Ci-+tC4/gm Dose Equivalent 1-131

* Greater than 100/ EE bar 1Ci igm gross activity

Basis:

This IC addresses a reactor coolant activity value that exceeds an allowable limit specified in Technical
Specifications. This condition is a precursor to a more significant event and represents a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Escalation of the .m.r.g.n.y elassifieatien le-c E
via ICs FAI or the Recognition Category AR ICs.

MLKRGLNCY LLASSl1FLAL1UlN LZVIZL would De

SU3: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

RT-8039 is the Failed Fuel radiation monitor and samples via the CVCS letdown line. The value 30
uCi/cm3 is the reading that is equivalent to I uCi/gm Dose Equivalent 1-131. The monitor value in this
EAL is the calculated monitor response if the RCS activity were equivalent to I aCi/gm Dose Equivalent
1-131. The value is based on Calculation STPNOC013-CALC-003. The value used in this EAL was
conservatively truncated by approximately 5% to ensure the value is readily assessable.

SU3: EAL-2 Selection Basis:

The Technical Specification limits for RCS activity is greater than 1 uCi!gm Dose Equivalent 1-131 or
greater than 100 / bar aCi /gm gross activity.

REFERENCES:

1. Calculation No. -STPNOCO13-CALC-003, Gross Failed Fuel Monitor Response to Rise RCS
Activity (RT-8039 EAL Threshold)XX

2. STP Technical Specification Section 3/4.4.8 Specific Activity.
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Develoep Notes:
F-r EALf #l1 Enter the • ra•iation monitor-(1) that may be used to readily identify when RCSai'i ty
levels exoced TeelfinicaOl Speeificatien allowable limits. This ENAL1 may be developed using diffearent
mctheds and sites shculd use existing eapabilities te addrcss it (e.g., development ef new eapabilitic3 is
n.t... -fr.d. . E.amples of cxisting mctheod/capabilitics include:

0An inq$Rlkd radiatiAn monitor- AN thc lctdownsytemorai jcter-.
. .A hand held mon.itor. . r. deploy.d det..t. .reading with pr..o .al..lt.d cnvcrsion valuc or roadily

implementablc co;c~o alculatien eapability.
T-hPe moni~tor- reading ValUeS Shouldl eOoreSpond to an RCS actr.'it)' lOVel approximately at Techaipal
Speeifieation allewable limits.
if there izn cxz ingmthedicapability for- determininig this EAL, then it sheold net be inceluded. WC
e'.~aluatiefn will be based en EAL 42.
For EA1.42 Develeper-s may rcwerd the EAL te ineluide the reacter- coolant acivt prmcc(s)
speeified- in Technieal Specificationsz an-d- the -asccoi-ated- Mallowffable limait(s) (e.g., values for doco;
eguivalefnt 1 131 and grz aci itytm dependent or: trazinet valucc, ctc.). Wf this approach is sclectcd,
all RCS activity allewable limits sheuld be inceludod.
ECL Assignment AtR~ibutcz: 3.1.1 .A and~ 3. 1.1 .B
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SU4
ECL: Notification of Unusual E-ent UNUSUAL EVENT

Initiating Condition: RCS leakage for 15 minutes or longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power- Operation, Startup, Het Standby, Het Shutdown- .. ,2,34

I E*amnq*Emergency Action Levels: (I o--2or 2 or 3)

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the UNUSUAL EVENTUnu-isual en+ promptly upon
determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

IJ1RCS unidentified or pressure boundary leakage greater than (site .p.eifie value) 10 gpm for 15
minutes or longer.

[ (2) RCS identified leakage greater than (site specific value) 25 gpm for 15 minutes or longer.

(3LD Leakage from the RCS te a lecatien eutside centainment greater than 150 gallons per day through
AN-ANY one steam generator.25 gpm for 15 mi•nutez r l onger.

Basis:

This IC addresses RCS leakage which may be a precursor to a more significant event. In this case, RCS
leakage has been detected and operators, following applicable procedures, have been unable to promptly
isolate the leak. This condition is considered to be a potential degradation of the level of safety of the
plant.

EAL #1 and EAL #2 are focused on a loss of mass from the RCS due to "unidentified leakage", "pressure
boundary leakage" or "identified leakage" (as these leakage types are defined in the plant Technical
Specifications). EAL #3 addresses a RCS mass loss caused by an UNISOLABLE leak through an
interfacing system. These EALs thus apply to leakage into the containment, a secondary-side system (e.g.,
steam generator tube leakage in a -PWPR) or a location outside of containment.

The leak rate values for each EAL were selected because they are usually observable with normal Control
Room indications. Lesser values typically require time-consuming calculations to determine (e.g., a mass
balance calculation). EAL #1 uses a lower value that reflects the greater significance of unidentified or
pressure boundary leakage.

The release of mass from the RCS due to the as-designed/expected operation of a relief valve does not
warrant an emergency classification. eFo- PVRs.-a-AnaA* emergency classification would be required if a
mass loss is caused by a relief valve that is not functioning as designed/expected (e.g., a relief valve sticks
open and the line flow cannot be isolated). For- 9WRs, a .tu.k e.pn Safety Relief Valvo. (SRVor SR'.'
leakage is noet concidered eitherf idntfio u-nid-entified leakage by Teehnicaj Specifications and,
ther-efcre, is net applieable to this EAL.

The 15-minute threshold duration allows sufficient time for prompt operator actions to isolate the leakage,
if possible.
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Escalation of the emergeney elassifieatien
via ICs of Recognition Category AR or F.

i level-EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL would be

SU4: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

The STP Technical Specifications limit for unidentified leakage from the RCS is 1 gpm. NEI 99-01 Rev.
6 states to use the higher of the Technical Specification limit or 10 gpm.

SU4: EAL-2 Selection Basis:

The STP Technical Specifications limit for identified leakage from the RCS is 10 gpm. NEI 99-01 Rev. 6
requirements are to use the higher of the Technical Specification limit or 25 gpm.

SU4: EAL-3 Selection Basis:

The STP Technical Specifications limit for primary-to-secondary leakage is 150 gallons per day through
any one steam generator.

REFERENCES:

1. STP Technical Specification Section 3.4.6.2 Reactor Coolant System Operational Leakage.

DevelopeF Notes;
E4 1I Fer- the site speeifie leak rate Yalue, enter- the highcr ef 10 gpm" ef the v~alue speeified in the
siesTechnical speeificattions fcr. this type ef leakage,

EAL 42 For the site speeifie leak rate N~alus, enter the higher 8f 25 gpm er- the valuse speeified in ths
site's Teeshniial Speeifisations fcr this tPoe ef leakage.
For. sits that hx.'s Tpphnieal speeifiAtions4 thAt do nOt Spssify a 10isakge t)yPe for SteOmf gOnReater- tube
leakage, deNvslepers should inelude an EAL for tube leakage gfeater thanf 25 gpma for- 15 mninutes or
longer,

effncnt Attributess: 3.1.1. .A
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SU5
I ECL: Nefifieation of Unusual Event UNUSUAL EVENT

Initiating Condition: Automatic or manual (trip 1PWR '" seram [BWR•) fails to shutdown the
reactor.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power- Opefeaf-l1 2
New.: A manual atin in ... a.ti.n., r. set f.a.ti.ns, w.hi.h .aus.s the et..l r.. ds to be rapidly
inscrtcd inte the eerc, and dees net ineludc manutally driving in een"r! r-eds Cr: implementatien Cf ber-en

ijtinstrategles.

BEinple-Emergency Action Levels: (I or 2)

Note: A manual action is ANY operator action, or set of actions, which causes the control rods to be
rapidly inserted into the core, and does not include manually driving in control rods or implementation of
boron iniection strategies.

(1) a. An automatic ftrip LPWR]j, scram [BS..RI) did not shutdown the reactor.

AND

b. A subsequent manual action taken at the reactor control eeaselespanels is successful in shutting
down the reactor.

(2) a. A manual trip (trip [PI ,i / s,•Fram [B..•r -did not shutdown the reactor.

AND

b. EITHER of the following:
I

1. A subsequent manual action taken at the reactor control eenselespanels is successful in
shutting down the reactor.

OR

I 72._A subsequent automatic (trip [PnR] / s.r.am [BIR,) is successful in shutting down the
reactor.

Basis:

This IC addresses a failure of the RPS to initiate or complete an automatic or manual reactor (trip [PWR4
A .eFam-.. +,,•-that results in a reactor shutdown, and either a subsequent operator manual action taken
at the reactor control eenselespanels or an automatic (trip IPIR / scram [BkR]) is successful in shutting
down the reactor. This event is a precursor to a more significant condition and thus represents a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
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Following the failure on an automatic reactor (trip [P-R] / s..... [BWR]), operators will promptly
initiate manual actions at the reactor control eeaseleopanels to shutdown the reactor (e.g., initiate a
manual reactor (trip tPWR] /• ,crsem [BWR)) . If these manual actions are successful in shutting down the
reactor, core heat generation will quickly fall to a level within the capabilities of the plant's decay heat
removal systems.

If an initial manual reactor (trip ,PXRI , sera -. tBWRI) -is unsuccessful, operators will promptly take
manual action at another location(s) on the reactor control eenselespanels to shut down the reactor (e.g.,
initiate a manual reactor (tripr [.P.] I cram rtBW ))O using a different switch). Depending upon several
factors, the initial or subsequent effort to manually (trip [PWR] I sr-am [B.)•Rj the reactor, or a
concurrent plant condition, may lead to the generation of an automatic reactor (trip fPWR4 1 se.a..
rBlroj signal. If a subsequent manual or automatic (trip [PWR] / s.r.a [BWRI), is successful in shutting
down the reactor, core heat generation will quickly fall to a level within the capabilities of the plant's
decay heat removal systems.

A manual action at the reactor control eenselesanels is any operator action, or set of actions, which
causes the control rods to be rapidly inserted into the core (e.g., initiating a manual (trip NVR ..4-se...
-BWR-)). This action does not include manually driving in control rods or implementation of boron

injection strategies. Aetifis takcn att baek panel er ether- leations within the Cc.trll Rc., OF any
leeatien .utsid- the eCntr-l Room, arc not .. n.ide. d to be "at the rcaeier eontrel e1nse.l.sRo'g".

The res et--- th-e faiure- of aautomatis omnual r ea a trt-r s a , -- • , .. a- -- tin--wlTeplant response to the failure of an automatic or manual reactor (trip [PWRI / ser-am 1BWRI) will varybased upon several factors including the reactor power level prior to the event, availability of the

condenser, performance of mitigation equipment and actions, other concurrent plant conditions, etc. If
subsequent operator manual actions taken at the reactor control eenselespanels are also unsuccessful in
shutting down the reactor, then the cmcrgcncy classificatizn lcvc1 EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION
LEVEL will escalate to an Alef-ALERT via IC SA5. Depending upon the plant response, escalation is
also possible via IC FAI. Absent the plant conditions needed to meet either IC SA5 or FAI, an Unusua
Eremt-UNUSUAL EVENT declaration is appropriate for this event.

A reactor shutdown is determined in accordance with applicable Emergency Operating Procedure criteria.

Should a reactor (trip [P .•LR ý' eram [BWR)• signal be generated as a result of plant work (e.g., RPS
setpoint testing), the following classification guidance should be applied.

0 If the signal causes a plant transient that should have included an automatic (trip- rPWRJ-A•sf..
fBWRIj _and the RPS fails to automatically shutdown the reactor, then this IC and the EALs are
applicable, and should be evaluated.

* If the signal does not cause a plant transient and the (trip [PWR], I z-ram [BVA.•._failure is
determined through other means (e.g., assessment of test results), then this IC and the EALs are not
applicable and no classification is warranted.

SU5: EAL-I. EAL-2 Selection Basis:

N/A
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REFERENCES:

1. OPOP03-ZG-0004, Rev. 45, Reactor Startup
2. OPOP03-ZG-0005, Rev. 86, Plant Startup to 100%

Developer- Noess,
This WC is applicabic in any Mede in whieh the actudal Feaetef pewer lev. e tild eed the. power-lccl at
which the reaeter- is eznsider-ed shutdown. A PWR with a shutdewnt reaeter- pewer lecvel that is less than er
equal Wc the rcac tOcrNAO IP 401-01 ;'cl; wich dcfnc p th;es be I emA. crh bzunad a f Pev.cr- Op oratien (Me do 14 will need to
ineluide Startup (Medc 2) in the Operating Mede Applicability. Fer ex~ample, if the reaetecr is eensidefrcd
tz be shutdown at 3% emd Pewer 159 Operatiefn staitz at >5%, then the WC is alse applieable in Staf+p
MeAd
Develeper-s may inzelude site speeifte EOP eriter-ia inidieatiNvc ef a succcessfl r-eactor shutdown in an EAL
statement, the Basis er. beth (e.g., a roacter- pewcr level*.
The term "rceaet8r eentrol eenseles" mnay be roplaeed with the eprpit zic pecifie tcrm (eog., mainl
eelloe1-bad
Ufd-I 1 1 A

-,;S Q14; Anf ttr- WAR
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SU6
ECL: Nctificatecn of Unusual Ev'nt UNUSUAL EVENT

Initiating Condition: Loss of a4ALL onsite or offsite communications capabilities.

Operating Mode Applicability: P.w.. ..... n ,• St....., Hat Standby, 490 ShAtdown. 1 2,3 4

Examp!e-Emergency Action Levels: (1 or 2 or 3)

(1) Loss of ALL of the following onsite communication methods listed in Table S2.

(site specific list ef eemmunmications mcthceds)

(2 ....__Loss of ALL of the following Offsite Response Organization (ORO)ORO communications
methods listed in Table S2.

(site spccific list ef . .mmuni..tions m.. .hds)

(3). Loss of ALL of the following NRC communications methods listed in Table S2.

(site speeifie list ef eommunieations methods4ENS linci

Table S2: Communications Methods

EAL- 1 EAL-2 EAL-3
ONSITE ORO NRC

* Plant PA system X

" Plant Radios X

* Plant telephone system X X X

* Satellite phones X X

* Direct line from Control Rooms to Bay x x
City

" Microwave Lines to Houston X X

" Security radio to Matagorda County X

* Dedicated Ring-down lines X

* ENS line X

Basis:

This IC addresses a significant loss of on-site or offsite communications capabilities. While not a direct
challenge to plant or personnel safety, this event warrants prompt notifications to OROs and the NRC.
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This IC should be assessed only when extraordinary means are being utilized to make communications
possible (e.g., use of non-plant, privately owned equipment, relaying of on-site information via
individuals or multiple radio transmission points, individuals being sent to offsite locations, etc.).

EAL #1- addresses a total loss of the communications methods used in support of routine plant
operations.

EAL #2- addresses a total loss of the communications methods used to notify all OROs of an emergency
declaration. The OROs referred to here are (s De-eeloepr Note )Mataporda County Sheriff's Office, and
Texas Department of Public Safety Disaster District in Pierce.-

EAL #3- addresses a total loss of the communications methods used to notify the NRC of an emergency
declaration.

SU6: EAL-1, EAL-2, EAL-3 Selection Basis:

Lines not included for offsite communications to ORO and NRC included links that would need relaying
of information. Links were obtained from procedures OPGP05-ZV-00 1. Emergency Communications.

REFERENCES:

1. OPGPO5-ZV-O0 11. Emergency Communications

Developer- Notes.
EAL 41 The "site sp..ific list of communication.s methods" sh.old inelu.d- all ommmi.•ations m.-thds
used fer r-eutince plant communications (e.g., commcir-eial or: site tclcphonces, page pa~ty systems, r-adios,
ete.). This listing shetuld inelude installed plant equipment and compencuts, and noet itefas evmed and
maintained by individuals.
161 FEA 1 -23 The "sist-e Speoifir,, •i•t f .munainmthods•" shoeld inAludI all ...o..M.icatin

FAActhoe-d-s u sed toe p er9f f a in iti6al e mcrg ofncy noet ifeationMs;s t- OR_ _- fs aes;A vccih-A-d- in th- 8 sit @ E mergonacy
Plant. The listing sheuld incelude installd plant equipment and eompencnts, and net iteoms ewnod and
m-aint-ained by individuals. Examplo methods arc ring down/dedicated telephone lines, commerceial
telephonce lines, radios, satcllite telephones and intefrnct based cofmmunications technolelgy.
ln the Bai setinins4 the site specific listing ef the OR0s r-eguiring notificatien of an emefrgefny
doaration1 from the Cuentrol Rooma in- -ARaccrd-anc- ;ipth the sitoVa emcgeaey Plan, and typieally within 15

E-4L #3 The "site spccific list of comwmuniations metheds" shoulid incelude all communmieation
m-et-heds used to perform initial emer-gency nlOtificationIS to th~e NRAC as describedd in the site Emaer-gency
Plan. The listing sheuld include installc plant equipment and eempenents, and net items ewned and
maintained by individuals. These methods are typically the dedieated Emer-gency Notificationt System

t:'KTC!~~~t I L . .4:i I .

te ee efte fie aft eemme a te eig ene fie&.
I &-1 I • A - I

I :~vu1rnm~nI Trr1nhlT'~' I I I
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SU7
ECL: Nctifizaticn of Unusiual Evcnt UNUSUAL EVENT

Initiating Condition: Failure to isolate containment or loss of containment pressure control.

Operating Mode Applicability: Po wetr Operaticn, Startup, t Standby, Not Shutdwn-a , 23 4

E '-ompwe-Emergency Action Levels: (1 or 2)

(1) a. Failure of containment to isolate when required by an actuation signal.

AND

b. ALL required penetrations are not isolatedelesed within 15 minutes of the actuation signal.

(2) a. Containment pressure greater than (sitc sp •'ifie prssur )9.5 si

AND

b. . .ss than one fl train of (site specific system or- equipm...nt) No Containment Spraceentainment
spayy train is operating per design for 15 minutes or longer.

Basis:

This IC addresses a failure of one or more containment penetrations to automatically isolate (elese)-when
required by an actuation signal. It also addresses an event that results in high containment pressure with a
concurrent failure of containment pressure control systems. Absent challenges to another fission product
barrier, either condition represents potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

Fer-EAL #1-7 the containment isolation signal must be generated as the result on an off-normal/accident
condition (e.g., a safety injection or high containment pressure); a failure resulting from testing or
maintenance does not warrant classification. The determination of containment and penetration status -
isolated or not isolated - should be made in accordance with the appropriate criteria contained in the plant
AOPs and EOPs. The 15-minute criterion is included to allow operators time to manually isolate the
required penetrations, if possible.

EAL #2- addresses a condition where containment pressure is greater than the setpoint at which
containment energy (heat) removal systems are designed to automatically actuate, and less than one full
train of equipment is capable of operating per design. The 15-minute criterion is included to allow
operators time to manually start equipment that may not have automatically started, if possible. The
inability to start the required equipment indicates that containment heat removal/depressurization systems
(e.g., containment sprays or. ic cr. nd.ns.. fans) are either lost or performing in a degraded manner.
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I 44-3-This event would escalate to a Site Area Emergency SITE AREA EMERGENCY in accordance with
IC FS 1 if there were a concurrent loss or potential loss of either the Fuel Clad or RCS fission product
barriers.

SU7: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

N/A

SU7: EAL-2 Selection Basis:

If containment pressure reaches 9.5 psig, Containment Spray will actuate. If no train of Containment
Spray is operating per design, the ability to lower containment pressure is compromised. One train of
Containment Spray (Technical Specifications 3/4.6.2) is defined as one containment spray system
capable of taking a suction from the RWST and transferring suction to the containment sump.

REFERENCES:

1. OPOP05-EO-F005, Rev. 1, Containment Critical Safety Function Status Tree
2. OPOP05-EO-FRZ 1, Rev. 9, Response to High Containment Pressure
3. Technical Specifications 3/4.6.2
2.

3. Develop, t Notes-:

-atef: e S EV zinc nressure vatue mat aemares containment pressure control svsmcms
_1

te- I, !fnitme Spray). ifso ena ncs speitic containmment pr-essure ccnrrife
systefr'egutipmnent that should be operaiting per design if the containmoent pressur-e actuation

sctoin isreahed. if desired, specific eondition indieations sueh as pe&amcter-values can also
be entered (e g., .cotinent spr-ay flew rate less tha a eeflain v-alue).

5. EAL- 42 is not applicable te the U.S. Eveluticnary Power: Reactor- (EPR) design.
6. EQL Assienmoent Attributes:. 3.1.1 !.A-
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SA1
I ECL:Ale-t ALERT

Initiating Condition: Loss of a44ALL but one AC power source to emergency buses for 15 minutes or
longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: Pew.er Operation, Start-p• , Ref Standby, Wet Shutd. wn. . 23, 4

I E*sm-p Emergency Action Levels:

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the A4It-ALERT promptly upon determining that 15
minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

(1) a. AC power capability to (site sp..ifie ee-rgency bus•s) -- IALL three 416OV44"6440 AC ESF
Buses is reduced to a single power source for 15 minutes or longer.
AND

b. AN-ANY additional single power source failure will result in a loss of aoALL AC power to
SAFETY SYSTEMS.

Basis:

This IC describes a significant degradation of offsite and onsite AC power sources such that any
additional single failure would result in a loss of all AC power to SAFETY SYSTEMS. In this condition,
the sole AC power source may be powering one, or more than one, train of safety-related equipment. This
IC provides an escalation path from IC SU 1.

An "AC power source" is a source recognized in AOPs and EOPs, and capable of supplying required
power to an emergency bus. Some examples of this condition are presented below

] ._A loss of all offsite power with a concurrent failure of all but one emergency power source (e.g., an
onsite diesel generator).

_..__PA loss of all offsite power and loss of all emergency power sources (e.g., onsite diesel generators)
with a single train of emergency buses being baek-fed from the unit main generator.

*__._BA loss of emergency power sources (e.g., onsite diesel generators) with a single train of emergency
buses being baek-fed from an onsite or offsite power source.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of power.

Escalation of the emergency classificatien !l EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL would be
via IC SSI.
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SAl: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

This EAL is similar to IC CU2. except this EAL applies only to Modes 1-4.

REFERENCES:

I. OPOP04-AE-0001, Rev. 44, First Response to Loss of Any or All 13.8 KV or 4.16 KV Bus
2. OPOP04-AE-0004. Rev. 15, Loss of Power to One or More 4.16 KV ESF Bus
3. OPSPO3-EA-0002, Rev. 32. ESF Power Availability
4. Drawingz OOOOOEOAAAA. Rev. 24. Singale Line Diagram. Main One Line Diagzram. Unit No. I

For- a pwere sourcee that has multiple generators, the EAL andlor- Basis sectien shetuld r-eflect the
minimaum numbcr of operainig gencrfAtors necessafy fcr that soure to poide requirted power. to an AG
emcr-gene)y bus. For. exaniple, ifta backutp power -- pre i cmrsod ef wo genewrator (i.e., two 50%

caaiygener-ator-s sized to feed 1 AC emergency bus), the EAL. and Basis scctien must specify that both
genrfator-s for that sourcee arc oper-ating.
The "site specific emeargeney buses" are the buses fed by cffSite or emergaeny AC- power. Scurcees that
supply power. to the electrical disifibution system that powers SAFETY SYSTEMS. There is typieally 1
emaergency' bus per. train- of SAFETY_ SY 4STEMAAS.
Do.eleper0 sheuld moedify the bulleted examples proevided int the basis section, abee sneeded to r-eflect
their- site specifie plant designs and capabilitics.
The EALs and Basis shoeuld refleaet that each independent offsite power. circuit constitutes a single poer
sourcee. For- eitample, three independent MANkV offsite power- eir-euits (i.e., incoming power: lines)

.ompris three separate pewer: sourcees. Independence may be deteffined from a r-eview of the site
specifie UFSAR, SBO analysis or- r-elated- leao electrical poerAe Stuldiels.
The EAL and/er Basi'seio a specify use of a nen safctly related power source proVided that

oprto of this Source i eogi in AOP9 and EOPs, or- bcyond design basis accident response
gtidelines (e.g., FLEX support guidelines). Suceh power- seurces should gener-ally meet the " AlIternat ac
source" definition proevided in 10 CFR 50.2.
At m ulti uistiosthe E=ALs may cr-edit compensatory, measures that are precePduralizAd_ and can bea
implement~ed wihi 15 minutesPR. ConAmsider- capabilities such as power seoure cr-ess tics, "swinfg"
gener-ators, ether- power seure ~deseribed in abnemal Or emegecyopraig proc feedures, etc. Plants
that have a procedurailized capability to supply offsite AG power- to an affected unit via a croess tie to a

comp gano unit may credit this power: sourcee in the EAL prov,.ided that the planned croess tie str-ategy
mee~ts the reatuir-ements of 10 C-FR 50.6-3.
T-* ["• T A --

~LL :~ssignmcnt AtiriDuies: 5.1 .~.fl
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SA2
ECL: Alef ALERT

Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of Control Room indications for 15 minutes or longer with
a significant transient in progress.

Operating Mode Applicability: Pt,.... Operation, Startup, Hot Standby, Het Shutdown. 1 23, 4

I E~a*pie Emergency Action Level*:

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Alert--ALERT promptly upon determining that 15
minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

(L) a. An UNPLANNED event results in the inability to monitor one or more of the following
parameters in Table S I from within the Control Room for 15 minutes or longer.

[B JYR padrafffer lwst [PWR parameier !ist]

Reaetzr- Power- Reaeter-Power

RPRV W'ator. L'cl RC-Ne I o

R42%1 PesstiFe RC=S Pfessiufe

Primary 'C-ntaiffnmcnt Prcssur-e int Ccrc/Cc Exit Tefnperafi

Supprzaasien PeelI cvel Levels int at least (site specei
number-) twe steam generators

Suppr-essicn Peel Temperaturz Steam- Generator-40 Auxiliar-y or
Emer-gency Feed Water FloW

Table SI: Plant Parameters
" Reactor Power
" RCS Level
* RCS Pressure
" Core Exit Temperature
• Levels in at least two steam

generators
* Steam Generator Auxiliary Feed

Water Flow

AND

b. ANY of the following transient events in progress.
* Automatic or manual runback greater than 25% thermal reactor power

* Electrical load rejection greater than 25% full electrical load

0 Reactor ser-WR[B 1 t -.. ip..
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* ECCS (SI) actuation

Basis:

This IC addresses the difficulty associated with monitoring rapidly changing plant conditions during a
transient without the ability to obtain SAFETY SYSTEM parameters from within the Control Room.
During this condition, the margin to a potential fission product barrier challenge is reduced. It thus
represents a potential substantial degradation in the level of safety of the plant.

As used in this EAL, an "inability to monitor" means that values for one or more of the listed parameters
cannot be determined from within the Control Room. This situation would require a loss of all of the
Control Room sources for the given parameter(s). For example, the reactor power level cannot be
determined from any analog, digital and recorder source within the Control Room.

An event involving a loss of plant indications, annunciators and/or display systems is evaluated in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (and associated guidance in NUREG-1022) to determine if an NRC event
report is required. The event would be reported if it significantly impaired the capability to perform
emergency assessments. In particular, emergency assessments necessary to implement abnormal
operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, and emergency plan implementing procedures
addressing emergency classification, accident assessment, or protective action decision-making.

This EAL is focused on a selected subset of plant parameters associated with the key safety functions of
reactivity control, core cooling IPlR]j / RP .V.. IBWt .. and RCS heat removal. The loss of the ability
to determine one or more of these parameters from within the Control Room is considered to be more
significant than simply a reportable condition. In addition, if all indication sources for one or more of the
listed parameters are lost, then the ability to determine the values of other SAFETY SYSTEM parameters
may be impacted as well. For example, if the value for r.....t.r. vezel leve!RCS level i PWR,'L P PXWAr..

leie -f..1W*rDcannot be determined from the indications and recorders on a main control board, the SPDS
or the plant computer, the availability of other parameter values may be compromised as well.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary losses of indication.

Escalation of the emzrgzency elaszifieaticn level EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL would be
via ICs FS I or IC A-t-RS 1.

SA2: EAL-I Selection Criteria:

The plant parameters listed are from NEI 99-01, Rev. 6. Two steam generators were selected as a site-
specific parameter for the minimum number of steam generators needed for plant cooldown and
shutdown.

REFERENCES:

1. OPOP05-EO-EO20, Rev. 11, Faulted Steam Generator Isolation
2. OPOP05-EO-FRH 1, Rev. 23, Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink
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De~elpeF N~tS'
in the PAIR parameter- lit column, the "site speeifie number-" should r-eflect the minimum nutmber- of
steam genieratorsi noccosary for plant ccoldewn and shutdown. This crwitorion mnay also specify whether the
level value should- be woido range, nar-ow range or- both, depending Upon the moniongrurmnt in
cmorfgonc oprain pocduroes.
Dovolopor maepcf ither- proessurizor er roaeter-vess level in the PAIR parameter eolumn ea"~ for
RGS bevie4-
DevelLper-s hould eonsider if the "transient ewacts" list needs to be modified to better- r-eflet site speeifie
plant opcrating charaeteriisties and expocted r-espen505.
The number-, typo, location and layout of Controfl Room indieationts, and the range ef possible failuro
moedes, ean ehallenge the ability of ant oper-ator to accur~ately determine, within the timoe period availabloe
for- emergency elassification assessments, if a specific percoentage of indicationis ha~v been lost. The
approeach used int this EAL facilitates proempt and acur~ate emcr-gcney classification assessments by
focusing on the indicatiens for. a seleoted subset of parafnetef~.
By fccusifig on the a;'ailability of the speeified paramoter. 4 alues, instead of tho sourcos of these values,
the EAI. roonzo aeeow.mmdatosq 9he widoe varFicty of indications in nucloar- power- pleat Conatrol
Roomas. Indication t~es and sourocs may be analog or digital, safety related or- nopm-o altomato,
individuall motor. valuc1 or: computer group display, ete.
168 A loss of plant annunceiators will be evaluiated for- roeportability in accor~danco with 10 CFR 50.72 (and
the associated guidanee in NUREG 1022), and r-eported if it significantly impairs the capabilit to
porffrm cmer-gcncy assessments. Compensatory measuros for- a loss of annunciaticn can be roadily
implemented and may ineluide iner-eased monitor-ing of main control boards and morc~ froguent plant
rounds by nion licensed oper-ators. Their- alerting function notwithstandinig, .nuniaor do not proevide
the parameteor values or: spociflo eemponont Statasiformtio used to oporate the plant, or: procoss
through AOPs or- EONs. Based on these considerations, a less of anaunciation is considerod too
adequately addressed by r-eportabikiy cr-iteria, and thcrefore not incue in his IC -and- EzA-.
Wlith r-espect to establishing event sever-ity, the rospensc to a loss of radiationt monitoring data (e.g.,
pr-ocoss or effluent monitor- values) is eonsidered to bo adeguatoly bounded by the rcguirefmcnt~ of 10
CAPP -50.:72 (and associated gutidanc in mE 10-22). Tho ropeoring of his ovont will ensuro adequate
plant staff and NRC awaronoess, and drive the establishment of approepr-iate compefnsator-y measuroes and
eeFcetive actionis. in addition, a loss of radiation monitor-ing data, by itself-, is not a proeurser- to a moroe

Per-sonnel at sites that have a Failuro Modes and Effcots Anfalysis (F-MEA) included within the design
basis of a digital !&C- system should eonsider- the FN4EA information when doveloping their: site spocifie

Duo to chanigcs in the conifigur-ations of SAFET-Y SYSTEMS, incluiding associated instrumentatiefn and
-ind-ications, dur~ing the cold Shuitdown, rofaeliing, and- dwofiueled- modes, no analogous !C- is incelud-ed- -for
-thA-=s " ..o.S o Apefratin-.

. 11 1 11 n
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SA5
ECL: Alei4 ALERT

Initiating Condition: Automatic or manual (trip [PWR] / Secfr [BWRJ) fails to shutdown the
reactor, and subsequent manual actions taken at the reactor contro.ee.se.e. panels..ntro.l cnoc
are not successful in shutting down the reactor.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power- OpeFaien- 12

Note: A manual actien iFayocao aetion, er set of actions, whieh causcz the con"!o rods tob
raipidly insoemed into the ccr-e, and does not inclJudoe- manually driving in ecntr-ol rods or- implementation et
boroen inctn ttgc.

E-*mple-Emergency Action Levels:

Note: A manual action is ANY operator action, or set of actions, which causes the control rods to be
rapidly inserted into the core, and does not include manually driving in control rods or implementation of
boron iniection strategies.

(1) a. An automatic or manual ktrip [PWR1,. s-ram [B..)•. . did not shutdown the reactor.

AND

b. Manual actions taken at the reactor control eeneeeesranels are not successful in shutting down the
reactor.

Basis:

This IC addresses a failure of the RPS to initiate or complete an automatic or manual reactor (trip 1,1211
,/-sefammBWRIj that results in a reactor shutdown, and subsequent operator manual actions taken at the
reactor control eenselespanels to shutdown the reactor are also unsuccessful. This condition represents an
actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant. An emergency declaration is
required even if the reactor is subsequently shutdown by an action taken away from the reactor control
eenselespanels since this event entails a significant failure of the RPS.

A manual action at the reactor control eeeseloespanels is any operator action, or set of actions, which
causes the control rods to be rapidly inserted into the core (e.g., initiating a manual reactor (trip-PtiWR,-
seFam tBWRt)). This action does not include manually driving in control rods or implementation of boron
injection strategies. If this action(s) is unsuccessful, operators would immediately pursue additional
manual actions at locations away from the reactor control eense•espmls (e.g., locally opening breakers).
A : 1. L I I :L L f :

C-Ontrol ROOM, arc nOt Pzonsidorod tP bo "ait tho;PA ratr- ccntrol PcnSOloS".

The plant response to the failure of an automatic or manual reactor (trip [PWR . scram [BWRt) will vary
based upon several factors including the reactor power level prior to the event, availability of the
condenser, performance of mitigation equipment and actions, other concurrent plant conditions, etc. If the
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failure to shutdown the reactor is prolonged enough to cause a challenge to the core cooling +PWRt,' ,-- Dr
water- !eye! [BWRJ or RCS heat removal safety functions, the cmcrgcncy elassifi-atien le..
EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL will escalate to a Site Area Emergency SITE AREA
EMERGENCY via IC SS5. Depending upon plant responses and symptoms, escalation is also possible
via IC FSl. Abscnt the plant . .nditients needd t, moot either- W SS5 or FS!, em Alm delar.atien is
approriatc fer this c'cnt.

It is recognized that plant responses or symptoms may also require an A-Aet- ALERT declaration in
accordance with the Recognition Category F ICs; however, this IC and EAL are included to ensure a
timely emergency declaration.

A reactor shutdown is determined in accordance with applicable Emergency Operating Procedure criteria.

SAS: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

N/A

REFERENCES:

1. OPOP05-EO-FRS 1, Rev. 17, Response to Nuclear Power Generation - ATWS

Develper- Notes-
Thi WlI is. 1ppiteable int any wiexie in whieft eo nomat rouomor power- levetetle e~i xeeed eil pf leve at
whi. h the r,.a...r. is .. n.ider.d shutd. wn. A PWR with a shutdcwn rcFactr power lec-.l that is lcss than or
equal to the r-eaeter pwer.f leavel which d-efincz the low.er. bouffnd o-f Power Operation (Mode 1) will nleed to

to be shutdown at M; and PeWer Opefratiefn StaAS at >-5%, theft the IC is abc applieable inf Startup N40dC.
D....l.p.r. may in.lud. site . p.. ifi. EOP . r.itr.ia indi.ativ. .f a .ue....ful .-.. ea c rcac tdew in ant EALr
statement, the Basis er b.th (e.g., a .. a.t.r. pw.r- lcvcl).
Th..term."reactor cntrol cnle."•. ...may.be r,.eplaced with the a Speeific terM (e.g., maiN

ECL Assignmcnt Attribtitc: 3.1 .2.B
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SA9
ECL: Alm ALERT

Initiating Condition: Hazardous event affecting a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current
I operating mode.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power- Operation, Star- u, H4ot Standby, et Shutdown ... 2, 3,4

I E ""Pke-Emergency Action Levels:

I (1) a. The occurrence of ANY of the following hazardous events listed in Table S3:

SeiSmie ecentt (ea(thequake)
Inteeral or eetteral flooding event
R High wind s or tornado strike

PREIR

EXPEOPiON
(Site pei haZad) Predicted or actual breah of Main Cooling Reser'oir retaining dike along North

Other events with similar hazard eharaeterietiet as detedmined by the Shift Mtanage

I Table S3: Hazardous Events

I Seismic event (earthguake)
. Internal or external floodinf event

1 . Hinah winds or tornado striae
* FIRE
* EXPLOSION

I Predicted or actual breach of Main Cooline, Reservoir retaining- dike alone, North Wall.
* Other events with similar hazard characteristics as determined by the Shift Manager

AND

b. EITHER of the following:

1. Event damage has caused indications of degraded performance in at least one train of a
SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating mode.

OR
2. The event has caused VISIBLE DAMAGE to a SAFETY SYSTEM component or

structure needed for the current operating mode.
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Basis:

This IC addresses a hazardous event that causes damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM, or a structure
containing SAFETY SYSTEM components, needed for the current operating mode. This condition
significantly reduces the margin to a loss or potential loss of a fission product barrier, and therefore
represents an actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant.

EAL# 1 .b. 1- addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is in service/operation since indications
for it will be readily available. The indications of degraded performance should be significant enough to
cause concern regarding the operability or reliability of the SAFETY SYSTEM train.

EAL# 1.b.2- addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM component that is not in service/operation or
readily apparent through indications alone, or to a structure containing SAFETY SYSTEM components.
Operators will make this determination based on the totality of available event and damage report
information. This is intended to be a brief assessment not requiring lengthy analysis or quantification of
the damage.

Escalation of the emergeney
via IC FS1 orARS IA94.

c!asIification level EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL would be

SA9: EAL-I Selection Basis:

The listed hazards are from NEI 99-01 Rev.6 with the excention of the Main Cooling Reservoir breach
along the north wall which was included because it is a credible hazard and analyzed in the STPEGS
UFSAR.

REFERENCES:

1. STPEGS UFSAR. Section 3.4.1. Flood Protection

Developor Natork-
Fer- (site speeifie hazafds), develeper-s should eeftsideF inceluding ether signifieant, site speeific hazerds te
the bulleted list eentained int EAl. !.a (e.g., a seiehe)-
Nuelear- pewer- plant SAFETY SY-ST-EMS arc eemprised ef twe er mer-e separate and r-edundant trains ei

EC.L "' Aczi 0, 1; M An tribt u•: 3.1 h I .2tB
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SS1
ECL: Site Area Emergency SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Initiating Condition: Loss of aiUALL offsite and sUALL onsite AC power to emergency buses for
15 minutes or longer.

I Operating Mode Applicability: Power- Oreration Startun Het Standby. Het Shuitdewn 1,2-3,4I- [ I. . I . . . .1 7 . . . . . • . .

I E*ample Emergency Action Levels:

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Em.ergen.y SITESITE AREA
EMERGENCYvpromptly upon determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be
exceeded.

(1) Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power to
three 4160V AC ESF Buses for 15 minutes or longc

(site sp..ific .m.rg.n.y buscs . a!IALL

Basis:

I
This IC addresses a total loss of AC power that compromises the performance of all SAFETY SYSTEMS
requiring electric power including those necessary for emergency core cooling, containment heat
removal/pressure control, spent fuel heat removal and the ultimate heat sink. In addition, fission product
barrier monitoring capabilities may be degraded under these conditions.

This IC represents a condition that involves actual or likely major failures of plant functions needed for
the protection of the public.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Escalation of the emer-geney elI
via ICs AG--RGI, FGI or SG 1.

asstitieaticnt le;'elEMEKUENCY CLASSIFICAT1ION LEVEL would be

SS1: EAL-1 Selection Criteria:

N/A

8S8: EAL-4-REFERENCES:

1. OPOP04-AE-0001, Rev. 44, First Response to Loss of Any or All 13.8 KV or 4.16 KV Bus
2. OPOP04-AE-0004, Rev. 15, Loss of Power to One or More 4.16 KV ESF Bus
3. OPSP03-EA-0002, Rev. 32, ESF Power Availability
4. Drawing OOOOOEOAAAA, Rev. 24, Single Line Diagram, Main One Line Diagram, Unit No. I
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Developer Notes-
! ........

I-or a r.owor ~ourso that ha~ muitmis e~norntors tho hAL andk~r Ha~w ~c2t1on ~h~~uId rct1~zt th~
minmumnuberof peatig gneator~s neccssaiy, for that Sourcee tO prOVide adequate power. to an A C-

emer~geney bus. For: exwnple, if a back!up power sorc is rm~ed of two geneamtors (i.e., tMA 50%4
caaiygenerato~s sized te feed 1 AG emnergency bus), the EAL and Basis section maust specify that both

generator-9 fcr- that Surew aeoeaig
The "site specifie em~ergency buses" arc the buses fed by off-site Or emer-gency AG power- sourcees that

supply power- to the eleetr-ical distribution system that power-s SAFETY SYSTEMS. Therm is typieally 1
emer-gency budS per-train ACS SA FETY SYSTEMS.
The EAL an&er Basis sectiont may specify use of a non safety related power- source proevided that

oeaio of this source is contfolled in accordance with abnonnal or- emfergency operating proceduires, or-
beyond design basis accident response guidelines (e.g., FLEX suppcnt guidelines). Such power sources
should genter-ally mceet the "Alternate ae source" definition proevided in 10 CFR 50.2.
At multi untsatos'he EAbs may cr-edit eeompensatery measures that afe proceduralized and can be

fimplfiemented- w.it-hin 15- mffinute&s. Con-Rsider capabilities sueh as power: souree cress ties, "swintg"
gener-ators, other- power sourcees descr-ibed in abnomal or- emergec oprain procedures, etc. Plants
that have a proeedUralized capability to supply effiite AC power- to an affected unit via a croess tie to a

comain unit mawy credit this poere source in the EAL provNided that the planned croess tip strategy
mnects thei ruie entf 10 CFR 50.63.
EC-L Assgmn Atrbutes: 3.1 .3.B
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SS5
ECL: Site Area Emergency SITE SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Initiating Condition: Inability to shutdown the reactor causing a challenge to (core cooling-It-PWR1•4
R123.. water- level [BIWRr) or RCS heat removal.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Opeiratie*-n 12

I Example Emergency Action Levels:

(1) a. An automatic or manual (trip [PWRI / s..am rBNRI) did not shutdown the reactor.

AND

b. AI•ALL manual actions to shutdown the reactor have been unsuccessful.

AND

c. EITHER of the following conditions exists:

0 (Sýte RnAcifiP wniaino nianit oaeutl e e teat 1mthc ore Core
Cooling - Red entry conditionseenditieni met

................... j

(Stz, z-p---fie indicati•n f ant inabi
Red entry conditionseenditien met

litt te adegoJatz1;' rzmz;'zvheat from the RCS) Heat Sink-

Basis:

This IC addresses a failure of the RPS to initiate or complete an automatic or manual reactor (trip ilR4
I sream Et...R..that results in a reactor shutdown, all subsequent operator actions to manually shutdown
the reactor are unsuccessful, and continued power generation is challenging the capability to adequately
remove heat from the core and/or the RCS. This condition will lead to fuel damage if additional
mitigation actions are unsuccessful and thus warrants the declaration of a Site Area Emergency SITESITE
AREA EMERGENCY.

In some instances, the emergency classification resulting from this IC/EAL may be higher than that
resulting from an assessment of the plant responses and symptoms against the Recognition Category F
ICs/EALs. This is appropriate in that the Recognition Category F ICs/EALs do not address the additional
threat posed by a failure to shutdown the reactor. The inclusion of this IC and EAL ensures the timely
declaration of a Site Area Emergency SITESITE AREA EMERGENCY in response to prolonged failure
to shutdown the reactor.

A reactor shutdown is determined in accordance with applicable Emergency Operating Procedure criteria.

Escalation of the emergeney elf
via IC ARG IAG4RG 1 or FG 1.

s•sification level EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL would be
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SS5: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

Core Coolina - Red entry conditions met (CETs > 12000 F) is the site specific indication of the inability
to adequately remove heat from the core. Heat Sink - Red entry conditions met (NR level in All SG <
14% [34%] AND total AFW flow to SG < 576 GPM) is the site specific indication of the inability to
remove heat from the RCS.

SS-1 EALA-REFERENCES:

1. Procedure OPOP05-EO-F002, Rev. 2, Core Cooling Critical Safety Function Status Tree
2. Procedure OPOP05-EO-F003, Rev. 6. Heat Sink Critical Safety Function Status Tree

Developer Notes,
This IW is applicable in any Mode in which theatWual reat•I. r po.wer. level coIu.ld IAccd the p.wer level at
whieh the reacter is eensidcred shutdeoqi A PWAR with a shutdown r-eactor pewefr level that is less than er-
equal to the raeater pewer level whieh defines the lower bound ef Pewer- Oper-atien (Modc 1) will ftccd to
incelude Startup (Mede 2) int the Operating Medc Applicability. PFr Wifamfple, iff1 the raPtor- is- Acon-idcprod
to be shutdeow at M; and Pewer Opefratiot StBarS at >5%,1, thefn th WC is alse applieable in Startup Mede.
Developers may include site speeifie EOP er-iter-ia indicatiye ef a-SUMPPes~fil- -ramte shutdowni in an EA'
statement, the Basis or- beth (e.g., a raeator power level).
Site specific indication ef an inability to adequately r-emove heat fromn the core:&
[B WR] Reacter- vessel water- level cannot be restorzed and maintained abeyc Minimum Stcamn Cooling
RPV Water- Level (as descr-ibed int the EOP bases).,
[PWRI lnscrt site specific values fran incorc/co-PAee rc it thermecouplc temper-ature ald/er- reacter- vessel
water pc.. that drven ce ling restefation pro.edu.e (or other .. se requires
implem~entationt of promp rsraio actions). Altornately, a site m~ay use tooore/coro exit thermocouple
temperatures gr~eater- than I ,200eF and/or a reactor- vessel water- leyel that correspends te approxkimately
th .middlo aei.el . .Plat wit reactor Vessel l..el iHStMentati@H that ca.. ot meas... u reAdown to

aprxmately the middle of active fuel should use the lewest en scale reading that is net above the top of
actaive fuel. if the lowest en scale r-eading is above the top ef active fuel, thent 8 reactor-vessel level value
shoulld nAt beinlued
For- plants that have implemented Westinghouse Owners9 Group Emer-gency Response Guidelines, enter
the parameters used in the Cor-e Cooling Red Path.
Site speei fie ind-ic-ation of an inabhility to adequately r-emovo heat from the RC-&:-
[BWI~ Use the Heat Crapacity Temperatur-e Limit. This addr~esses the inability to r-emove heat via the

min odenser: and the suppression-pool due to high pool water: temperatur-e.
[PII'] lInser-t site specific parameter-s associated with inadequate RCS heat remoeval via the steam
generator-s. These pafam~eters should be idenitical to these used fOr the Inadequate Heat Remoeval threshol
Fuel CldBrirPtnia Lss 2BAMAd thrWes-hopld- -R.C- BarrerPtentiual Ls 2.A in thie PWR ERAL
F-iqqiton Pro~ducit Bar-r-ier Tab~le.
•T

ELCL1A-ssienment AtRFltutes:i. 3-1.3.3
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SS8
ECL: Site Area Emergency -SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Initiating Condition: Loss of aIALL Vital DC power for 15 minutes or longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: P•wer- Oper-ati.n, StaFtup, Hot Standby, tu ,td" n . 2 4

Example-Emergency Action Levels:

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the Site Area Emergenoy SITE AREA EMERGENCY
promptly upon determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

(1) Indicated voltage is less than (site specific bus veorage value) 105.5 VDCy-o6_on ALL (site-
specific Vital DC busses) Class 1E 125 VDC battery buses for 15 minutes or longer.

Basis:

This IC addresses a loss of Vital DC power which compromises the ability to monitor and control
SAFETY SYSTEMS. In modes above Cold Shutdown, this condition involves a major failure of plant
functions needed for the protection of the public.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses.

Escalation of the emergency ca!--ssification !ovc! EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL would be
via ICs AG-IRGI, FGI or SG8.

SS8: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

Minimum voltage for Class 1E 125 VDC battery buses was determined in calculation 13-DJ-006 Rev.3
and determined to be 105.5 volts. At 105.5 volts or less, OPOP05-EO-ECOO, Loss of All AC Power
directs the operators to open the battery output breakers.

REFERENCES:

1. OPOP05-EO-ECOO, Rev. 23, Loss of All AC Power

Deveoper Notes.

4-nl site speX3I11 bus veltage value should he hased (4n 4In minimump blUS Aoltft neeessary lor- adequate
orainof SAFETY SYSTEM equipment. This voltage valuce should inoeomtc a agi f at least 15

otinutes of operation before the enset of inability te eperato these leads. This Yeltage is usually near- the
maiu vollage seleeted- mwhen b-attcr~y sizinig is performed.

The tyieal .*ltte for- an entire battor oti aproifately 105 NTDC. Fer- a 60 eel! string of battor-ics, the
eel veltg is proiately 1.75 Volts per- eel!. For. a 59 string bafttory set, the mninimum veltage is

aproiately 1. 9 1 Volt6 per cell.
To"site speeific Vital DG busses" arc the PC busses that provide monitor-ing and con"!o eapabilitics fcr

SAFETY SYSTEMS.
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SGI
ECL: Gcncral Emergcney GENERALGENERAL EMERGENCY

Initiating Condition: Prolonged loss of a4IALL offsite and aIALL onsite AC power to emergency
buses.

Operating Mode Applicability: Po.wer- Ope..i.. , Startup, Wct Standby, HWt Sht.td.wn-I . 23 4

I Eaemp-e-Emergency Action Levels:

Note: The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency GE PERALGENERAL
EMERGENCY promptly upon determining that (sitc spceific heur-r) I hours has been exceeded, or will
likely be exceeded.

(1) a. Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power to (site specific emergency busze)a)IALL three
4160V AC ESF Buses.

AND

b. EITHER of the following:

* Restoration of at least one AC-emer-geney- 160VAC ESF bus in less than (site-speeifie
boo 4 hours is not likely.

: (Site sp..ifi. indieatin of an inability to adequately romo•. . b.oat •fr._m th....re Core
Cooling - Red entry condition met

Basis:

This IC addresses a prolonged loss of all power sources to AC emergency buses. A loss of all AC power
compromises the performance of all SAFETY SYSTEMS requiring electric power including those
necessary for emergency core cooling, containment heat removal/pressure control, spent fuel heat
removal and the ultimate heat sink. A prolonged loss of these buses will lead to a loss of one or more
fission product barriers. In addition, fission product barrier monitoring capabilities may be degraded
under these conditions.

The EAL should require declaration of a Gencral Emorgnczy GENERALGENERAL EMERGENCY
prior to meeting the thresholds for IC FG1. This will allow additional time for implementation of offsite
protective actions.

Escalation of the emergency classification from Site Area Emergency SITESITE AREA EMERGENCY

will occur if it is projected that power cannot be restored to at least one AC emergency bus by the end of
four (4) hours.T- a-na... d station bla.. . .ut coping pcried._ Beyond this time, plant responses and event
trajectory are subject to greater uncertainty, and there is an inefreasedhiaher likelihood of challenges to
multiple fission product barriers.
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The estimate for restoring at least one emergency bus should be based on a realistic appraisal of the
situation. Mitigation actions with a low probability of success should not be used as a basis for delaying a
classification upgrade. The goal is to maximize the time available to prepare for, and implement,
protective actions for the public.

The EAL will also require a General EmergeneyGENERAL EMERGENCY declaration if the loss of AC
power results in parameters that indicate an inability to adequately remove decay heat from the core.

SG1: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

The prolonged loss of all onsite and all offsite AC power coupled with Core Cooling - Red entry
conditions (CETs > 12000 F) are sufficient indications of the inability to remove heat from the core.

Station Blackout does not include the loss of available AC power to buses fed by station batteries through
inverters, or by Alternate AC (AAC) sources as defined in NUMARC 87-00. The STPEGS Station
Blackout position credits any one of the three Standby Diesel Generators as the AAC source. The
required coping duration category determined for STPEGS Station Blackout is a minimum of four hours,
based on the guidance of NUMARC 87-00, Section 3. STPEGS meets this requirement and forms the
basis for the four hour time period.

REFERENCES:

1. OPOP04-AE-0001, Rev. 44, First Response to Loss of Any or All 13.8 KV or 4.16 KV Bus
2. OPOP04-AE-0004, Rev. 15, Loss of Power to One of More 4.16 KV ESF Buses
3. OPSP03-EA-0002, Rev. 32, ESF Power Availability
4. Drawing OOOOOEOAAAA, Rev. 24, Single Line Diagram, Main One Line Diagram, Unit No. 1

&2

5. OPOP05-EO-F002. Rev. 2. Core Cooling Critical Safety Function Status Tree
6. OPOP05-EO-ECOO, Rev. 23, Loss of All AC Power
7. STPEGS UFSAR Section 8.3.4. Station Blackout

De~e!Opff NeteI
Althu.gh this WC and EAL may bt viewed as redundant t. the Fission Produet B... i. ICs, it is included
t. pr.vide for. a mo.r. timely es.alaion of the emergeny c elassifiation levcel.
The "site specific emergency buses" arc the buses fed by effsitc or- emer-geney AC power- sour-Pes that
supply pe.wc to the clectical distribution system that p.w... SAFETY- SYSTEMS. Therc is typially 1
cmergency bus per- tr~ain of SAFETY SYSTEMS.

h.e "site specif i hours" to .. stcrc AC power. to an ........ h H S A .m c bu -l e b dA on th tion

blac•ket ioeping anialysis pcrfffimd in aecordance with 10 CFR § 50.63 and Regulaito-y Guide 1. 155,
tA'100on19 Blaekout.

Site SPecifie intdication cf an1 inbltyt dOequately reffeVe heat fr1m the cofre
[BJT'I Reactor- vessel water level cannot be r-estercd and maintained abeve Minimum StetAm Cooling
RPAI 44ater Level (as described in the EOP bases).
HPJ44RI, Inseit site speei fie valuies Afer an4 ineore/coPr-e P*it thormoeetiplc temoperature and/cr FRcater- Ves
water- level that drive entry into a eor-e eooling resteomtiefn procedur-e (or. other-Wiserqie
implementatien of promp rsoaio actions). Alternately, a site may use fncoe /cor exit thennigoouple
tcmpera~tires gr~eater: thant I,20oeF andor- a rveator-vesscl water. level that corresponds to approximately
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t-hp middic AcfAptiAOS AuIR. Plant4 40ith rzaztre vessellp.@ jj;'cI inz qtmmntin JhAt CkAnnoft mozr onto
approximately the middle of aeti;c fuel should use the levvest en scaic reading that is noet abevc the tep of
active fuel. if the lowest onsa eading is abov'e the top of aetive fuel, then a roaetor .cse level valuie

shoud et be ifteluded.
For plants that have implemented Westinghouse OwncrS Groulp Emcrfgeney Respense Guidelines, entcr
the parameters used int the Corze Cooling Red Path.

A , 'I- , .') 1 A 1-1
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SG8

ECL: General Emergency GENERAL EMERGENCY

Initiating Condition: Loss of a4ALL AC and Vital DC power sources for 15 minutes or longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: P

Emergency Action Levels:

.... r Op•r.a.i-n, Sttup, Hst Standby, Hot Shutdown I

INote: The Emergency Director should declare the General Emergency GENERAL EMERGENCY
promptly upon determining that 15 minutes has been exceeded, or will likely be exceeded.

(1) a. Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power to (site spe
three 4160V41-60--V AC ESF buses for 15 minutes or longer.

effie cmergcncy base&)-_aIALL

AND

b. Indicated voltage is less than (site zpecific bts vletage "'alu)" 105.5 VDCvoltk -DCon A-"ALL
(sitp• c .. ifie Vital PC b•s-"s•)s Class 1E 125 VDC battery buses for 15 minutes or longer.

Basis:

This IC addresses a concurrent and prolonged loss of both AC and Vital DC power. A loss of all AC
power compromises the performance of all SAFETY SYSTEMS requiring electric power including those
necessary for emergency core cooling, containment heat removal/pressure control, spent fuel heat
removal and the ultimate heat sink. A loss of Vital DC power compromises the ability to monitor and
control SAFETY SYSTEMS. A sustained loss of both AC and DC power will lead to multiple challenges
to fission product barriers.

Fifteen minutes was selected as a threshold to exclude transient or momentary power losses. The 15-
minute emergency declaration clock begins at the point when both EAL thresholds are met.

SG8: EAL-1 Selection Basis:

This IC and EAL were included to address the operating experience for the March, 2011 accident at
Fukushima Daiichi. Minimum voltage for Class 1E 125 VDC battery buses was determined in calculation
13-DJ-006 Rev.3 and determined to be 105.5 volts. At 105.5 volts or less, 0POP05-EO-EC0O, Loss of All
AC Power directs the operators to open the battery output breakers.

REFERENCES:

I. OPOP04-AE-0001, Rev. 44, First Response to Loss of Any or All 13.8 KV or 4.16 KV Bus
2. OPOP04-AE-0004, Rev. 15, Loss of Power to One of More 4.16 KV ESF Buses
3. OPSP03-EA-0002, Rev. 32, ESF Power Availability
4. OPOP05-EO-ECOO, Rev. 23, Loss of All AC Power
5. Drawing OOOOOEOAAAA, Rev. 24, Single Line Diagram, Main One Line Diagram, Unit No. 1
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Dev~elper- Notes
T he "site specific. emaergency buses" arc:R the bhuses; fed by ciffite or- mefor-geny AC power- sourceps that
supply Power to shok eletr*icali distributionf system that pow'erS SAFETY4 SYS9TEMS. There is typieally 1

The "site specifie bus yoltage valtte" should be based en the mintimum bus veltagc ncccessary) for: adequate
prain ef SAFETY SYSTEM equipment. This voltage value should incor-porate a margin -ef at least 15

minutes of oper-atiefn befefre the onset of intabiliy to eper-ate these leads. This voeltage is usually near the
moinim"um voltage selected when bhtr iig spromd
The typical value fer ant entirce battersti aroximately 105 NZDC. Fer- a 60 eel! string of batteries, the
eel! voltag is apprx.iately 1 .75 Volts pcr: eel. For- a 59 sifing battefy set, the minimuma voltage is
appro.imately 1.8 1 Volts per cell.

The "site specific Vital DG busses" arc the DC busses that proevide monitor-ing and conitrol capabilities for
SAFETY SYSTEMS.

nsu.AMES~ wr aaaea to frce 1,1ion F3 to aoes oprtigeper-ioene nemf the Mofear, uI

rrr'T A 2-- A. - l 'I- I I
-- -. -stgnmellL 1;utmanutes.,:3. t .'E.L3
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APPENDIX A - ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A C ................................................................................................................................. A lternating C urrent
AOP ........................................................................................................... Abnormal Operating Procedure
SAPR.M ............................................................................................................ Average Power NRnge Meter
ATWS .............................................................................................. Anticipated Transient Without Scram
B& ....... . ............................................... lBab .ck and Wil

BUT'.......................................................•B i itiati Temi peratur•

CDE ................................................................................................................ Committed Dose Equivalent
CFR ................................................................................................................ Code of Federal Regulations
CTMT/CNMT ......................................................................................................................... Containment
C SF ........................................................................................................................ C ritical Safety Function
CSFST ................................................................................................. Critical Safety Function Status Tree
D B A ......................................................................................................................... D esign B asis A ccident
D C ......................................................................................................................................... D irect C urrent
EAL ...................................................................................................................... Emergency Action Level
ECCS ...................................................................................................... Emergency Core Cooling System
ECL ........................................................................................................... Emergency Classification Level
EOF ............................................................................................................ Emergency Operations Facility
EOP .......................................................................................................... Emergency Operating Procedure
EPA ........................................................................................................ Environm ental Protection Agency
EPG .......................................................................................................... Emergency Procedure Guideline
EPIP ...... ................................................................................... Emergenty Plan Implcmenting Procedure
EPP. E;'olutionary" ...... Ro,,ct..r

E .............. .................................................................................................. E v l t e a r- Pe wer R a e te

EPR . . ..I..............................................El tri P.wer. RO.a.. lhtitut

ERG .......................................................................................................... Emergency Response Guideline
FEMA ........................................................................................ Federal Emergency Management Agency
FSAR ............................................................................................................. Final Safety Analysis Report
GE .................................. ... Gencrl EmrgayGEANERAL EMERGENCY
HCTL ..................................................................................................... Heat Capacity Temperature L imit
4PCI .......................................................................................................... High Pr-es. ur. Cnt lant injdition

ID8 ........................................................................................................................ ....... H u m nS sidem Dia mterfteIC ............................................................................................................. Initiating Condition
ID ................................................................................................................... .Inside Diameter

I- E.............................................Individual Plant E am. inatien. .f Ex..mal Events (Genero i I ettfOer t io 20
ISFSI ................................................................................. Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
Keff .............................................................................................. Effective Neutron Multiplication Factor
LCO ..................................................................................................... Limiting Condition of Operation
LOCA . ............... ....................................................................... L ossR of Coolant Accident

MCR .......................................................................................... Main Control Room
MSIV ............................................................................... Main Steam Isolation Valve
MSL ............................................................................................ Main Steam Line
mR, mRem, mirem, miREM ................................................... milli-Roentgen Equivalent Man
M W .............................................................................................................................................. M egaw att
NEI ........................................................................................................................ Nuclear Energy Institute
N PP ............................................................................................................................. N uclear Pow er Plant
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NRC ......................................................................................................... Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NSSS ........................................................................................................... Nuclear Steam Supply System
NORAD ............................................................................ North American Aerospace Defense Command
(NO)UE ................................................................................................... (Notification Of) Unusual Event

I NUMARCNUMARC;9 ........................................................ Nuclear Management and Resources Council
O B E ................................................................................................................ O perating B asis Earthquake
O C A ....................................................................................................................... O w ner C ontrolled A rea

I ODCM/XAAM- . ............................................................... Offsite Dose Calculation- -• s s•s --e ent)-Manual
ORO ........................................................................................................... Off-site Response Organization
P A ........................................................................................................................................ P rotected A rea
PACS ............................................... Pr-ierity Aetuatiezn ad Ccntrcl system
PA G ................................................................................................................ Protective A ction G uideline
PIGS.................................................................. Przczss Lnfcrmfatiefn and Czntrzl System
PRA/PSA ............................................... Probabilistic Risk Assessment / Probabilistic Safety Assessment
PW R ................................................................................................................... Pressurized W ater R eactor
P S ............................. * * ......... *................*.................................. ..*" '**........*....................... ....... P lvteef~ie Sy ste ml

PSIG ........................................................................................................... Pounds per Square Inch Gauge
R .................................................................................................................................................... R o en tg en
R C SC . ..................................................................................................................... R eactor C ontro l C nsel
RCIe ..... ............................................. ...................................... R enat ge n C E qu isolatient C Maling
RCS ................................................................................. ..... Reactor Coolant System
Rem, rem, REM........................................................ .......................................... Roentgen Equivalent Man
R EVTSS ............................. I ........................................................ ..... ... .. .... en t or Specifis aetie s
RPS. ................................... .................................... .......... Reactor Protection System
RPV ............................................................................................................... Reactor Pressure Vessel
RVWS . ................................................................... Reactor Vessel Water Level Instrmentation System
RWCU ...................................................................................... ........... Celf-Contauned reathin ap
SAR ................................................................................................................... Safety Analysis Report
SA S ................................................................................................................... safety A utom ation Systom
SB O ................................................................................................................................ S tat n B l•ut
SCBA ................................................................................................. Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
SG .............................................................................................................................. e..or eSteam G enerator
SI .................................................................................................. Safety Injection
SICS ................................................................... Safcty Infomation and Centro SYstem
SPDS.......................................................................... Safety Parameter Display System
SRO ................................................................. .................... Senior Reactor: Operater
TEDE ........................................................................................................ Total Effective Dose Equivalent
T O A F ............................................................................................................................. T op of A ctive Fuel
T SC ..................................................................................................................... Technical Support C enter
WOG ............................................................................................................. Westinghouse Owners Group
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APPENDIX B - DEFINmONS

The following definitions are taken from Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, and related regulatory
guidance documents.

AI4eALERT: Events are in progress or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial
degradation of the level of safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable life threatening
risk to site personnel or damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE ACTION. Any releases are
expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA PAG exposure levels.

General EmergencyGENERAL EMERGENCY: Events are in progress or have occurred which involve
actual or IMMINENT substantial core degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment
integrity or HOSTILE ACTION that results in an actual loss of physical control of the facility. Releases
can be reasonably expected to exceed EPA PAG exposure levels offsite for more than the immediate site
area.

Notification of Unusual EvcntUNUSUAL EVENT L0)UEUE44: Events are in progress or have
occurred which indicate a potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant or indicate a security
threat to facility protection has been initiated. No releases of radioactive material requiring offsite
response or monitoring are expected unless further degradation of safety systems occurs.

Site Ar-ea EmergencySlTE AREA EMERGENCY: Events are in progress or have occurred which involve
actual or likely major failures of plant functions needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE
ACTION that results in intentional damage or malicious acts; 1) toward site personnel or equipment that
could lead to the likely failure of or; 2) that prevent effective access to, equipment needed for the
protection of the public. Any releases are not expected to result in exposure levels which exceed EPA
PAG exposure levels beyond the site boundary.
The following are key terms necessary for overall understanding the NEI 99 01 emergency classification
scheme.

Emergency Actien LIevel EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL (EAL): A pre-determined, site-specific,
observable threshold for an Initiating Condition that, when met or exceeded, places the plant in a given
emergency classificatien !cvcl.EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL.

Emzrgenc• y Clasifietien L•c•el EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL (ECL): One of a set of
names or titles established by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for grouping off-normal
events or conditions according to (1) potential or actual effects or consequences, and (2) resulting onsite
and offsite response actions. The emergency clzzificatin Ic; leEMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION
LEVELS, in ascending order of severity, are:

* Notification of Unuczual EvcntUNUSUAL EVENT fNOUý lID
* Aleft-ALERT

* Site Area Emergency SITE AREA EMERGENCY (SAE)

- General Emergency GENERAL EMERGENCY (GE)
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Fission Pr-,duct Barricr ThrcsholdFISSION PRODUCT BARRIER THRESHOLD: A pre-determined,
site-specific, observable threshold indicating the loss or potential loss of a fission product barrier.
In1itiating Crenditiefn-
INITIATING CONDITION (IC): An event or condition that aligns with the definition of one of the four
.m..g.n.y elassificfaft4 IcvcslEMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVELS by virtue of the potential or
actual effects or consequences.

Selected terms used in Initiating Condition INITIATING CONDITION and EMERGENCY ACTION
LEVEL Emergency Action Lcvcl

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL statements are set in all capital letters (e.g., ALL CAPS). These words
are defined terms that have specific meanings as used in this document. The definitions of these terms are
provided below.

CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY: (Insert a site specific definition fr- this tcrm.) Develppcr Not-e-The
barrier(s) between spent fuel and the environment once the spent fuel is processed for dry storage.

CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: (I.se. a site specific definitien for- this term.) Developer -NoteThe
procedurally defined conditions or actions taken to secure entainment (primary er. s..ndary for- BWR)
and its associated structures, systems, and components as a functional barrier to fission product release
under shutdown conditions.

CREDIBLE SECURITY THREAT: Information received from a source determined to be reliable (e.g..
law enforcement, government agency, etc.) or has been verified to be true or considered credible when:
(1) Physical evidence supporting the threat exists, (2) Information independent from the actual threat
message exists that supports the threat, or (3) A specific known group or organization claims
responsibility for the threat.

EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent and catastrophic failure of a piece of equipment due to combustion,
chemical reaction or overpressurization. A release of steam (from high energy lines or components) or an
electrical component failure (caused by short circuits, grounding, arcing, etc.) should not automatically be
considered an explosion. Such events may require a post-event inspection to determine if the attributes of
an explosion are present.

FACILITY: The area and buildings within the PROTECTED AREA and the switchyard.

FAULTED: The term applied to a steam generator that has a steam leak on the secondary side of
sufficient size to cause an uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steam generator to become
completely depressurized. Developer NoteTi- t.rm is applicable to PWR, only.

FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of smoke such as slipping drive belts or
overheated electrical equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is preferred but is NOT
required if large quantities of smoke and heat are observed.
H ATCH MONITOR: Temporary monitor installed when Containment High Range Radiation Monitors

RT-8050 and RT-8051 are out of service.
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HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to ensure that demands will be met by the
station.

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward a NPP or its personnel that includes the use of violent force to
destroy equipment, take HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end. This includes
attack by air, land, or water using guns, explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other devices used to
deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION
should not be construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious acts that are not part of a
concerted attack on the NPP. Non-terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities (i.e.,
this may include violent acts between individuals in the owner controlled area).

HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who are engaged in a determined assault, overtly or by
stealth and deception, equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming, or causing
destruction.

IMMINENT: The trajectory of events or conditions is such that an EAL will be met within a relatively
short period of time regardless of mitigation or corrective actions.

INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI): A complex that is designed and
constructed for the interim storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive materials associated with
spent fuel storage.

NORMAL LEVELS: As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the highest reading in the past twenty-four
hours excluding the current peak value.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA: (Inseft a site specific definitio n for- this term.) Developer Note This

tefm is rpieally ttwen te emea th e 'ropeny wned by, er- etncr-wise unoer the eonifel ot-, the Itcnsee.
In some eases, it may be appropriate for- a licensee to definie a smaller- area with a perimeter- closer to the-
plant #roteeted A".ea penmffeter te.g., aR 41to withnF 1a iago UL-' %,rHe perion cqtio Inc Ocnaay may
be a signifieant distance from the Proteeted Area). In these eases, deve'lopers shoulid eeonSider utSing the
beundary defined by the Restr-ieted Or Securfed Owner Controlled Area (ROCA,18OCA). The area and
boundary selected for- scemefe use must be consisi'tent# with the descr-iptiefn of the same ar-ea and boun~dan,'

eneratin.- Cnt anuv , TPN .C he area surrounding die re st I ct Iceu sexrEc where e 1d - IhUclesar

Oneratini! Co Danv (STPNOC) reserves the right to restrict access search nersonnel and vehicles

PROJECTILE: An object directed toward a NPP that could cause concern for its continued operability,
reliability, or personnel safety.

PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES (PAG): Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) guides for protective
actions to safeguard against radiation exposure from nuclear incidents.

PROTECTED AREA: (Iasert a site specifie definition fer this term.) Dccvlopcr Note This tefm is
ty'pieell, 4".ftken to mca.ni the The area under continuous access monitoring and control, and armed
protection as described in the site Security Plan.

REFUELING PATHWAY: (Insert a site Spe.ifi. definition for this term.) DeVeloper. Note This,
deser.iption should inelue Includes all the cavities, tubes, canals and pools through which irradiated fuel
may be moved, but not including the reactor vessel.
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RUPTURE(D): The condition of a steam generator in which primary-to-secondary leakage is of sufficient
magnitude to require a safety injection. Developer Note Pais t..r is applicable to ,WRso o•nl.

SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, cooling down the plant and/or placing it
in the cold shutdown condition, including the ECCS. These are typically systems classified as safety-
related. Devclopcr Note This trm may.be modified to inlude the atibut, s . f",••r,, r..at.d" in
aco.rdane. with 10 CFR 50.2 or othor- site spceifi. te.miniology, if d..iro.d.

SECURITY CONDITION: Any Security Event as listed in the approved security contingency plan that
constitutes a threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site personnel, or a potential degradation to
the level of safety of the plant. A SECURITY CONDITION does not involve a HOSTILE ACTION.

SECURITY EVENT: Any incident representing an attempted, threatened, of actual breach of the security
system of reduction of the operational effectiveness of that system. A security event can result in either a
SECURITY CONDITION or HOSTILE ACTION.

SITE BOUNDARY: The edge of the plant property whose access may be controlled by STPEGS. This
boundary is congruent with the Exclusion Area Boundary for the purpose of offsite dose assessment.

UNISOLABLE: An open or breached system line that cannot be isolated, remotely or locally.

UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) the result of an intended evolution or 2) an
expected plant response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or event may be known or
unknown.

THYROID CDE: The dose equivalent to the thyroid from an intake of radioactive material by an
individual during the 50-year period following the intake.

VALID: An indication, report or condition is considered to be VALID when it is verified through
appropriate means such that there is no doubt regarding the indicator's operability, the condition's
existence, or the report's accuracy. This may be accomplished through an instrument channel check,
response on related or redundant indicators, or direct observation by plant personnel. The verification
methods should be completed in a manner the supports timely emergency declaration.

VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a component or structure that is readily observable without
measurements, testing, or analysis. The visual impact of the damage is sufficient to cause concern
regarding the operability or reliability of the affected component or structure.
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I~A. P RN P N1 X C PERMANENTLY DEFUELED STATION IC3/EALs

Recognition Category PD provides a stand alone set of LWsEAbs for- a Permanmently Defucle
nuclear power plant to consider Cfr uise in developn aie secific emer-gency classificaio
seheme. For- devclepmcnt, it was assulmeed t-h-at the plant had operated under a 10 CFR § 50 licenfse
and that the operating company has pefnanently eeased plant oper-ationis. Further, the ecompany
intends to Store the spent fuel witin the plant for some period of time.

When in a permanently defiteled condition, the plant licensee typically receis aproa from the
NRC for- exemnptioni from specific cmcrgeney planing .requiemets. These exemptions reflect the
lower-ed r-adiological source ter~m and fiskes associated with spent fuel pool storage relative to reactor
at power- oper~ation. Sourcee tefms and accident analyses associated wit plausible accidenits are
documented in the stationt's Final Safcty Analysis Repeor (FSAR), as updated. As a resulit, each
licenfsee will nteed to develop a site specific emer-gency classification scheme tiigteNG
appr-ewd exemptiefns, revised sourcee terms, and revised accident analyses as documented int the
station's FSR

Recognition Categor-y PD uises the sakme ECA3s as oprtn 4ecOrs; however., the source term and
accidenit analyses typically limnit the ECLs to an 1-.Unsual EvOent and Alert. The Unusual Event W~s
proevide for- ant incemased awar-eness of abnonnal conditionts while the Alert W~s ar~e specific to actuial
or- potenial impacts to spent fuel. The source terms and release motive forces associated with a
pemtmaently defueled plant wouild not be suifficietorque declaration of a Site Area Emnergency
or Gener-al Emergency.

A permanentl defueled statien is esnilya spent fulstorage f~elit wit the setfuel is stored
in a pool of water that ser.~es as both a cooling fnediufa (i.e., removal of decay heat) and shield fromf
dir-ect r-adiationi. These pr-imar-y functionis of the spent futel storage pool arc the focus of th
Reeognition Categor-y PD W~s and EiAbs. Radiological effluient lC and EA~s were inceludedt
prov.ide a basis for elassifying eventts that eafmot be readily classified based on an ebser.vable events
or- plant conditionis alone.

Approepriate W~s and EAbs frm Recognition Categories A, C, F, H4, and is vwere modified anad
inceluded in Receogition Categor-y PD to address a speetnum of the events that may affect a spent futel
pool. The Reeognition Categor-y PD W~s and EALs r-eflect the r-elevant guidance int Section 3 of this
document (e.g., the im~portance of avoiding both over classificationt and under- classification).
Nonetheless, each licenfsee will need to develop their- emnergeney elassifieafien scheme using the
NRC approved exemptions, and the~ sofe tems and accident analyses specific to the licensee.
Seowis' reatedevnts will also need to behp, ierd
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Tabic- PD 1 - R e-e A aition Gategery "PD" initiating Condition Mntriv
-•- tJ

A I RI

F~I~' A "1[ T rl 1--.. . 1 - - -

-u ~ ~ ~ ~~te~ ;e.u iix.ti g~u riqtt. PD AA1 Release of gase.us or: liquid
r.adiea.tivity resu.lting in off-site dose
'-rintpr. thin 10 mvamn T-FýDF Ar. 50 mrp'm

1.7 5

meeifie effluent release eentFallin•vu•

4Jeeument' I;fnks -"-r- 40 fmnutes or- lemaýpý tiyfeid DE-........... / .......
1 1-1.1

Op. ueS'r#ttrP2 --. it-- 11.

IPD AIJ2 IJNPLANNED rise in niant
ý -dia-t-i-ea levels.
r ., 1 .1 1 1 1- 11

1ý - --..
PD AA2 UNTPLANNED rise in plant
radiation levels that impedes plant aess

reurd to maintain spent futel intgiy
Op. AodeN.-: AWtApp~keWbl

I' :p. rwac.s: ~a AVP:IcptJ:c

I A

A

Iflim v£rJT1 T T TT-IT A XI).TfTh ' . ~,i.i* .t l I I I % -- -IJ P---IA - -- I

tem Ip JAT. A- L

Gw. A"fftfs.-'

P~D H4U Coenfirmed SECURITY
'ONDITION or- threat.
P'-p. Modes.-TT Ap +11 b+

PD 1112 Haiar-dous event affeeting
SAFETY SYSTEM equipment necessary
For- spent fuel coolinig.
Pp. M1des: _.aAe.;...abk-.

PP HU3 Otheir conditions exist which
in the judgment of the Emergencey Direetor
.varrant deelaraion of a (NO)UE.

If A71 1 1 . 1-

PDIN HAW- HOSTILE ACTION within
the OWNER CONTROLLED AREA or
air-borne attaek threat within 30 minutes.
Op. Mo e: A ot.Appb-.....-!..

PP 14A3 Other- eenditions exiist which
in. the judgment of thec Emergency
Di.ec:t;. waffant dcclartian Cf an Alcrt.

A

I , I,,, • , 1 I"• & I 1 !

I- tamae initenaca I-or use ov 4,AL 3levefC~er-s. inclusion in licensee Etccuments is not rcauircal. fh4Li Vv W

I Revson 6) ovember2 ;0 1a2C 3
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RD A III

otificaticn of Unu-sual Event

II

initiating Condition: Release of gascous or- liquid radioactivity groeater- than 2 times the (site specifie
oflen Olease eontrollinig document) limnits for- 6-0 mimultes; or longer

Opcrating Mode Applicability: Net Applicable

Exaimple Emcrgeney Aetion Levels,( o 2

-Notes;
aThe Emer-gency Dirocetor should deelaro the Unuisual Event proemptly upen deterMining thatt 60

minutes has beeon exeeeded, or- will likely be emeeeded.
Wa If a ogoing relea-seA is.- dWetectd- and- the- r-ele-ase s-art time iss iunnown, assume that the release
duration ha geee 60 minutes.

*if the effluent flew past an effluent menitor: is known to havo stepped due to aetions to isolate the
r~elease path, theffn th-e effluoent monitorf r-eadinig is nO loniger valid for- clasSification pUTOWSe.

(1) Reading on ANY effluent radiation monitor- groeator than 2 times the alarm setpeint established by
a currenit fedioactiiity dischar~ge pennit fer- 60 minutits Or longer,

(2) Sample analysis fer a gascouts or liquid rclcase indicatcs a conotrafttiont or- release Fate groateor
th-an ;2 ti-mes; the (site specific effluent release controlling document) liimits; -for 6-0 minutes or
lefigeF.

This 1C addresses a petential deer-ease in the level of safc~' of the plant as indicatcd by a low level
ratdiological roleasc that wieccds r-egulatory commoit-mon-ts; -for -an; Axtendd peoried Of time (e.g.,--an
uncontrolled rolease). it ineludes any gascous or: liquid r-adiological release, menitorod or- un moniter-ed,
inceludinig these for- which a r-adioacti-vity discharge ptmtisnrally propar-ed.

Nuclcar pewer- plants ineco~prate design feataros intended to eeontrl the rolcease of radioactive effluents to
the efnvirefoemot. Further, thero arc administrativc controels established to prcevent unintentienal releases,
and to control and monitor: intentional releases. The occur-renco of an extended, uncontroelled radieactivc
release to the eonvironament is indicativc of degfadationt in these featuros an4or- controels.

Radiological offluent EAbs arc also inceludod to proevide af basiis for- elassifying eveonts aind- eonditions that
eannt be readily or appropriately classified en the basis of plant conditions alone. The inclusiont of both

plant conadition and radiological effluent EAsmor-e fully addresses the speotnma of possible aoccident
evnts and conditions.

Classification based on offluone-t monitor- r-eadings assumes that a rclcasc path to the enlvironmment is
established. if the effluent flow past an effluent monefitor is knownf to have stepped due to actionts to isolate
the rolcase path, then the cfflucnt monitor read ing is no longer valid for- classification ptif~oses.
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Releases sheuld net be prorfated cr- aver-aged. For- exanple, a release emceeding 4 timfes r~elease limfits fot
30 minutes does net meet the EAL.

ErALI 4-1 This EAL addresses radieaetivity releases that eause effluent radiation moenitor: readings to
~eceed 2 timnes the limnit established by a radieaetiyiy discharge pecffit. This EAL will typicall b
associated with planned- b-atch rele-ases; ;;r-m non coninuous; release pathways (e.g., Fadwaste, waste gas).

E--AL 4t2 This EAL addresses uncontrolled gaseous or- liquid releases that are detected by sample
analyses irevrnetal sui.veys, particularly on unmonitored pathways (e.g., spills ef fadicaetive
liquids into stemn drains, heat exehanger leakage in t-iver water: systems, etc.).
Es-AlatioA ofthe, emer.gency clasifica IOn.. I .eelwiold be vi a K PD AA .

DevlpeF Natesi

The "site specific effluent release controllinig document"' is the Rradiological Effluent T-echnical
Specifications (RETS) or, for plants that haye implemented Generic Letter 89 0111, the Offsite Dose
Calculaticn Manual (ODCN4). These decuments implement regulationis related to effluent controls (e.g.,
10 " FR Par. 20 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendi •1 ). As atppr•opriae, the RETS or OD•M . eth•odog• y
should be used for- establishing the monitor thresholds fcr- this WC.

Listed monitorfs shoeuld incelude the effluent moneitef~ described in the RETS or ODGM.

Developer-s may also consider: including inistalled meniters asscciated woith e-ther potential effluenat
pathays that arc noet descr-ibed in the RETS or- ODGM 1213. if included, EAL. values for- these molnitors
should be deteffined using the moest applicable dose/r-elease limits presented in the RETS or ODCA4. it is

Aeozd- that Ra ca-lculatied- E-AL va.lue may be below what the monitor con read; in that case, the monitor
does net need to be included in the list. Also, some moiosmynot be governed by Technical
Specifications or- other- license related related requirements; ther-efor-e, it is important that the associated
EAL and basis section clear-ly idcntif' any limitations oft the use or availability of these moenitor-s.

Somfie -sites may find it advantageous to address gaseous and liqutid- releasesswt separate 9A~s

Radiation monitor- r-eadings should r~eflect values that eeonespond to a r-adiologieal release exceedinig 2
times---- a eeaecnto imthe confltrolling decumnent tPyioally d-escr-ibes; methodologies for Eleten~iniffg

effluent radiatien moneito seons hese mnethodologies should be used to detefmine EAL values. in
eases where a mnethodology is not adequately defined, devlelper-s shouild detefmine values consistent with
effluent control regulations (e.g., 10 CE--,R PaFr-t 20 mand- 10 -F-R PRart 50 Appendix I) anid related guidancee.

11 (mlm2tto0o0rgrma imeonrosfor- Radiologifal Affluen; Tcchmiea! SPecifcatoeoo in; gho

Ad-, mi- nisAtrai C0Po Aro 19 Sectio of Mhe Teehn ieal Specificatifons and thep RP welOF atio of P@ýroeduaral Details ofC RET to
ohe Offcsife Doce Calculation Qmanual o- go *t 'he PA2c ' eo: Conro! Program

1Tisincde csd er-ati on nfteefun oiosdscie ntest mrec plan section(s) whieh
addr~ess the requiremenits e-f 10 A GR 5.7)()and (9).-
13 DeveloperS ShOulid keeP in mind the r-euir4ements of 10 CFR 50.54(q) and the guidance prolvided by INPO
relatled 4a emergefty r-espns equimen whn onsided-ng the additionf of ther- efluentmnios
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Fer- EAL. Il Values int this EAL should be 2 times the sctpeint established by the radieactivity disehafge
pnttowarn ef a release that is net int eempliancc with the speeified limnits. Indeming the value in this-

maafmer- enue onstency between the EAL and the setpoint established by a specific dischar~ge pefmit.

Developers should rcesear-eh radiation mfniter- design docuiments or. other infifc~fation souroces to ensurc
thAt 1) the T M .I value being considered is within the usable response and display range of the instiment,
and 2) themo arc ne autfmatic fcafturs that may r-ender tho moneitor reading invalid (e.g., an autot purfge
featurc triggered at a particutlar- indication level).

it is r.e..gnizd that the e.ndition. d.s^r.ibed by this IC= mnay . .sult in a radiological efflucnt value beyond
the oper-atinlg OF display range of the installed effluent monitor. in these eases, E-AL values, should be
dtennemiincd with a margin suffieient toe ensulrse thwas Ran accuatEe monitor- r-eading is available.
For- eiample, an EAL monitor- r-eadifig might be set at 90% to 95'% of the highest aeeutwat monitor
roading. This p -rvision notwithstanding, if th-e stimneAtcdaleulAt.d .onitfofr Wading is greater- than.

aroimatly 1102 o f the highest accurate moenitor rcading, then developcr-s may choose not to incelude
thcmontoras an indieation and idenitify an altcmatc EAL throshod

Indications from a r-eai time dose pro jeItin IyIcm are noet ineluded in the generie EA~s. Many lieensees
do noet have this eapabili~y. For those that de, the eapability may not be w~ithin the scope of the plant
Tpoe-h-iveal Speeification-s. A liesemay request teo inc-ludde man JEAL. using real time dose proejection

systcm rcuslts; approval will bc considerc-d ont a case by ease ba.

Ind-ica-Ftions froem a per-fmietcrf fficnit * - syto are neot inc-luad-ed in the gnefieie EAL9. Many licensees do
not ha-e this capability. For these that do, these mo •oay t be coni.olled and maintained to th,
same level as plant equipment, or withint the scope of the plant Teehnieal Speeifieatiefns. in addition,
r.adings m..ay be infl.uence..d by .... . a.. .r t--her. fac-o- A ,i.ens.e may request to include ,.an EAL
u . a ...... -im-.. m.nitn••g system; approv..al will be .. nsidered ot a case by ease basis.

ECL Assignment Mttilsutes: 3. 1.1l.B NEI 99 01 (Revision 6) Nevembef 2012 6
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RD AIT;2
i"* T T |

lbqLibi Naotifiaton oct~i unsuat i'vent

Initiatingr Condition: ULNPLANNEýD rise in plant r-adiatien kvle,,l

OpFRntinfg Mode Applicability: Not Applieable

Extimpic Emer-gency Aetion Levels: (1 or 2)

(1) a. UNPLANNEgD water leVel drop in the spent fuel peel as indieated by ANY of the following:

(site speeific level indieatiens).

AND

b. UNPLANhNED rise in arcea madiatien levels as indieated by ANY ef the fellowing radiation-
0fint~OFS.

(site speeific list of ofca radiation monaitors).-

(2) Area radiation menitor reading or: sur.v~y roesult indieates an UýLANNED riSe of 25 wA41w over
NORMAL LEVELS.

This 1c, addrcsszs clcvatcd plant r-adiation levels; Acaused by a dOOrca-soA inl Yatr OFo bv if*adiatod
(spent) fuel or: ether- UNPLANNIED events. The inefrcased radiation levels arc indicative ef a mninor loss inH
the ability to eontrol r-adiation lovels within the plant or- r-adioaetive fmatefials. Either- eondition is a
potential dcgfadation in the level of safety of the plant.

A wateir leval deereaso'; Will be primfar-ily determined by inidicsations; frfom- aFvail-ablo ev inistrumenataion.
0-tOAr- s -1ur-A kef- A4cvz A- ind-icAationmis m-ay incelude repeins freom plant per-sefel or. vid cl amcr-A ebscr.'ations
(if available). A significant drop int the wator- level may alsoaue aninrcs in the radiationt levels of
adja~entifareas that cana be deteeted by monitor-s in those locations.

The effeets of planned evolutiens should be eensidercd. Note that E-AL 4 is applicable ontly in eases-
4v0hcarc the RlovAatd FRcainig is duoe tFo; an UNPLANNED ;vatecr level drop. EAL. 4 emaliudos raldiationi lowcl

rrassthat rcsult from Blannced aetivities suceh as uise ef radioeranhic sourcs; mand mevemcnt of
1o .,

• |

raoioacuvce waste mnatenais.

^sealatien .. the .. r...g.ny ..assiteation le-vl would be via W. PPD A.AI or PP Ar2.
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Developer- Notes;

-Forf EAL1 41 Site speeific, indicaltmion may include instRimentaticn valmes smeh a~water level and area
radiation mefniter rcadings, and pcs3nnel r-epefs. if ayailabic, vidco eafer-as may allow fcr rcemcte
ebsenvation. Depending on available instrumentation, the declaration may also be based en indieations of
water makeup rate and/or decr-eaSeS in the level of a water: stor-age tank.

FeFFor AL '2 The speeified value of 25 maR~ may be set to another- value for a specific applieationl with
a.proriat jutificteeionl.

--- - . -##+- I-14eq -- ------ -
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1kD gU4
ll•4"al _ "I•T •!/'P •? •TT 1 If•

rAL: iepuiefto ef- unustiali t.nt

Sr"4.",+.. I VMDT AX TIN nnii' ,,."-.. 4g-I .-..-. * -. a.-...;:,.

Onerotinir Mode Aonlic-abilitv! Not A-Belieable

Example Emcr-gcney Aetion Lcvch:-

+ýý ý-+--- ",- +- 41- /ý.+ý n--r- 0 M
X~1 1""' ~ *.~. LIJ t1.L1 ~LSWR ~OLI~ - 0fl111 A

Bas1is;

nhis IG uadecsses a eenditen thai is a precrfser- to f aemor sefious event ane roproesents a potentiali
degradatiefn in the le'vel of safety of the plant. if uneorrocted, boiling in the peel will oeecur, and roesult in -a
less of peel level and inerceased r-adiatien levels.

Esealation ef the emefrgefny elassificatien level wouild be via WC PD AMl or- PD AU2.

Developer Notes:2

The site speeific temperatarc should be chesen based on the staining point for: fficl damage calculations in
the~ S A PTn'r1 hi 'm' i is' 125' to- iO 02 F S~-new Feel~ Peel- tee nr H~nPe' 19"0

A 1.
£

• •1 |"

fftiiainwinex wet below this patfit tfnus attov.'m ing um to corrocet the ooffln systenm manuncuton mnrt
elaeatien

EwGb 4 s si 0 mmen, Attin butses -3. 1.1A -4L NE I 990-11 vislon (34 Pi'o;'mber- 201) a f'-
u/
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ECL: Notificationt of Unuisual Event

Inititine Condition: tiontirmed SCUPU~T Y COINDITIOIN or threat.

Operating Mode Applicability•: Not Applirable

Example Emer-gency Aetion Levcls: (1 cr-2 or- 3)

(1) A SECURITY CONDITI!ON that does net involve a HO0ST-ILE ACTION as reported by the (site
specific security Shif tisper-Vision).

(2) Notifieatien of a eredible secur-ity threat dlirected at the sitc

(3) A validated notification from the NRC proeviding information of an air-eraft threat.

This lC addresses events that pose a throat to plant pefrsonnel er- the equipment neeessar-y to maintaint
cooling of spent fuel, and thus repr-esent a potential degradation in the level of plant safety. Seurt
events whieh de not mneet one of these EALs are adequately addressed by the reurmnso 10 CFR §

73.71 or .10 CFR § 50.72. Sec"urity, events assessed as HO.ST-ILE ACTIONS are classifiable under- 1C PD
H4A4-,

Timfely and accurfate communications between Security Shift Suipervision and the Controel Room is
I-; Ii-Al for: pr@per clas-ir-68sific ationof a secur-ity r-elated- event. Clsiiatin f hos o9ns il initi-Fat

appropiate thr~eat related notifications to plant per~sonnel and OR~s

Secur-ity plans and tecminiology ar~e based on the guidance prov,,ided by N,ý! 03 12, Tomplate for tMe
Seeuri~' Plan, Triniing and QmahffieWtio Plan, Safcguards Contingeney Plan [.and Independent Spen
F:'el Storage !nsta!!ation SeenrLO' Program,-].

EA4f1 r-efer-ences (site spefesei-t shift supenisiont) because these arc the individuals trainfed to
con9"firm; that a security' e-vent is- occurr-IFing Or hasocurdTaingn seuity evet en-Af4rmRationf and-
classification is controlled due to the nature of Safeguards and 10 CFR § 2.39 infcrmation.

EAL ff- 2 ald-dre0-sses-q the- receipt of a credible soeur ity threafft. T-he crfedibility of the th-r-eat is Assesed in
accor.dance with (site specific procedure).

E-AL ff3 addresses the threat from the imnpact of an aircra;:;ft on the plant. Theo NRC H~eadquarters
Operations Officer (1400) will communicate to the licenfsee if the threat inolvees an aircr-aft. The status
and size of the plane may also be provided by N .Dthrough the -NRC. Validation of the threat is
performed in accor-dance with (site specific proeedure).

Emer-gency plans and implementing proceedures are public documents; therefor-e, EA4ýs should not
mco~oae Security sensitive ingfomationt. This inceludes informationi that may be advantageous to a
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petefntial advcr-ary, sueh as the pfurittla~or .~crnn a ipeifiz hthrat OF thrcatf leeatief. Seecurity,
sensitive infcrimatien should be eentained in non puiblie deeuments suceh as the Seettfity Ple.
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imscalatfn 01 thc emer-eenev elassmeia~tio level v,'ouia be via A,. 42+ HAi!. 1

De~elpeF Nots.

'rU- .i- n ýý2-- nýýtf _2 _ jLý #:Il- ýVjLý .. Ljr, *--
J F i F ýp

The (site specific proccedur-e) is the pr-eeeduro(s) used by Contrzl Room and'or- Seeeu-ty per-seonnol to
dletefFmine if a scour-ity threAt is ercedible, and~ to validate rocceipt ef aircrafe throat infcmiation.

Emergeney plans and implementing pr-eceduros afe public dlecmnents; ther-eforo, EAlýs should not
. 4eoat Scourity sensitive informationt. This ineludes infcrmatiefn that may be advantagcus to ad

petontial adver-sar-y, suceh as the paoietulafs eeneeming .spoiric thrcast or threat location. Seetwity
sensitive infifrmation sheuld be contained int non public documents sueh as the Sccurfity Plen

With due eeonsider-ation given to the above developer nete, EAhs may eentain alpha or- numboro
reofer-ences to seleeted events desedhoed in the Securiy Plan and associatcd implementing pr-ecedures.

L--
tie Fe.*~~f rAe3fs sjIIS~ eu fitent -eeaz s p ne vn. er exam e~~VVr~, aft. ay e~Il

11 ,4;L• ? "I "I - -
war-gce as Seeurit% e. e... A -,Z Ar - T -. byofc the tsite spoci 5CC fft 5111Suporvistej.

•T A f•F- - A s s I 5a' m-0nat .ttrt 41;u tezs: i. -1ýý.1 A W M1M9- 114e A. q- (Kz -AisA-n) P I A- M-h e ;tc 0(I 1 ;11C--
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EC-L: Notification ef Unusual Event

T
imntiting Uonaiton: H4azard1ous event aneeting SAFETY S YS~ITEM equipment nee sar-y r- spent fife!
eeehing.

Operaltigft Mode Aoalieobilitv:. NeJt Aigliable

i I
-- orw-mrfý

P I tTtT •.1

I.J.1 A flaýftf;aaias eve
C, *

*Initernal OF eternAl flooding event
TT• I • |

* ign fwnS Or tOTnaO 9H4ne

a(site specifie hazards)

0 Wer eVentSWA Sit Hiiar naZaraG cnar-acteRAWSt aS Octermfincae By t-Af Anht 'l#Anager

AND~

b. +he event nas damagee at least one train ci a o;-r i IrArv nleaea icr sipent tuei eccung.-

AND~

C.e h imaJ-It IIMtan )cnoo cetihvcno. ctr t Isa
Ir 4. L A U119rIZU13
- InA--An MAP An ---------

0 adI'ieatiens o defaded1~' n'er-f'mann'e

VISIBLE DAW.GkGE

goQ*Q

Th4iqs IC- ftrezc a- hA.r'u Lccnt that efausos damffagO tO at least neA- train Ac-f -A S-AFETY4 SY-549TFM4
needed for- spent fudel cooling. The damage must be of sufficient mnagnitude that the systemn(s) tain
eannot, or potentially cannot, per-form its desigf fimetien. This eeondition r-eduees the mnargint to a less er
potential less ef the fiuel elad baF~ir, and therefcrc repr-esents a potential degradation of the level of safety

ef he plam-.

For EAL 1.c, the first bullet addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is in sefrvieeieper-atiefn
since indicationis for. it will be r-eadily available.

For- EAL I .e, the second bullet addresses damage to a SAFETY SYSTEM train that is nftin
sefyie~e/pecmtien or: readily apparent throuigh indications alone. Operator-s will moale this determinationt
basedM onf the totuitjy e~ofaail-ablet event and damage r-epef infcrmatieon. This is intended to be a bdote
assessment noet rcauirinaý iznaefv Eanavsis or- uatiotication ol the aamage

...... -1 ...... • .... • -----J ..... j ..... -1 ----
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Esealation ef the emcr~geney classification level couild, depending upen the event, be based eft anly f the
Alet IWs; PD AA1, PD AA2, PD H4A 1 of: PD AA3,

Developer Notes;

For- (site specific hoazads), dek'cloper-sishould- consider including other- significwnt, site Specific, havards; to
the bulicted list eontained in EALý !.a (e.g., a seichc).

Nuelcar- pewcr- plant SAFETYi SYSTEMS arc compfiscd of twe or- mor-e scp-allAt mod- r-edundant trains of
coutiement in accordancc with site sicccific desien cr-itoria

A ., 'I I -' 1 I A I 1 1 1"•

I .- Simfiffiefit iiffletites- ilk Iffle
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ECL: Notifieation of Unusual Event

declaration of a (NO)UE.

Operating Mode Applicability: Net Applieable

Example Emergency' A-ction0- LeIPS:N9

(1) OterA-A iondi tioAM ex i ct w,,h i eh in the j udgment AB f th e EMIRergency Dir-ector inAd-icA-Atep that e~vents are
in po~c~ orhave oeet*Fcd which indicate a potential degradatien of the level of saffý 4f the

plant or- indicae a urt hr-eat to faeilit' protection has been initiated. No r-eleaseso
radioactiive mater-in r-equiring effsitc response or- moniton aeepeted tmiess fithe
degradation of safcat' systems occur-s.

Basis.

This WC addresses unanticipated conditions not addressed explieitly elsewhere but that warrant declafatien
of anm em er-gency b ecau se A-on-di tion as ex ist ;.hi eh ffre b eli ev ed by th e Em er-genc y D ir-ector- to fal 1; ud er- theA
emergency, classification level descriptiont fer a NOUE.
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ECM2 Aleft

initiating Condition: Release ef gaseeus er- liquid r-adieaetivity resulting in effiite dose gfcater than 10
mr-em 4TEDE or 50 mnr-m thyfoid CDE.

Oper-iting Mode Applicability: Net Applicabic

E*ampic Emfergeney Action lcvb (1 OF 2 Or 3 or 1)

Noes.2

0The Emcr~gcncy Dircotor shoulid deelare the Alent proemptly upon detcrmining that the applieable time
has been egeeded, ,r- will likcl b y edd-

If an ongeing rolefase is; dctcctd- ad h ecs starwt tm is unknifownl, assumoi that the roplcass duration
has excccded 15 minutes.

if the effluent flow past an effluent monitor. is knfown to have stopped due to acations to isolats the replease
path, thefn the effluent moonitor roading is no longer- valid for classificationt purfpeos.

The prc calcutleatd effluent moniter- Naluces presefnted int EAL 41 shoeuld be usied for- cmcr-gcney
classification assessments unatil the rcstilts fromn a dose asssmn ung actual moeteorolony arce
a?.,alable.

0I) Reading on ANY of the following radliatio moiorfeatff thanl the reading shown for 15
fanies 6 ef-legef

(S40c Specifi c -44- oNito Rltnd- threchoARld- valuke&)

(2) Doco assessmon udn ata meteerclogy indlicates doses groater than 10 fmrcm TEDE or 50
n,&eff thyroid- CDE Atf orbCyOnd (citO SpccAific0 dcccrccptOr point).

(3) Analysis of a liquid effluenit sample indieatoc a concentration orrlaerate t-hat wAould- r-esult in
doses ffratcr- than 10 wircm T-EDE or- 50 fmrcem thyroid CDE at or- beyond (site spccific dose

rccpo pin)fer one heur e ~eae

(4) Field sufyey r-esults indicatc EITHER of the fellevying at or beyond (site specifie dose rcccptor
paw*

/"•i • " I ! •| lt• rb/1

0 -IocAR winpo "FIRM IFrFates gRcaRcr tnanM Wu -fMi-NrL- 0*xpcctc to) eONtinuc0 --f OW mNMmc or
lon*ger-

I•' P" 11

A'nalyses el- Held sur.'cy samples natcatc tnyrcid CJ.41- grceater- man qu mrcem ier- one nourf et
inhlAtiPn 7

Basis

This !C Addfrcesscs A re.] ase of gascous or liquid radieactivitv that rsuits int croieeted or actual off-site
eater- man or equal to 47~ %i Ec thLI-'A" FPrteett Aetion "times (yIAGOS. it incltuacs 13tf
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mcniter-ed and tin mcniier-ed releases. Releases ef this magnitude represent ant aeual er- petential
substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant as indicated by
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radiel•gieal release that signifcantledy excccdS rgulater limits (e.g., a significant uncontfelled release).

Radiologioal effuent EALs are also incluided to provide a basis for Glaccify'ing events and confditionfs that
cannot be roadily Or appr~opately elassified on the basis of plant econditioncs alone. The inclusion of bet
plant conditiotn and radiological effluent EALs moer-e fully addrcccccs the spctmmt of pocibic acidnlit.
events and eonditiens.

The TEDE dese is set at V% of the EPA PAG of 1,000 mrcmff while the 50 w~efm thyroid CDE was
e stab li shad in aconci dcati en e f the 1:i 5 mtsi eo- f th eP--A -PAG fofr- TEDE and thyro-id- CDEQ F-.

Claccifieation based on effluent monitor rcadings assumes that a release path to the anvironmcnt i
etbihe.., If te n. past an effluent monitor i known11"11 to have Stl•p"d due tActinc to iclat

the releaz path, then the "ffuenft monitor r1a•ding i"S. no 1 ngc, Valid for. claci....i1n p..... .

Developer-Noes

While this WC may noet be met absent challcnges to the coolinig of spent fuel, it providcc classifleatien
diver-sity and may be used to elassify events that would not reaeh the same EC-L based on plant conditions

The EPA PAGs ar-e e..pr.essed in terms • f the sum o-fth. . e.ff ective do.e equivalent (EDE) and the
eemmitied effeetive dosc equivaient (CEDE), or- as the thyroid committcd dose equivalent (CDE). For the
purpose of these IC/EAbs, the decc quantity teWa cffcctivc decc equivalent (TEDE), as dcfiftcd in 10 CF-R-
§ 20, is used in lieu of" ... EDE aind CERDE.T .A .

The EP-A PAG guidance@ PrOvidec for- the use addult thyroid dose consversion -factors; however, come states
hae doided to base proetectivc -actions on child thyroid- CDPE. Nuo1lclar. power. Plant ICs,;4,Az 1 ;Need to be

eensisteat with the pr-etectivc actiont mcthodelegics employed by the States within their- EPZS. The
thyroeid CDE dosc used in the WC and EAA~s cheuld be adjuctod as fteesscr- to align with Staopoetv
action dccisiont making cira.

The "cite specific monitor list and threshold valuiec" should be determinied with eaoncid-eration of the

"Selectiont of the prop. it Wneald gascouis and liquid effluent meniter-s.
T- Th e ffluont1 monI ito r-adings ehould eoF~espeod to a dosc of 10 mrcmn TEDE or 50 fficm thyroid
C-DE at the "cite specific doe reetrpit4 cnitn with the calcuilation methedolef'
employed) for one hourF of cxpeSUre.

" Woniter- readings will be calculated using a set of assumed meteoroelogical data or- atmesphecie
dif'e.sIon act.r.s; the data o .r .faAetr elceted for use should be the ame ... these employed to
a t. the- mon.itor. re".a-d-ings for IC PD A1 --1.

" The calculation of monitor: rceadinigs will also require use of an assumed release icotopic mni*; the
sclected mixe shoulid be the same as that employed to calculate monitor readinigs for WC PD AU 1.

" Depending upont the fmcthcdelogy used to ealculilato she- EA1 values, there maey be overlap of come

values between di4eriefit I s "eveloper-s will neetlie atimess dits A%,er-tpn by a tisting ese vat
Mn a manncr that .cnsIur AoPIcaAl' m AIAIm n in tl, L. 44-
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+h....e sit .. . .. ) . .re.eptor. poin i..ee.s. a. ... l .atins used by int I.....sC tost
distinguish between on site and effiite doses. The seleeted distance(s) and/cr locationts should rceflect the
content of the emer-geney plan, and the proeedural mnethodology u$eAt deten~ninep Affitp de4s ad
Pr~eteetiv Ae.tien Reecommendatiens. The variatien in scicciod dese rccepter peints means there may b-e
seine diffcrcnees in the distanoc from the release point to the ealeuilated dese peint fromn site to site.

Develepers should researeh radiation monitor design docuiments efr ethefr infonnmatien seturces te ensurc
that 1) the EAL valuce being eeonsidered is ýithin the usable respense and display range of the instrument,
and 2) dhero arc nie aut-m-atic f-ea-turros that mary r-ender. the moniter- reading invalid (e.g., aft auto purge
featurr triggerod at a particular indication level).

It is rocognfizd that the condition described by this KC may result in a r-adielogical effluent value beyond
the ope.ating or display .. ng. of the installed effluent mlonlitor. in. those eases, EAL values should be
determined with a mar~gin sufficient to ensur~e that an acuir-ate monitor: reading is available. For- eiample,
an E. . .nitor reading might be set at 90% to 95-% of the highest accurate m.onitor reading. This

provIsfionntwithstandinig, if the estimatcdicaleulated monlitor: rcading is grcater- than approxmifmatly
110% o-f the highest acceurate mon~itor Feading, then dleveloperS May chOOSe not to inclulde the monHitor as

an indication and identify an altemate EAL threshold.

Althbough the KC r-eferences TEDE, field sur.ey r~esults are genierally available only as a "whole body"
dose We.. Feo- this r..asn, the field s....ey EAL spAT ift. s a "clsAd win.dow" su... r..' ading.

Indicat-ion-s frcm a real08 timfie dOSe proj eI 'n sysem r not incluided int the gener-e EALs. Many liconsecs
do not have this eapability. For these th.a do, the capabily may not be within the scope of the plant
Teehnieal Specifications. A licensee may request to incelude an EAL using real timne dose pr~ojection
system results; approval will be considesred- on; A- ease by ease basis

Inidications fromn a perimeter- moneitoen systemI - not included in the generie EAbs. Many licensees do
not have this eapabilivy. For those that do, these menic ma ne be ecnifolled and maintained to the
same level as plant equipment, or within the scope of the plant T.echnical Spceificatins. in addition,
r-eadinigs May be influenced 11 by e -nviomental o -r.A oth er -facte p. A l icensee mnay re-quest to incluide an EAL.
usine al .... t r m..i..n sysem:. ar•olo, val ... ll be .o... on acse by casep hbasi.;

I 9Q.Ass A*ý.ll;k, .* 12 'i i
RfRo"t.--iffies. . . .
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initwting (:ondmtoni Uftd-LAIýNEDL rise int plant radiatiefn levels tat impe~les plant accoss rc-uqrce1 to
maintain spent fuide intgity.

Opcr-ting Mode Applicability: Not Applicabic

FE*ample Emcrgencey Action9- LcPIVIS: (1 Or 2)

WR) UIYAftU'4tL) oo r.ate Pereater tnan 15 mRif4w in 4 NY af. she setoiomena aras reaurFn
,. K• ,

continuous occunancv tc maintain control ci raaioacuvc matcriai or onorarion 01 systems necaca

Pent e ategfitý"

(site specific arca list.)

(2) PL.A~sED A-r-a- -Rad-iation Mnaitor- r-eadings or- surm'ey results indicate a risc by 100 MR4hr
ever- NORMAL LEVELS that impedes aeccss to ANY of the fcllowing arcas needed to maintain
control of radieactive matorial or- eperatiefn of systems needed to mfaintain spent feel intogrity.

(site specific arca list)

This tW addresses inrF.as.d radiation l. ..ls that impede n.. ssay a... ss tn ... as c.ntaininc
that Must be cpf..A.d manually . .r that -,-uircs lo.al monitoring, in r-d.r. to mai.ndd to

maintain spent futel integrity. As uised herc, 'imopede' ineluidcs hindering or- inter-fc~ring, provided that the

Devel+oper- Notes.r

.itcr..... f 30 dea"i"fi .t. to-tignimieant ehveaton nccniary Mp te signifisant thims im Ar-acThe pefe valu e of 1~~h -0s do-Rivod from b sth 4.4 191;1a10c of 5 r a Sein 30 days i O With adjustmcnt fo
expoiietodocupn cytms lhuhScinIID3o URG03,cailaino .~inPa

tEiL Assignment Attfit~utcs: 3.1.2.Ci
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Operating Mode Applienb~ily: Net Apphcablc

ExaMplc Emfergencey AVtion 4vels (1 or- 24

(1) A HOSTILE ACTION is eccur-ring er ha occurred within ohe OWUNFER CONTROLLED AREA
as rcportcd by the (site speeific seour-ity shift super.'ision).

(2) A validated notificationt fromn NRC falan alirraft a•uak thrcat within 30 minutits ef th• site.

T-his; IC adese the curec fi a HOSTILE F A CTION within the OIAWNER CONTROLLE D A REA
or notification of an airer-aft attack thrcat. This event will r-eguirce rapid rcspense and assistancce due to h
possibility of the atackl argcsig the PROTECT-ED AREA, or. the ncced to prepare the plant and staf
for- a poentmial a-ircAraft impact.

Timely and accuratc communications between Sccurity Shift Supcc,'isiont and thec Cnrol" Room is
-s-scnati-al for: proeper. cla-ssificgationM of a security rcelated Wevnt.
Sccufrity plan: and tcrmninelogy arce based on the guidancc provided by NEI 03 12, Tcmplaie fir Mei

sor plan, Traiming and Quohfeation PXam ~f~rsConingeney Plamfnd tndendmSi

W-0621

F~ae! Siorage !nsta!!atlion Seevri'.8 Progra~m!.

As time and conditions allow, these evn:rgica heightened state of fcadincss by the plant staff and
implcmcntation of ensit prtc iecmastffcs (e.g., evacutation, dispersal or- sheltering). The Pc
dcclaration will also heighten the awarcncess of Offiitc Rcspensc Or-gantizations, allowing them to be
better preopared should it be neeessaf)' to con-msid-er. famher. neactions.

This IC does not apply to ineidents that arc accidcnital events, acts of civil disobcdicncc, or- ether-w'ise arc
not a; HS TILE, A.C-,TION pe~pet-rated by a HOSTILE FORCE. Example: include the crash of a small
aircr-aft, shot: &fro hntcrefs, physical disputes between cmp ley, et. Repefifing of these types of events
is adequately addressed by ether- EAs, or: the rcgutircmcnts of 10 CPR § 713.:71 or- 10 CFR § 50.72.

EAL 4i is applicablc for- any HO0STILE AC-TION occurring, or- that has eeecurrcd, in the OWNER
CONTROLLED ,AREA. This inceludcs any actiont dircctcd against mn ISF-S! that is locatcd w~ithin the
OWAANE-FR CONTROLLED A REA.

EAL. 42 addresses the threat from the impact of an aircr-aft on the plant, and the antieipeAtd arrival time is
within 30 minutcts. The intent of this EAL is to cnsurc that thrcat rclatcd notifications arc fmadc ina
timely maafncrf so that Wlant ycrfsefnncl and OR09 arc in a heiehtefted
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state of radiness. This EAL is met when the throeat related information has been validated in aeeor-danee
with (site speeiflo pr-eeedurc).

The NRC Hoeadguarters Opcratiens Officer (14O0) will cwmtmnieate te the lieefnsee if the throat involves
an aircraft. Thc status and size of the plane may be preo..ided by NORAD thfrugh the NRC.

in seme caoi a ot be roadily apparont if an aircrfaft impact within the OANER CONTROLLED
AA O="was i.nt-ntio-al (i.e., a HOrST-ILE AC'TON). it is &p..t.d, although net c.flain, that n.tifi.atin•

by ant appropr~iate Fedeomi ageney tc the site would elffi6' thiS pointl. 4n thils 84-144, the aPPrOpr~iatA fcdoAml
ag.n..i intended to be NO1Al" FBI, F"AA or NRC. The .m..g.n.y d.,laration, inclulding .. ne based
on other- W~s/EALs, should not be unduly delayed while awaiting noetifiemion by a Feder-al agency.

Em.r.gen.y plans and implementing pr....du.r-.s ar. public do.ume..ts; therofor-e, EAL9 should not

ncrpoate Socurity sensitive information. This inoluides informationt that may be advantageeons to a
potential adver-sary, such as the paoiticlars eoneeoming a spocifie th -roa rtra location. Sceuet
ensitive info)Ration should boe entained in non public documents sueh as the S...rity Plan.

Develper Notes-

The (site spe.ific se.urity shift . upetisi.n) is the title o4the on shift individual responsibl for
suc~ioin of the on shift scurity ferco.

Emergency plans and implementing procodfros afe public doeuments; thoroefere, EALs sheould noAt
mo....rat. See...ity sensitive infrmaticn. This inluds• information that may be advan..ge..s to a
potential adv.r.sa.y, such as the paric.ula.s c4n...ning a spt-ifi1 throat or. throat lo.ation. So-ur-t
sensit;iv• f infation Should bho Acnsaind in non publie documents such as the S"rAity Plan.

With due eonsideration given to the above developer- nete, EA16s may contain alpha or- numboro
refcr-enees to selectedoevents deser-bed in the Scourfity Plan and associatod implementing procoeduros.
Suceh roefer-enes should noet containt a r-eeognizable deseription of the event. For eoxmnple, an EAL maay be

woddas "Security event 112, 115 or- 19 is reported by the (site specific security shift super-visief)-."

See the roeleaed Developer- Note in Appendix B, Definitionis, fOr guidanee on the dovelopment of a schemo
deffinition for the OWLNER CONTROLLED AR~EA,

n * O 1hk IfAt 1, i-l.3 2 1 ... 1.2
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PRD 43
ECL2 AleFt

deelaratien of an Alert.

Oper-ting Mode Applicabilityt Net Applieable

Example EmergencyAtinLy:

(1) O-ther. con-lditionzla exist vohieh in the judgmeat o-fthe -Em-er-gency Dir-ector inditgato that events arc
in prgrcc or h~ ~ ,hi Riveh An acwal or. potential substeatial degradatimn of thp

level ef safety ef the plant orascrt vent that involves proebabic life thrcatening risk te site
per-sonnel or- damage to site equipment because of HOSTILE ACTION. Any frclcases are
expcctcd to be limited to small ffmctions of the EPA Pr-oteetisv Action Guideline expesure levels.

Bass.

This WC addfrcsscs unanticipatcd coniditiens not addressed emplicitly clscwhcrc but that waFant declaratin
off anmerec becausie con-dit-ionms ex-ist w~hieh arc believed by the Emer-gency Dir~ector to fall under the

-- I ............ Iv -- 
A
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

Section NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

GLOBAL #1 References to NEI 99-01 Replaced with STPEGS Difference Convert generic guidance to

STPEGS specific.

GLOBAL #2 Defined terms in Appendix B; Title Case Defined terms in Appendix B; Upper Case Difference All defined terms in Appendix B
used in the document are in
upper case (CAPs) to indicate
that the terms are defined.

GLOBAL #3 Notification of Unusual Event (NOUE) UNUSUAL EVENT (UE) Difference Maintain continuity with
previous practice at STPEGS

GLOBAL #4 BWR specific references BWR references removed Difference STPEGS is a PWR

GLOBAL #5 Recognition Category A-Abnormal Radiation Recognition Category R-Abnormal Radiation Difference STPEGS implemented the
Levels/Radiological Effluent category and Levels/Radiological Effluent category and optional designation of "R" for
Emergency Action Levels; AU, AA, AS, and AG Emergency Action Levels; RU, RA, RS, and RG radiological related items to

maintain continuity with

previous practice at STPEGS.
GLOBAL #6 Operating Mode Applicability lists mode Operating Mode Applicability lists mode Difference Mode numbers used for

names (i.e., Power Operation, Startup) numbers (i.e., Modes 1 and 2) consistency with STPEGS
procedures and training.

GLOBAL #7 Developer's Notes Developer's Notes deleted Difference Developer's notes are not
reflected in the implementation
of the EALs.

GLOBAL #8 Parameters or indications listed in EALs Some parameters or indications listed in EALs Difference Tables were created to
were placed in tables. consolidate data for use in

STPEGS EAL Wall Boards.

GLOBAL #9 Site specific information or indication Site specific information or indication Difference Compliance with intent of the
statements statements were replaced with STPEGS guidance.

information or indications where applicable
and the statement deleted.

GLOBAL #10 EAL Basis STPEGS EAL Selection Basis statements and Difference Supplemented generic Basis
References were added to supplement with STPEGS specific
generic NEI Basis. information and references

within each EAL Recognition
category.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

Section NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

GLOBAL #11 Example EAL statement "Example" deleted from statement Difference In adopting the EAL, the
"example" status is no longer

applicable.

GLOBAL #12 The following terms: "all, any" are sometimes Consistently capitalized and bolded the Difference Capitalized and bolded
capitalized and/or bolded in ICs and EALs following terms: "all, any" in ICs and EALs. conditional terms in ICs and

EALs for consistency.

COVER Development of Emergency Action Levels for Technical Basis Document for the Difference Indicate that the generic NEI

PAGE Non-Passive Reactors Development of STPEGS Emergency Action guidance is now STPEGS specific
Levels

Introduction Acknowledgments, Notice and Executive Deleted Difference Not Applicable to STPEGS
Summary

TOC 1, Regulatory Background 1.Development of Emergency Action Levels Difference Title change

TOC 1.1 Operating Reactors 1.1 Regulatory Background Difference Title change

TOC 1.2 Permanently DefueledStation Deleted section Difference Not Applicable to STPEGS

TOC 13 Independent Spent Fuel Storage 1.2 Independent Spent Fuel Storage Difference Re-numbered
Installation (ISFSI) Installation (ISFSI)

TOC 1.4 NRC Order EA-12-051 1.3 NRC Order EA-12-051 Difference Re-numbered

TOC 1.5 Applicability of Advance and Small Deleted section Difference Not Applicable to STPEGS
Modular Reactor Designs

TOC 3.Design of the NEI 99-01 Emergency 3. Design of the STPEGS Emergency Difference Title Change
Classification Scheme Classification Scheme

TOC 3.3 NSSS Design Differences 3.3 STPEGS Design Considerations Difference Title Change

TOC 4.0 Site-Specific Scheme Development 4.0 STPEGS Scheme Development Difference Title change

TOC 4.1 General Implementation Guidance 4.1 General Development Process Difference Title change

TOC 4.4; 4.5; 4.6; 4.8 Deleted sections Difference These sections contain general
developer guidance for
implementing document. Not
relevant to STPEGS EAL

development.

TOC 4.7 Developer and User Feedback 4.4 References to STPEGS AOPs and EOPs Difference Title change and re-numbered

TOC Appendix C-Permanently Defueled Station Deleted Difference Not Applicable to STPEGS
ICs/EALs
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/ DIFFERENCE/JUSTI FCATION MATRIX

Section NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change F Justification

1.2 This IC is not applicable to installations or Statement deleted Difference The STPEGS ISFSI is not located
facilities that may process and/or repackage at a processing facility nor is the
spent fuel (e.g., a Monitored Retrievable facility a Monitored Retrieval
Storage Facility or an ISFSI at a spent fuel Storage Facility.
processing facility).

1.4 Bottom paragraph referring to regulatory Deleted paragraph Difference Not applicable to EAL
process for emergency plan changes development.

3.1.2 (D) "including those directed at an Independent Deleted text STPEG's ISFSI is inside the
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)" PROTECTED AREA.

3.1.5.1 Added text: "STP is an Alternate AC plant and Difference STPEGS is an Alternate AC plant,
a Station Blackout battery copying analysis is and although not required,
not required. Nonetheless, a 125 VDC Battery conducted a SBO battery coping
Four Hour Coping Analysis was conducted and analysis.
provides a basis for the time-based escalation
path from a SITE AREA EMERGENCY to a
GENERAL EMERGENCY."

3.1.5 "the site specific coping period" "four hours" Difference Inserted STPEGS coping period
analysis.

3.3 Text referring to NSSS design differences for Deleted and replaced with NSSS STPEGS Difference Inserted STPEGS specific
various types or nuclear plants; Developer design and informational considerations when information to consider when
guidance developing STPEGS EALS. developing EALs.

3.5 Mode of Applicability Matrix; Typical PWR Deleted "Permanently Defueled" section of Difference STPGEGS is not permanently
Operating Modes matrix; replaced Typical PWR Operating defueled; Inserted STPEGS

Modes with STPEGS Operating Modes Operating Modes to comply
with the intent of the
document.

4.1 Text specific to EAL developers Deleted text Difference Replaced with text specific to
the development of STPEGS ICs
and EALs
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project I Change Justification

Recognition Category: AU1 Recognition Category: RUl Difference See Global Comment #5
Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous or liquid Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous or liquid Difference See Global Comment #9.
radioactivity greater than 2 times the (site-specific radioactivity greater than 2 Times the ODCM limits
effluent release controlling document) limits for 60 for 60 Minutes or longer.
minutes or longer.

Operating Mode of Applicability: All Operating Mode of Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) Reading on ANY effluent radiation monitor

greater than 2 times the (site-specific
effluent release controlling document) limits
for 60 minutes or longer: (site-specific
monitor list and threshold values
corresponding to 2 times the controlling
document limits)

(2) Reading on ANY effluent radiation monitor
greater than 2 times the alarm setpoint
established by a current radioactivity
discharge permit for 60 minutes or longer.

(3) Sample analysis for a gaseous or liquid
release indicates a concentration or release
rate greater than 2 times the (site-specific
effluent release controlling document) limits
for 60 minutes or longer.

(1) Reading on ANY of the following radiation
monitors greater than the values listed in
Table R1 column "UE" for 60 minutes or
longer:

Difference

Table RI: Effluent Monitors
Release Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE

Point
1.50 1.50 1.50 1.40unt RT- E+08 E+07 E+06 E+05
pCi/sec pCi/sec pCi/sec pCi/sec

Main RT-8046 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00
Steam thru E+02 E+01 E+00 E-02
Lines 8049 pCi/cm3 pCi/cm3 pCi/cm3 pCi/cm3

See Global Comment #8 and #9

Altered wording so that
threshold only applies to
gaseous effluents. STPEGS liquid
effluent monitor setpoint is
normally orders of magnitude
below the ODCM limit.
See Global Comment #9.

The intent and meaning of the IC
and EALs are not altered.

(2) Reading on gaseous effluent radiation
monitor RT-8010B greater than 2 times the
alarm setpoint established by a current
radioactivity discharge permit for 60
minutes or longer.

(3) Sample analysis for a gaseous or liquid
release indicates a concentration or release
rate greater than 2 times the ODCM limits
for 60 minutes or longer.

Difference

Difference
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: AU2 Recognition Category: RU2 Difference See Global Comment #5
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of water Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of water Verbatim
level above irradiated fuel. level above irradiated fuel.

Operating Mode of Applicability: All Operating Mode of Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12

4

(1) a. UNPLANNED water level drop in the
REFUELING PATHWAY as indicated by ANY
of the following:

(site-specific level indications).

AND
b. UNPLANNED increase in area radiation

levels as indicated by ANY of the following
radiation monitors.

(site-specific list of area radiation monitors)

(1) a. UNPLANNED water level drop in the

REFUELING PATHWAY as indicated by ANY

of the following:
1. Annunciator alarm on lampbox 22M02

Window F-5 "SFP WATER LVL HI/LO"

OR

2. Visual Observation

OR

3. Both of the following with spent fuel in

the ICSA:

a. Annunciator alarm on lampbox 22M02

Window F-6 "SFP Trouble" (Mode 5 or

6 only)

AND

b. Plant Computer point FCLC1420

"REFLNG CAV LVL IN CNTMT" (ICSA

Water Level HI/LO) is in alarm (Mode 5

or 6 only)

Difference See Global Comment #9 and #12

See Global Comment #9 and #12

The intent and meaning of the
EAL is not altered.

AND

b. UNPLANNED rise in area radiation levels on

ANY of the following area radiation

monitors:

* RE-8055 (68' RCB) Mode 5 and 6 only

* RE-8099 (68' RCB) Mode 5 and 6 only

" RE-8090 (68' FHB)
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: AA1 Recognition Category: RA1 Difference See Global Comment #5
Initiating condition: Release of gaseous or liquid Initiating condition: Release of gaseous or liquid Difference See Global Comment #2
radioactivity resulting in offsite dose greater radioactivity resulting in offsite dose greater than
than 10 mrem TEDE or 50 mrem thyroid CDE. 10 mrem TEDE or 50 mrem THYROID CDE.

Operating Mode of Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) Reading on ANY of the following radiation

monitors greater than the reading shown
for 15 minutes or longer:

(site-specific monitor list and threshold values)

(2) Dose assessment using actual meteorology
indicates doses greater than 10 mrem TEDE
or 50 mrem thyroid CDE at or beyond (site-
specific dose receptor point).

(3) Analysis of a liquid effluent sample indicates
a concentration or release rate that would
result in doses greater than 10 mrem TEDE
or 50 mrem thyroid CDE at or beyond (site:
specific dose receptor point) for one hour of
exposure.

(1) Reading on ANY of the following radiation
monitors greater than the values listed in
Table RI column "ALERT" for 15 minutes or
longer:

Differences

Table RI: Effluent Monitors

Release Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE
Point

Unit RT- 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.40
E+08 E+07 E+06 E+05
pCi/sec pCi/sec pCi/sec pCi/sec

Main RT8046 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00
Steam m 8049 E+02 E+01 E+00 E-02
Lines pCi/cm 3 pCi/cm 3 pCi/cm 3 pCi/cm 3

See Global Comment #8, #9 and
#12

See Global Comment #9 and #2

See Global Comment #9 and #2

(2) Dose assessment using actual meteorology
indicates doses greater than 10 mrem TEDE
or 50 mrem THYROID CDE at or beyond the
SITE BOUNDARY.

(3) Analysis of a liquid effluent sample indicates
a concentration or release rate that would
result in doses greater than 10 mrem TEDE
or 50 mrem THYROID CDE at or beyond the
SITE BOUNDARY for one hour of exposure.

Difference

Difference
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 T South Texas Project I Change Justification

(4) Field survey results indicate EITHER of the (4) Field survey results indicate EITHER of the Difference See Global Comment #9 and #2
following at or beyond (site-specific dose following at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY:
receptor point): * Closed window dose rates greater than
* Closed window dose rates greater than 10 mR/hr expected to continue for 60

< 10 mR/hr expected to continue for 60 minutes or longer.
minutes or longer. * Analyses of field survey samples indicate

* Analyses of field survey samples indicate THYROID CDE greater than 50 mrem for
thyroid CDE greater than 50 mrem for one hour of inhalation.
one hour of inhalation.

The intent and meaning of the
EALs are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 1 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: AA2 I Recognition Category: RA2 Difference See Global Comment #5
Initiating Condition: Significant lowering of Initiating Condition: Significant lowering of water Verbatim
water level above, or damage to, irradiated level above, or damage to, irradiated fuel.

fuel.

Operating Mode of Applicability: All Operating Mode of Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) Uncovery of irradiated fuel in the

REFUELING PATHWAY.
(2) Damage to irradiated fuel resulting in a

release of radioactivity from the fuel as
indicated by ANY of the following radiation
monitors:

(site-specific listing of radiation monitors, and the
associated readings, setpoints and/or alarms)

N

(1) Uncovery of irradiated fuel in the
REFUELING PATHWAY.

(2) a. Damage to irradiated fuel resulting in a
release of radioactivity from the fuel as
indicated by ANY of the following FHB
radiation monitor readings:
" ARM (68' FHB), RE-8090 greater than

1,500 mR/hr
* FHB Exhaust, RT-8035 or RT-8036

greater than 1.00 E-1 pCi/cm 3.

CodiWtiziueaonz uext iaqe

Verbatim

Difference See Global Comment #9 and #12

The threshold value of 1500 mR/hr
for area radiation monitor RE-8090
is within the calibrated range of
the instrument.

FHB Exhaust Monitors RT-8035
and RT-8036 were included
because they are sensitive to
noble gasses which are expected
to be present if irradiated fuel is
damaged. The calculated monitor
response is 3.8 pCi/cm 3 and the

high range of the monitors is 0.3
gCi/cm

3. The threshold value of

0.1 pCi/cm3 is approximately 6

orders of magnitude above
background and indicative of
damaged irradiated fuel. It was
selected because it is readily
assessable and within the
calibrated range of the monitors.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

OR
b. Damage to irradiated fuel resulting in a Difference See Global Comment #9.

release of radioactivity from the fuel as
indicated by ANY of the follow RCB
radiation monitors readings (Mode 5 or 6
only).
* ARMS (68' RCB), RE-8055 or RE-8099

greater than 850 mR/hr.

N

4 NOTE Difference Note added to indicate this EAL is
EAL-3 is not applicable until the enhanced SFP not applicable until SFP level
level instrumentation is available for use. instrumentation is available for

use.

(3) Lowering of spent fuel pool level to (site- (3) Lowering of spent fuel pool level to 49'-10" Difference See Global Comment #9.
specific Level 2 value). [See Developer or lower.
Notes

The intent and meaning of the
EALs are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 T South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: AA3 Recognition Category: RA3 Difference See Global Comment #5
Initiating Condition: Radiation levels that impede Initiating Condition: Radiation levels that impede Verbatim
access to equipment necessary for normal plant access to equipment necessary for normal plant
operations, cooldown or shutdown. operations, cooldown or shutdown.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) Dose rate greater than 15 mR/hr in ANY of (1) Dose rate greater than 15 mR/hr in ANY of Difference See Global Comment #12

the following areas: the following areas:
" Control Room a Control Room ARM (RE-8066) Other site-specific areas/rooms
" Central Alarm Station 9 Central Alarm Station (CAS) by radiation removed as there were no
* (other site-specific areas/rooms) survey additional applicable areas.

4n
(2) An UNPLANNED event results in radiation (2) An UNPLANNED event results in radiation Difference See Global Comment #9 and #12

levels that prohibit or impede access to levels that prohibit or impede access to
any of the following plant rooms or areas: ANY of the following plant rooms or areas:

" Mechanical/Electrical Auxiliary Building
(site-specific list of plant rooms or areas with (MEAB)
entry-related mode applicability identified) * Turbine Generator Building (TGB)

* Isolation Valve Cubicle (IVC)
" Fuel Handling Building (FHB)
" Reactor Containment Building (RCB)

The intent and meaning of the EAL
is not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: AS1 Recognition Category: RS1 Difference See Global Comment #5
Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous radioactivity Difference See Global Comment #2
radioactivity resulting in offsite dose greater resulting in offsite dose greater than 100 mrem TEDE
than 100 mrem TEDE or 500 mrem thyroid or 500 mrem THYROID CDE.
CDE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12

T-4

(1) Reading on ANY of the following
radiation monitors greater than the
reading shown for 15 minutes or longer:

(site-specific monitor list and threshold values)

(2) Dose assessment using actual
meteorology indicates doses greater
than 100 mrem TEDE or 500 mrem
thyroid CDE at or beyond (site-specific
dose receptor point).

(3) Field survey results indicate EITHER of
the following at or beyond (site-specific
dose receptor point):
* Closed window dose rates greater

than 100 mR/hr expected to continue
for 60 minutes or longer.

* Analyses of field survey samples
indicate thyroid CDE greater than 500
mrem for one hour of inhalation.

Table RI: Effluent Monitors
ReleasePeint Monitor GE SAE ALERT UEPoint

RT 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.40
Unit Vent 801 E+08 E+07 E+06 E+05

pCi/sec pCi/sec pCi/sec pCi/sec

Main RT-8046 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00
Steam thru E+02 E+01 E+00 E-02
Lines 8049 pCi/cm 3 pCi/cm 3 pCi/cm 3 pCi/cm 3

(1) Reading on ANY of the following radiation
monitors greater than the values listed in Table
R1 column "SAE" for 15 minutes or longer:

Differences

Difference

Difference

(2) Dose assessment using actual meteorology

indicates doses greater than 100 mrem TEDE or

500 mrem THYROID CDE at or beyond the SITE
BOUNDARY.

(3) Field survey results indicate EITHER of the

following at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY:

" Closed window dose rates greater than 100

mR/hr expected to continue for 60 minutes or

longer.

" Analyses of field survey samples indicate

THYROID CDE greater than 500 mrem for one
hour of inhalation.

See Global Comment #12.

See Global Comment #8 and
#9

See Global Comment #9 and #2

See Global Comment #9 and #2

The intent and meaning of the
EALs are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: AS2 Recognition Category: RS2 Difference See Global Comment #5
Initiating Condition: Spent fuel pool level at Initiating Condition: Spent fuel pool level at 40'-4" or Difference See Global Comment #9
(site-specific Level 3 description), lower.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12

NOTE Difference Note added to indicate this EAL
EAL-1 is not applicable until the enhanced SFP level is not applicable until SFP level
instr-uentation is available,/br use. instrumentation is available for

use.

(1) Lowering of spent fuel pool level to (1) Lowering of spent fuel pool level to 40'- 4" or Difference See Global Comment #9
(site-specific Level 3 value), lower.

The intent and meaning of the

EAL is not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 1 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: AGI Recognition Category: RG1 Difference See Global Comment #5
Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous Initiating Condition: Release of gaseous radioactivity Difference See Global Comment #2
radioactivity resulting in offsite dose greater resulting in offsite dose greater than 1,000 mrem TEDE
than 1,000 mrem TEDE or 5,000 mrem thyroid or 5,000 mrem THYROID CDE.
CDE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12

r-4

(1) Reading on ANY of the following
radiation monitors greater than the
reading shown for 15 minutes or longer:

(site-specific monitor list and threshold values)

(2) Dose assessment using actual
meteorology indicates doses greater
than 1,000 mrem TEDE or 5,000 mrem
thyroid CDE at or beyond (site-specific
dose receptor point).

(3) Field survey results indicate EITHER of
the following at or beyond (site-specific
dose receptor point):
" Closed window dose rates greater

than 1,000 mR/hr expected to
continue for 60 minutes or longer.

" Analyses of field survey samples
indicate thyroid CDE greater than
5,000 mrem for one hour of
inhalation.

(1) Reading on ANY of the following radiation
monitors greater than the values listed in Table
R1 column "GE" for 15 minutes or longer:

Table Ri: Effluent Monitors

Release Monitor GE SAE ALERT UE
Point

1.50 1.50 1.50 1.40Unt R00 E+08 E+07 E+06 E+05
vpCi/sec pCi/sec pCi/sec pCi/sec

Main RT-8046 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00
Steam thru E+02 E+01 E+00 E-02
Lines 8049 pCi/cm 3 IpICi/cm 3 IpCi/cm

3 pICi/cm 3

Differences

(2) Dose assessment using actual meteorology
indicates doses greater than 1,000 mrem TEDE
or 5,000 mrem THYROID CDE at or beyond the
SITE BOUNDARY.

(3) Field survey results indicate EITHER of the
following at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY:
" Closed window dose rates greater than 1,000

mR/hr expected to continue for 60 minutes or
longer.

" Analyses of field survey samples indicate
THYROID CDE greater than 5,000 mrem for
one hour of inhalation.

Difference

Difference

See Global Comment #8 and #9

See Global Comment #9 and #2

See Global Comment #9 and #2

The intent and meaning of the
EALs are not chanRed.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 1 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: AG2 Recognition Category: RG2 Difference See Global Comment #5
Initiating Condition: Spent fuel pool level Initiating Condition: Spent fuel pool level cannot be Difference See Global Comment #9
cannot be restored to at least (site-specific restored to at least 40'- 4" for 60 minutes or longer.
Level 3 description) for 60 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12

NOTE Difference Note added to indicate this EAL
EAL-1 is not applicable until the enhanced SFP level is not applicable until SFP level

(3 instrumentation is available for use. instrumentation is available for
use.

(1) Spent fuel pool level cannot be restored to (1) Spent fuel pool level cannot be restored to at least Difference See Global Comment #9
at least (site-specific Level 3 value) for 60 40'- 4" for 60 minutes or longer.
minutes or longer.

The intent and meaning of the
EAL is not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

COLD SHUTDOWN / REFUELING SYSTEM MALFUNCTION
ICS/EALS
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project I Change Justification

Recognition Category: CU1 I Recognition Category: CUl Verbatim
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of (reactor Initiating Condition: Unplanned loss of RCS Difference See Global Comment #4
vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR]) inventory for 15 inventory for 15 minutes or longer.
minutes or longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6 Difference See Global Comment #6
Refueling

(1) UNPLANNED loss of reactor coolant results
in (reactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV

[BWR]) level less than a required lower

limit for 15 minutes or longer.

(2) a. (Reactor vessel/RCS [PWRI or RPV [BWRI)

level cannot be monitored.

AND

b. UNPLANNED increase in (site-specific sump

and/or tank) levels.

(1) UNPLANNED loss of reactor coolant results

in RCS level below the Reactor Vessel

Flange for 15 minutes or longer.

(2) a. RCS level cannot be monitored.
AND

b. UNPLANNED rise in ANY of the following

sump or tank levels in Table C2:

Difference See Global Comment #4

Difference

Difference

Difference
U Table C2: RCS Leakage

* Containment Normal Sump
* Pressurizer Relief Tank (PRT)
* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)
" MAB Sumps lthru 4
* Containment Penetration Area Sump
" SIS/CSS Pump Compartment Sump

See Global Comment #4

See Global Comment #12

See Global Comment #8 and #9

The intent and meaning of the IC
and EALs are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: CU2 Recognition Category: CU2 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Loss of all but one AC power Initiating Condition: Loss of ALL but one AC Difference See Global Comment #12
source to emergency buses for 15 minutes or power source to emergency buses for 15 minutes
longer, or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6, Defueled Difference See Global Comment #6
Refueling, Defueled
(1) a. AC power capability to (site-specific (1) a. AC power capability to ALL three 4160V AC Difference See Global Comment #9 and #12

emergency buses) is reduced to a single ESF Buses is reduced to a single power
power source for 15 minutes or longer, source for 15 minutes or longer.
AND AND

b. Any additional single power source failure b. ANY additional single power source failure
will result in loss of all AC power to SAFETY will result in loss of ALL AC power to
SYSTEMS. SAFETY SYSTEMS.

The intent and meaning of the EAL
is not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: CU3 Recognition Category: CU3 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED increase in RCS Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED rise in RCS Verbatim
temperature. temperature.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6 Difference See Global Comment #6
Refueling

(1) UNPLANNED increase in RCS temperature (1) UNPLANNED rise in RCS temperature to Difference See Global Comment #9
to greater than (site-specific Technical greater than 200 'F (Tavg).

e' Specification cold shutdown temperature
u limit).

(2) Loss of ALL RCS temperature and (reactor (2) Loss of ALL RCS temperature and RCS level Difference See Global Comment #4 and #12
vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR]) level indication for 15 minutes or longer.
indication for 15 minutes or longer.

The intent and meaning of the
EALs are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: CU4 Recognition Category: CU4 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Loss of Vital DC power for 15 Initiating Condition: Loss of Vital DC power for 15 Verbatim
minutes or longer. minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6 Difference See Global Comment #6
Refueling

u (1) indicated voltage is less than (site-specific (1) Indicated voltage is less than 105.5 VDC on Difference See Global Comment #9 and #12
bus voltage value) on required Vital DC required Class 1E 125 VDC battery buses
buses for 15 minutes or longer, for 15 minutes or longer.

The intent and meaning of the EAL
is not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project I Change Justification

Recognition Category: CU5 Recognition Category: CU5 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite or offsite Initiating Condition: Loss of ALL onsite or offsite Difference See Global Comment #12
communications capabilities, communications capabilities.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6, Defueled Difference See Global Comment #6
Refueling, Defueled
(1) Loss of ALL of the following onsite

communication methods:
(site-specific list of communications methods)

(2) Loss of ALL of the following ORO
communications methods:

(site-specific list of communications methods)
(3) Loss of ALL of the following NRC

communications methods:

(site-specific list of communications methods)

Lt

LI

(1) Loss of ALL of the following onsite
communication methods in Table C4.

(2) Loss of ALL of the following Offsite
Response Organization (ORO)
communications methods in Table C4.

(3) Loss of ALL of the following NRC
communications methods in Table C4.

Table C4: Communications Methods

EAL-1 EAL-2 EAL-3ONSITE ORO NRC

0 Plant PA system X

0 Plant Radios X

* Plant telephone system X X X

* Satellite phones X X

* Direct line from Control Rooms X X
to Bay City

* Microwave Lines to Houston X X

* Security radio to Matagorda X
County

0 Dedicated Ring-down lines X

0 ENS line X

Difference

Difference

Difference

Difference

See Global Comment #9 and #12

See Global Comment #9 and #12

See Global Comment #9 and #12

See Global Comment #8

The intent and meaning of the
EALs are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: CAl Recognition Category: CA1 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Loss of (reactor vessel/RCS Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory. Difference See Global Comment #4
[PWR] or RPV [BWR]) inventory.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6 Difference See Global Comment #6
Refueling

(1) Loss of (reactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV

[BWR]) inventory as indicated by level less

than (site-specific level).

(2) a. (Reactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR])

level cannot be monitored for 15 minutes

or longer

AND

b. UNPLANNED increase in (site-specific sump
and/or tank) levels due to a loss of (reactor

vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR]) inventory.

(1) Loss of RCS inventory as indicated by level
less than 32 ft. 9 inch (+6 inches above hot
leg centerline).

(2) a. RCS level cannot be monitored for 15
minutes or longer

AND

b. UNPLANNED rise in ANY of the following
sump or tank levels in Table C2 due to a
loss of reactor vessel/ RCS inventory:

Differences

Difference

Differences

Difference

'-I

U

See Global Comment #4 and #9

See Global Comment #4 and #9

See Global Comment #4 and #9

See Global Comment #8

The intent and meaning of the
EALs are not altered.

Table C2: RCS Leakage
* Containment Normal Sump
" Pressurizer Relief Tank (PRT)
* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)
* MAB Sumps 1 thru 4
" Containment Penetration Area Sump
* SIS/CSS Pump Compartment Sump
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: CA2 Recognition Category: CA2 Verbatim

Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all Initiating Condition: Loss of ALL offsite and ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
onsite AC power to emergency buses for 15 onsite AC power to emergency buses for 15
minutes or longer. minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6, Defueled Difference See Global Comment #6

' Refueling, Defueled
(1) Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC Power (1) Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC Power Difference See Global Comment #9 and #12

to (site-specific emergency buses) for 15 to ALL three 4160V AC ESF Busses for 15
minutes or longer. minutes or longer.

The intent and meaning of the EAL
is not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: CA3 Recognition Category: CA3 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Inability to maintain the Initiating Condition: Inability to maintain the Verbatim
plant in cold shutdown. plant in cold shutdown.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6 Difference See Global Comment #6
Refueling

(1) UNPLANNED increase in RCS temperature
to greater than (site-specific Technical
Specification cold shutdown temperature
limit) for greater than the duration
specified in the following table.

(1) UNPLANNED rise in RCS temperature

greater than 200 OF (Tavg) for greater than

the duration specified in Table C3:

Difference See Global Comment #9

4
Li

Table: RCS Heat-up Duration Thresholds

Containment Heat-up
RCS Status Closure Status Duration

Intact (but not at reduced Not applicable 60 minutes*
inventory [PWR])

Established 20 minutes*
Not intact (or at reduced

inventory [PWR])

Not Established 0 minutes

* If an RCS heat removal system is in operation within this time frame

and RCS temperature is being reduced, the EAL is not applicable.

Table C3: RCS Heat-up Duration Thresholds

RCS Status Containment Heat-up
Closure Status Duration

Intact (but not at reduced Not applicable 60 minutes*
inventory)

Established 20 minutes*
Not intact (or at reduced
inventory)

Not Established 0 minutes

If an RCS heat removal system is in operation within this time frame
and RCS temperature is being reduced, the EAL is not applicable.

Differences See Global Comment #4 and #8
Table labeled "Table C3."

See Global Comment #4 and #9

The intent and meaning of the
EALs are not altered.

(2) UNPLANNED RCS pressure increase greater

than (site-specific pressure reading). (This

EAL does not apply during water-solid

plant conditions. [PWR])

(2) UNPLANNED RCS pressure rise greater

than 10 psig. (This EAL does not apply

during water-solid plant conditions.)
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: CA6 Recognition Category: CA6 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Hazardous event affecting a Initiating Condition: Hazardous event affecting a Verbatim
SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating
mode. mode.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6 Difference See Global Comment #6
Refueling

(1) a. The occurrence of ANY of the following
hazardous events:
9 Seismic event (earthquake)

(1) a. The occurrence of ANY of the following
hazardous events in Table C5:

Differences See Global Comment #8
Table labeled Table C5

0

0

0

0

0

0

Internal or external flooding event
High winds or tornado strike
FIRE
EXPLOSION
(site specific hazards)
Other events with similar hazard
characteristics as determined by the
Shift Manager

Table C5: Hazardous Events
" Seismic event (earthquake)
" Internal or external flooding event
" High winds or tornado strike
• FIRE
" EXPLOSION
" Predicted or actual breach of Main Cooling Reservoir

retaining dike along the North Wall.
" Other events with similar hazard characteristics as

determined by the Shift Manager
U

AND
b. EITHER of the following:

1. Event damage has caused indications of
degraded performance in at least one
train of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the
current operating mode.

OR
2. The event has caused VISIBLE DAMAGE

to a SAFETY SYSTEM component or
structure needed for the current
operating mode.

AND
b. EITHER of the following:

1. Event damage has caused indications of
degraded performance in at least one

train of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the

current operating mode.

OR

2. The event has caused VISIBLE DAMAGE

to a SAFETY SYSTEM component or
structure needed for the current

operating mode.

Verbatim

Verbatim

See Global Comment #9

The intent and meaning of the EAL
is not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: CS1 Recognition Category: CS1 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Loss of (reactor vessel/RCS Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory Difference See Global Comment #4
[PWR] or RPV [BWR]) inventory affecting core affecting core decay heat removal capability.
decay heat removal capability.
Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6 Difference See Global Comment #6
Refueling

(1) a. CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established.
AND

b. (Reactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR])
level less than (site-specific level).

(2) a. CONTAINMENT CLOSURE established.
AND

b. (Reactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR])
level less than (site-specific level).

(3) a. (Reactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR])
level cannot be monitored for 30 minutes
or longer.
AND

b. Core uncovery is indicated by ANY of the
following:

(Site-specific radiation monitor) reading greater
than (site-specific value)

T-I

(1) a. CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established.
AND

b. RCS level less than 33% of plenum.

(2) a. RCS level cannot be monitored for 30
minutes or longer.

AND

b. Core uncovery as indicated by ANY of the
following:
* Reactor Containment Building 68'-0"

Area Radiation Monitor RE-8055 or RE-
8099 reading greater than 9,000 mR/hr

Conutmueelon oiie"t z-7aLe

Difference

Difference

Difference

Differences See Global Comment #4 and #9

EAL-2 from NEI 99-01 Rev.6 was
removed, per developer notes;
due to inability to monitor level as
low as the threshold required for
the reactor vessel/RCS level.

See Global Comment #4
EAL-3 re-numbered to EAL-2.

The calculated monitor response
to core uncovery exceeds the
upper range of the radiation
monitors (10 R/hr). The threshold
value of 9,000 mR/hr with the
reactor head on is within the
upper end of the calibrated range
of the detector and corresponds to
an RCS level approximately 8
inches above the top of the active
fuel. These monitor readings in
conjunction with the other
indications of this EAL allow for
accurate assessment of the EAL.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

* Erratic source range monitor indication * Erratic source range monitor indication Difference See Global Comment #4
[PWR]

* UNPLANNED increase in (site-specific * UNPLANNED rise in ANY of the sump or
sump and/or tank) levels of sufficient tank levels in Table C2 of sufficient
magnitude to indicate core uncovery magnitude to indicate core uncovery:
( Other site-specific indications)

Table C2: RCS Leakage Difference See Global Comment #8 and #9

* Containment Normal Sump
* Pressurizer Relief Tank (PRT)
* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)
* MAB Sumps 1 thru 4
* Containment Penetration Area Sump
* SIS/CSS Pump Compartment Sump

The intent and meaning of the
EALs are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: CG1 Recognition Category: CG1 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Loss of (reactor vessel/RCS Initiating Condition: Loss of RCS inventory Difference See Global Comment #4
[PWR] or RPV [BWR]) inventory affecting fuel clad affecting fuel clad integrity with containment
integrity with containment challenged. challenged.

Operating Mode Applicability: Cold Shutdown, Operating Mode Applicability: 5, 6 Difference See Global Comment #6
Refueling

Y-4
wj

(1) a. (Reactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR])
level less than (site-specific level) for 30

minutes or longer.

AND

b. ANY indication from the Containment
Challenge Table (see below).

(2) a. (Reactor vessel/RCS [PWR] or RPV [BWR])
level cannot be monitored for 30 minutes

or longer.

AND

b. Core uncovery is indicated by ANY of the

following:

* (Site-specific radiation monitor) reading

greater than (site-specific value)

" Erratic source range monitor indication

[PWR]

Difference

(1) a. RCS level cannot be monitored for 30
minutes or longer.

AND
b. Core uncovery is indicated by ANY of the

following:
" Reactor Containment Building 68'-0"

Area Radiation Monitor RE-8055 or RE-

8099 reading greater than 9,000
mR/hr

* Erratic source range monitor indication

Differences

Difference

Difference

EAL 1 was removed; per developer
notes, due to the inability to
monitor reactor vessel/RCS level
as low as the threshold required.

See Global Comment #4
EAL 2 re-numbered to EAL 1.

The calculated monitor response
to core uncovery exceeds the
upper range of the radiation
monitors (10 R/hr). The threshold
value of 9,000 mR/hr is within the
upper end of the calibrated range
of the detector and corresponds
to an RCS level approximately 8
inches above the top of the active
fuel. These monitor readings in
conjunction with the other
indications of this EAL allow for
accurate assessment of the EAL.

See Global Comment #4
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project I Change Justification

UNPLANNED increase in (site-specific

sump and/or tank) levels of sufficient

magnitude to indicate core uncovery

AND

c. ANY indication from the Containment
Challenge Table (see below).

* UNPLANNED rise in ANY of the following

sump or tank levels in Table C2 of

sufficient magnitude to indicate core

uncovery:

Differences I See Global Comment #8 and #9Table C2: RCS Leakage
" Containment Normal Sump

" Pressurizer Relief Tank (PRT)
* Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT)
* MAB Sumps 1 thru 4
" Containment Penetration Area Sump
* SIS/CSS Pump Compartment Sump

AND
c. ANY indication from the Table C1.

U-4
UD

Containment Challenge Table Table Cl: Containment Challenge

" CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established'

" (Explosive mixture) exists inside containment

" UNPLANNED increase in containment pressure

" Secondary containment radiation monitor reading above (site
specific value) [BWR]

* CONTAINMENT CLOSURE not established within 30 minutes

OR

* > 4% hydrogen exists inside containment

OR

* UNPLANNED rise in containment pressure

Difference

Differences

Verbatim

Syntax altered to refer to Table
Cl.

See Global Comment #4, #8 and
#9

Intent and meaning of the IC and
EALs are not altered.

* If CONTAINMENT CLOSURE is re-established

prior to exceeding the 30-minute time limit, then

declaration of a General Emergency is not

required.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI)
ICS/EALS
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: E-HU1 Recognition Category: E-HU1 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Damage to a loaded cask Initiating Condition: Damage to a loaded cask Verbatim
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY. CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12

(1) Damage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT (1) Damage to a loaded cask CONFINEMENT Difference See Global Comment #9
BOUNDARY as indicated by an on-contact BOUNDARY as indicated by an on-contact
radiation reading greater than (2 times the radiation reading greater than:
site-specific cask specific technical a. 60 mrem/hr (gamma + neutron) on
specification allowable radiation level) on the top surface of the spent fuel cask
the surface of the spent fuel cask. OR

b. 600 mrem/hr (gamma + neutron) on
the side surface of the spent fuel cask
OR

c. 7000 mrem/hr (gamma + neutron) on
the side surface of the transfer cask.

Intent and meaning of the EAL is

not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER ICS/EALS

The following section is configured in a manner that is different from the

Fission Product Barrier Tables in the STPEGS EAL Technical Bases

Document. Where the Technical Bases Document evaluates all three fission

product barriers simultaneously for a specific sub-category, this matrix

evaluates each fission product barrier individually for all sub-categories.

The significance of this fact is that where the fission product barrier table in

the Technical Bases Document moves vertically through the sub-categories,

this matrix moves horizontally.
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STP EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

Fission Product Barrier Emereencv Classifications

NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Renumbered and re-
labeled due to deletion of

Table 9-F-3: PWR EAL Fission Product Barrier Table Table 9-F-2: EAL Fission Product Barrier Table Difference Table 9-F-2, BWR EAL
Fission Product Barrier
Table and eliminate
redundancy in heading.
Renumbered and re-
labeled due to deletion of
Table 9-F-2, BWR EAL

Figure 9-F-4: PW R EAL Fission Product Barrier Table Figure 9-F-3: EAL Fission Product Barrier Table Difference Fisio Produc B arre r
Fission Product Barrier

Table and eliminate
redundancy in heading.

STPEGS is part of the Westinghouse Owners Group STPEGS has elected to
(WOG) and has adopted the WOG Emergency Response use the WOG CSFST
Guidelines (ERG). These guidelines employ the use of where appropriate.

Basis Information For PWR EAL Fission Product Barrier Critical Safety Function Status Trees (CSFST). Since STP
has implemented the WOG ERGs, the guidance in NEI 99- Difference
01 allows the use of certain CSFST assessment results as

EALs and fission product barrier loss/potential loss
thresholds. This approach allows consistency between
EOPs and emergency classifications.

Transform generic NEI

Basis Information For PWR EAL Fission Product Barrier Changes indicate STPEGS specific values for the Difference 99-01 guidance into
Table 9-F-3 Developer Notes; pages 103-121 parameters identified in this section STPEGS specific

application.

Alert Site Area General Alert Site Area General Verbatim
Emergency Emergency Emergency Emergency

Any Loss or Loss or Potential Loss of any two Any Loss or Loss or Potential Loss of any two Verbatim
any Potential Loss of any two barriers and Loss any Potential Loss of any two barriers and Loss
Loss of either barriers, or Potential Loss Loss of either barriers, or Potential Loss
the Fuel Clad of the third the Fuel Clad of the third
or RCS barrier, barrier, or RCS barrier, barrier.
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STP EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Fuel Clad Barrier

Table 9-F-2 NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Sub-Category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss

1. RCS or SG Not Applicable A. RCS/reactor vessel Not Applicable A. Core Cooling - Orange Difference Loss A.- Threshold altered,
Tube Leakage level less than (site- entry conditions met per developer notes, to

specific level), conform to STPEGS use of
Westinghouse ERG CSFST
terminology.

2. Inadequate A. Core exit thermocouple A. Core exit A. Core Cooling - Red A. Core Cooling - Orange Difference Loss A.- Threshold altered,
Heat Removal readings greater than thermocouple entry conditions met entry conditions met per developer notes, to

(site-specific readings greater than OR conform to STPEGS use of
temperature value). (site-specific B. Heat Sink - Red entry Westinghouse ERG CSFST

temperature value). conditions met terminology.
OR

B. Inadequate RCS heat Difference Potential Loss A. and B.-
removal capability via Thresholds altered, per
steam generators as developer notes, to conform
indicated by (site- to STP use of Westinghouse
specific indications). ERG CSFST terminology.

3. RCS Activity/ A. Containment radiation Not Applicable A 1.RCB Rad Monitor Not Applicable Difference Loss A.- See Global Comment
Containment monitor reading greater RT-8050 or RT-8051 #9
Radiation than (site-specific greater than 140 R/hr

value). OR
2. HATCH MONITOR

greater than 300
mR/hr

OR OR

B. (Site-specific indications B. Sample analysis Difference Loss B.- See Global Comment
that reactor coolant indicates that reactor #9
activity is greater than coolant activity is
300 IpCi/gm dose greater than 300
equivalent 1-131). ItCi/gm dose

equivalent 1-131.
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STP EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Fuel Clad Barrier

Table 9-F-2 NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Sub-Category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss

4. Containment Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Verbatim
Integrity or
Bypass

5. Other A. (site-specific as A. (site-specific as Not Applicable Not Applicable Difference No additional site-specific
Indications applicable) applicable) indications are applicable.

6. Emergency A. ANY condition in the A. ANY condition in the A. ANY condition in the A. ANY condition in the Verbatim
Director opinion of the Emergency opinion of the Emergency opinion of the opinion of the
Judgment Director that indicates Loss Director that indicates Emergency Director Emergency Director

of the Fuel Clad Barrier. Potential Loss of the Fuel that indicates Loss of that indicates
Clad Barrier. the Fuel Clad Barrier. Potential Loss of the

Fuel Clad Barrier.
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STP EAL DEVIATIO N/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of RCS Barrier

Table 9-F-2 NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Sub-Category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss

1. RCS or SG A, An automatic or manual A. Operation of a A. An automatic or A. Operation of a standby Difference Potential Loss B.- Threshold
Tube Leakage ECCS (SI) actuation is standby charging manual ECCS (SI) charging pump is altered, per developer notes,

required by EITHER of (makeup) pump is actuation is required required by EITHER of to conform to STPEGS use of
the following: required by EITHER of by EITHER of the the following: Westinghouse ERG CSFST
1. UNISOLABLE RCS the following: following: 1. UNISOLABLE RCS terminology.

leakage 1. UNISOLABLE RCS 1. UNISOLABLE RCS leakage
OR leakage leakage OR

2. SG tube RUPTURE. OR OR 2. SG tube leakage.
2. SG tube leakage. 2. SG tube RUPTURE. OR
OR B. Integrity - Red entry

B. RCS cooldown rate conditions met.
greater than (site-
specific pressurized
thermal shock
criteria/limits defined
by site-specific
indications).

2. Inadequate Not Applicable A. Inadequate RCS heat Not Applicable A. Heat Sink - Red entry Difference Potential Loss A - Threshold
heat Removal removal capability via conditions met. altered, per developer notes,

steam generators as to conform to STPEGS use of
indicated by (site- Westinghouse ERG CSFST
specific indications). terminology.

3. RCS Activity / A. Containment radiation Not Applicable A. RCB Rad Monitor RT- Not Applicable Difference Threshold from combination
Containment monitor reading greater 8050 or RT-8051 reading of Calculation STPNOCO13-
Radiation than (site-specific value), greater than 2 R/hr. CALC-004 result of 450 mR/hr

and background reading of
1.5 R/hr.

4. Containment
Integrity or
Bypass

Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable Verbatim
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STP EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of RCS Barrier

Table 9-F-2 NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Sub-Category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss

5. Other A. (site-specific as A. (site-specific as Not Applicable Not Applicable Difference No additional site-specific
Indications applicable) applicable) indications are applicable.

6. Emergency A. ANY condition in the A. ANY condition in the A. ANY condition in the A. ANY condition in the Verbatim
Director opinion of the opinion of the opinion of the opinion of the
Judgment Emergency Director that Emergency Director Emergency Director Emergency Director

indicates Loss of the RCS that indicates that indicates Loss of that indicates
Barrier. Potential Loss of the the RCS Barrier. Potential Loss of the

RCS Barrier. RCS Barrier.
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STP EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Containment Barrier

Table 9-F-2 NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Sub-Category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss

1. RCS or SG Tube A. A leaking or RUPTURED Not Applicable A. A Leaking or RUPTURED Not Applicable Verbatim
Leakage SG is FAULTED outside of SG is FAULTED outside

containment. of containment.

2. Inadequate Not Applicable A 1 (Site-specific criteria Not Applicable A. Core Cooling - Red Difference Potential Loss A.- Threshold
heat Removal for entry into core entry conditions met altered, per developer notes,

cooling restoration for 15 minutes or to conform to STPEGS use of
procedure) longer Westinghouse ERG CSFST
AND terminology.

2 Restoration procedure
not effective within 15
minutes.

3. RCS Activity / Not Applicable A. Containment radiation Not Applicable A 1.RCB Rad Monitor Difference See Global Comment #9
Containment monitor reading RT-8050 or RT-8051
Radiation greater than (site- greater than 550

specific value). R/hr
OR

2. HATCH MONITOR
greater than 1200
mR/hr

4. Containment A, Containment isolation is A. Containment pressure A. Containment isolation A. Containment - Red Difference Potential Loss A - Threshold
Integrity or required greater than (site- is required entry conditions met per STPEGS use of
Bypass AND EITHER of the specific value) AND EITHER of the OR Westinghouse ERG CSFST

following: OR following: terminology.

1. Containment 1. Containment
integrity has been integrity has been
lost based on lost based on
Emergency Director Emergency
judgment. Director judgment.
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STP EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

Thresholds for LOSS or POTENTIAL LOSS of Containment Barrier

Table 9-F-2 NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Sub-Category Loss Potential Loss Loss Potential Loss
OR OR

2. UNISOLABLE 2. UNISOLABLE
pathway from the pathway from the
containment to the containment to the
environment exists. environment

OR exists.
OR

B. Indications of RCS B. Explosive mixture B. Indications of RCS B. Explosive mixture Difference Potential Loss B. - See Global
leakage outside of exists inside leakage outside of exists inside Comment #9
containment containment containment, containment

OR (H2 > 4%)
OR

C 1. Containment pressure C 1. Containment Difference Potential Loss C.1.- See
greater than (site- pressure greater Global Comment #9
specific pressure than 9.5 psig
setpoint)
AND AND

2. Less than one full train 2. Less than one full Difference Potential Loss C.2.- See
of (site-specific system train of Global Comment #9
or equipment) is Containment Spray
operating per design is operating per
for 15 minutes or design for 15
longer. minutes or longer

5. Other A. (site-specific as A. (site-specific as Not Applicable Not Applicable Difference No additional site-specific
Indications applicable) applicable) indications are applicable.

6. Emergency A. ANY condition in the A. ANY condition in the A. ANY condition in the A. ANY condition in the Verbatim
Director opinion of the opinion of the opinion of the opinion of the
Judgment Emergency Director that Emergency Director Emergency Director Emergency Director

indicates Loss of the that indicates that indicates Loss of that indicates
Containment Barrier. Potential Loss of the the Containment Potential Loss of the

Containment Barrier. Barrier. Containment Barrier.
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STP EAL DEVIATION/DDIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

HAZARDS AND OTHER CONDITIONS AFFECTING
PLANT SAFETY ICS/EALS
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HU1 Recognition Category: HU1 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Confirmed SECURITY Initiating Condition: Confirmed SECURITY Verbatim
CONDITION or threat. CONDITION or threat.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) A SECURITY CONDITION that does not (1) A SECURITY CONDITION that does not Difference See Global Comment #9

involve a HOSTILE ACTION as reported by involve a HOSTILE ACTION as reported by
the (site-specific security shift supervision). ANY of the following personnel in Table

Hi:

Table HI: Security Supervision
* Security Force Supervisor
* Acting Security Manager
0 Security Manager

(2) Notification of a credible security threat (2) Notification of a CREDIBLE SECURITY Difference See Global Comment #2
directed at the site. THREAT directed at the site.

(3) A validated notification from the NRC (3) A validated notification from the NRC Verbatim
providing information of an aircraft threat. providing information of an aircraft threat.

Intent and meaning of the EALs
are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HU2 Recognition Category: HU2 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Seismic event greater than Initiating Condition: Seismic event greater than Verbatim
OBE levels. OBE levels.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) Seismic event greater than Operating Basis (1) a. EITHER of the following conditions exist: Difference See Global Comment #9

Earthquake (OBE) as indicated by: 1. "SEISMIC EVENT" alarm in Unit 1 Control
(site-specific indication that a seismic event met Room (Lampbox 9M01, Window E-8). The STPEGS Seismic Event Alarm
or exceeded OBE limits) OR setpoint is 0.02g in the vertical or

2. Control Room personnel feel an actual horizontal position and the
or potential seismic event station design basis value for an

AND OBE is 0.05g. Since the Seismic
b. The occurrence of a seismic event is Event alarm is set at less than half

N confirmed in a manner deemed of the OBE value, it cannot be
appropriate by the Shift Manager or used as the sole threshold value
Emergency Director. for determining whether or not

STPEGS has experienced an OBE.
STPEGS has implemented the

alternative EAL described in NEI
99-01 Developer Notes in
conjunction with using the
installed indication.

Intent and meaning of the EAL is

not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HU3 Recognition Category: HU3 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Hazardous event. Initiating Condition: Hazardous event Verbatim
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) A tornado strike within the PROTECTED (1) A tornado strike within the PROTECTED Verbatim

AREA. AREA.
(2) Internal room or area flooding of a (2) Internal room or area flooding of a Verbatim

magnitude sufficient to require manual or magnitude sufficient to require manual or
automatic electrical isolation of a SAFETY automatic electrical isolation of a SAFETY
SYSTEM component needed for the current SYSTEM component needed for the current
operating mode. operating mode.

(3) Movement of personnel within the (3) Movement of personnel within the Verbatim
PROTECTED AREA is impeded due to an PROTECTED AREA is impeded due to an
offsite event involving hazardous materials offsite event involving hazardous materials
(e.g., an offsite chemical spill or toxic gas (e.g., an offsite chemical spill or toxic gas
release). release).

(4) A hazardous event that results in on-site (4) A hazardous event that results in onsite Verbatim
conditions sufficient to prohibit the plant conditions sufficient to prohibit the plant
staff from accessing the site via personal staff from accessing the site via personal
vehicles. vehicles.

(5) (Site-specific list of natural or technological (5) Predicted or actual breach of Main Cooling Difference See Global Comment #9
hazard events) Reservoir retaining dike along North Wall

Intent and meaning of the EALs
are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 1 South Texas Project I Change Justification

Recognition Category: HU4 Recognition Category: HU4 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: FIRE potentially degrading Initiating Condition: FIRE potentially degrading Verbatim
the level of safety of the plant. the level of safety of the plant.

Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) a. A FIRE is NOT extinguished within 15-

minutes of ANY of the following FIRE

detection indications:

" Report from the field (i.e., visual

observation)

" Receipt of multiple (more than 1) fire

alarms or indications

" Field verification of a single fire alarm

AND

b. The FIRE is located within ANY of the

following plant rooms or areas:
(site-specific list of plant rooms or areas)

(1) a. A FIRE is NOT extinguished within 15-
minutes of ANY of the following FIRE
detection indications:
" Report from the field (i.e., visual

observation)
" Receipt of multiple (more than 1) fire

alarms or indications
" Field verification of a single fire alarm
AND

b. The FIRE is located within ANY of the plant
rooms or areas in Table H3:

Difference See Global Comment #12

~J.

I Differences See Global Comment #8, #9 and
#12

Table H3: Plant Rooms/Areas

* Mechanical/Electrical Auxiliary Building

(MEAB)

" Fuel Handling Building (FHB)

* Reactor Containment Building (RCB)

* Essential Cooling Water Intake

Structure (ECWIS)

* Isolation Valve Cubicle (IVC)

* Diesel Generator Building (DGB)
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

(2) a. Receipt of a single fire alarm (i.e., no other (2) a. Receipt of a single fire alarm (i.e., no other Difference Syntax altered to refer to Table
indications of a FIRE). indications of a FIRE). H3.
AND AND

b. The FIRE is located within ANY of the b. The FIRE is located within ANY of the plant
following plant rooms or areas: rooms or areas in Table H3:

(site-specific list of plant rooms or areas) AND
AND c. The existence of a FIRE is not verified

c. The existence of a FIRE is not verified within 30-minutes of alarm receipt.
within 30-minutes of alarm receipt.

" (3) A FIRE within the plant or ISFSI [for plants (3) A FIRE within the plant PROTECTED AREA Difference STPEGS ISFSI is within the plant
: with an ISFSI outside the plant Protected not extinguished within 60-minutes of the PROTECTED AREA; removed "or

Area] PROTECTED AREA not extinguished initial report, alarm or indication. ISFSI" from EAL.
within 60-minutes of the initial report,
alarm or indication.

(4) A FIRE within the plant or ISFSI [for plants (4) A FIRE within the plant PROTECTED AREA Difference STPEGS ISFSI is within the plant
with an ISFSI outside the plant Protected that requires firefighting support by an PROTECTED AREA; removed "or
Area] PROTECTED AREA that requires offsite fire response agency to extinguish. ISFSI" from EAL.
firefighting support by an offsite fire
response agency to extinguish.

Intent and meaning of the EALs
are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HU7 Recognition Category: HU7 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which Difference See Global Comment #3
in the judgment of the Emergency Director in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of a (NO) UE. warrant declaration of a UE.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) Other conditions exist which in the (1) Other conditions exist which in the Verbatim

judgment of the Emergency Director judgment of the Emergency Director
indicate that events are in progress or have indicate that events are in progress or have
occurred which indicate a potential occurred which indicate a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the degradation of the level of safety of the
plant or indicate a security threat to facility plant or indicate a security threat to
protection has been initiated. No releases FACILITY protection has been initiated. No
of radioactive material requiring offsite releases of radioactive material requiring
response or monitoring are expected offsite response or monitoring are
unless further degradation of safety expected unless further degradation of
systems occurs. safety systems occurs.

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HAI Recognition Category: HAI Verbatim
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION within the Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION within the Verbatim
OWNER CONTROLLED AREA or airborne attack OWNER CONTROLLED AREA or airborne attack
threat within 30 minutes. threat within 30 minutes.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has (1) A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has Difference See Global Comment #9

occurred within the OWNER CONTROLLED occurred within the OWNER CONTROLLED
AREA as reported by the (site-specific AREA as reported by ANY of the following
security shift supervision), personnel in Table Hi:

4 Table Hi: Security Supervision

0 Security Force Supervisor
0 Acting Security Manager
0 Security Manager

(2) A validated notification from NRC of an (2) A validated notification from NRC of an Verbatim
aircraft attack threat within 30 minutes of aircraft attack threat within 30 minutes of
the site. the site.

Intent and meaning of the EALs
are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HA5 Recognition Category: HA5 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Gaseous release impeding Initiating Condition: Gaseous release impeding Verbatim
access to equipment necessary for normal plant access to equipment necessary for normal plant
operations, cooldown or shutdown. operations, cooldown or shutdown.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) a. Release of a toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or (1) a. Release of a toxic, corrosive, asphyxiant or Difference See Global Comment #8 and #9

flammable gas into any of the following flammable gas into ANY of the following
plant rooms or areas: plant rooms or areas:

(site-specific list of plant rooms or areas with e Mechanical/Electrical Auxiliary Building
< entry-related mode applicability identified) (MEAB)

" Turbine Generator Building (TGB)
" Isolation Valve Cubicle (IVC)

" Fuel Handling Building (FHB)

" Reactor Containment Building (RCB)

AND AND Verbatim
b. Entry into the room or area is prohibited or b. Entry into the room or area is prohibited or

impeded. impeded.
Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HA6 Recognition Category: HA6 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation Initiating Condition: Control Room evacuation Verbatim
resulting in transfer of plant control to alternate resulting in transfer of plant control to alternate
locations, locations.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12

Z (1) An event has resulted in plant control (1) An event has resulted in plant control Difference See Global Comment #9
being transferred from the Control Room being transferred from the Control Room
to (site-specific remote shutdown panels to the Auxiliary Shutdown Panel (ASP).
and local control stations).

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HA7 Recognition Category: HA7 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which Verbatim
in the judgment of the Emergency Director in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of an Alert. warrant declaration of an ALERT.

Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) Other conditions exist which, in the (1) Other conditions exist which, in the Difference See Global Comment #2

judgment of the Emergency Director, judgment of the Emergency Director,
indicate that events are in progress or have indicate that events are in progress or have
occurred which involve an actual or occurred which involve an actual or
potential substantial degradation of the potential substantial degradation of the
level of safety of the plant or a security level of safety of the plant or a SECURITY
event that involves probable life EVENT that involves probable life
threatening risk to site personnel or threatening risk to site personnel or
damage to site equipment because of damage to site equipment because of
HOSTILE ACTION. Any releases are HOSTILE ACTION. Any releases are
expected to be limited to small fractions of expected to be limited to small fractions of
the EPA Protective Action Guideline the EPA PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDELINE
exposure levels, exposure levels.

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HS1 Recognition Category: HS1 Verbatim

Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION within the Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION within the Verbatim
PROTECTED AREA. PROTECTED AREA.

Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has (1) A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has Differences See Global Comment #8 and #9

occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as
,-4 reported by the (site-specific security shift reported by ANY of the following

supervision), personnel in Table HI:

Table Hi: Security Supervision
* Security Force Supervisor
0 Acting Security Manager
* Security Manager

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HS6 Recognition Category: HS6 Verbatim

Initiating Condition: Inability to control a key Initiating Condition: Inability to control a key Verbatim
safety function from outside the Control Room. safety function from outside the Control Room.
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) a. An event has resulted in plant control (1) a. An event has resulted in plant control Difference See Global Comment #9

being transferred from the Control Room being transferred from the Control Room
to (site-specific remote shutdown panels to the Auxiliary Shutdown Panel (ASP).
and local control stations).

W AND AND
b. Control of ANY of the following key safety b. Control of ANY of the following key safety Differences See Global Comment #4, #8 and

functions is not reestablished within (site- functions in Table H2 is not reestablished #9
specific number of minutes). within 15 minutes.
" Reactivity control
* Core cooling [PWR] / RPV water level Table H2: Safety Functions

[BWR] * Reactivity control

" RCS heat removal * Core cooling
* RCS heat removal

Intent and meaning of the EAL is

not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HS7 Recognition Category: HS7 Verbatim

Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which Difference See Global Comment #2
in the judgment of the Emergency Director in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of a Site Area Emergency. warrant declaration of a SITE AREA EMERGENCY.

Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) Other conditions exist which in the (1) Other conditions exist which in the Verbatim See Global Comment #2

judgment of the Emergency Director judgment of the Emergency Director
indicate that events are in progress or have indicate that events are in progress or have
occurred which involve actual or likely occurred which involve actual or likely
major failures of plant functions needed major failures of plant functions needed
for protection of the public or HOSTILE for protection of the public or HOSTILE
ACTION that results in intentional damage ACTION that results in intentional damage
or malicious acts, (1) toward site personnel or malicious acts, (1) toward site personnel
or equipment that could lead to the likely or equipment that could lead to the likely
failure of or, (2) that prevent effective failure of or, (2) that prevent effective
access to equipment needed for the access to equipment needed for the
protection of the public. Any releases are protection of the public. Any releases are
not expected to result in exposure levels not expected to result in exposure levels
which exceed EPA Protective Action which exceed EPA PROTECTIVE ACTION
Guideline exposure levels beyond the site GUIDELINE exposure levels beyond the
boundary. SITE BOUNDARY.

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 T South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HG1 Recognition Category: HG1 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION resulting in Initiating Condition: HOSTILE ACTION resulting in Difference See Global Comment #2

loss of physical control of the facility. loss of physical control of the FACILITY.

Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12

w-=D

(1) a. A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has

occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as

reported by the (site-specific security shift

supervision).

AND
b. EITHER of the following has occurred:

1. ANY of the following safety functions

cannot be controlled or maintained.

* Reactivity control

" Core cooling [PWR] / RPV water level

[BWR]

" RCS heat removal

OR
2. Damage to spent fuel has occurred or is

IMMINENT.

(1) a. A HOSTILE ACTION is occurring or has

occurred within the PROTECTED AREA as

reported by ANY of the following

personnel in Table Hi:

Table HI: Security Supervision

* Security Force Supervisor

" Acting Security Manager

* Security Manager

AND

b. EITHER of the following has occurred:

1. ANY of the following safety functions in

Table H2 cannot be controlled or

maintained.

Table H2: Safety Functions

" Reactivity control

" Core cooling

* RCS heat removal

OR

2. Damage to spent fuel has occurred or is

IMMINENT.

Differences

Differences

Verbatim

See Global Comment #8 and #9

See Global Comment #4, #8 and
#9

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION! DIFFERENCE/J USTI FICATION MATRIX
RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: HG7 Recognition Category: HG7 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which Initiating Condition: Other conditions exist which Difference See Global Comment #2
in the judgment of the Emergency Director in the judgment of the Emergency Director
warrant declaration of a General Emergency. warrant declaration of a GENERAL EMERGENCY
Operating Mode Applicability: All Operating Mode Applicability: ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
(1) Other conditions exist which in the (1) Other conditions exist which in the Difference See Global Comment #2

judgment of the Emergency Director judgment of the Emergency Director
indicate that events are in progress or have indicate that events are in progress or have
occurred which involve actual or occurred which involve actual or
IMMINENT substantial core degradation or IMMINENT substantial core degradation or
melting with potential for loss of melting with potential for loss of
containment integrity or HOSTILE ACTION containment integrity or HOSTILE ACTION
that results in an actual loss of physical that results in an actual loss of physical
control of the facility. Releases can be control of the FACILITY. Releases can be
reasonably expected to exceed EPA reasonably expected to exceed EPA
Protective Action Guideline exposure levels PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDELINE exposure
offsite for more than the immediate site levels offsite for more than the immediate
area. site area.

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

SYSTEM MALFUNCTION ICS/EALS
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change F Justification

Recognition Category: SU1 Recognition Category: SU1 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite AC power Initiating Condition: Loss of ALL offsite AC power Difference See Global Comment #12
capability to emergency buses for 15 minutes or capability to emergency buses for 15 minutes or
longer, longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown
(1) Loss of ALL offsite AC power capability to (1) Loss of ALL offsite AC power capability to Difference See Global Comment #9

(site-specific emergency buses) for 15 ALL three 4160V AC ESF Busses for 15
minutes or longer. minutes or longer.

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: SU2 Recognition Category: SU2 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of Control Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of Control Verbatim
Room indications for 15 minutes or longer. Room indications for 15 minutes or longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown
(1) a. An UNPLANNED event results in the (1) An UNPLANNED event results in the Differences Subheading "a" removed. Not

inability to monitor one or more of the inability to monitor one or more of the necessary.
following parameters from within the following parameters in Table S1 from
Control Room for 15 minutes or longer, within the Control Room for 15 minutes or

N longer:

[BWR parameter list] [PWR parameter list] Table Si: Plant Parameters Differences See Global Comment #4, #8 and #9
Reactor Power Reactor Power 0 Reactor Power
RPV Water Level RCS Level • RCS level
RPV Pressure RCS Pressure 0 RCS Pressure
Primary Containment In-Core/Core Exit * Core Exit Temperature
Pressure Temperature 0 Levels in at least two steam generators
Suppression Pool Level Levels in at least (site-specific • Steam Generator Auxiliary Feed Water Flow

number) two steam generators
Suppression Pool Steam Generator Auxiliary or
Temperature Emergency Feed Water Flow

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: SU3 Recognition Category: SU3 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Reactor coolant activity Initiating Condition: Reactor coolant activity Verbatim
greater than Technical Specification allowable greater than Technical Specification allowable
limits, limits.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown
(1) (Site-specific radiation monitor) reading (1) RT-8039 reading greater than 30 gCi/cm

3. Difference See Global Comment #9
greater than (site-specific value).

(2) Sample analysis indicates that a reactor (2) Sample analysis indicates that a reactor Difference See Global Comment #9
coolant activity value is greater than an coolant activity value is greater than an
allowable limit specified in Technical allowable limit specified in Technical
Specifications. Specifications:

" Greater than 1 pCi/gm Dose Equivalent
1-131

" Greater than 100/ E pCi /gm gross
activity

Intent and meaning of the EALs are
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: SU4 Recognition Category: SU4 Verbatim

Initiating Condition: RCS leakage for 15 minutes Initiating Condition: RCS leakage for 15 minutes Verbatim
or longer, or longer.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown
(1) RCS unidentified or pressure boundary (1) RCS unidentified or pressure boundary Difference See Global Comment #9

leakage greater than (site-specific value) leakage greater than 10 gpm for 15
for 15 minutes or longer. minutes or longer.

4" (2) RCS identified leakage greater than (site- (2) RCS identified leakage greater than 25 gpm Difference See Global Comment #9

specific value) for 15 minutes or longer, for 15 minutes or longer.
(3) Leakage from the RCS to a location outside (3) Leakage from the RCS greater than 150 Difference See Global Comment #9.

containment greater than 25 gpm for 15 gallons per day through ANY one steam
minutes or longer, generator.

Intent and meaning of the EALs
are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 1 South Texas Project I Change Justification

Recognition Category: SU5 Recognition Category: SU5 Verbatim

Initiating Condition: Automatic or manual (trip Initiating Condition: Automatic or manual trip Difference See Global Comment #4

[PWR] / scram [BWR]) fails to shutdown the fails to shutdown the reactor

reactor.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2 Difference See Global Comment #6

LA

(1) a. An automatic (trip [PWR] / scram [BWR])

did not shutdown the reactor.

AND

b. A subsequent manual action taken at the

reactor control consoles is successful in

shutting down the reactor.

(2) a. A manual trip ([PWR] / scram [BWR]) did

not shutdown the reactor.

AND

b. EITHER of the following:

1. A subsequent manual action taken at

the reactor control consoles is successful

in shutting down the reactor.

OR

2. A subsequent automatic (trip [PWR] /
scram [BWR]) is successful in shutting

down the reactor.

(1) a. An automatic trip did not shutdown the

reactor.

AND
b. A subsequent manual action taken at the

reactor control panels is successful in

shutting down the reactor

(2) a. A manual trip did not shutdown the

reactor.

AND
b. EITHER of the following:

1. A subsequent manual action taken at

the reactor control panels is successful

in shutting down the reactor.

OR
2. A subsequent automatic trip is

successful in shutting down the reactor.

Difference

Difference

Difference

Difference

Difference

Changed "reactor control
consoles" to "reactor control

panels" to reflect STP terminology.

See Global Comment #4

Changed "reactor control

consoles" to "reactor control

panels" to reflect STP terminology.

See Global Comment #4

Intent and mean of the IC and

EALs are not altered.

See Global Comment #4
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: SU6 Recognition Category: SU6 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite or offsite Initiating Condition: Loss of all onsite or offsite Verbatim

communications capabilities, communications capabilities. _

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6

Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown

(1) Loss of ALL of the following Onsite

communication methods:

(site-specific list of communications methods)

(2) Loss of ALL of the following ORO

communications methods:

(site-specific list of communications methods)

(3) Loss of ALL of the following NRC

communications methods:

(site-specific list of communications methods)

(1) Loss of ALL of the following Onsite

communication methods in Table S2.

(2) Loss of ALL of the following Offsite

Response Organization communications

(ORO) methods in Table S2.

Difference

Difference

Difference(3) Loss of ALL of the following NRC
communications methods in Table S2.

4A0
Table S2: Communications Methods

EAL-1 EAL-2 EAL-3
ONSITE ORO NRC

* Plant PA system X

* Plant Radios X

0 Plant telephone system X X X

0 Satellite phones X X

* Direct line from Control X X
Rooms to Bay City

* Microwave Lines to X x
Houston

* Security radio to X
Matagorda County

* Dedicated Ring-down X
lines

* ENS line X

See Global Comment #8 and #9

See Global Comment #8 and #9

See Global Comment #8 and #9

The intent and meaning of the

EALs are not altered
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: SU7 Recognition Category: SU7 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Failure to isolate Initiating Condition: Failure to isolate Difference See Global Comment #4
containment or loss of containment pressure containment or loss of containment pressure
control. [PWR] control.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown

(1) a. Failure of containment to isolate when (1) a. Failure of containment to isolate when Verbatim
required by an actuation signal. required by an actuation signal.
AND AND

b. ALL required penetrations are not closed b. ALL required penetrations are not isolated Difference The term "isolated" is
within 15 minutes of the actuation signal. within 15 minutes of the actuation signal. synonymous with "closed" in

STPEGS Emergency Operating
Procedures implementation.

(2) a. Containment pressure greater than (site- (2) a. Containment pressure greater than 9.5 Difference See Global Comment #9
specific pressure). psig.
AND AND

b. Less than one full train of (site-specific b. No Containment Spray train is operating Difference Altered wording for clarification.
system or equipment) is operating per per design for 15 minutes or longer. See Global Comment #9.
design for 15 minutes or longer.

Intent and meaning of the EALs

are not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: SA1 Recognition Category: SA1 Verbatim

Initiating Condition: Loss of all but one AC power Initiating Condition: Loss of ALL but one AC Difference See Global Comment #12
source to emergency buses for 15 minutes or power source to emergency buses for 15 minutes
longer, or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown

(1) a. AC power capability to (site-specific (1) a. AC power capability to ALL three 4160V AC Difference See Global Comment #9 and #12
emergency buses) is reduced to a single ESF Buses is reduced to a single power
power source for 15 minutes or longer, source for 15 minutes or longer.

AND AND
b. Any additional single power source failure b. ANY additional single power source failure Difference See Global Comment #12

will result in a loss of all AC power to will result in a loss of ALL AC power to
SAFETY SYSTEMS. SAFETY SYSTEMS.

Intent and meaning of the EAL is

not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project I Change Justification

Recognition Category: SA2 Recognition Category: SA2 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of Control Initiating Condition: UNPLANNED loss of Control Verbatim

Room indications for 15 minutes or longer with a Room indications for 15 minutes or longer with a
significant transient in progress. significant transient in progress.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Differences See Global Comment #6

Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown

N

(1) a. An UNPLANNED event results in the

inability to monitor one or more of the

following parameters from within the
Control Room for 15 minutes or longer.

[BWR parameter listi [PWR parameter list]
Reactor Power Reactor Power
RPV Water Level RCS Level
RPV Pressure RCS Pressure
Primary Containment In-Core/Core Exit Temperature
Pressure
Suppression Pool Level Levels in at least (site-specific

number) steam generators
Suppression Pool Steam Generator Auxiliary or
Temperature Emergency Feed Water Flow

AND

b. ANY of the following transient events in

progress.

* Automatic or manual runback greater

than 25% thermal reactor power

" Electrical load rejection greater than

25% full electrical load

" Reactor scram [BWR] / trip [PWR]

" ECCS (SI) actuation

* Thermal power oscillations greater than

10% [BWR]

(1) a. An UNPLANNED event results in the

inability to monitor one or more of the

following parameters in Table S1 from

within the Control Room for 15 minutes or

longer.

Difference

Table Si: Plant Parameters
* Reactor Power
* RCS level
" RCS Pressure
" Core Exit Temperature
" Levels in at least two steam generators
" Steam Generator Auxiliary Feed Water Flow

AND

b. ANY of the following transient events in

progress.

" Automatic or manual runback greater

than 25% thermal reactor power

" Electrical load rejection greater than

25% full electrical load

" Reactor trip

" ECCS (SI) actuation

Differences See Global Comment #4

See Global Comment #8 and #9

Differences I See Global Comment #4

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: SA5 Recognition Category: SA5 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Automatic or manual (trip Initiating Condition: Automatic or manual trip Differences See Global Comment #4
[PWR] / scram [BWR]) fails to shutdown the fails to shutdown the reactor, and subsequent Changed "consoles" to "panels" to
reactor, and subsequent manual actions taken at manual actions taken at the reactor control reflect STPEGS terminology.
the reactor control consoles are not successful in panels are not successful in shutting down the
shutting down the reactor. reactor.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2 Difference See Global Comment #6
< (1) a. An automatic or manual (trip [PWR] / (1) a. An automatic or manual trip did not Difference See Global Comment #4

scram [BWR]) did not shutdown the shutdown the reactor.
reactor.
AND AND

b. Manual actions taken at the reactor b. Manual actions taken at the reactor Difference Changed "consoles" to "panels" to
control consoles are not successful in control panels are not successful in reflect STP terminology.
shutting down the reactor. shutting down the reactor.

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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STPEGS EAL DEVIATION/DIFFERENCE/JUSTIFICATION MATRIX

RC NEI 99-01 Rev. 6 1 South Texas Project Change Justification

Recognition Category: SA9 Recognition Category: SA9 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Hazardous event affecting a Initiating Condition: Hazardous event affecting a Verbatim
SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the current operating
mode. mode.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown

cr4

(1) a. The occurrence of ANY of the following
hazardous events:

* Seismic event (earthquake)
" Internal or external flooding event
" High winds or tornado strike
" FIRE
" EXPLOSION
* (site-specific hazards)
" Other events with similar hazard

characteristics as determined by the
Shift Manager

AND
b. EITHER of the following:

1. Event damage has caused indications of
degraded performance in at least one
train of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the
current operating mode.
OR

2. The event has caused VISIBLE DAMAGE
to a SAFETY SYSTEM component or
structure needed for the current
operating mode.

(1) a. The occurrence of ANY of the following
hazardous events listed in Table 53:

Table 53: Hazardous Events
* Seismic event (earthquake)
" Internal or external flooding event
" High winds or tornado strike
" FIRE
" EXPLOSION
" Predicted or actual breach of Main Cooling

Reservoir retaining dike along North Wall.
" Other events with similar hazard

characteristics as determined by the Shift
Manager

AND

b. EITHER of the following:
1. Event damage has caused indications of

degraded performance in at least one
train of a SAFETY SYSTEM needed for the
current operating mode.
OR

2. The event has caused VISIBLE DAMAGE
to a SAFETY SYSTEM component or
structure needed for the current
operating mode.

Differences

Verbatim

Verbatim

See Global Comment #8, #9 and
#12

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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Recognition Category: SS1 Recognition Category: SS1 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Loss of all offsite and all Initiating Condition: Loss of ALL offsite and ALL Difference See Global Comment #12
onsite AC power to emergency buses for 15 onsite AC power to emergency buses for 15
minutes or longer. minutes or longer.

,- Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6

Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown
(1) Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power (1) Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power Differences See Global Comment #9 and #12

to (site-specific emergency buses) for 15 to ALL three 4160V AC ESF Buses for 15
minutes or longer. minutes or longer.

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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I Recognition Category: SS5 Recognition Category: SS5 Verbatim

Initiating Condition: Inability to shutdown the Initiating Condition: Inability to shutdown the Difference See Global Comment #4
reactor causing a challenge to (core cooling reactor causing a challenge to core cooling or RCS
[PWR] / RPV water level [BWR]) or RCS heat heat removal.
removal.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2 Difference See Global Comment #6

Ln
V)
CA

(1) a. An automatic or manual (trip [PWR] I
scram [BWR]) did not shutdown the

reactor.

AND
b. All manual actions to shutdown the reactor

have been unsuccessful.

AND
c. EITHER of the following conditions exist:

" (Site-specific indication of an inability to

adequately remove heat from the core)

" (Site-specific indication of an inability to

adequately remove heat from the RCS)

(1) a. An automatic or manual trip did not
shutdown the reactor.

AND
b. ALL manual actions to shutdown the

reactor have been unsuccessful.

AND
c. EITHER of the following conditions exist:

" Core Cooling - Red entry condition met
" Heat Sink- Red entry condition met

Difference

Difference

Differences

See Global Comment #12

See Global Comment #9

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.

See Global Comment #4
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Recognition Category: SS8 Recognition Category: SS8 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Loss of all Vital DC power for Initiating Condition: Loss of ALL Vital DC power Difference See Global Comment #12
15 minutes or longer, for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown1A
(1) Indicated voltage is less than (site-specific (1) Indicated voltage is less than 105.5 VDC on Difference See Global Comment #9

bus voltage value) on ALL (site-specific ALL Class 1E 125 VDC battery buses for 15
Vital DC busses) for 15 minutes or longer. minutes or longer.

Intent and meaning of the EAL is
not altered.
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Recognition Category: SG1 Recognition Category: SG1 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Prolonged loss of all offsite Initiating Condition: Prolonged loss of ALL offsite Difference See Global Comment #12
and all onsite AC power to emergency buses. and ALL onsite AC power to emergency buses.

Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown
(1) a. Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power (1) a. Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power Difference See Global Comment #9 and #12

to (site-specific emergency buses). to ALL three 4160V AC ESF Buses
AND AND

b. EITHER of the following: b. EITHER of the following:
* Restoration of at least one AC & Restoration of at least one 4160V AC ESF Difference See Global Comment #9

emergency bus in less than (site-specific bus in less than 4 hours is not likely.
hours) is not likely.

" (Site-specific indication of an inability to * Core Cooling - Red entry condition met Difference See Global Comment #9
adequately remove heat from the core)

Intent and meaning of EAL is not
altered.
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Recognition Category: SG8 Recognition Category: SG8 Verbatim
Initiating Condition: Loss of all AC and Vital DC Initiating Condition: Loss of ALL AC and Vital DC Difference See Global Comment #12
power sources for 15 minutes or longer, power sources for 15 minutes or longer.
Operating Mode Applicability: Power Operation, Operating Mode Applicability: 1, 2, 3, 4 Difference See Global Comment #6
Startup, Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown

0 (1) a. Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power (1) a. Loss of ALL offsite and ALL onsite AC power Difference See Global Comment #9 and #12
0 to (site-specific emergency buses) for 15 to ALL three 4160 V AC ESF buses for 15

minutes or longer. minutes or longer
AND AND

b. Indicated voltage is less than (site-specific b. Indicated voltage is less than 105.5 VDC on Difference See Global Comment #9
bus voltage value) on ALL (site-specific ALL Class 1E 125 VDC battery buses for 15
Vital DC busses) for 15 minutes or longer. minutes or longer.

Intent and meaning of EAL is not
altered.
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AC ....... Alternating Current AC ....... Alternating Current Verbatim

z

0
O

w

4

0

z
B

z

LI

z

a.

AOP ...... Abnormal Operating Procedure AOP ...... Abnormal Operating Procedure Verbatim

APRM...Average Power Range Meter Deleted Not Applicable
ATWS...Anticipated Transient Without Scram ATWS...Anticipated Transient Without Scram Verbatim

B&W....Babcock and Wilcox Deleted Not Applicable
BIIT ...... Boron Injection Initiating Temperature Deleted Not Applicable
BWR....Boiling Water Reactor Deleted Not Applicable
CDE ...... Committed Dose Equivalent CDE ...... Committed Dose Equivalent Verbatim
CFR ...... Code of Federal Regulations CFR ...... Code of Federal Regulations Verbatim
CTMT/CNMT...Containment CTMT/CNMT...Containment Verbatim
CSF ...... Critical Safety Function CSF ...... Critical Safety Function Verbatim

CSFST...Critical Safety Function Status Tree CSFST...Critical Safety Function Status Tree Verbatim

DBA ...... Design Basis Accident DBA ...... Design Basis Accident Verbatim
DC ........ Direct Current DC ........ Direct Current Verbatim

EAL ....... Emergency Action Level EAL ....... Emergency Action Level Verbatim
ECCS....Emergency Core Cooling System ECCS....Emergency Core Cooling System Verbatim
ECL ....... Emergency Classification Level ECL ....... Emergency Classification Level Verbatim

EOF ...... Emergency Operations Facility EOF ...... Emergency Operations Facility Verbatim

EOP ...... Emergency Operating Procedure EOP ...... Emergency Operating Procedure Verbatim

EPA ...... Environmental Protection Agency EPA ...... Environmental Protection Agency Verbatim
EPG..... Emergency Procedure Guideline EPG ..... Emergency Procedure Guideline Verbatim

EPIP ..... Emergency Planning Implementing Procedure Deleted Not Applicable
EPR ...... Evolutionary Power Reactor Deleted Not Applicable
EPRI ..... Electric Power Research Institute Deleted Not Applicable
ERG..... Emergency Response Guideline ERG ..... Emergency Response Guideline Verbatim

FEMA...Federal Emergency Management Agency FEMA...Federal Emergency Management Agency Verbatim

FSAR....Final Safety Analysis Report FSAR....Final Safety Analysis Report Verbatim
GE ........ General Emergency GE ........ General Emergency Verbatim
HCTL....Heat Capacity Temperature Limit Deleted Not Applicable
HPCI.....High Pressure Coolant Injection Deleted Not Applicable
HSI ........ Human System Interface Deleted Not Applicable
IC .......... Initiating Condition IC .......... Initiating Condition Verbatim
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ID ......... Inside Diameter ID ......... Inside Diameter Verbatim
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I
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z
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IPEEE...Individual Plant Examination of External Events Deleted Not Applicable
(Generic Letter 88-20)

ISFSI....Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation ISFSI....Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Verbatim

Keff ..... Effective Neutron Multiplication Factor Keff ..... Effective Neutron Multiplication Factor Verbatim
LCO.....Limited Condition of Operation LCO ..... Limited Condition of Operation Verbatim
LOCA... Loss of Coolant Accident LOCA... Loss of Coolant Accident Verbatim

MCR....Main Control Room Verbatim

MSIV...Main Steam Isolation Valve MSIV...Main Steam Isolation Valve Verbatim

MSL ..... Main Stem Line MSL ..... Main Stem Line Verbatim

mR, mRem, mrem, mREM....milli-Roentgen Equivalent mR, mRem, mrem, mREM....milli-Roentgen Equivalent Verbatim
Man Man

MW ..... Megawatt MW ..... Megawatt Verbatim
NEI ....... Nuclear Energy Institute NEI ....... Nuclear Energy Institute Verbatim

NPP ...... Nuclear Power Plant NPP ...... Nuclear Power Plant Verbatim

NRC.....Nuclear Regulatory Agency NRC.....Nuclear Regulatory Agency Verbatim

NSSS....Nuclear Steam Supply System NSSS....Nuclear Steam Supply System Verbatim

NORAD... North American Aerospace Defense Command NORAD...North American Aerospace Defense Command Verbatim
(NO)UE...(Notification of) Unusual Event UE ........ Unusual Event Difference STP uses UE

NUMARC....Nuclear Management and Resources Council NUMARC....Nuclear Management and Resources Verbatim
Council

OBE ..... Operating Basis Earthquake OBE.....Operating Basis Earthquake Verbatim

OCA.....Owner Controlled Area OCA ..... Owner Controlled Area Verbatim

ODCM/ODAM....Offsite Dose Calculation (Assessment) ODCM...Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Difference STP uses ODCM
Manual
ORO.....Offsite Response Organization ORO ..... Offsite Response Organization Verbatim
PA ......... Protected Area PA ......... Protected Area Verbatim
PACS....Priority Information and Control System Deleted Not Applicable

PAG ...... Protective Action Guideline PAG ...... Protective Action Guideline
PICS ..... Process Information and Control System Deleted Not Applicable
PRA/PSA...Probabilistic Risk Assessment/Probabilistic PRA/PSA...Probabilistic Risk Assessment/Probabilistic Verbatim
Safety Assessment Safety Assessment

PWR....Pressurized Water Reactor PWR... .Pressurized Water Reactor Verbatim
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PS ......... Protection System Deleted Not Applicable
PSIG....Pounds per Square Inch PSIG....Pounds per Square Inch Verbatim
R .......... Roentgen R .......... Roentgen Verbatim

RCC.... Reactor Control Console Deleted Not Applicable
z RCIC...Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Deleted Not Applicable

RCS ..... Reactor Coolant System RCS ..... Reactor Coolant System Verbatim

Rem, rem, REM...Roentgen Equivalent Man Rem, rem, REM...Roentgen Equivalent Man Verbatim
UJ RETS....Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications Deleted Not Applicable
o RPS ...... Reactor Protection System RPS ...... Reactor Protection System Verbatim

< RPV ...... Reactor Pressure Vessel RPV ...... Reactor Pressure Vessel Verbatim

z RVLIS... Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation System RVWL... Reactor Vessel Water Level Difference STP uses RVWL
€ RWCU...Reactor Water Cleanup Deleted Not Applicable

SAR ....... Safety Analysis Report SAR ....... Safety Analysis Report Verbatim

z SAS ........ Safety Automation System Deleted Not Applicable
SBO ....... Station Blackout Deleted Not Applicable

, SCBA ..... Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus SCBA.....Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus Verbatim
I SG .......... Steam Generator SG .......... Steam Generator Verbatim

x SI ........... Safety Injection SI ........... Safety Injection Verbatim
F SICS ...... Safety Information Control System Deleted Not Applicablez
"' SPDS ..... Safety Parameter Display System SPDS.....Safety Parameter Display System Verbatim
0. SRO ....... Senior Reactor Operator Deleted Not Applicable

TEDE.....Total Effective Dose Equivalent TEDE.....Total Effective Dose Equivalent Verbatim

TOAF ..... Top of Active Fuel TOAF ..... Top of Active Fuel Verbatim
TSC ........ Technical Support System TSC ........ Technical Support System Verbatim

WOG ..... Westinghouse Owners Group WOG ..... Westinghouse Owners Group Verbatim
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Alert: Events are in progress or have occurred which involve
an actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of
safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable
life threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site
equipment because of HOSTILE ACTION. Any releases are
expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA PAG
exposure levels.

ALERT: Events are in progress or have occurred which involve
an actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of
safety of the plant or a security event that involves probable
life threatening risk to site personnel or damage to site
equipment because of HOSTILE ACTION. Any releases are
expected to be limited to small fractions of the EPA PAG
exposure levels.

Difference See Global Comment
#2
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General Emergency: Events are in progress or have occurred GENERAL EMERGENCY: Events are in progress or have Difference See Global Comment
which involve actual or IMMINENT substantial core occurred which involve actual or IMMINENT substantial core #2
degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment degradation or melting with potential for loss of containment
integrity or HOSTILE ACTION that results in an actual loss of integrity or HOSTILE ACTION that results in an actual loss of
physical control of the facility. Releases can be reasonably physical control of the facility. Releases can be reasonably
expected to exceed EPA PAG exposure levels offsite for more expected to exceed EPA PAG exposure levels offsite for more
than the immediate site area. than the immediate site area.
Notification of Unusual Event: Events are in progress or have UNUSUAL EVENT: Events are in progress or have occurred Difference See Global Comment
occurred which indicate a potential degradation of the level of which indicate a potential degradation of the level of safety #2
safety of the plant or indicate a security threat to facility of the plant or indicate a security threat to facility protection
protection has been initiated. No releases of radioactive has been initiated. No releases of radioactive material
material requiring offsite response or monitoring are expected requiring offsite response or monitoring are expected unless
unless further degradation of safety systems occurs. further degradation of safety systems occurs.
Site Area Emergency: Events are in progress or have occurred SITE AREA EMERGENCY: Events are in progress or have Difference See Global Comment
which involve actual or likely major failures of plant functions occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of plant #2
needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE ACTION that functions needed for protection of the public or HOSTILE
results in intentional damage or malicious acts; 1) toward site ACTION that results in intentional damage or malicious acts;
personnel or equipment that could lead to the likely failure of 1) toward site personnel or equipment that could lead to the
or; 2) that prevent effective access to, equipment needed for likely failure of or; 2) that prevent effective access to,
the protection of the public. Any releases are not expected to equipment needed for the protection of the public. Any
result in exposure levels which exceed EPA PAG exposure releases are not expected to result in exposure levels which
levels beyond the site boundary. exceed EPA PAG exposure levels beyond the site boundary.

Emergency Action Level (EAL): A pre-determined, site-specific,
observable threshold for an Initiating Condition that, when
met or exceeded, places the plant in a given emergency
classification level.

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVEL (EAL): A pre-determined, site-
specific, observable threshold for an Initiating Condition that,
when met or exceeded, places the plant in a given
emergency classification level.

Difference See Global Comment
#2
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Emergency Classification Level (ECL): One of a set of names or
titles established by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) for grouping off-normal events or conditions according
to (1) potential or actual effects or consequences, and (2)
resulting onsite and offsite response actions. The emergency
classification levels, in ascending order of severity, are:

* UNUSUAL EVENT (UE)
* ALERT

* SITE AREA EMERGENCY (SAE)

* GENERAL EMERGENCY (GE)

EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEL (ECL): One of a set of
names or titles established by the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for grouping off-normal events or
conditions according to (1) potential or actual effects or
consequences, and (2) resulting onsite and offsite response
actions. The emergency classification levels, in ascending
order of severity, are:

" UNUSUAL EVENT (UE)
" ALERT

" SITE AREA EMERGENCY (SAE)

* GENERAL EMERGENCY (GE)

Difference See Global Comment
#2
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Fission Product Barrier Threshold: A pre-determined, site- FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER THRESHOLD: A pre-determined, Difference See Global Comment
specific, observable threshold indicating the loss or potential site-specific, observable threshold indicating the loss or #2
loss of a fission product barrier, potential loss of a fission product barrier.
Initiating Condition (IC): An event or condition that aligns with INITIATING CONDITION (IC): An event or condition that aligns Difference See Global Comment
the definition of one of the four emergency classification with the definition of one of the four emergency #2
levels by virtue of the potential or actual effects or classification levels by virtue of the potential or actual effects
consequences. or consequences.
CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY: (Insert a site-specific definition CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY: The barrier(s) between spent Difference Removed developer
for this term.) Developer Note - The.barrier(s) between spent fuel and the environment once the spent fuel is processed notes.
fuel and the environment once the spent fuel is processed for for dry storage.
dry storage.
CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: (Insert a site-specific definition for CONTAINMENT CLOSURE: The procedurally defined Difference Removed developer
this term.) Developer Note -The procedurally defined conditions or actions taken to secure containment and its notes.
conditions or actions taken to secure containment (primary or associated structures, systems, and components as a
secondary for BWR) and its associated structures, systems, functional barrier to fission product release under shutdown
and components as a functional barrier to fission product conditions.
release under shutdown conditions.

CREDIBLE SECURITY THREAT: Information received from a
source determined to be reliable (e.g., law enforcement,
government agency, etc.) or has been verified to be true or
considered credible when: (1) Physical evidence supporting
the threat exists, (2) Information independent from the
actual threat message exists that supports the threat, or (3) A
specific known group or organization claims responsibility for
the threat.

Difference Added definition.
Term is defined in
Security Plan.
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EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent and catastrophic failure of a piece
of equipment due to combustion, chemical reaction or
overpressurization. A release of steam (from high energy lines
or components) or an electrical component failure (caused by
short circuits, grounding, arcing, etc.) should not automatically
be considered an explosion. Such events may require a post-
event inspection to determine if the attributes of an explosion
are oresent.

EXPLOSION: A rapid, violent and catastrophic failure of a
piece of equipment due to combustion, chemical reaction or
overpressurization. A release of steam (from high energy
lines or components) or an electrical component failure
(caused by short circuits, grounding, arcing, etc.) should not
automatically be considered an explosion. Such events may
require a post-event inspection to determine if the attributes
of an explosion are present.

Verbatim
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FACILITY: The area and buildings within the PROTECTED AREA Difference Added definition.
and the switchyard. Term is defined in

Security Plan
FAULTED: The term applied to a steam generator that has a FAULTED: The term applied to a steam generator that has a Difference Removed developer
steam leak on the secondary side of sufficient size to cause an steam leak on the secondary side of sufficient size to cause notes.
uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the steam an uncontrolled drop in steam generator pressure or the
generator to become completely depressurized. Developer steam generator to become completely depressurized.
Note - This term is applicable to PWRs only.
FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of FIRE: Combustion characterized by heat and light. Sources of Verbatim
smoke such as slipping drive belts or overheated electrical smoke such as slipping drive belts or overheated electrical
equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is equipment do not constitute FIRES. Observation of flame is
preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke and preferred but is NOT required if large quantities of smoke
heat are observed, and heat are observed.

HATCH MONITOR: Temporary monitor installed when Difference Added definition.
Containment High Range Radiation Monitors RT-8050 and Monitor used in EALs.
RT-8051 are out of service.

HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to HOSTAGE: A person(s) held as leverage against the station to Verbatim
ensure that demands will be met by the station. ensure that demands will be met by the station.

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward a NPP or its personnel that

includes the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take

HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end.

This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns,

explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other devices used to

deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall

intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be

construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious

acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the NPP. Non-

terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such activities

(i.e., this may include violent acts between individuals in the

owner controlled area).

HOSTILE ACTION: An act toward a NPP or its personnel that

includes the use of violent force to destroy equipment, take

HOSTAGES, and/or intimidate the licensee to achieve an end.

This includes attack by air, land, or water using guns,

explosives, PROJECTILEs, vehicles, or other devices used to

deliver destructive force. Other acts that satisfy the overall

intent may be included. HOSTILE ACTION should not be

construed to include acts of civil disobedience or felonious

acts that are not part of a concerted attack on the NPP. Non-

terrorism-based EALs should be used to address such

activities (i.e., this may include violent acts between

individuals in the owner controlled area).

Verbatim
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HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who are engaged in
a determined assault, overtly or by stealth and deception,
equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming,
or causing destruction.

HOSTILE FORCE: One or more individuals who are engaged in
a determined assault, overtly or by stealth and deception,
equipped with suitable weapons capable of killing, maiming,
or causing destruction.

Verbatim
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IMMINENT: The trajectory of events or conditions is such that IMMINENT: The trajectory of events or conditions is such Verbatim
an EAL will be met within a relatively short period of time that an EAL will be met within a relatively short period of

regardless of mitigation or corrective actions. time regardless of mitigation or corrective actions.
INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI): A INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI): A Verbatim
complex that is designed and constructed for the interim complex that is designed and constructed for the interim
storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive materials storage of spent nuclear fuel and other radioactive materials
associated with spent fuel storage. associated with spent fuel storage.

NORMAL LEVELS: As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the NORMAL LEVELS: As applied to radiological IC/EALs, the Verbatim
highest reading in the past twenty-four hours excluding the highest reading in the past twenty-four hours excluding the
current peak value, current peak value.

OWNER CONTROLLED AREA: (Insert a site-specific definition OWNER CONTROLLED AREA: The area surrounding the Difference Site-specific
for this term.) Developer Note - This term is typically taken to PROTECTED AREA where STP Nuclear Operating Company definition consistent
mean the site property owned by, or otherwise under the (STPNOC) reserves the right to restrict access, search with the Security Plan
control of, the licensee. In some cases, it may be appropriate personnel, and vehicles, used.
for a licensee to define a smaller area with a perimeter closer
to the plant Protected Area perimeter (e.g., a site with a large
OCA where some portions of the boundary may be a
significant distance from the Protected Area). In these cases,
developers should consider using the boundary defined by the
Restricted or Secured Owner Controlled Area (ROCA/SOCA).
The area and boundary selected for scheme use must be
consistent with the description of the same area and
boundary contained in the Security Plan.
PROJECTILE: An object directed toward a NPP that could cause PROJECTILE: An object directed toward a NPP that could Verbatim
concern for its continued operability, reliability, or personnel cause concern for its continued operability, reliability, or
safety. personnel safety.

PROTECTED AREA: (Insert a site-specific definition for this PROTECTED AREA: The area under continuous access Difference Definition from
term.) Developer Note - This term is typically taken to mean monitoring and control, and armed protection as described developer notes
the area under continuous access monitoring and control, and in the site Security Plan. used.
armed protection as described in the site Security Plan.

PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES (PAG): Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) guides for protective actions to
safeguard against radiation exposure from nuclear incidents.

Difference Added definition.
Used in EALS.
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REFUELING PATHWAY: (Insert a site-specific definition for this
term.) Developer Note- This description should include all
the cavities, tubes, canals and pools through which irradiated
fuel may be moved, but not including the reactor vessel.

REFUELING PATHWAY: Includes all the cavities, tubes, canals
and pools through which irradiated fuel may be moved, but
not including the reactor vessel.

Difference Definition from

developer notes

used.
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RUPTURE(D): The condition of a steam generator in which RUPTURE(D): The condition of a steam generator in which Difference Removed developer
primary-to-secondary leakage is of sufficient magnitude to primary-to-secondary leakage is of sufficient magnitude to notes.
require a safety injection. Developer Note - This term is require a safety injection.
applicable to PWRs only.
SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, SAFETY SYSTEM: A system required for safe plant operation, Difference Removed developer
cooling down the plant and/or placing it in the cold shutdown cooling down the plant and/or placing it in the cold notes.
condition, including the ECCS. These are typically systems shutdown condition, including the ECCS. These are typically
classified as safety-related. Developer Note - This term may systems classified as safety-related. Developer Note - This
be modified to include the attributes of "safety-related" in term may be modified to include the attributes of "safety-
accordance with 10 CFR 50.2 or other site-specific related" in accordance with 10 CFR 50.2 or other site-specific
terminology, if desired, terminology, if desired.
SECURITY CONDITION: Any Security Event as listed in the SECURITY CONDITION: Any Security Event as listed in the Verbatim
approved security contingency plan that constitutes a approved security contingency plan that constitutes a
threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site threat/compromise to site security, threat/risk to site
personnel, or a potential degradation to the level of safety of personnel, or a potential degradation to the level of safety of
the plant. A SECURITY CONDITION does not involve a HOSTILE the plant. A SECURITY CONDITION does not involve a
ACTION. HOSTILE ACTION.

SECURITY EVENT: Any incident representing an attempted, Difference Added definition.
threatened, of actual breach of the security system of Term in defined in
reduction of the operational effectiveness of that system. A Security Plan.
security event can result in either a SECURITY CONDITION or
HOSTILE ACTION.
SITE BOUNDARY: The edge of the plant property whose Difference Added definition.
access may be controlled by STPEGS. This boundary is Used as site-specific
congruent with the Exclusion Area Boundary for the purpose dose receptor point
of offsite dose assessment. in EALs.
THYROID CDE: The dose equivalent to the thyroid from an Difference Added definition
intake of radioactive material by an individual during the 50- from 10 CFR 20.1003.

year period following the intake.
UNISOLABLE: An open or breached system line that cannot be
isolated, remotely or locally.

UNISOLABLE: An open or breached system line that cannot
be isolated, remotely or locally.

Verbatim
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UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) UNPLANNED: A parameter change or an event that is not 1) Verbatim
the result of an intended evolution or 2) an expected plant the result of an intended evolution or 2) an expected plant
response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change or response to a transient. The cause of the parameter change
event may be known or unknown. or event may be known or unknown.

z VALID: An indication, report or condition is considered to be Difference Added definition perz
o VALID when it is verified through appropriate means such NEI text in Section
I-- that there is no doubt regarding the indicator's operability, 5.1.

the condition's existence, or the report's accuracy. This may
"W be accomplished through an instrument channel check,

response on related or redundant indicators, or direct
observation by plant personnel. The verification methods

_ should be completed in a manner the supports timely0
Z emergency declaration.

VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a component or structure that is VISIBLE DAMAGE: Damage to a component or structure that Verbatim
readily observable without measurements, testing, or analysis. is readily observable without measurements, testing, or
The visual impact of the damage is sufficient to cause concern analysis. The visual impact of the damage is sufficient to
regarding the operability or reliability of the affected cause concern regarding the operability or reliability of the
component or structure. affected component or structure.
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Design Inputs - Were the design inputs correctly selected, referenced (latest
revision), consistent with the design basis and incorporated in the calculation?

Assuniptions - Were the assumptions reasonable and adequately described,
justified and/or verified, and documented?

Quality Assurance - Were the appropriate QA classification and requirements
assigned to the calculation?

Codes, Standard and Regulatory Requirements - Were the applicable codes,
standards and regulatory requirements, including issue and addenda, properly V/
identified and their requirements satisfied?

Construction and Operating Experience - Have applicable construction and
operating experience been considered?

Interfaces - Have the design interface requirements been satisfied, including V
interactions with other calculations?

Methods - Was the calculation methodology appropriate and properly applied to V
satisfy the calculation objective?-

Design Outputs - Was the conclusion of the calculation clearly stated, did it
CorTespond directly with the objectives and are the results reasonable compared to V/
the inputs?

Radiation Exposure - Has the calculation properly considered radiation exposure V/
to the public and plant personnel?

Acceptance Criteria - Are the acceptance criteria incorporated in the calculation
sufficient to allow verification that the design requirements have been V/
satisfactorily accomplished?

Computer Software - Is a computer program or software used, and if so, are the V
requirements of CSP 3.02 met?

COMMENTS:

None
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Calculation Design Verification Plan:

Calculation shall be verified by comparing the documented input with the references and checking the validity of the references
for the intended use. As necessary, assumptions shall be evaluated and verified to determine if they are based on sound
engineering principles and practices. Verify the applicable methodology, inputs, results, and conclusions.
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(Print Name and Sign for Approval - mark "NVL4" if not required)

Approver:,•-,-,,, •• \•.., • , ; Date 33/21/14
Marvin Morris . .

Calculation Design Verification Summary:

Design inputs, assumptions, methodology, results and conclusions were evaluated/verified and found to be acceptable. All
comments have been incorporated.

Based On The Above Summary, The Calculation Is Determined To Be Acceptable.

(Print Name and Sigin)

Design Verifier- Chad Cramer Date: 3/21/14

Others: Date:
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1.0 OBJECTIVE/SCOPE

The purpose of this calculation is to determine the Emergency Action Level (EAL) threshold values
of a radiological release from the Unit Vent or Main Steam Lines for an Unusual Event, Alert, Site
Area Emergency, or General Emergency. The calculated threshold values are to be included in the
STP EAL Technical Basis document, which implements the new NEI 99-0 1, Revision 6, Emergency
Action Level Scheme and will be submitted to the NRC for approval. Upon NRC approval, the values
will be used in 0ERP01-ZV-IN01, Revision 10, Emergency Classification.

Both a hand calculation and the South Texas Assessment Model Projecting Emergency Dose
Evaluation (STAMPEDE) software program were used to generate the results. The hand calculation
is included as Attachment 1.

Revision 1 of this calculation incorporated decay for a release taking place one hour after reactor
shutdown. This was done to create continuity between the two methodologies present.

2.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The results of the calculations for the radiation monitors specified in the STP EAL Basis Document
and are listed in Table 2.1, below.

Table 2.1: Summary of Calculation Results

C

Emergency Action
Level

RT-8010B, Unit Vent
(gCi/sec)

RT-8046 through 8049,
Main Steam Lines

(pci/cc) C
RU1 Unusual Event

. .. y. .. Hand.C C'alculationi . , . 1.40E+05 . ... O. E-02.

.STFAMPEDE N/A* NWiA

RAI Alert

. . Hand C2lculati lol 5!.E+06 4.10 E+00.f.:

. .~STAMPEDE, 2 50E+061 : ,, 450E+00 K'

RS1 Site Area Emergency

:'HqndCajcuhationý 1.57Et07 4.iO5Etj-l

.. .. ..o • .•v , .. .. :, . . . ..~ ~~~~~~~.. . ....... ..• ....... . .: .,- . . E , ." . >," .. • . •. .

STAMPEDE .0E0.4;5OE+0

RG1 General Emergency

Hand'Cakculaltiolh 1.I57E+08 4. ].OE+02

. . . . .,,,., , ., ::•:. .. .. ,• ,,',. " .. ..V.,c :. ..- . .. . ,. % • ->,, . : • • . . .. • • . .

•STAMvPEDE- 2.50E±0S 4.50E+02

* STAMPEDE was not used to cletennine the threshold for RUI. Reference 5.10 indicates that the ODCM
methodology should be used to determine the threshold value.

This calculation will be used to establish the threshold values for abnormal radiation based
emergencies in the STP EAL Technical Basis document.
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3.0 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Previously, STAMPEDE was used to calculate the Emergency Action Level threshold values for
effluent releases. A hand calculation will verify the STAMPEDE calculations. The hand calculation is
described in Attachment I of this document STAMPEDE conforms to the requirements of STP
Procedure OPGP07-ZA-0014, Software Quality Assurance Program. STAMPEDE was run at STP on
an STP computer and under the supervision of an ENERCON employee with access to the STP site as
a critical worker.

4.0 INPUTS

4.1 Per NEI 99-01, Revision 6, Initiating condition AU1, EAL 1, the Notice of Unusual Event
initiating condition is a release of gaseous or liquid radioactivity greater than two times the ODCM
limit for sixty minutes or longer (Reference 5.10).

4.2 The ODCM offsite dose limit is exceeded if the Xe-133 release concentration exceeds 7.41E-04
,tiCi/cc (Reference 5.6).

4.3 The Unit Vent flow rate is 9.4E+07 cc/sec (Reference 5.1).
4.4 The main steam line pressure and PORV choke flow rate are 1285 psig and 1.05E+06 lbm/hr,

respectively (Reference 5.2).
4.5 The specific volume of saturated steam at 1285 psig is 0.338 ft3/lbm (Reference 5.3).
4.6 The release concentration is varied to find the release concentration which correlates to each

emergency action level. Emergency action levels are taken from NEI 99-01, Revision 6 (Reference
5.10) for initiating conditions AAI, ASI and AG1. EAL I is the EAL of interest in each initiating
condition: The doses at the Site Boundary that correlate to the threshold concentrations are listed
in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 EAL Offsite Dose Initiating Conditions
Alert Site Area General

TEDE. e•10rem .:.100 iiemr : 1000mr'eni
Thyroid CDE 50 mrem 500 mrem 5000 mrem

5.0 REFERENCES

5 1 Off-kiteDo .eCatckulationti-Manual,_Re-vision-lMaIch 9011
5.2 Main Steam PORV Capacity Verification MC05591, Revision: 1
5.3 NIST Steam Tables, 2011
5.4 OERP01-ZV-INO1, Emergency Classification Draft Revision 10
5.5 0ERP0I-ZV-TPO1, Offsite Dose Calculations, Revision 21
5.6 STP Calculation NC-9012, CRMS Rad Monitor Setpoints, Revision 7
5.7 STP Calculation NC-901 1, Revision 2
5.8 STAMPEDE Computer Program, Revision 7.0.3.3
5.9 STAMPEDE User's Manual
5.10 NEI 99-01, Revision 6, Development of Emergency Action Levels for Non-Passive Reactors
5.11 OPGP07-ZA-0014 Quality Assurance Program
5.12 ITWMS Call Number 1000010987 Design Document, Revision 0
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6.0 ASSUMPTIONS

6.1 Unit Vent Noble Gas Monitor

To be consistent with the ODCM methodology, the unit vent release is assumed to be entirely Xe-
133. The unit vent noble gas monitor is calibrated to Xe-133 (Reference 5.1) therefore; the
monitor reading accurately reflects the Xe-133 release magnitude.

To be consistent with ODCM methodology, the main steam line release is assumed to be entirely
Xe-133. The noble gas monitor is calibrated to Xe-133 (Reference 5.6).

6.2 Release Duration

Per Reference 5.10, Sections IC AAI, ASI, and AGI developer notes, the release should be
assumed to last one hour.

6.3 Release following Reactor Shutdown

The release initiates one hour after reactor shutdown. While a release initiating at reactor
shutdown is likely, significant decay of short lived nuclides occurs during the migration time. A
release at reactor shutdown would have a significantly higher activity at the monitor location than
at the reception site. It is important for the threshold to not be calculated at shutdown as this
would create a very high threshold which would not be appropriate for releases which occur
shortly after shutdown. One hour after reactor shutdown is sufficient time to decay short lived
nuclides and create a conservative threshold.

6.4 Source Term

Per Reference 5.1, any unit vent release with increased RCS activity and no core melt should be
calculated using the gap inventory. Therefore, the gap inventory is used for all unit vent releases.

Per Reference 5.1, for a main steam line release following a steam generator tube rupture it is
appropriate to use an inventory of noble gases plus 0.2% iodine. A steam generator tube rupture is
the only scenario which would create significant offsite doses through a main steam line release.

6.5 Default STAMPEDE Input Values

Reference 5.10 developer notes for initiating conditions AA 1, ASI and AG1 suggest using the
ODCM or the site's emergency dose assessment methodology. STAMPEDE is used for
emergency dose assessment. Per Reference 5.1, when actual meteorology is not available, the
default STAMPEDE values should be used. Had the ODCM methodology been used, the 500
hour peak X/Q value would be used which is less conservative than the X/Q value produced by
STAMPEDE using default meteorological conditions. Therefore, the use of STAMPEDE default
values provides a more conservative estimate than that of the alternative method outlined in
Reference 5. 10.

6.6 Average Effluent Concentration (X/Q)

The same X /Q is used for the unit vent and main steam line release. Reference 5.1 applies the
same unit vent x/Q to Units I and 2 which would also be applicable to the main steam line. All
releases are considered to be ground level releases.
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7.0 STAMPEDE CALCULATIONS

7.1 Un usual Event - RU 1

7.1.1 Unit Vent Monitor

AUI recommends declaring an unusual event due to a release of gaseous or liquid
radioactivity greater than 2 times the ODCM limits for 60 minutes or longer (Reference
5.10).

STP sets the ODCM limit at 7.41E-04 l.LCi/cc (Reference 5.6, pg. 16). Two times the limit
would be 1.48E-03 gtCi/cc. The threshold is listed in pLCi/sec so that variations in flow rate
do not change the thlreshold. The normal flow rate from the unit vent is 9.4E+07 cc/sec
(Reference 5.1).

,qCi', /cc [I ,JCi\
Conicentratiol CC' Flow Rate C) Release RateM_ (sese

(1.48E 03)ccl(#Ci)* (9.4E + 07)(c) : 1.4E + 05 s-Cc)

" Equatcoh 7.1.1.1

7.1.2 Main Steam Line Monitor

The ODCM does not calculate a release corresponding to allowable limits for the main
steam line monitors. Since the unit vent release calculated in the ODCM was assumed to be
primarily Xe- 133, the assumption is made in the ODCM that other noble gases and iodine
may be ignored in the calculation. This assumption is equally justifiable for the main steam
line and the same limiting release will be used.

The magnitude of the release calculated for the unit vent Unusual Event applies to the main
steam lines as well. The main steam line PORV's will create a close exceeding two times
the ODCM limit by releasing 1.4E+05 [iCi/sec of activity which is equivalent to the release
from the unit vent.

The steam lines hold saturated steam at 1285 psig, per Reference 5.2, which has a specific
volume of 0.338 ft3/lbm (Reference 5.3). The PORVs will release the steam at 1.05E+06
lbmlhr per Reference 5.2. This creates a set flow rate of steam from the main steam lines of
2.79E+06 cc/sec as shown below.

7L 3 c(sec cc
F- *DesitY-l- * 28316.846 c + 3600 ir sec

Lhm (ft 3 i (t hrc sec' c
1.05E + 0 0.338 *28316.846 ( 3600 2.79E + 06--

1h- l *th h.3 sec
Equation 7.1.2.1
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Since the flow rate is set, the concentration will determine the limit. Equation 7.1.1.1 solves
for the limiting concentration of 5.OOE-02 pCi/cc as shown below.

Limiting Release ( pCi C
t RLimiting Concentration

Release Rate (sCC

1.40 * 105 (•Ci) 5.OOE - 02

(20 C ccseCC)

Equation 7.1.2.2

7.2 Alert, Site Area and General Emergencies - RAl, RS1, RG1

7.2.1 Unit Vent Monitor

Input

The Alert EAL is set to 10 mrem TEDE and 50 mrem Thyroid CDE per Reference 5.10.
The emergency offsite dose calculation softwvare STAMPEDE was used to calculate the
release which corresponds to this dose. A release concentration correlating to the EAL
threshold value was calculated by varying the input. The following assumptions and
inputs were used for the calculation as described in Sections 4.0 and 6.0.

• Release begins at reactor trip
* Release lasts for one hour

* Gap inventory source term
o Default STAMPEDE input values

o Windspeed = 13.2 mph
o Stability class D

Results

Given a monitored unit vent release of 2.50E+06 pmCi/sec, the Thyroid CDE is 51
mreln/hr at the closest portion of the site boundary and the EAL Initiating Condition is
exceeded.

Threshold values for the Site Area Emergency and General Emergencies are multiples of
10 and 100 of the Alert. Sincethe correlation between release concentration and dose is
linear, threshold values for the steam line monitors are 2.50E+07 and 2.50E+08 fiCi/sec
for the SAE and GE respectively. Both are also limited by Thyroid CDE. Additional
STAMPEDE iterations were performed to confirm this and are attached.

The input and output files can be found at the end of this document in Attachment 3.

C
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7.2.2 Main Steam Line Monitor

Input

A release concentration correlating to the EAL threshold value was calculated by varying
the input. The following assumptions and inputs were used for this calculation as
described in Sections 4.0 and 6.0.

* Release begins at reactor trip
o Release lasts for one hour
* Noble gas + iodine with 0.2% iodine source term
* Default STAMPEDE input values

o Windspeed = 13.2 mph
O Stability class D

Results

Given a monitored main steam line release of 4.5 ptCi/cc, the Thyroid CDE is 50 mrem/hr
and the EAL Initiating Condition is exceeded.

The input and output files-can be found at the end of this document in Attachment 3.

7.3 Threshold values for the Site Area Emergency and General Emergencies are multiples of 10 and
100 of the Alert. Since the correlation between release concentration and dose is linear, threshold
values for the steam line monitors are 45 and 450 ptCi/cc for the SAE and GE respectively. Both
are also limited by Thyroid CDE. Additional STAMPEDE iterations were performed to confirm
this and are attached.
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Attachment 1 - Hand Calculations

1.0 OBJECTIVE/SCOPE

Each release calculated using STAMPEDE in the main document is calculated by hand in this
attachment and the results compared to STAMPEDE.

2.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Table 2.1 is displayed again below showing the results from all the calculations. The minor difference
is due to STAMPEDE using decay factors over a one hour period after shutdown. This also accounts
for the change in the limiting dose being TEDE in the hand calculations and Thyroid CDE in the
STAMPEDE calculations. The accuracy of the hand calculation is considered sufficient and
recommended for use in Emergency Action Levels.

Table 2.1 Results

C

Emergency Action
Level

RT-8010b, Unit Vent
(,gCi/sec)

RT-8046 through 8049,
Main Steam Line

(pCi/cc)

RU1 Unusual Event

"". HandCalculation,' 1 4OE' v 5.'00E-02."
STAMPEDE N/AN/

RAI Alert

4 ', Hanid alcula'tion I 57E-I-6 3'.90E+00O

47 STAMPEDE ' 2.50E+06 4.50E+109

RSl Site Area Emergency
. , HajdCan l Calculation . . 7E+07 , ... 90E+O

44, STAM/PEDE, ,~ 0,.4'2E+6~7 4.5OE+O 1,l

RGI General Emergency
4Hand, "a] ulatidafi. I4' l57E±08 90+O

444STAMPEDE .-. 2.50E+08 4.510E+0

. . , ., . . . .. . , ........ ..., .. ... .. . ...... ... ., . .. . . . .• . . . ... , ,. • • . , . .: .• . , . , < • , . . . . . . . .

3.0 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Using the limiting dose at the site boundary, the release is back calculated using atmospheric
dispersion models. The X/Q value used is calculated from Regulatory Guide 1. 145, Atmnospheric
Dispersion Mlodels for PotentialAccicdent Conseq~eence Assessmnents at Nu clear Power Plants. Rather
than u]sing the most conservative meteorology. average meteorological conditions are used as inputs

Q!Y:'Y. 1- i i;-iýi

C

C
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to most closely agree with STP emergency dose assessment methodology per the ODCM and
STAMPEDE. Assumed nuLclide inventories are taken from Reference 5.4. The dose conversion
factors are taken from Reference 5.2. A release concentration is used to find an initial projected dose
at the Site Boundary. Using the projected dose at the Site Boundary. the release concentration is
scaled to find the limiting dose for each EAL.

4.0 INPUTS

" The Unit Vent flow rate is taken from the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual; Revision 17, March
2011 and is 9.44E+07 cc/sec.

* The main steam line pressure and PORV choke flow rate were taken from Reference 5.5 and are
1285 psig and 1.05E+06 Tbm/hr respectively.

* The specific volume of saturated steam at this pressure is taken from the NIST steam tables and is
0.338 ft3/lbm.

* The release concentration is varied to find the release concentration which correlates to each
emergency action level dose. Emergency action level doses are taken from NEI 99-01 Revision 6
for initiating conditions AA I, AS I and AGI. EAL I is the EAL of interest in each initiating
condition. The limiting doses are listed in Table 4.1. NEI 990-01 Revision 6 states that these
values are based on fractions of the Environmental Protection Agencies Protective Action
Guidelines (EPA PAGs) and the General Emergency represents the protective action values
recommended by the EPA.

Table 4.1 EAL Thresholds
Alert Site Area General

TEDiE 10 mren 100 mrem > :1000 miei'
..... .............. ..... .r ... 5.... ............. .D E 5 ....

* A release lasting one hour is selected per NEI 99-01 Revision 6 developer notes.
* Atmospheric dispersion factors are calculated per Regulatory Guide 1.145 (Reference 5.1). The

reactor building dimensions used as inputs for this calculation are taken from Reference 5.13.
* Nuclide inventories are taken firom TGX/THX 3-1, (Reference 5.4) which is the source document

for the nuclide inventories used in STAMPEDE. The release inventories are a gap release and
noble gases plus 0.2% iodine which are listed below. Each nuLclide inventory was normalized to
one-so-itnould-b-e •calyd-to-various-rel-ae-sactivi Ies.
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Table 4.2 Gap Inventory

Nuclide Activity

1-132 . 1.50E+05
1-133 . 2.20E+05'.
1-134 2.40E+05

Kr-83m 1.30E+06
kr-5Mi 2..90E+06.2 . , ... ?... -.. : -...... •..... .' ...... .: :... .. ... :-.. -.. -. .......... - - . ..

Kr-85 3.70E+05
~Ki-87, 5 \ ~5,0E+,06.
Kr-88 7.80E+06
.Kr-89 ,... ...50E .06

Xe-131m .1.1OE+05

Xe-133n 6.820E+05
Xe-133 2.20E+07

~Xe-1.35m, 4.20Eý06

Normalized

I 21-03
1.53E-03

~2.25F-03>
2.45E-03
-2.05E2'03
1.33E-02

~'2-97E-02
3.78E-03

:5.62EL -0.2
7.98E-02

1.12E-03
6.95E-03..
2.25E-01

<4ý.30Eý02'

Nuclide Activity
(giCi/cc)

Xe-135 <-, 5.50E+06
Xe-137 1.90E+07

Xe-138. :1.80E+07<
Cs-134 3.70E+01

CsT1327 24.80E+00
Te132 4.80E+00
M.,99,
Ru103
:Mu 106
Zr95

Ce144

Sr89
.. .. ... ... ....

1 .22E+O 1.
8.80E-03
2.90E-03)
1.10E-02

7.40E-03

S1,00E-02
6.40E-02
3 .20E-03

Normalized

S ........ ..2 ..
I 1.94E-01

1:84E-0Vl
3.78E-07
2.97E-707,
4.9 1E-08

2:••:1.25E-07,i."!

9.00E- I1
S2.97E-!I I

1.12E-10

1'.94E- 10
7.57E-11

ji:1.02E::10.. ;

6.55E-10
. 3.27E-11•.,

Table 4.3 Noble Gases+0.2% Iodine Inventory

Nuclide

1-131
.1-132

.... .... ......... .. -..
1-13 4
1 4,35
.Xe-131m
Xe-133 ,
Xe-133m

Xe-,135
Xe-135m
Xe-137
Xe-138

. ..K... ....- ... ...
Kr-85

Kr-87

Inventory

6. 10 E-02-
8.61iE-02
1 0 0-o
1.86E-02

2.80E+00

4.20E+00

5.80E-01
ý3.70E-01
7 *60E±00
ISO0E+0.0

9.80E-0 1

Normalized

""...2.26..] E-... .4",

3.19E-04

3.72E04.. 2 -:6 ...........
6.92E-05
I.,1E-03
1 .04E-02

1.56E-02

<2. 82E-02
1.48E-03

5 9,oE04,- .
2.15E-03

1'i37E 03.
2.82E-02

• i: .:.7• ... . . ..... • . ....'

5:56E-03.'
3.63E-03

C

" .' ..; ............ " ..' ".. 2 : .. .'. .) . .-:. ..:.'- .. ." " :... " ""1 ... .: .. : .... " . .- -' . 1 . . .Kr-88 ~ 2.8'0E±7ý00 I, 104E-02'1,i.

Kr-89 8.40E-02 3.12E-04

The close conversion factors taken fromn EPA 400R92001 (Reference 5.2) are listed in Tables 4.4
and 4.5 below.

C
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Table 4.4 TEDE Dose Conversion Factors

Dose Conversion
Factor

Nuclide (rem per uCi.-hrlcc)
1-131 . 53E0
1-132 4.90E+03
1-133, . 1.50E+ý04' -. 3 . 2..".... .. :7 : . : Yi . ... ... ... ... . E + 04........... ..,.

1-134 3.1OE+03
. ... ..... . :. .= :i . . . .... ... . ... ... •.. ... ..1-138. 1 8OE+03

Kr-83m
K•-85m 9.30E :.O
Kr-85 1 .30E+00
Kr-87:. 5.IOE+02
Kr-88 1.30E+03
Kr-89. ...." • '..,.20E 0 ..3
Xe-131m 4.9............. .. . ...... < " • " . . . •i
Xe-133.m 1.70E+O1.
Xe-133 2.OOE+O1
XeA-135mn:: 2.50k+62

Nuclide
Xe-135.•. ... .... . . .... : ........ . .. . . ... ..: .

Xe-137
Xe-138 .. ... ......... ...... i ............. .. :. . . .. . .

Cs-134

Te132

'.Rul03M099,: ....,
• i " ... . ............ ... .. .. •.. .... .

lRul106.
Zr95

jLa 140.
Ce144
Ce-141..@ 2 "..... . . ... ........... ... :. ... .

S-89
S 9o ..

Dose
Conversion

Factor
(rem per

1.40+02 K

1. l1OE+02. .. .. ... ... . .. . . .. .• . . . : .

7.20E+02........ .. .. .. . ......... . :.... ... . :... .

6.O0E±04
4401E±04
".2)0E+04
5.20E+03
1.30OE±04

_....... .. + . ...... . :

.5.70E+05
3.20E+04...... ....... .. .. I...:.. . .. ..... . .1.20E+04

4.50E+05

5.OOE+04

Table 4.5 Thyroid CDE Dose Conversion Factors

Thyroid CDE DCF
Nuclide (rem per uCi*hr/cc)
1-131 1.3OE-06

1-132

... .33

1-134
TI 2t•

7.70E+03

..... ... 2 O.E....I...... ........ ...
1 .30E+03

The unit vent noble gas monitor energy efficiency by nuclide is taken fr'om Offsite Dose
Calculation Manual (Reference 5.3). The values are relative to Xe-133 efficiency since the
monitor is calibrated to Xe-133. Table 4.6 displays the energy efficiency by nuclide relative to
Xe-13_,.
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Table 4.6 Energy Efficiency Relative to Xe-133

Efficiency Relative
to Xe-133

Nuclide
•Kr-83m,,:.

Kr-85m

'Kr-85
Kr-87

Kr-88'
Kr-89

.Xe-13lm :.

Xe-133mi

Xe13 3m
Xe-135m

S 1...3..... .... . .... ......... •
Xe-137

1.9
14

* 2.8

2.8

o.015
0.14

0.042

.. ... ... ... ..... i.'.. ...... :..
2.8

•.. - ".. :.2... .:......8 .
-,There is no relative efficiency available for Kr-83m. Assumption 6.4 further justifies the

omnission.

Table 4.7 Nuclide Half Lives

C
Nuclide Half Life. (h0r) .

Nuclide Half Life

1-131

1-132

1-133

1-134

Kr-83m

•KrK-85m

Kr-85

.Kr-87~

M ...: ..'. .. ......• ._ , ,. .Kr-88

.Kr-ý89

Xe-131m

Xe-133

Xe-.135rh

;l.,93EP02. Xe-135

2.38E+00 Xe-137

,)2.03E±0+ 1. X64138

8.77E-01 Cs-134
.L i . ..... .- ... '. .. .. ...... .. . . .

66E+00 Cs-137.

1.83E+00 . Te132

4.4'8E+00" Mv'o 99

9.40E+04 Rul03

-. ,1.27E1 00 ÷iRul06."

2.84E+00 Zr95! =" 2 78 -E + 0 ..... ..... . .;i ................
5. IOE-02," La:140,:.

2.83E+02 Ce144

5•42 E+01'> CeJ141 I

1 .27E+02 S,-89

92,60E-0i iSrOO

,<9.09E+QQ0

6.3)8E-02.. .... ... .. .... ...... . .. ...
2.3 6E-01,:.V

1.80E+04
2.0 E+05'..,

7.79E±01

.6.62E+01• . : .. . .-• .... . :... ... . .... .... ..... . •

9.44E+02

.....8.84E ... ..

1.55E+03

4.03E,- 1,

6.82E+03
............ .. .~g o .. .......7.77E+()2.:

1.2 91E+03

2;50E+05~

The half-lives are taken from Reference 5.15 which lists the input data used by STAMPEDE. 'C
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5.1 Regulatory Guide 1.145, Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potential Accident Consequence
Assessments at NLuclear Power Plants, Revision 1, November 1982.

5.2 EPA 400R92001, Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective actions for Nuclear
Incidents, Revision 1, May 1992.

5.3 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual, Revision 17, March 2011.
5.4 TGX/THX 3-1, Revision 5, Westinghouse Radiation Analysis Manual.
5.5 MC05591,. Main Steam PORV Capacity Verification, Revision 1.
5.6 NIST Steam Tables, 2011.
5.7 OERPO I -ZV-INO 1, Emergency Classification, Revision 10.
5.8 0ERPOI-ZV-TPO1, Offsite Dose Calculations, Revision 21.
5.9 STP Calculation NC-9012, Process and Effluent Radiation Monitor Set Points, Revision 7
5.10 STP Calculation NC-901 1, CRMS Rad Monitor Setpoints, Revision 2.
5.11 STAMPEDE Computer Program, Revision 7.0.3.3.
5.12 STAMPEDE User's Manual
5.13 STP Drawing 6C 189N5007, General Arrangement Reactor Containment Building, Revision 6
5.14 NEI 99-01, Revision 6, Development of Emergency Action Levels for Non-Passive Reactors
5.15 . ITWMS Call Number 1000010987 Design Document, Revision 0

6.0 ASSUMPTIONS

6.1 Release lasts for one hour

Per NEI 99-01 (Reference 5.14), IC AAI, AS1, AGI developer notes, the release should be
assumed to last one hour.

For this to be true for the main steam line, it is assumed that the PORV is open for one hour. To
calculate the most limiting case, it is assumed that the maximumn flow possible is being released
from the PORV.

6.2 Nuclide mix

Per OERPO1-ZV-TPO1, Offsite Dose Calculations (Reference 5.8) any unit vent release with
increased RCS activity and no core melt should be calculated using a gap inventory. It is
conservative to assume an increased RCS activity and not within the intended scope of the
relevant initiating conditions to assume core melt. Therefore, a gap inventory is used for all unit
vent releases.

Per OERPOI-ZV-TPO1, Offsite Dose Calculations (Reference 5.8) for a main steam line release
following a steam generator tube rupture it is appropriate to use an inventoly of 100 percent noble
gases plus 0.2 percent iodine. Since a steam generator tube rupture releasing through the PORVs
is the only steam generator tube rupture scenario Which would create offsite doses large enough
to meet or exceed the EALs, this assumption is made.
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6.3 Atmospheric Dispersion

NEI 99-01 (Reference 5.14) developer notes for initiating conditions AA 1, AS I and AG I suggest
using the ODCM or the site's emergency dose assessment methodology. Per OERPOI-ZV-TP01,
Offsite Dose Calculations (Reference 5.8), when actual meteorology is not available, the default
STAMPEDE values should be used. The default STAMPEDE values assume a stability class D
for atmospheric dispersion and a windspeed of 13.2 mph. These values were used as inputs for
the atmospheric dispersion calculation..

It is clear that STAMPEDE uses the same method for calculating atmospheric dispersion factor
(X/Q) outlined in section 7.1.1 of this Attachment. However, STAMPEDE does not follow the
same logic in selecting the appropriate result from the three calculations. The STAMPEDE value
printed in the results found in attachment 3 is.consistent with the largest of the three hand
calculated X/Q values. This suggests that STAMPEDE simply selects the largest of the three X/Q
values resulting in a much more conservative estimate. This calculation will deviate from the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.145 and conform to the methodology STAMPEDE uses.

The close proximity of all release points allows for a single atmospheric dispersion coefficient to
be used. This assumption, is also made by STAMPEDE.

6.4 Exposure Pathways

The dose conversion factors used in table 4.4 and 4.5 represent a summation of dose conversion
factors for external plume exposure, inhalation from the plume, and external exposure friom
deposition. Because the dose estimations are used for implementing early phase protective
actions, conversion factors using limited pathways are appropriate.

The EPA does not provide a dose conversion factor for Kr-83m. Because the PAGs are based on
EPA dose calculations, it is appropriate to only use the nuclides for which dose conversion factors
are provided. Additionally, Kr-83m represents only 1.33% of the nuclide inventory activity and
its exclusion would not significantly affect the final dose.

6.5 The release initiates one hour after reactor shutdown. While a release initiating at reactor
shutdown is likely, significant decay of short lived nuclides occurs during the migration time. A
release at reactor shutdown would have a significantly higher activity at the monitor location than
at the reception site. It is important for the threshold to not be calculated at shutdown as this
would create a very high threshold which would not be appropriate for releases which occur
shortly after shutdown. One hour after reactor shutdown is sufficient time to decay short lived
nuclides and create a conservative threshold.

Decay is incorporated for one hour from reactor shutdown as well as migration time. Half-lives
are taken from Reference 5.15. Migration time is assumed to be the reciprocal of the wind speed.

C

(I

C
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7.0 HAND CALCULATIONS

7.1 Unit Vent Monitor

7.1.1 X/Q
The atmospheric dispersion factor, X/Q, determines the change in concentration between
the unit vent discharge and the dose reception site. This value is based on meteorological
conditions and will vary with wind speed and stability class. The ODCM uses the highest
annual average X/Q value at the site boundary which is 5.3E-06 sec/m3. However, for an
accident related release STAMPEDE is used rather than the ODCM. STAMPEDE uses
real time, user entered, or default meteorological conditions to calculate the X/Q for a
specific accident. Default values will be used as inputs into the Regulatory Guide 1.145
method for calculating X/Q as described below. Default values are identified in section
6.0, Atmospheric Dispersion.

For a neutral atmospheric stability class, which is the default in STAMPEDE, X/Q
values can be determined through the following set of equations.

-X - 1

Equation 7.1.1.1
X 1

Q Uio(37Tu~, u_

Equation 7.1.1.2
X 1

Q U10o7ryO-z
Equation 7.1.1.3

Where

X/Q = relative concentration (sec/lnm3)
m = 3.14159

U10  = windspeed at 10 meters above plant grade (m/s)
y lla--lraflume spread-0i,)7Wfni of at -pYic sfiiTt anh sti-an e,

determined from Regulatory Guide 1.145 Figure 1

UZ = vertical plume spread (in), a function of atmospheric stability and distance,
determined florn Regulatory Guide 1.145 Figure 2

= (M - 1)aysoom + 0ry = lateral plume spread with meander and building wake

effects (m), a function of atmospheric stability, windspeed U1 0 , and distance; M
is determined fr'om Regulatory Guide 1.145 Figure 3

A = the smallest vertical-plane cross-sectional area of the reactor building (M^22),
taken from Reference 5. 13 and shown below
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Figure 7.1.1.1: Reactor Building Dimensions

EL 241'-0"

C

Assuming the reactor building cross section to be a perfect rectangle and half sphere, the
variables are defined as follows;

U10 = 13.2 mph = 5.9 m/s

ry = 1200 m

qr =4.2m

5y = (M - 1)cryaoon + cry ; M=1• uy = 12 0 0 in

A = (135' * 158') + (n792) = 31128.37

The three equations become;

X 19 ( 31128.37) -= 5.398 * 10-6
7T.9 r1200 * 4.2 * 3 1 83

C
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X 1 = 3.568 * 10-6

Q= 5.9(37 * 1200 * 4.2)

X 1
x 1 1.07 * 10-'

Q 5.9 * ir * [(1 - 1)rY8oom + 1200] * 4.2

To select the appropriate X/Q value, the first two X/Q values should be compared and the
higher value selected. This value is then compared with the third X/Q value and the lower
of those two is the appropriate X/Q value. The appropriate X/Q is 5.39E-06 sec/in 3 for
default meteorological conditions by the methodology recommended in Regulatory
Guide 1.145.

This calculated value is very similar to the ODCM highest average value of 5.3E-06
sec/in13 which was not selected for use. Additionally, the value shown in the STAMPEDE
output file at one mile is 1.032E-05 sec/in 3. This suggests that STAMPEDE uses the same
methodology and simply selects the largest atmospheric dispersion value to remain
conservative. This methodology will be replicated and 1.07E-05 will be used as the X/Q.

7.1.2 Nuclide Inventory

As previously stated, a gap inventory is appropriate for this problem. The gap inventory
is taken from TGX/THX 3-1 (Reference 5.4) which is used as the source term for
STAMPEDE inventories. The concentrations were then normalized so they could be
scaled to the varying emergency classifications. The values for the normalized inventory
can be found in Table 4.2.

7.1.3 Dose Conversion Factors

As stated in NE199-01 (Reference 5.14) developer notes, the purpose of dose projections
is to check if the Environmental Protection Agencies Protective Action Guidelines (EPA
PAGs) have been exceeded. The dose conversion factors provided by the EPA in EPA
400R92001 are used. These dose conversion factors account for external plume exposure,
inhalation from the plume, and external exposure from deposition and are listed Tables

The EPA does not provide a dose conversion factor for Kr-83nm. This nuclide contributes
1.3 3% of the inventory activity. The lack of this nuclide's contribution to the final dose
will not significantly affect the outcome.

7.1.4 Decay Time

One hour of decay is incorporated to the monitor response due to the release initiating
one hour after reactor shutdown. Decay is also incorporated for the duration of the
migration time. The total decay time is one hour pIlus the reciprocal of wind speed, or
1.07575 hours.
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7.1.5 Dose Calculations

The dose rate at the site boundary is calculated using Equation 7.1.5.1.

.n 1.07575

D= Q FZ Ci*O.5 T1/2j ,DCFi

Equation 7.1.5.1

Where

b = dose rate per hour at the site boundary

- = atmospheric dispersion coefficient as calculated in section 7.1.1

F = unit vent flow rate

Cj= concentration of nuclide i at the time of shutdown

1.07575 = the total decay time of interest fromn section 7.1.4

TI/2i = the half-life of nuclide i

DCFL = the dose conversion factor for nuclide i listed in tables 4.4 and
4.5

The total concentration of the nuclides is varied to find the dose rate of interest.
Beginming with an arbitrary release concentration of 1 l.Ci/cc, the dose rate is calculated.
Since the dose is linearly correlated to concentration, the release concentration may be
scaled to find the dose rate of interest.

The Alert EAL is 10 mrerm TEDE or 50 mrem Thyroid CDE. Using the above method to
calculate TEDE with the appropriate conversion factors, a limiting release rate of
2.33E+06 pCi/sec from the unit vent results in 5.7 mrem TEDE. Using the calculated
release rate to find Thyroid CDE with the appropriate conversion factors, the same
release results in a 50 mrem Thyroid CDE at the site boundary. Thus, 2.33 E+06 pCi/sec
is the limiting release rate based on the 50 mrem Thyroid CDE EAL initiating condition.

The limiting release rate threshold values for the Site Area Emergency and General
Emergencies are multiples of 10 and 100 of the Alert release rate threshold value.

These calculations can be found in Attachment 2.

7.1.6 Monitor Response

The unit vent noble gas monitor is calibrated to Xe-133. Monitor efficiencies relative to
Xe-133 by nuclide are listed in ODCM Table B3-2. To find the monitor reading
associated with each limiting release, the noble gas concentrations must be multiplied by
the monitor response and summed. Table 4.6 shows the indicated response of the unit

C

C

C
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vent noble gas monitor by nuclide and Equation 7.1.5.1 shows how the monitor response
was calculated.

n

Monitor Response = * Rei

Equation 7.1.5.1

Where

C1 = concentration of nuclide i ([iCi/cc)

Re1 = monitor response to nuclide i (ViCi/cc)x,-i 33 equivalent

In the case of an Alert, the 2.33E'-+06 !, Ci/sec release rate will read as 1.57E+06
ýtCi/sec on the monitor. Kr-83m does not have an indicated monitor response
coefficient. Because Kr-831n is only 1.34% of the noble gases and does not
contribute to the dose calculation, its exclusion is acceptable.

This again is a linear correlation and the SAE and GE scale by factors of 10 and
100 respectively.

These calculations can be found in Attachment 2.

7.2 Main Steam Line Monitors

7.2.1 X/Q

Since the atmospheric dispersion is independent of nuclide inventory or release rate and
the close proximity of the releases, the X/Q value will be the samne for a main steam line
release as it is for a unit vent release. This assumption is also taken by STAMPEDE and
outline in Assumption 6.3.

7.2.2 Nuclide Inventory

PNr0ERP0T-1ZV--TP0TjTfte -release path is the main steamn lie with a steam generator
tube rupture, the nuclide inventory should be 100% noble gas and 0.2% of the iodine
from the reactor coolant.

The secondary steam concentration for noble gases and iodine after a steam generator
tube rupture are taken from TGX/TI-IX 3-1 (Reference 5.4). Values for the reactor
coolant inventory are listed in table 4.3. All of the noble gases are used and the iodine
concentration from the coolant inventory is scaled to total 0.2% of iodine in the total
coolant inventory. These inventories are then normalized to one. These values are listed
in Table 4.3.

7.2.3 Dose Conversion Factors

The dose conversion factors used are found in Tables 4.4 and 4.5, taken from tables 5-1,
5-2 in EPA 400R92001.
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7.2.4 Decay Time
One hour of decay is incorporated to the monitor response .due to the release initiating
one hour after reactor shutdown. Decay is also incorporated for the duration of the
migration time. The total decay time is one hour plus the reciprocal of wind speed, or
1.07575 hours.

7.2.5 Dose Calculations
Equation 7.1.5.1 applies to the release from the main steam lines. The main steam line
flow rate is used instead of the unit vent flow rate for the value F. The main steam line
flow rate was calculated in Equation 7.1.2.2 of the STAMPEDE CALCULATIONS
section of this document as 2.79E+06 cc/sec.

The Alert EAL threshold is 10 lnrem TEDE or 50 mrem Thyroid CDE at the site
boundary (Table 4.2). Using the method in Equation 7.1.5.1 to calculate TEDE with the
appropriate conversion factors, a concentration at time of shutdown of 4.10 ýtCi/cc would
result in 6.89 inrem TEDE at the site boundary if the steam line PORV was open for an
hour. Using the same steam line concentration to calculate Thyroid CDE results in 50
mrem Thyroid CDE at the site boundary.

The steam line, concentrations at the time of shutdown for the Site Area Emergency and
General Emergencies are multiples of 10 and 100 of the Alert. Since the correlation
between release concentration and dose is linear, values for the steam line concentration
at time of shutdown are 41.0 and 410 pCi/cc for the SAE and GE respectively. Both are
also limited by Thyroid CDE.

These calculations can be found in Attaclhment 2.

7.2.6 Monitor Response

Because the main steam line monitor is adjacent to the main steam line, significant
shielding takes place between the source and monitor. STP calculation NC-901 I Revision
2 calculates a conversion factor for the main steam lines for a noble gas inventory which
is incorporated into the monitor readout. No monitor response needs to be calculated.

The concentration of the main steam line one hour after shutdown given a concentration
of 4.10 p.Ci/cc at the time of shutdown is 3.90 lLCi/cc. This calculation is also found in
Attachment 2. Additionally, the monitor readings for the SAE and GE one hour after
shutdown are 39.0 and 390 LCi/cc respectively. These values are the thresholds for the
main steam line monitor.

C

C
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Table A2-1: Unusual Event Emergency Calculations

Unit Vent Limitingg Concentriation i Flow Rate Release Rate .

1.48E-03 9.44E+07 1.40E+05

<MSLj m i.in40Rele+0R5 e Flow Rate+0 .Limiting Con e0ra2io

1____ .40E+05 2- '79E+06 5.00E-02

Table A2-2: Input Values for Calculations

~ ~ Un4Cit~oSersion TotalI Release ,\Deceav

SXQ duratior Release Rate . Release Consta•iit orele~ese. .. .i"{:•:Variable: "• :.Tim e.

_______ ___________ __________________ Constant~ aibc
JJU/iii\3~ __S__ j ~(&Cscpý (S*ý,4m3'~ O(i&s~& 4 (ci/cc) ~4 (hr)

5:.. 0E-06 3600.:.,.•. .=- 9- 2.: . .. 44E+07•'=• ';• 1"?',•,"5: . 83E+.0.6• ... 10.-04,.7.E-.02.... 07.. 7.

5.40E-06..... .............................. .. ....... -
3600 9.44E+07 1.81)E+06 5.1 OE-04....... .... ............................................ ........................................ .... .... ....................................................1.79E-02 1.07575................................................ ....... ................... .............................. .. ............... .. ....
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Table A2-3: Calculations for Boundary Concentrations and TEDE dose due to Unit Vent Release

~Nuclide Iliven tory Normalized Vaid Rees Concentr ation Colcllt /1 ol ConversionDs
Concentration Constaint (ir conavýontri ibiit ion

_____________ _________________________________ _____________ ____________________ ____________Factor ___

__________ _______ ________ 0uC/cc) * 117c/c LI_____ (Cihr c) 1'il __________ uirjehj./

1-131

1-132

1-133
1-134

1-135

Kr-83m

Kr-85m

Kr-85

Kr-87

Kr-88

.Kr-89

Xe- 13 1im

Xe-133rn

Xe- 133

Xe-I135rn

Xe- 135

Xe-137

Xe-138

1.1 OE+05

1.50E+05

2.20E+05

2.40E+05

2.OOE+05

1.30E+06

2.90E+06

3.70E+05

5.50E+06

7.80E+06

9.50E+06

1. 1OE+05

6.80E+05

2.20E+07

4.20E+06

5.50E+06

1.90E+07

1.80E+07

1.12E-03

1 .53E-03

2.25E-03

2.45E-03

2.05E-03

1.33E-02

2.97E-02

3.781E-03

5.62E-02

7.98E-02

9.72E-02

1.12E-03

6.95 E-03

2.25E-01

4.30E-02

5.62E-02

1.94E-01

1.84E-01

2.76E-05

3.77E-05

5.551E-05

6.04E-05

5.06E-05
3.28E-04

7.33E-04

9.33E-05

1.39E-03

1.97E-03

2.40E-03

2.76E-05

1.71 E-04

5.55E-03

1.06E-03

1.391E-03

4.79E-03
4.54E-03

L.O1E-03

1.01E-03

1.0 1E-03

1.01E-03

1.01E-03

1.01E-03

1.0 1E-03

1.01E-03

1.01E-03
1.01E-03

1.01E-03

1.0IE-03

1.01E-03

1.0IE-03

1.0IE-03

1.0 1E-03

1.0IE-03

1.01E-03

2.79E-08

3.81E-08

5.61 E-08

6.11 E-08

5.11 E-08

3.3 1 E-07

7.40E-07
9.42E-08

1.40E-06

1.99E-06

2.42E-06
.2.79E-08

1.73E-07

5.61E-06

1.07E-06

1.40E-06

4.83E-06

4.59E-06

1.93E+02

2.3 8E+00

2.03E+01

8.77E-0 1

6.6 1E+00

1.83E+00

4.48E+00

9.40E+04

1.27E+00

2.84E+00

5.1OE-02

2.83E+02

5.42E+01

1.27E+02

2.60E-0 I

9.08E+00

6.38E-02
2.36E-01

2.78E-08

2.79E-08

5.40E-08

2.61 E-08

4.56E-08

2.2 1E-07

6.27E-07

9.42E-08

7.79E-07

1.53E-06

1.08E- 12

2.78E-08

1.7 1E-07
5.57E-06

6.09E-08

1.29E-06

4.06E-I 1

1.95E-07

5.30E+04

4.90E+03

1.50E+04

3.I OE+03

8.0OE+03

9.30E+01

1.30E+00

5.10E+02

130E+03

1,20E+03

2.50E+02

1.40E+02

1.1OE+02

7.20E+02

5.30E+04

4.90E+03

1.50E+04

1.47E-03

1.37E-04

8.11 E-04

8.09E-05

3.70E-04

0.OOE+00

5.83E-05

1.22E-07

3.97E-04

1.99E-03

1.30E-09

1.36E-07

2.90E-06

1.11 E-04

1.52E-05
1.8 1E-04

4.47E-09

1.40E-04
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Cs- 134

Cs-137

Tel 32

Mo99

Ru 103

Ru 106

Zr95

Lal40

Ce 144

Ce- 141

Sr89

St90

3.70E+01

2.90E+01

4.80E+00

1.22E+01

8.80E-03

2.90E-03

1.1OE-02

1.90E-02

7.40E-03

1.00E-02

6.40E-02

3.20E-03

3.78E-07

2.97E-07

4.91 E-08

1.25E-07

9.00E-1 1

2.97E- II

1.12E-10

1.94E- 10

7.57E- 11

1.02E-10

6.55E-10

3.27E- I 1

2.2ýE-12

7.3T'E- 13)

2.7ffE 12

4.79E- 12

1.S7E-12

2.5k E- 12

1.6?E-1 II

8.07E- 13

1.0 1E-03
1.0 1E-03

1.0 1E-03

1.0 1E-03

1.01E-03

1.01E-03

1.0 1E-03

1.0 1E-03

1.01E-03

1.01 E-03

1.0 1E-03

1.0 1E-03

9.42E- 12
7.40E-12

1.221E-12

3.11 E- 12

2.24E- 15

7.40E-16

2.79E-15

4.83E-15

1.89E-15

2.541E-15

1.63E-14

8.15E-16

1.80E+04

2.60E+05

7.79E+0 I

6.62E+0 1

9.44E+02

8.84E+03

1.55E+03

4.03E+01

6.82E+03

7.77E+02

1.21 E+03

2.50E+05

9.42E- 12

7.40E-12

1.21 E-12

3.08E-12

2.24E- 15

7.40E-16

2.79E-15

4.75E- 15

1.89E- 15

2.54E- 15

1.63 E-14

8.15 E- 16

6.O0E+04

4.1OE+04

I.20E+04

5.20E+03

1.30E+04

5.70E+05

3.20E+04

I.IOE+04

4.50E+05

1.10E+04

5.00E+04

1.60E+06

5.93 E-07

3.031E-07

1.45E-08

1.60E-08

2.91 E-1 I

4.22E-10

8.93 E- 11

5.22E-1 1

8.49E-10

2.79E-1 1

8.16E-10

1.30E-09

Total TEDE Dose 5.77E-03
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Table A2-4: Thyroid Dose Calculation for Unit Vent Release

-""Decay.ed ••
Nueide . ThymoidiDCF Thyroid Dose

Contentyation.
.1 ., i•,* ./,C ,. c i. ern • .. . .re

1-131

1-133
1-134
1-135

2.78E-08
2.79E-08
5.40E-08
2.611E-08
4.56E-08

1.30E+06
7.70E+03
2.20E+05
l.O0E+03
3.80E+04

To.tal Thr IOd
Dose

3.6 1E-02
2.155E-04
1.19E-02
3.39E-05
I1.73E-03

,S00E-'02
. . . ..... ... .. .. . ........ ... . i . .. .......... . . . ........... I

Table A2-5: Unit Vent Monitor Response to Nuclide Inventory

Nuclioe

Kr-831I
Kr-85m
Kr-85

Kr-87
Kr-88
Kr-89

Xe-131m
Xe-I 33m
Xe- 133
Xe-135m
Xe-135
Xe-137
Xe-138

Con!centration

3 .28E-04
7.33 E-04
9.33 E-05
1.39E-03
1.97E-03

2.40E-03
2.76E-05
1.71 E-04

5.55E-03
1.06E-03
1.39E-03
4.79E-03
4.54E-03

HalflEfI .ife Cofneentranliin
7; fter~ Ihr

1.83E+00 2.25E-04

4.48E+00 6.28E-04
9.40E+04 9.33E-05
1.27E+00 8.03E-04
2.84E+00 1.54E-03
5.1OE-02 3.00E-09
2.83E+02 2.76E-05
5.42E+0 I 1.69E-04

1.27E+02 5.52E-03
2.60E-0 1 7.38E-05

9.08E+00 1.28E-03
6.38E-02 9.15E-08
2.36E-01 2.41E-04

eos .. ,.Response
Coeltf

( .....cc) @ iC~cc) *.....

0.00E+00
1.9 1.19E-03

2.4 2.24E-04
2.8 2.25E-03

2.3 3.55E-03

2.8 8.40E-09

0.015 4.13E-07
0.14 2.37E-05

I 5.52E-03

0.042 3 3.1OE-06
2.5 33.21 E-031
2.8 2.56E-07

2.8 6.74E-04

or Reading: 1 . . . 66E... .
(uCi/cc)

Monit I .57E--ýO06.
(LICi/sec)
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1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
Xe- 13 im
Xe-I )3
Xe- 133m
Xe- 135
Xe-135m
Xe-137
Xe-138
Kr-83 m
Kr-85
Kr-85 5mI
Kr-87
Kr-88
Kr-89

8.6 1E-02
1.00E-0 I
1.86E-02
2.73E-01
2.80E+00
2.40E+02
4.20E+00
7.60E+00
4.00E-01
1.60E-01
5.80E-01
3.70E-01

7.60E+00
1.50E+00
9.80E-01
2.80E+00
8.40E-02

2.261E-04
3.19E-04
3.72E-04
6.92E-05
1.0 1E-03
1.04E-02
8.90E-01
1.56E-02
2.82E-02
1.48E-03
5.93E-04
2.15E-03
1.37E-03
2.82E-02
5.56E-03
3.63E-03
1.04E-02
3.12E-04

9.27E-04
1.3 1E-03
1.53E-03
2.84E-04
4.14E-03
4.26E-02

3.65E+00
6.40E-02
1.16E-01
6.07E-03
2.43E-03
8.82E-03
5.62E-03
1.16E-01
2.28E-02
1.49E-02
4.26E-02
1 .28E-03

2.9853 E-05
2.98531E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853)E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05
2.9853E-05

2.77E-08
3.90E-08
4.55E-08
8.47E-09
1.24E-07
1.27E-06
1.09E-04
1.9 1E-06
3).45E-06
1.81E-07
7.26E-08
2.63E-07
1.68E-07
3.45E!06
6.81E-07
4.44E-07
1.27E-:06
3.82E-08

1.93E+02
2.38E+00
2.03E+01
8.77E-0 1

6.61 E+00
2.83E+02
5.42E+0 I
1.27E+02
2.60E-0I
9.08E+00
6.38E-02
2.36E-0 I
1.83E+00
4.48E+00
9.40E+04
1.27E+00
2.84E+00
5.1OE-02

2.76E-08
2.85E-08
4.39E-08
3.62E-09
1.1OE-07
1.27E-06
1.07E-04
1.90E-06
1.96E-07
1.67E-07
6.1OE-13
1.12E-08
1.12E-07
2.92E-06
6.8 1E-07
2.47E-07
9.79E-07
1.7 1E-14

5.30E+04
4.90E+03
1.50E+04
3.10E+03
8.10 E+03
4.90E+00
2.00E+01
1.70E+01
1.40E+02
2.50E+02
1.40E+02
7.20E+02

1.46E-03
1.40E-04
6.58E-04
1.12E-05
8.95E-04
6.22E-06
2.15E-03
3.23 E-05
2.75E-05
4.17E-05
8.53E-11
8.04E-06

0.OOE+00
3.80E-06
6.33E-05
I .26E-04
1.27E-03
2.05E- II
6.89E-03

1.30E+00
9.30E+01
5.1OE+02
1l30E+03
1.20E+03

Total Dose
*'Release Constant = X/Q * duration * release
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Table A2-8: Main Steam Line Release Thyroid Dose Calculation

Niwh.c Concentraftio .. : '.i.. . Thyroid
-'* . Bouindarv• ... , . D' 'ose .

1-131 2.76E-08 1.30E+06 3.58E-02
1-132 2.85E-08 7.70E+03 2.20E-04
[- 133 4.39E-08 2.20E+05 9.66E-03
1-134 3.62E-09 l.30E+0 4.71E-06
1-135 1.1OE-07 3.80E+04 4.20E-03

>4.99Ea-O2
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Table A2-9: Main Steam Line Reading at Release

1-131
1-132
1-133)
1-134
1-135
Xe-3 I1m
Xe-133
Xe-133mI
Xe-135
Xe-135m
Xe-137
Xe-138
Kr-83m
Kr-85
Kr-85m
Kr-87
Kr-88
Kr-89

1.3 1E-03
1.53E-03
2.84E-04
4.14E-03
4.26E-02
3.65E+00
6.40E-02
1.16E-0 1
6.07E-03
2.43E-03
8.82E-03
5.62E-03
1.16E-01
2.28E-02
1.49E-02
4.26E-02
1.28E-03

1.93E+02
2.388E±00
2.03E+01
8.77E-01

6.6 1EE+00
2.833E+02
5.42E+01
1.27E+02
2.60E-01

9.08E+00
6.38E-02
2.36E-0 I
1.83E+00
4.48E+00
9.40E+04
1.27E+00
2.84E+00
5.10 E-02,"•otal 1stivi.fyB

•." .• • *,": ..... ''. "

9.23E-04
9.77E-04
1.47E-03
1.29E-04
3.73E-03
4.25E-02
3.60E+00
6.36E-02
8.04E-03
5.62E-03
4.65E-08
4.67E-04
3.85E-03
9.90E-02
2.28E-02
8.62E-03
3.34E-02
1.60E-09

3 : . " .. .•..;•:; ;;•',•

t~j5~:
.1__j
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DRILL sT:MPEDE User Supplied Information.DRL fralhDRILL

DAse/:E M 117T2013 15.24 .s-Nsme: .initV t=Alxat
Camment

U S - nfsfim

1&teordbgicdl Da6z Lmits:
Cronndleigvmdndeiocly 13.2 osihy
Groundlfwi tndfram: 1S0 fgrees
LVer-se.ectedSta•hit Cnn x
Stnlui•ty CL=: 'M - Neuh-r"

1bItwtedflut Vent Mumen:
tif Vent 1Rdee Rate atereqt 2$OE+00u • sec

]r•tar Sbztamn Dat6er•i: W2/1t13 I&
Eea~se Stxrtflateflmr: I/70-01,3 15:24
EstinnfedXdaaw Dgnaiio: 100 he .ars

Nnth& 1ibinre: C.apTnMi"•tery

Czk tedXNOEAS rdeea- erte: 1LDBI-DM uCiser

NO=EGS

fr~l43 2--3)M+004
Kr-85: 1.SE4O.4

I,'-SIM- 7.DE+004

1r--87: 9:0_E+C04

fl-S,: 1.7.E+205

Xe-l313t 3.12Ej-+C(il
Xe-133: 6•_E-F05

X--133!k IS1BP-004

Xe-13&- 145SE+005
Se-liS-At &1-E+C4X3

XL-137: 95.42+OW
X.-135: Z6E+0W4

IODZINE
.Ncl& M ise

PARTICT.TAITE

Nuahdc ac-i/Sec C
1-131:
1-132:

1-133:

1-135•:

d0_-E--03

512E:-0M

Cs-ill:
C.-137:

Ce/Pr-1a:

Ce-Ill:

La-lAO:

xb-DO:

Rm,'h-10---:

Rund-103:
Rn-IDA:

Sr/Y-9I

Sr-ID:

Te-13Z:
Zir-*-5"

2.1iN-004

5.31E-04

3.-43E-001

9.10E-O5
1.82E--003

135-E-01
3.BE-M04

1-1 7i2013 324:46 PIA

C
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DRILLAIIPEDE Results Information

DateTume: .12A7l2013 15,24 U.er 1Ne: U=it Wnt -ent
CMmmaiIfa

0.5

L.0

10.0
2.0
5.0
7.5

10.0
20.0

0hz mmacc

(raile )

05
1.0
2.0

5.0
75

20.0

Diatunce

(miles)

0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
7-5
10io
20.0

Pmre Tid fatime

002
0.05
0:09
0-23

&_34
a:45
1-31

CHQ Value

(sfi/al')

2. 26E-005
1.032E-005
175-5L-07

52tkE-00
5 7GE-007

1-541E-007

CBVQ DEn,
(ze ca')

9.1102-00.5

3.L51E-4X05
7..373E407
3.945--007
2.4411-C07
9. 102-00_

h1anmreie Dose. Rtes

Tmmeri-oa Whole Body

(rem.,'r)

0.009
0.0033

0.010
0.000
0.000

lnmenaieu. Whole. Body
1oole .s rtam. (remo )

0.00Ž

0.039
0-001
0. Cff

0.003
0.O20
0.00)

[PGDose Rates

TrDE Iodin e CDE
exrer.l + i•.en•il Th•yoid

(rem/Xe) - (rem'hi)-

0.016

0.0010.0C1

0.000
0.0C0

0.137
0.051

0.0041

0.00•
0.001
O.0CO

TILDE Iodine CDI
trmrrul + iteer'ul Thjyoid

(rem) (re M)

0.016 0.137
0.006 0.051
0.0C2 0.01i
0.001 O.R4
O.Mw0 0.002
000 0.001
O.CO0 0.o0

l1>17/2013 3:2-4:29 PMf
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DRIL STAPEDE Results Information m)PITL
1Catlculations Completed

R.E-SL[.TS
Windl Veloitn: 13' nibr

WindDirecion.: "10

Release Rate: t.19E-0,C6 uCi,'!ilatlod of Projecdtou:
STAIMPEDE

Offsire Do :e Projectlon (rem):
1 mifle 2miles miles 10 miles

TMDE .0M6 0.002 0.001 0.000

CDE 0.05! 0.0Hi 0C0C4 0.00i

Projected duration ofrelease: 1C hnurs

A General Emergency Requires a Protective Action Recommnendation

EVACUATE ZONE(S); I

SHELTER IN PLACE ZONE(S): 2

AFFECTED DOWNWIND SECTORS: R A.. B

AUl Remainin•g Zone3 Go indoisr -And Monitor EAS Radio Station

Based on a Dose Rate Projection of 3 mxrem/br qmmersion Whlae Body Noble Gas Gamma) at the
Site Bamdia-r (! Mile) for 15 minttes orlonser Ne Emergency Clastification Intating Condition RAI

(ALERT) has been met. C

PESTOFMED BY:

Nam e

R-VIEWED BY:

Rad.hn~aser:'Radioloe•c a1 Director

1217T2013 3:24:44 PM
Date:lTime

DateffTime

12)'720!3 3:24:29 PM
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DRILL STAMPEDE User Supple inomtion DRLDRILL FM~,G339M01DRILL

DI'Tfime: 12120130754. 13-rN'ame: SteamLim SiteAlert
COMMeMls:

.- Us- Su~iiedInf•rmWn

Wlteor~giral Data Inputs-
Gromnd lwl Wad wbidty 132 mi,'fr
(Žaund e. tw d frm:w 11) dtgrees
Uter-selectedStazb-itv Class
Stabity Class: "D - Neura.l"

Itenltred S/GTlbe Rzpture Re••se:
Steam Artidi- 4-51-E+WG uCi/rc
Steam ylowRate: 1.050 mblbhr

Reactar Shiromt Date/TiMe: 1211&12013 06:54
Release Start DateFI'me: 111822813 07:54

-fim.arted Reae Dmanfion: LOO hour

Nu•cl& Urttree : Nolte Gas .t-Iodme
I(ble2S pe~rcenitofnDofe gas: 0DiM

Cakislated.NOHLE GTAS releas-e rate: LLPB4-007uCi'sec

NOBHL•ES

Nuaclide uc-secl

IODIME

Nudide zC1ii4

PARTIeCULTE
Nali~de utilsec

Kr--33tf

Kr-Si:

Kr-SSM

Kr-SI:

x2--13I31t

Xg-133:
f3-l-StM

Xe-13lN:

Xe-13S:a

M" 13 7:
Xe-l33:

1.14E-'•,t4
3.4.3..'b:{5

5.7'_E+C04

2.55E+034

49Ž"E-003

12E+0405

1271E--01
1_3(E+M,33

1-131:

1-133:

-LM:

302"E-W03

3221E-03

422174-0C2

Cs-134:

Cs-137:

Ce/Pr-li.4:

Q-1i1:

IA-l,0:

M6-99:

Ra,'Rh-106:

1-135: 1.23E1-W4

0.0m-w"400

0.00E+000
0.X0740)0

G.0aE+00

70.07E+00

0.00E+0•0

0.01E+00

Ru-13:

Sr•'Y-90:

Sr-59:
Te-I3l:

Zr-Il:

r1'1&2013 7.5:1P AM
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DRILL STAMPEDE Results Inform O DRILDRELL- Rmisn7-033 9.,2R2011 - Rapmli12DR L

DtfTmc 12'1&20130754 The-rN2N e: St-azmki Site Alst

Cemmals1C31

Di.. t'e
(miles)
0.5

1.0
2.0
5.0
7.
10.0
20-0

Distince,

0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
7.5
10-0
20L0

Distinca
(tilts)

0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
7.5
103)
20.0

Plme Trziarel Mne

0.02
0.15
0U09
0:23
&34
0:45
1:31

2.•-005

3.75M•--O
1.02E-005

3.SI.E-007

1541E-007

CB19 DEPL

21436E.005
9.110E-"a
3.151.E4-"
73772-07
3E45E-_07
2.441E-007
9.IOQE-DOO

13 nr2ne Doe Rates

imeniso. "lgole Body
Ruble ZIts gins

Oreinhr)

0.011
0.0042
0.002.

0.000
0.000

0-000

air0D oses

tamenisaf loi Body
ublei gaIS Mp M {ren)

0.011
0.004
O.O02

O.ODG0.•00
0.000

0.0c0

PIAGflo-e Rate-s

IMFl Iodize TiE
exteraoi + intend~ 7Thneid

(rems~r) C, ;-1. 0

0.007
0.0(87
0.031

0..00
0.0D0

0.135
0.050
0-017
0.004
0_002
0.001
0. CO .

TIDE Iodize CDE
etarenol + iatfrenl iTrotid

0.019
0?.007

0.001
0.C00
0.000
0.000

0.135
03350

0.017
0.004
0.00y

0.000

1f11&2013 71$4A42 AM
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E N E R C O N for Emergency Action Levels
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DRILL Results Informaion D RILL
I,-, n (minio ?.0.3. 1 e 2 E_!o _ __t_ _____2_ __ __

Mithod orfPrjecdon:
ST'I-2WDE

Office Dofae Projection (rem):
I mile

TEDE 0.00?

CDE 0.050

I Inclto -C M

RESULTS
WindVeidoir: 13.2niS b

Wind Direrdon: ISO
ReleasKewte: 1.l9E+-,07uCiec

10 mile-,
0.000

O.IX0

2 miles
0.013
0.017

mile-
0.001

0004

Pr-ojected duration o release: l .0 houys

A General Emergency R.erluires a Protective Action Recommendation

EVACUATE ZONE(S): I

SHELTER IN PLACE ZONE(S): 2

AFFECTED DOWNWIND SECTORS: R. A. B ...

Al Remraining Zones Go indoors And Monitor EAS Radio Station

Based on a Dose Rate. Projection of.' 3 mnremlbr (Immersion Who!e Body Noble Gas Gamma) at the
Site B-.imdarv (I Mile) for 15 m-'rtes or laner the Emergency Clas.i.ficaticn Initiatmr CouditionRAl
(ALERT) has been met.

PERlYOBAIED BY-

REVIEWED IB

12 &2013 7:55:14 Aýs!
Date-:Tim e

tL~dmtanerKacbo~ome~1-tJareeto 1 Dae&Fixaa,

0 7:_4:42 ,'.M



CALC. NO. STPNOCO I 3-CALC-002

Radiological Release Thresholds
L¢ E N E R C 0 N for Emergency Action Levels REV. I

, .. Attachment 3 PAGE NO. 38 of49 C

DRILL STAMPEDE User Supplied Infonrmaton
D RLRL7..3.3 911&cell

Daftgle. 13I372013 1525 .w rName: U.itnt Site rea

faSuWred~nfibrmatioit

1kteoredeicI Data Inputs:
Ckonnd ie mad td ý ldt 3-2 my Ir
Gr&mo n vitt d from- 130 dgrees
U7ser-selectedStuity Class
Stahiby Class: "D -Neutral

lbmnilaedflD& Vent Release:
Ltii Vent Reese R2te ftere& 2.,QE+-{7 uCitec

Reader Slrntdrn Date/Timew: 12117tMf13 14:25
R•eea St2A DatefJMl -: 12/17/2013 1S:25
FstutedRe-1l Deasrefinn: 1.- lm-rs

NUdiCE& Mtare: Gaphrmfotry

CakuWtedNO=LE.AS releae rate: 1E 7 uClec

NORheL lse

_Nerdel uCiJsa

IODIE

NuCB& ucilsec
CPARTICE•ATE

Nucld e Cilsec

Kr-833lf

k-I85:

KT-ISsl

fr-l7:

e-la-Is:

Xe-133:

Xe-13S:

X1e-13:

Xe-13:

2:52E-4C05
1.05E-C05

7.DE÷;D3
2.OOE-4/T5

1.73E-iO6

3.14E+OD

3.12E+C4

l.91E+005
1.45E+006G

9.74E-+tl

z67E. C-)5

1-131:

1-132:

1-133:

I-US:

3-1=B-004

31.tE-tO4
.6.04E,.÷0
3SJ0L-0C4

Csm-134:

C,-137:

Ce/Pr-It-i:

Ce-UI1:
L~a--lSO:

Rn-103:

Sr/Y-90:

Sr-39:

Te-I32:

l.o5E+001

210E-M03
2.84E--003

531E-003
3.43E-i-CX

24-E-OD4
2_55-003

9.10E--04
1. LIE_-•2

3.L:E-W3

12T7"2013 325:33 at



FU ENERCON
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Radiological Release Thresholds
for Emergency Action Levels

Attachment 3

CALC. NO. STPNOCO13-CALC-002

REV. I

PAGE NO. 39 of 49

DRILL STANJIPEDE Results InformationDRILL Rmso'G3P-,01 Plage Ilof 2 DRILL
Date•rime: 12,7,20131525 t1er Name: Iolit %Wt Sire Aza
C..uents.

I~amee bion

Dirimnce

(Mile )

0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
7.5
10.0

20.0

Disntace
(milc:)

0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
7.5
10.0

20.0

Diz itvact

(milts)

05
1.0
2.0
5.0
7.5
lao
2Q0,

Plmn Trn4l .Time

(Iiourz::minuftz.)

0U2
0U5
0:09
023
034
045
131

CB,'Q V"'oe

1.032E-005
3:755.-005
L52E-00"

3.851E-O00
1541E-00

.e1, DIM'L

2.43 6E•-
9.110E-016
3.151E-O'.q5

3.8450E-00
2.141E-007
9.1090E-om

lkz1urazle Dose Rafes.

lomrjnWhale Body
nobMe ?n.&3 pmnm

0.0332
0.012

noble EA go.winn (rein)

M.033

0.012

O.M20
O..Co

0.0H1

0.001

FAG.-Do e Rates]

TEhE ! Indi.e CDE
entt.n.+ inftrl l"rrid

(rcon.!r) iar

0.160
0.162

0.021

0.02
0.101

13M4
0.510
0.176
0.041
0-021
0-014
0.005

TFDE
erteýl + •tet

0.160
0.01w
0021

0.1032

0.101

0.510
0.176
0.041
03021
0.014
0.005

11-17.20i3 3"25&21 PIM



rbENE RCON
Radiological Release Thresholds

for Emergency Action Levels
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CALC. NO. STPNOCI3-CALC-002

REV. I

PAGE NO. 40 of 49 4
(

DRILL ST EDEResults Information DRILLD R1 L e-,wio7.0.3.3 9K8,'2011 Pagte~oý' D_,-

.. . . . .. .ICaiculadon; Completed

RESILTS
MethododProjecion: YiodAelocihy- 13.2noI- Relea-e Ratee 1.19E4007uCiý:zc

"IWindDirecdon: 
180

Offirte Do e Projection (rein):
1 mile 2 miles 5 mile; 10 mile:

TEDE G.060 0.021 O.srf 0U02

CDE 0.510 0.176 0.041 0.014

Projected d'ua•tion ofreleaze: 1-0 hera

A General Emergency Requires a Protective Action Recommendation

EVACUATE ZONE(S): I

SHELTER IN PLACE ZONE(S): 2

AFFECTED DOWNWL-D SECTORS: R, A, B

All Remaining Zones Go indoors And Moritor EAS Radio Station

Based on a Site Bo•sndary (1 Mile) Dose Projection> 0-1 rem TEDE an&dor 0.5 rem Thyroid CDE the
Emergency Clasification Initiating ConditionRSl (SITE AREA EMERGENCY) Dar been met- C

PEROR'1MED BY-

Name
RE.IEWED BY:

RadYLanazer:Radioo !cica1 Director

1217-2013 3:25:2S P'

Datsrlme

Dite:-Ifine

12"!72Oi3:25:21 PM



CALC. NO. STPNOCOI3-CALC-002

Radiological Release Thresholds _ _ _ _ __I

LVA E N E R C C N for Emiergency Action Levels REV.I

Attachment 3 PAGE NO. 41 of 49

DRILL ~STAMPEDE User Supplied Information RLDRM L F~mm~m7.0.33 9/2M-2,0117R L
}aktt-'ime: 12/17/2013 15.22 ITh& Nie: SteamLiUn Sire Area
Cammets:

jUser SaW~ed1nfoormsztion-

"kteorcldo•k D'att Inlpts:
Ground lewlt 'mdw"o•.ty: 1312 mibr

.-oi adle3,vt ",u d fr m : 180 degrees
.ser-selectedSb vili Class

Stb Wily Class: "0 - Nevira]"

monitored S/GTie Rupture Balse_.e:
Stea2m Atdir .4-SE+001 uCvicr
Steam rlo'w Kate: 1.050 m!nflr

Rector ShutdmmateTime: 12M17,"2013 14:29
Release Start IDtedl'me: 12/I172013 15:23
EstimatedRelseae Dmatiol: 1.00 hours

'Nucdi& Ikture: Noble Gus -I-Iome
It,ffme as PENEt of DOW gpS: 029I

•*CaulatedNOB.E GAS-rele2e rate: 120E+00S uCi•sec

NOBILE CAS IODLIE P-ARTICEIAIE

Ncdide uCi,"Se Nuchrk uCisec Nuclide uC~ec

lx-83St L.E-,C,5 1-131: 3.0734(0* Cs-l3l: &.0.+000
Kr-&.: 3.45E+3C0 1-132: 323E÷4"-• C!-137: 0.103-El0

flr-85i 5.813,(05 1-133: -C42E-OIA C:P.r-133: 0.COE+-'J0

Kr-87: 2355-+005 1-134: 4.2234E( Ce-141: 0. DZ34(00

Kr-SI: 9 _13E+O4 1-1_35: 24- .1(05 La-lH 0: 0.0 . --00D
Kr-S.: 3_0":E-00r2 lk -99: 0. E-+On)0

v_-I3lit 1273+06 l•.lvlRuh-l : 0.02E+C00
.Xe-333: 1.Q•E+(C Rnu-il0: 0.0r13+'00

Xe-1331,k 1.9•-•36 Sr/Y-90: .002E+100
Xe-lS: '3.19_4+C6 Sr-S9: G.O-0)0+O

XRE4-51M 121-R04 Te-I32: 0.[323.0D

Xe-137: 1/.193E-0 Zr-95: 0.3 +((0•

Xe--13&: 1343E304

11.17.2013 3-2p:03 RN!



CALC. NO. STPNOCOI3-CALC-002

IENERCON
Radiological Release Thiresholds
* for Emergency Action Levels

Attachment 3

REV. I

PAGE NO. 42 of 49 C

DIRILL ST. ' PEDE InormaDtRIiLDRILL ~ r PMi=7.033 9,12M2011 tRaplof2RM

Natdrmc 12'17M013 15-2 LwEm e: SteamixeSt•eArm
c .mmea:.

Ipiznewmntorn F.-

Dkimnce

0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
75
10.0
20.0

(mile )

05
1.0
2.0
5.0
75
10.0
20.0

Di, tircE
(mile )

G.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
75
110,
210

PkItmc TraTrl lime

U09
023
0ý34
0.45
1:31

CB1rQ Value

(Sedmr')
2.•-005

L1032E-005

3LODE-005

5.IE-007
3.85M41E-
1.5-1E-00fi

CBHIA DEPt
(ýf rh/m')

2-436E-O05
9.110E.005
3.151E-_C6
73 M.,0,1

2.441E-(07
9.100E-000

XknnsuabtDose. Ratv.s

frmenisun Whale Bo@
Ruble -2usýM

(rewhlir)

0111
0.0423
0015
0.004

0.002
0.001
0.001

ImmeniomW.Llr Body
noble EA' ?2 m 0 (rem)

0.111
0.042

0.015

0.0007
0.001
0.001

TEDE Tndir =CDE
rern.l+h tnerul,

0.1D
0.07L2
:0.025

0.003
0M02
0.001

1-354
03506
0-1775
0.041
0.021
0.013
1105 C

MIDE ID&ce CDP
exter'. + internal Throid

.(scm) &eca)

0.12?
0.072)
0.0-•

0M,02

0.001

1354
0-506
0.1715
0.041
0.021

0.013
0_M05

1"1172013 32M:53 PM

C



CALC. NO, STPNOCOI3-CALC-002
Radiological Release Thresholds REV. I

E N ER C 0 N for Emergency Action Levels REV. I
,,,,c-rp % ,-,-,,: LAttachment 3 PAGE NO 43 of 49

_L) T STAMPEDE Results Information DLDRBILL ,tiou 7 o's q aL 2ot2 DI1LL

Method of Projection:
STAMP~ED

OCftire Dc:e Projection (reim):
I mile

TEDE 0.072

CDE 0.. 5M

Calculation; C:omileted

RESULTS
WindVe.loin': 13.2mi!hr

Wind Dire-tion: ISO

Reka~e Rate: 1.20E-00S uCiL.-c

10 mile.;

0.0133

2 mile:

0.025

0..175

m. tilet

0.041

Projected du'ation oafrlez•e: 1O hour;

A General Emergency Requires a Protective Action Recommendation

EVACUATE ZONE(S): 1

SHELTER IN PLACE ZONE(S): 2

AkFFEC:TED.DOWNWILND SECTORS: R, A, B

Al0l Remaimme Zonec Go Iudoor An-d -Monitor EAS Radio Stadoin

Based on a Site Bomndary (1 Mile) DoSe.Projection-. 3.1 remn TEDE 'rd/or 0.5 rem Thyroid CDE the
Emergency Ciaceifl~adon m Intang ConditonRSt (SITE AREA EMERGENCY) ha_ been met.

PERTORXIED BY:

REVIEWE' BY:

I_12,,71013 3:..9:0 PM,,

Dnt&Tnme

ocr acb*tonraWireeto~ Ehntitn~

12lt.,fB ;.m5c2':53 v.



CALC. NO. STPNOCOI3-CALC-002

Radiological Release Thresholds REV. I

• E N 2 R C 0 N for Emergency Action Levels REv. I

, p ',dc• Attachment 3 PAGE NO. 44 of 49 C

STAMPEDE User Supplied Information
DR3 L3 DRILL
Dalel-me 12A72013 15.26 TwM-arM: Unit VeDtqfnt-r

Xktea•rDegCa Data Inauts:
Gkaund lam! sdadieiodfr 1U-2 nj/k
•'•nA. ,! vtidfrom: 130 dgrees

t1er-selectedStalify Class
Staifry Class: "D1- Nltra-'

MB&iitorEd Ltit Vent Rdlease:
LUni Vent Regese2Rate efere& 2.4}E+OO8 ueQsec

Renar Shktdmm Daterime: 12)17,2013 14:26
Rnse Start DataTu'm: 12/37/2013 15:26

fstimated elease Dml-ation: 1.00 hamrs

L--

NndiCE& Xkture: Capimentry

Calc-natedNOQL .CAS release rate: -.. 19E+D0 C Ute

CNOBLECAS

Nuclide uCVsec

IODLNE

Nuclide uCisec

PAfTICULATE

Nl•ucHd• v sec

Kr-33xt

Kr-85:

Kr-87:

IKr-SS:

Kr-8-

Xe-1fl:

Xe-13331

X-135:

Xe-135M:

Xe-"137:

.Xe-3IS:

1.0.-FCL06

7.U +-C06

9.03E.."6

1.73E+••D7

3.lE4+fl

3.12E+C0i

62QJE4CcSI

1.45EM

9.6E-&,O2

26ffiC06

1-131:

1-132:

1-133:

1-13-:

1-135:

&,12E..-03

3.1SE4-0c

5.1#O'

Cs-13U:

Cs-137:

CWePr-Itt:

Ce-11:

L2-PD:

RI.Ua1406:

Rn-I03:

Sr/Y-9P::

Sr-S9:
Te-!32:

Zr-I5:

1:05E-HM2

825E+001

2.102/-PfE-

I..E-a-.

531E-002
3.432/4.WI

2±5E•-003

9.10-003

1.62E/401

13m54001

3.13E-02

1/17,f2_0! 3 22336i37 PM



CALC. NO. STPNOC0I3-CALC-002
S EryRadiological Release Thresholds

SENE Rc C ON for EmergAnct Achion Lev3 s PAEN o
•-5-Attachment 3PAGE NO. 45 of 49

D IxjLL Pm-in±03 R2I -Its P3z'- 011  DRILL
Dat&wcim 111120131526 UErN.-Nme: Unit VentGEnEno

flnhae DnOrmc

Diz tznae

(mile 2)

0.5
1.0
2.0

5.0
7.5
10.0
20.0

Vt, thrnee

(Mile o)

0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
7-5

20.0

0,5
1.0
2.0
5.0
7.5

20-0

Pla... Txiel "Timn

onesr: minutes)

0.02
005
0.09
0_3
0.45

131

CUQ Vatue

2.2-0~05

1.03!E-005
3.755E-O00

571.M-E--00
3.951E-0 7
1.541E-007

CBI-Q DM'

3.151E-OM
73 •13E-Mr7
IS"2,4W
2.441E3W-
92109E-008

int.erýi- Wholt BO@IT
noble pazs omroz

(Trem.,br,)

0.979
03322
0.117
0.029
0'.016
0010

Inmer to• Wkole Body
noble gas 92m.2m (reim)

0332
0.117

0.016
0.010

0.003

TIDhE Iodine CIVE
exoernal + internal Thynuid

Ire misk) ,- (nem.1e)

t.590
0.621

0210
0.050
0.0Y27

0.017
U.006

13.64

1.762
0.411
0214
0.135
0_050

TfThE Iodine CDO
onrtt-l + internal Thlyroid

(rooM) (reon)

1.599 13.6m6
0.'01 5.99
0110 1.762
O.05 0.411
0.027 0214
0.017 0.135
0.006 0.050

1-17/ 2013 3 2. 6:2 PM



CALC. NO. STPNOCOI3-CALC-002

rENERCON Radiological Release Thresholds
for Emergency Action Levels

Attachment 3

REV. I

PAGE NO. 46 of'49 C
(

T PL STAMPEDE. Results InformLation .DILLJLX-LLL Revision7(. 33 91282011 Page2of2-D V
--- CacTulidon: Completed-

RESU'LTS
W)sindl"elocity: 13.2 ini .

WVindDirec6duo I80

Release Rate: 1.19E-+-008 uCi-.ao,-Method of P1,j oe don:
STAMAPEDE

OffMite Dos•eProjectiou (rem):
1 mile 2 mile; miles 10 mile;

TEDE 0.601 0210 0.050 0.017

CDT 1-762 0.411 0.135

Projec.ed duration ofrelease: 1 J)hour;

A General Emergency Requires a Protective Action Recommendation

EVACUATE ZONE(S): 1. 2

SHELTER IN PLACE ZONE(S): 6, 11

AFFECTED DOWNWIVND SECTORS: R. A, B

All Remainir•v Zones Go Iadoors. .And Monitor EA S.Radio Station

Based on a Site Boundary (1 Mi-le) Dose Projection > 3 rem TEDE andaor 5 rem Throid CDE the

Emergency Clasificaton Initiatng Condition RGI (GENERAL EMERGENCy) has been met

..

PERFORN LED BY:

REVIL-ED BY:

End L .hana er.Ra d o al Director

12.'177i3 3:26:33 PM

Date:Time

Date/Time

121'1.21013 3:26:25 P.M



CALC. NO. STPNOCOI3-CALC-002NRadiological Release Thresholds REV. I

SE N E R C 0 N for. Emergency Action Levels
- - e Attachment 3 PAGE NO. 47 of49

DRILL ~STAMPEDE User Supplied Information DR LDRML ~~RatnTQ.3.3 902&20.11 R L
]atle'rme: 121720131530 UkerName: Ste=mTis Gnera
Comments:

. . ... . . ..... . . .. .. I r Sit ledl~dormati t

1kteorologks1 Data Inpts:
Croundl•em•i Wmndiaocy. 13-2 mihr
&o•unkwl dMud from: 180 &grees

Ther-s~eletedStaliity Class
Stiy Class: "D -Neutrkal

Atonitored SGTtL Rx.pture Release:
Steam Activ•-itr LE+002 uCiC"
SteamylowRate: 1.0L0 mflbu

Reactor Shut&m Dat/Mrime: 12'171'2013 14:20
ReImse Start Date(fme: 1211 W2013 15:30
EtihmtedRelese D•-ation: 1.0O hours

Nndi& Iftnare Nodle Gas -IIo~me
MMne perEet of Mo gaZs: O-2i

Calculated.OBLE CAS release rate: I.20+.009 oCi'sec

NOCE& CAsS

KX-85:6

Kr-Si!1Kr-s5:

Kr-Si.

Kr-aS.:

XL-I 33:
XL-133t:

X--13S:

X,,-135M

1.14E-W6

5.R2E.-Cc

9PQ2E+Ci6

4.1_-3E-C1

1.ftZE+C97

3.1BE+CO7

12 =-+CoS

IODLE

Nnrhfrd uCi-,Sec

1-131: 3.0f1+CC6

1-132: 32-2•E-•5
1-133: 4_o0CE-00

I-l1: 424Ez004

1-135: 12-2E-CC6

PARTICUIA TE

NUCH& nuti~er

Cs-lU:

Cs-137:

Cper-144:

La-l41:

Sr.y-90:

Sr-89:

Te-132:
Zar-91:

G:O•-EnOD
04235+000

0105-+0D0

0.COE+0-

0.03E400D

0.0m540(

042354000

0.103+0DO
1 24E+CO1
1-35E4-PX'0

11A7W2013 3-30501•MP i



CALC. NO. STPNOCOI3-CALC-002

Radiological Release Thresholds
. EN E C O N for Emergency Action Levels REV.I

, ,.., dcy Attachment 3 PAGE NO. 48 of 49 C

DRILLrT1731 Results Iforme•tDR L
Datermc 11120710315-30 ThwrName: SteamTheCkoera

Distassca
(mite•)

0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
75
10-0

20.0

Disrtsace
(mile •)

0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
7.5

IaO
2U.O

Dis,"ance
(miles)

05
1.0

2.0
5.0
75
10.0
..0

Plume TriTel Mme
(1, oun:mizuutr:.)

002

0:09
023
0-34
Q45
1:31

CEfA Vtlue

2 .6E005
1.032E-005
3-755M-005

5.7W1-007
3.951E-007
1541-007'

CHUQ DflPL
(se cit)

2-4 363005
9.110.00s
31513-005

3.843E-0,=
2_--KtE-OW0
92I44-.O0_

W rlaa•n-e•e Rates

Imme.•io• flak Body
an-le Its-&=

1.108
0.4236
0.153
0.040

0-015
0.0mI

Immxebxion Whole Body
nob~le Es. l5.mmo (rem)

0.153
O.040

0.015
0.006

FA.-GDos Rates

ITh! Iodine CDt
exteruol + in•meol Thyroid

(re•.%r) reonlr)

0.717
0254

0.034
0.022
0.0

13537
5.053
1-747
0,407
0.211
0-134
0.049 C

'"rIDE Iodoci CDt

erce-ul. + interal. Thyroid
(re ) (rem)

1I"95
0.717
012"4
4.Ce

0.034
0.022
0.008

13.5-7
5.05.
1.747
0.407r

0.211
0.134
0.04-9

114712013 330-39 P7,

C



CALC. NO. STPNOC013-CALC-002
Radiological Release Thresholds

E N ER C O N for Emergency Action Levels REV. I

- r _Attachment 3 PAGE NO. 49 of 49

DRILL STAMPEDL Results Information
Renon7/.03.3 9:2-8,t2 %ePaze2of2

C.. .. lcu-arihon: C~ompletedL.__

RESILTS
Wind Veloci,': 13-2mnil Relea

Wind Dire•ction: ISD

DRILL

te Rate, l.20E-f0C9uCikecaMethod of Proj or don:
STAA]PEDE

Offtire Dote Projection (rem):
I mile 2 miles S mile; 10 miles
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3.0 Alarm Set point Adjustments

3.1 Liquid Effluents

3.1.1 Control Requirements

Control 3/4.11. 1.1 of Part A of the ODCM requires that the concentration of radioactive material
released at any time from the South Texas Project (STP) to unrestricted areas be limited to ten times the
Effluent Concentration (ECs) in water. The ECs are as indicated in 1OCFR20, Appendix B, Table 2,
Column 2 for nuclides other than dissolved or entrained noble gases. Noble gas concentrations must be
limited to 2.OE-04 uCi/ml.

3.1.2 Interpretation

Liquid effluent discharges from STP are diluted by a 7000-acre reservoir. Plant discharges are all routed
into the cooling reservoir where substantial dilution and radioactive decay may occur before ultimate
release from the site. The reservoir lies totally within the confines of the site and the use of its water is
restricted to plant operation. Recreational use of the reservoir is limited to occasional catch and release
fishing tournaments for employees and their families. This recreational use is closely controlled to.
prevent fingestion of radioactive effluents. Liquid effluents diluted into the cooling reservoir may be
released during:

a) scheduled blowdown operations to the Colorado River,

b) passive hydraulic relief well flow,

c) dilution into the shallow ground water aquifer, or

d) spillway releases.

The blowdown releaseswill be planned; however, the other releases are not controlled by the operations
staff. To assure that the provisions of Part A, Control 3/4.11.1.1 are satisfied, the concentrations of
radionuclides in the reservoir shall be maintained at levels less than ten times the limits of 10CFR20,
Appendix B, Table 2, Column 2. Hence, STP shall apply controls on the concentration of liquid
effluents as they are discharged into the reservoir to assure that any releases to uncontrolled areas from
t- e reervN ir iineet therequirem ents-of Contr0l-3/4. .1 .- 1-_ . ...... .. .... .... .... .... .. . .

3.1.3 Implementation

Concentrations of radionuclides in the cooling reservoir will be controlled such that the sum of their
ratios to the ECs, A, remains less than ten as indicated in Equation 3.1a below:

C=C + C + ..... + -- <10 Eq.3.1a
ECI EC2  ECi

Where C1, C2,..., Ci are the measured nuclide concentrations of a representative sample of
reservoir water (uCi/ml);

ECI, EC2, ... EeC are the associated effluent concentrations of those nuclides which
collectively contribute at least 90% to the total dose.
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As long as "A" from equation 3.1a above is less than ten, releases from the reservoir to the off-site

environment will meet the requirements of Control 3/4.11.1.1. In order to assure that A never exceeds
ten, the dilution afforded by the circulating coolant and auxiliary cooling water flows must be estimated.
The dilution of liquid radioactive waste discharges into the circulating coolant from each unit is
calculated as indicated below:

A =[DFr*Ar] + [DFC*Ao] Eq.3.lb

DF = - Eq.3.lc
F. + F,

DF0 = -- Eq.3.1d
F. + Fr

where:

A = the sum of the effluent concentrations in the circulating coolant as it reenters the
reservoir divided by their ECs; A < 10.

DFr = dilution factor for a radioactive waste
Ar = number of ECs permitted in the radioactive waste flow from the waste monitor tank,

unit less factor;
DF0 = dilution factor for circulating coolant
Ac = number of ECs in the circulating coolant before addition of the radioactive waste

stream as measured periodically for the reservoir, unit less factor;
Fr = average flow rate of radioactive waste as determined by the rated pump capacity of the

radioactive waste discharge, gal/min;
FC = flow rate of circulating coolant and the open loop auxiliary cooling water, normally

4.5E5 gal/min (4.5E5 is 1/2 the normal circulating coolant flow of each unit since
liquid radioactive waste is discharged into only one of two 138" lines). F. may be
determined by multiplying the number of circulating coolant pumps operating by the
rated pump capacity;

Since liquid effluents are released as batches, the very large dilution factor afforded by the reservoir
would not be fully used even if high concentrations of liquid radioactive waste were infrequently
discharged from the plant. As an operational rule, liquid effluents should not be discharged to the
reservoir if the value of A, as described by Eq. 3.1 a and as calculated by
Eq. 3. 1b, exceeds "ten". From practical experience, limiting liquid effluent discharges such that A5 10
maintains the measured reservoir concentrations within the limits of 1OCFR20, Table 2, column 2.

If the value of "A" in equation 3.1b is set to its limiting value of 10, the terms in Eq. 3.1b above can be
rearranged as shown below:

Ar= [F* (10- A)] +10 Eq.3.1e
F,
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An estimate of A, appropriate for limiting routine batch discharges to the reservoir can be made
assuming that the radioactive waste stream flow is at its nominal value, the flow of dilution water is at
its minimum, and that the reservoir is virtually unpolluted. In this case the values for each variable
above become:

Fo = 113,000 gpm (one circulating coolant water pump)

Fr = 250 gpm (nominal flow rate limit for radioactive waste discharge pump);

Ac= 0 (reflecting good radioactive discharge management)

Hence, Eq. 3..1e can be solved for A, as:

Ar = [113,000/250 4 (10-0)] +10 = 4530

This suggests that for normal operation with a "clean" reservoir, the administrative limit for discharges
should limit discharge concentrations to no more than about 4530 times the effective EC of the
radioactive waste stream.

The radioactive waste stream itself is characterized by a mixture of radionuclides at concentrations C1,
C2, ... , Cj. The effective EC of this waste stream can be estimated from the radiochemical analysis of the
waste monitor tank prior to a batch discharge using the following formula for effective EC:

YCj
ECe - C Eq.3.1f

where

Cj = concentrations of individual radionuclides, "i", in the mixture, uCi/ml

YCj = sum of the concentrations in the waste monitor tank, uCi/ml

ECj = effluent concentrations listed in 1 OCFR20, Appendix B, Table 2, column 2, for each
radionuclide, "j", uCi/mI

ECeff =. effective EC for a mixture of radionuclides, uCi/mil

The limiting concentration, LC, may be estimated by multiplying the value of EC~f from Eq. 3. If by the

factor Ar from Eq. 3.1 e.

LC = Ar * ECeff Eq. 3.1g

This limiting concentration could be used as the basis for setting the liquid effluent monitor, RT-8038, if
the instrument could. detect these nuclides. However, the model RD-53 detector, used in the RT-8038
monitor is sensitive to only gamma emitting nuclides, and its sensitivity to individual gamma emitters is
not the same. -The alarm set point must be based on the response of the RD-53 detector in counts per
minute, cpm, to a nuclide mix in a particular discharge corresponding to an LC.
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The count rate corresponding to the effective effluent concentration, CR, can be calculated in a manner
similar to the methods of equation 3.1 f.

CR Z (Cj * Erj)
5 (C/ECj)

Eq.3.1h

where
CR
Erj

= count rate, cpm, associated with one ECeff
= RD-53 response to nuclide "j", (cpm)/(uCi/ml)

The limiting count rate, LCR, may be estimated as was the limiting concentration in equation 3.1g.

LCR =Ar* CR Eq. 3.1i

The following example uses the average mixture of radionuclides measured in the liquid effluent
released during August 1988 to calculate the limiting concentration and corresponding limiting count
rate for the RT-8038 monitor:

Nuclide Concentration C
(uCi/ml)

H-3 1.74E-02
Cr-51 4.22E-08

Mn-54 2.80E-08
Co-58 1.OIE-06
Zr-95 3.41E-08
Nb-95 3.4lE-08
Co-60 2.20E-08

Xe-133 3.96E-05
Xe-135 2.48E-07

1.74E-02

EC
(uCi/ml)

1E-03
5E-04
3E-05
2E-05
2E-05
3E-05

*3E-06
2E-04
2E-04

Concentration/EC
(C/BC)
1.7E+01
8.4E-05
9.3E-04
5.1E-02
1.7E-03
1.1E-03
7.3E-03
2.OE-01
1.2E-03
1.7E+01

Er
(cpm)/(uCi/ml)

0
1.45E+07
1.40E+08
1.83E+08
1.40E+08
1.40E+08
2.65E+08

0
1.31E+08

C * Er
(cpm)

0
6.12E-01
5.91E+00
1.85E+02
4.77E+00
4.77E+00
5.83E+00

0
3 .25E+01
2.39E+02

EC,:f =(z Cj)/ (z(Cj/ECj))=(1.74E-02uCi/mil)/1.7E+01
1 .OE - 03 uCi/mI

CR =(Z (Ci * Er)) / (E (C1/ECj))= (2.39E + 02 cpm)/ 1.7E + 01

=1.4E + 01 cpm

The limiting discharge concentration in this example can be estimated using Eq. 3.1 g as shown below:

LC = 4530 * 1.OE-03 uCi/ml = 4.5 uCilml

Note that radionuclides were included in the calculation which could not be detected by the model
RD-53 detector. Examples of such nuclides include H-3, C-14, Fe-55, Tc-99, and Sr-90.

The. alarm set point must be calculated based on the count rate RT-8038 would indicate if this limiting

concentration were present. This count rate can be estimated using Eq. 3.1 i as shown below:

LCR = 4530 * 14 cpm = 63,000 cpm
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Note that no provision was made for the detector background, uncertainty in instrument response,. or any
safety factor in this calculation. Plant implementing procedures shall provide instructions for inclusion
of background in the set point estimation and shall have provisions for cleaning the detector if the
background becomes large enough to interfere with measurements.

As a result of improved radioactive waste treatment the gamma emitter concentrations of radioactive
liquid effluents may be a very small fraction of the non-gamma emitter concentrations. The limiting
count rate may yield an alarm set point lower than the expected count rate or expected monitor response.
In these cases, plant implementing procedures may provide instructions for determining the alarm set
point.

The limiting count rate calculated in Eq. 3.li above should include these final adjustments as shown
below to yield the alarm set point:

alarm set point = (LCR) * SF + bkg Eq. 3.1j
where

SF safety factor which includes the error margin calculated for this monitor. The effluent
monitors are assumed to be accurate to 25%. An appropriate safety factor therefore
should be set at 0.75 to reasonably assure an alarm. and automatic discharge
termination at or before exceeding the limiting concentration. The reader should note
that the limiting concentration is calculated at the monitor, before the vast dilution
provided by the reservoir. Hence, even if the LC were substantially exceeded for
discharges into the reservoir, little chance exists to exceed an EC in unrestricted
areas.

bkg = detector background in cpm

For the example chosen above and assuming bkg = 0, this calculation would look like:

alarm set point= 63,0.00 cpm * 0.75 + 0 cpm
= 47,000 cpm

The detector response function is not as precisely known ýas this example would suggest; hence, 20-30%
differences between estimated alarm set points are not significant. It may be convenient for this alarm
set point to be expressed in units of uCi/ml or uCi/sec based on the appropriate uCi/cpm conversion
factor. The RT-8038 alarm may be set to a default value if the default does not exceed the value
calculated in Eq. 3.Ij above.

The alarm set point and calibration factors for liquid effluent monitor RT-8038 are applied to batch
discharges and are adjusted for each discharge if the nuclide mix is sufficiently different to change either
the discharge limit or calibration factor from the previous setting by more than 25%. If the alarm set
point is exceeded during a batch discharge, the discharge is automatically terminated until the batch
discharge activity is confirmed. Discharges from two or more waste monitor tanks from a single unit
simultaneously are prohibited. Hence, this. ODCM does not provide instructions for simultaneous

(.. discharges from the radioactive waste monitoring system.
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RT-8038 is the only liquid effluent monitor for each unit. Gamma detection instrumentation is installed
for other systems (RT-8041 and RT-8042) as shown in Figure B2-2. These process control instruments
have alarm set points at 1.0E-06 uCi/ml or less (one EC for Cs-137) above background and act to
identify rather than to quantify activity in systems during a discharge. If activity is identified, it is
sampled and discharged (if treatment is not required to meet the limiting concentration of equation 3.1 g)
or is routed to the liquid waste processing system for treatment and discharge as a routine liquid effluent.

3.2 Gaseous Effluents

3.2.1 Control Requirements

Control 3/4.11.2.1 of Part A of the ODCM requires that the dose rates at the site boundary and beyond
from noble gases be no greater than 500 mrem/year total body and 3000 mrem/year to the skin.
Furthermore, dose rates due to 1-13 1, 1-133, H-3, and all radionuclides in particulate form with half-lives
greater than eight days shall be less than or equal to 1500 mrem/year to any organ.

3.2.2 Interpretation

in order to help ensure that these limits are not exceeded, the alarm set points for the MAB/RCB
common exhaust noble gas monitors are to be calculated such that the nearest offsite receptor would not
be exposed to noble gas concentrations likely to produce a dose rate greater than Control 3/4.11.2.1
from the combined releases from Units I and 2. Iodines, tritium, and all other radionuclides
contributing to organ doses are not considered for purposes of setting alarm points since they are
sampled and not monitoined.

3.2.3 Implementation

The nearest site boundary is about a mile from either unit; hence, a factor to relate the r6lease to the
concentration at the site boundary is necessary. UFSAR Tables 2.3-25 and 2.3-27 contain 2-hour and
annual average X/Q values at the site boundary in each of 16 sectors. Logarithmic interpolation
provides an estimate of 5.3E-06(sec/m 3) for the 500 hour X/Q in the NNW sector. This value of X/Q
shall be used to provide estimates of dilution for the purpose of setting alarm points for routine releases.

The most prevalent radioactive gas present in the effluent may be used to control emissions when the
noble gas effluent is dominated by a single nuclide. If no single nuclide dominates, then release alarm
set points should be based on the average mixture found.

The dose rate to individuals at the site boundary may be estimated using the equations of section B4.4.2
(Eq. 4.4d for whole body dose rate and Eq. 4.4e for skin dose rate). Therefore, the limits of Control
3/4.11.2.1 may be expressed in terms of the following equations for each noble
gas:

whole body dose rate = Drgamma * 8760 < 0.5 rem/yr Eq. 3.2a

skin dose rate . Drskin * 8760 < 3 rem/yr Eq. 3.2b

where 8760 units conversion factor (hr/yr)

Drgama whole body dose rate, rem/hr

Drskin, = skin dose rate, rem/ihr
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Drgainia = 0.114*X/Q* ] (Qi*Dfi1an.,.)*Sf (rem/hr)

Drskin = 0.11. 1 *Sf * DrsgrnIna(,ir + Drbea(Win) (rem/h)

and where

Drgamma(air) 0.114 * X/Q * z (Qi * Dfiganma(tir)) (rad/h)

Drbeta(skin) 0.114 * X/Q * • (Qi * Dfibt1(skin) (rein/.)

Dfigaimma = gamma dose to tissue conversion factor by nuclide froom Table B-I,
Regulatory Guide 1.109 (rnrem-mr3/pCi-yr),

Dfigamma(air) garmna dose to air conversion factor by nuclide from Table B-i,
Regulatory Guide 1.109 (mrad-m 3/pCi-yr),

Dfibeta(skin) = beta dose to tissue conversion factor by nuclide from Table B-i,
Regulatory Guide 1.109 (mrem-m 3/pCi-yr),

1.11 = ratio of the.mass stopping powers for electrons in air to tissue.
0.114 = conversion factor from (mrem-m3)/(pCi-yr) to (rem-m 3)/(uCi-hr)
Qi = isotope 'T' release rate (uCi/sec) from monitors RT-8010B
X/Q = 5.3E-06 (sec/m-l3);
Sf = 1.0 (a shielding factor set to one since it is not applicable for

instantaneous dose rate calculations);

Hence, release rates, Qj, can be calculated for each noble gas which would correspond to the whole body
(0.5 rem/yr) and skin (3 rem/yr) limits of Eqs. 3.2a and 3.2b. Furthermore, if the release rate is divided
by the unit vent flow rate, the limiting stack concentration may be estimated for each noble gas as
indicated below and as listed in Table B3-3:

(limiting stack concentrations)wb LCwb - Qj / F Eq. 3.2c

94 .5 ( c / c- Df F(uCi/cc)
Dfigam••a *F

(limiting, stack concentrations)skin = LCsikil= Qj / F Eq. 3.2d

56756 (uCi/cc)
(1.1* Dfiga .. a +Dfibeta(sh*in)*F

where F = unit vent flow rate ( 200,000 scfm = 9.4E+07 cc/sec)
Qj = solved from the Eq. 3.2a and 3.2b with Drigatnina = 0.5 rem/yr and Drskin = 3 rem/yr
94.5 and 567 have units of (nm'em-.Ci-m3)/(pCi-yr-sec)
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As for the liquid monitor, a safety factor should be included to afford operators an opportunity to take
corrective action should a release threaten to exceed the Control limit. However, an allocation factor is
also necessary to assure that the off-site dose rate due to effluents from other potential release points do
not combine to exceed the Control limit. Errors associated with the effluent monitoring must also be
considered in estimating the set point. Lastly, the detector background should be included in the alarm
set point calculation. The set point calculation should therefore resemble Eq. 3.2e as shown below:

alarm set point = [(LC) * SF * AF] + bkg Eq. 3.2e

where LC = either the whole body or skin limiting stack concentration, whichever is less, uCi/cc

SF = safety factor which includes a margin for monitor error for this monitor (Bechtel
calculation 9ZC6008 documents. the RD-52 detector statistical accuracy to be about
40%. Hence, the safety factor is estimated as: 1 - 0.4 = 0.6). Measurements of grab
samples taken during noble gas releases has demonstrated that the RD-52 detector
is more accurate than the engineering calculation suggests. Thus the safety factor
of 0.6 is conservative.

AF = allocation factor (ex: 0.5 or half for each unit)

bkg = detector background, uCi/cc
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EXAMPLE CALCULATION

The routine release point alarm setting should be limited to the value listed for Xe-133 in Table B3-3.
However, a calculation for a release with several noble gases could be made as shown below if a very
precise estinmate of the limit were necessary.

Given:
Limiting

Measured Concentration, LC C / LC
Nuclide Concentration, C (uCi/cc)

(uCi/cc) Whole
________ Body Skin Whole Body SkinS Body

Ar-41 1.OE-06 1.14E-04 4.63E-04 8.77E-03 2.16E-03
Kr-85 1.OE-06 6.24E-02 4.44E-03 1.6E-05 2.25E-04
Xe-133 4.0E-05 3.42E-03 8.64E-03 1.17E-02 4.63E-03

2.05E-02 7.02E-03

The fraction of the limiting concentration for both whole body and skin exposures is estimated as the
sum of the ratios of the measured release concentrations divided by the corresponding limiting
concentrations fi-on Table B3-3. These values are listed in the table above under the column "C/LC."
In this example, the sum for the whole body exposure is more limiting than for the skin (normal result).
This sum represents the fraction of the limiting concentration for the current release. The limiting
concentration for each nuclide in the mixture could be increased by the factor listed in the column
"C/Z(C/LC)" below:

C/i (C/LC) Rei (C/E (C/LC))*Rei
4.88E-05 2.6 1.26E-04
4.88E-05 2.4 1.17E-04
1.95E-03 1.0 1.95E-03
2.04E-03 LCeff= 2.19E-03

Since the monitor does not respond to all radionuclides the same, the product of value "C/Z-(C/LC)" and
"Rei" (the relative response from Table B3-2) yields the monitor response to each nuclide in the mixture
at their respective maximum concentrations, column "C/Z(C/LC) * Rei". The sum of these
concentrations, LCeff, is the effective limiting concentration indicated at the monitor when the whole
body or skin dose rate at the site boundary equals 500 mrem/yr or 3000 mrem/yr, respectively.

LCeff ((Ci / (Ci / LCi))* Rei) Eq.3.2f

The alarm set point would be estimated in accordance with Equation 3.2e as shown below where LCeff is
used in place of LC:

alarm set point = [2.19E-03 uCi/cc * 0.5 * 0.6] + 0 uCi/cc
= 6.6E-05 uCi/cc or 67,000 uCi/sec (at a vent flow rate of 200,000 cfm)
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The alert set point may be chosen at any value, but typically might be set at about 80% of the alarm
limit.

Note that the limiting release concentration (2.04E-03 uCi/cc) is about 93% of the indicated limiting
concentration (2.18E-03 uCi/ce) in this example because 41Ar and 85Kr do not have the same monitor
response as 133Xe to which the detector is calibrated.

If the alarm set point calculated using this method is too conservative to permit a short term release, the
set point may be recalculated using the anticipated X/Q during the release period using the best available
forecast data and Equation 4.4d of Section B4.4. If no concurrent release from Unit 2 is projected, the
allocation factor in Equation 3.2e could be increased to unity if the release were closely monitored.
Equation 4.4d used to calculate the sector average X/Q would not provide conservative X/Q estimates
and, hence, the release would require close monitoring to assure compliance with the Control limit.

Some process control monitors exist within the plant which are used to limit the effluent from particular
parts of the plant should they threaten to cause the unit vent monitor to exceed its alarm set point.
Although these process monitor set points are not required to be set in accordance with the ODCM.,
these alann set points could be related to the unit vent alarm set point based on their contribution to the
unit vent exhaust rate. For example, the containment supplemental purge line could have its set point
calculated as:

(alarm)Pr unit vent flow * (Unit Vent alarm setting) * AF
supp. purge flow Eq.3.2g

where unit vent flow rate = 200,000 scfm = 94 m3/sec
supp. purge flow = 5,000 scfm = 2.4 m3/sec
Unit Vent alarm setting = current unit vent alarm set point
AF' = additional allocation factor (note: the sum of all allocation factors shall be 1.0)

For example: 0.2 for supplemental purge
0.2 for purge line
0.2 for fuel handling building
0.2 for waste gas process system
0.2 for remainder of plant

Although Control 3/4.11.2.1 requires periodic confirmation that the off-site dose rates calculated for
particulates, tritium, and iodine do not exceed 1500 mrem/year to any organ, alarinltrip set points are not
practicable to apply when considering instantaneous iodine and particulate dose rates. NTJREG-0133
acknowledges that for practical reasons such alarm set points could not be set unambiguously.

Although the above method is suitable for the common MAB/RCB exhaust system, two other monitored
atmospheric exhausts are not addressed. The condenser vacuum pumps may exhaust to the roof of TGB
or to the unit vent. This alarm set point is dictated by plant safety considerations and is more
conservative than off-site dose criteria. The flow (dry gas) through this exhaust is only about 2 (cubic
meters/minute) and hence would not contribute significantly to the off-site dose unless the concentration
of noble gas was exceedingly high, higher in fact than levels STP would permit to be exhausted onto the

( top level of the turbine building. The set point for this detector is adjusted to assure the safety of plant
personnel if exhaust is to the TGB roof.. Any releases from this exhaust whether routed to the unit vent
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or not will be included in monthly off-site dose calculations and will be reported in conformance with
Regulatory Guide 1.21.

The other potential release is through the main atmospheric steam dumps which may release activity
contained in the secondary coolant following turbine trips at greater than 50% power. These events are
not frequent and the radiation monitoring system is not capable of accurately measuring this type of
release. The Annual Effluent Release Report will contain estimates for such releases based on the
measured nuclide concentrations in the secondary coolant and the estimated mass of coolant vented. For
example:

release of nuclide "i" = Flowrate * Time * Concentrationi

where Flowrate = estimated steam vent rate, lbs/sec
Time = duration of release, sec
Concentrationi = concentration of nuclide "i", uCi/lbs.

Plant operation with the RT-8010B alarm set using the methods of this section and with the 500 hour
X/Q shall demonstrate that the off-site dose rate does not exceed the Control 3/4.11.2.1 limits. if an
unusual operating situation arises such that the release rate approaches or exceeds the RT-8010B alarm
set point, the actual dose rate shall be calculated using actual meteorological and release data with the
methods of ODCM Part B, Section 4.3. The real time dose rate may be used to demonstrate compliance
with Control 3.11.2.1.
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Table B3-1: Liquid Release Detector, RD-53, Response to
I uCi/ml of Each Nuclide

Count Rate
Nucelide Response (Er)
(uCi/MI) (--cpm)/(u[Cilnd)

Be-7 1.50E+07
Sc-46 2,74E+I08
Cr-51 1,45E+I07

Mn-S 4 .1.40E+08
Co-57 9.78E+07
Co-58 1.83E+08
Fe-S9 1.38E,+08
Co-60 2,65E+08
Zn-65 7.26E±07
Kr-85 6.24E-I07
Kr1-85rn___ 1.07F+08
Rb-86 1.1 8E+07
Kr-87 __ _8.96F,+07

Kr-88 8.49E+07
Sr-91 ___1.90E+08

Zr-95 1.40E+08
Nb-95 1.40E,+08
Zr-97 1.64E+08
Nb-97 1 .42E+08
Mo-99 2.74E+08

Tc-99rn 9.82E+07
Ag-h 10m 4.38E+I08
Sn-I 13 9.86E+07
Sb-122 1.09E+08
Sb-124 2.49E+0O8
Sb-125 1.21E±08
Te- 129m 4.1 2E+06
1-130 4,72E+08

Xe- 131mn 2.35E+06
1-131 1.43E+'09

Te-l31in 2.48E+08
Te-132 1.19E+08
Xe-133 0
Xe-133rn 1.41E±07
1-133 1.45E+I08
Cs-134 3.17E+08
Xe-135 1.31E+08
Xe-135m 1. 16E+08
1-135 1.79E4-08
Cs-136 3.90E+08
Cs-137 1.21E+09
Xe-138 1.24E+08
Ba-140 4.65E+-07
La-140 2.74E,+08
Cc-144 1.13E+07
Hf-1~81 2.00E+08
W-187 I.I1E+08
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,°.-• Table B3-1: Liquid Release Detector, RD-53, Response to
I uCi/ml of Each Nuclide

(Continued)

The response of the RD-53 detectors to different radionuclides can be estimated using the gamma
emissions from each radionuclide and the monitor's most recent calibration data (detection efficiencies
used in this example are from Figure B2-5). The estimated response values listed above were estimated
as shown below:

Er detected cpm EfEr = eetdcm =Effj * n , + Wf2 * 112 +... + Eff•i * ni

uCi/ml of nuclide

where Effi = gamma detection efficiency for each gamma of energy class "i' from Figure B2-5

(cpm)/(uCi/ml)),

li = ffrequency of gamma energy class "i" emission per decay.

Pure beta emitters and alpha emitters produce zero response on this instrument. Gamma emitters with
energies less than 100 keV should produce little or no response on this monitor.

Example Calculations. for Entrained Noble Gases

Gamma
Nuclide Detection . Fraction Er(cpm)/(uCi/ml)

Gamma Efficiency
Energy(keV) (cpm)/(uCi/rl)

Kr-85m 151 1.15x 10' 0.755 8.68E+07
304 1.46 x 10' 0.140 2.04E+07

Total =1.07E+06
Xe-131m 164 1.20 x 108 0.0196 2.35E+06
Xe-133 81 0 0.371 0

Xe-133m 233 1.37 x 108 0.103 1.41E+07
Xe-135 250 1.40 x 108 0.903 1.264E+08

608 1.44 x 10. 0.0291 4.2E+06
Total = 1.31E+08

Xe-135m 527 1.45 x 10' 0.800 1.16E+08

K'
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(.'a
Table B3-2: Noble Gas Detector, RD-52, Response to I uCi/cc of Each Nuclide

Count Rate Indicated Response (Rei)

Nuclide Response (E) uCi/cc (Xe-133 Equivalent)0 -11 -1 u C i / c c
uCi/cc

Ar-41 9.4E+07 2.6
Kr-85m 6,9E+07 1.9
Kr-85 8.55E+07 2.4
Kr-87 9.9E+07 2.8
Kr-88 8.3E+07 2.3
Kr-89 1.OE+08 2.8
Kr-90 1.OE+08 2.8

Xe-13 Im. 5.5E+05 0.015
Xe-133m 4.8E+05 0.14
Xe-133 3.55E+07 1.0

Xe-135m 1.5E+07 0.042
Xe-135 8.9E+07 2.5
Xe-137 1.OE+08 2.8
Xe-138 L.OE+08 2.8

The RD-52 beta radiation detectors are used in the RT-8010B gaseous radioactive effluent discharge
monitor. The response of the detector to different radionuclides can be estinated using the beta
emissions from each radionuclide and the monitor's most recent calibration (beta detection efficiencies
used in this example are from Figure B2-3). The response values in the column labeled "Count Rate
Response (E)" were calculated as shown below:

E . detector cpm/(uCi/cc) = Ef 1 * nt + Eff2 + n2 + ... + Effi * ni

Where Eff- beta detedtion efficiency each beta of energy class "i" from Figure B2-3 (cpm per
uCi/ce),

ni = frequency of beta energy class "i" emission per decay.

The efficiency of detection factor relative to Xe-133, Rei, may be calculated from the above efficiency
as follows:

Rei = E/ cpm of reference nuclide
uCi/cc

The reference nuclide is the radionuclide with which the detector was calibrated and the one for which 1
uCi/cc indicated by the monitor actually corresponds to 1 uCi/cc in the sample line. Most other
radionuclides will only approximately reflect a 1 uCi/cc monitor response when 1 uCi/cc is in the
sample line. Thus, the "Indicated Detector Response (Ret)" column shows how well the RT-8010B
monitor estimates the concentrations of each radionuclide potentially in the gaseous effluent stream.
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Example Calculations for Noble Gas Releases

Nuclide Beta Energy Detection Efficiency Beta Fraction E
max (keV) (cpm)/(uCi/ml) (cpm)/(uCi/cc)

Ar-41 1200 9.4E+07 1.00 9.4E+07

Kr-85m 820 8.8E+07 0.78 6.9E+07

Kr-85 670 8.55E+07 1.00 8.55E+07

3800 1,0E+08 0.73 7.3E+07
Kr-87 .+01300 9.6E+07 0.27 9.9E+07

2800 1.OE+08 0.20 2.0E+07
1.1E+07

Kr-88 900 9.OE+07 0.12 .5E+07
520 7.6E+07 0.68 8.3E+07

Ki--89 4000 1.OE+08 1.00 i.OE+08

Kr-90 2800 1.OE+08 1.00 1.OE+08

130 0.0E+00 0.58 0.0E+08
Xe-13 160 1.3E+06 0.42 5.5E+05

5.5E+05

Xe-133m 200 4.2E+06 0.62 2.2E+06
230 7.8E+06 0.28 4.8E+06

Xe-133 350 3.55E+07 1.00 3.55E+07

Xe-135m 500 7.3E+07 0.20 1.5E+07

910 9.0E+07 0.97 8.73E+07
Xe-135

550 7.8E+07 0.03 8.9E+06

4000 1.OE+08 0.67 6.7E+07
Xe-137 3600 1.0E+08 0.33 3.3E+07

S2 E1.0E+08
FXe-138 2400 1,0E+08 1.00 1 .0OE+08
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Examnle Calculations for Noble Gas Releases

Detection Reference Rei
Nuclide Efficiency Nuclide uCi/cc Xe-133/cpm

(cpm)/(uCi/cc) (cpm)/uCi/cc) uCi/cc/cpm

Ar-41 9.4E+07 3.55E+07 2.6

Kr-85m n 6.9E+07 3.55E+07 1.9

Kr-85 8.55E+07 3.55E+07 2.4

Kr-87 9.9E+07 3.55E+07 2.8

Kr-88 8.3E+07 3.55E+07 2.3

Kr-89 1.OE+08 3.55E+07 2.8

Kr-90 1.OE+08 3.55E+07 2.8

Xe-131m 5.5E+05 3.55E+07 0.015

Xc-133m 4.8E+06 3.55E+07 0.14

Xe-133 3.55E+07 3.55E+07 1.0

Xe-13 5m 1.5E+07 3.55E+07 0.42

Xe-135 8.9E+07 3.55E+07 2.5

Xe-137 L.OE+08 3.55E+07 2.8

Xe-138 1.0E+08 3.55E+07 2.8
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Table B3-3: Noble Gas Detector, RD-52, Response to Single Nuclide
/

Limiting Stack Concentration Limiting Indicated
Nuclide Whole Body Skin Count Rate Response

(uCi/cc) (uCi/cc) (cpm) (uCi/cc Xe-133)
Ar-41 1.14E-04 4.63E-04 1.1E+04 3.OE-04

Kr-85m 8.59E-04 2.13E-03 5.9E+04 1.7E-03

Kr-85 6.24E-02 4.44E-03 3.8E+05 1.1E-02

Kr-87 1.70E-04 3.64E-04 1.7E+04 4.7E-04

Kr-88 6.84E-05 3.13E-04 5.7E+03 1.6E-04
Kr-89 6.05E-05 2.06E-04 6.IE+03 1.7E-04

Kr-90 6.44E-05 2.38E-04 6.4E+03 1.8E-04

Xe-131m 1.10E-02 9.29E-03 5.1E+03 1.4E-04

Xe-133m 4.OOE-03 4.44E-03 1.9E+04 5.6E-04

Xe-133 3.42E-03 8.64E-03 1.2E+05 3.4E-03

Xe-135m 3.22E-04 1.36E-03 4,8E+03 1.4E-04

Xe-135 5.55E-04 1.51E-03 4.9E+04 1.4E-03

Xe-137 7.08E-04 4.35E-04 4.4E+04 1.2E-03

Xe-138 1.14E-04 4.20E-04 1.1 E+04 3.2E-04
,

NOTE: The limiting stack concentrations for whole body and skin listed above were calculated using
Equations 3.2c and 3.2d. The limiting count rate and indicated response are calculated using
the more restrictive limiting stack concentration as shown below:

Limiting Count Rate= Stack Concentration * E
Indicated Response = Stack Concentration * Rei
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4.0 Off-site Dose Calculations

4.1 Liquid Releases

4.1.1 Control Requirements

Control 3.11.1.2 of Part A of the ODCM requires that cumulative dose contribution estimates be
calculated once every 31 days. The cumulative dose contributions should consider the dose or dose
commitment to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC at or beyond the site boundary from radionuclides in
liquid effluent releases. Such releases are limited to ensure that projected doses from each unit are:

a. less than or equal to 1.5 mrems to the total body and less than or equal to 5 mrems to any organ
during any calendar quarter, and;

b. less than or equal to 3 torems to the total body and less than or equal to 10 mreros to any organ
during any calendar year.

If the above dose guides are not met, a report must be filed with the NRC Region IV office as required by
1OCFR50, Appendix I.

4.1.2 Implementation of Control 3.11.1.2

In order to satisfy the requirements of Control 3.11.1.2, the individuals who suffer the maximum total
body and organ doses due to liquid effluent releases are identified. The appropriate total body and organ
doses, Dose(aj), arc calculated once a month for fish ingestion and shoreline exposure for each
potentially exposed individual (Little Robbins area, Colorado River, and Matagorda Bay/Gulf). These
doses are summed for both pathways at each location and compared with the limits of Control 3.11.1.2.

Dose(a,j) = I I Q(i) * R(a,i, j)P,,hway (mrem) Eq.4. 1 a
path i

where Q(i) and R(a,ij) are described in Table B4-2 and where the values for R(a,ij) are taken from Table

B4-7a. The applicable pathways for doses due to liquid effluents are listed in Table B4-4.

4.2 Liquid Exposure Dose Model

4.2.1 Pathways for Radionuclide Ingestion by Man

Radionuclides which have been released from either unit, mix with the water of the reservoir. These
nuclides are expected to be further diluted into the Colorado River with blowdown operations or releases
via the spillway overflow (following unusually heavy rains). Water containing trace amounts of radio-
nuclides may diffuse through the bottom of the reservoir and become mixed with shallow ground water.
Hydraulic relief wells about the reservoir perimeter may include in their discharge some of this diluted
radionuclide-bearing water. These discharges enter the Colorado River, the West Branch Colorado River,
and Little Robbins Slough (composed of both branches of Little Robbins Slough; sometimes called West
Little Robbins Slough and East Fork Little Robbins Slough). These streams discharge into Matagorda
Bay.

4.2.1.1 Colorado River Enviromnent The Colorado River is used primarily for sport fishing and
occasionally for barge traffic. No municipal water supplies lie downstream from the plant discharge
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structure and none are likely to be developed because of the high salt content of the river in this area. A
few water use permits allow irrigation of crop land with water taken downstream from the plant, but these
permits are seldom (if ever) exercised.

STP possesses Environmental Protection Agency and Texas Department of Water Resources permits
which allow the plant to discharge cooling reservoir water only if the river flow exceeds 800 cfs. The
average flow rate of the Colorado is about 600 cfs which means blowdown can only occur in rainy
periods when river flow is higher than 800 cfs (about 40% of the time). Because such planned discharges
and any unplanned spillway releases are likely to occur only during rainy periods, no irrigation is likely
with water bearing plant-released radionuclides even if the other water use permits were active.
Therefore, no individual or population dose estimates are made on the basis of irrigation with surface
water containing radionuclides originating from STP reservoir releases.

The only credible pathway available for internal exposure is the consumption of sea trout, red drum,
flounder, catfish, crabs, and shrimp taken from the river by sports fishermen.

Since two small communities are built on the river, one near the discharge facility (Selkirk Island) and the
other about seven miles downstream (Matagorda), external exposure is also possible due to shoreline
deposits. A number of recreational cabins and trailers also line the east shore of the river south of
Matagorda to the Gulf of Mexico (see Figures B4-1 and B4-2).

4.2.1.2 Little Robbins Slough Environment Little Robbins Slough drains through a marsh accessible to
local land owners only. Freshwater fish are taken from ponds in this area for sport. However, the annual
take is normally small and limited to a few families. Also, some cattle graze in areas where water from
Little Robbins Slough might be ingested; however, water for cattle in the area is typically supplied by
wells rather than surface water. Hence, no meat ingestion pathways are considered for liquid effluents.

4.2.1.3 Matagorda Bay and the Gulf of Mexico The Colorado River, West Branch Colorado, Little
Robbins Slough, and the East Fork Little Robbins Slough all discharge into Matagorda Bay which
connects to the Gulf of Mexico as shown in Figure B4-1. Because these bodies of water are connected by
natural and man-made channels and the resulting circulation patterns are unknown, no mixing models are
available to predict concentrations. However, the average flows of these discharges into Matagorda Bay
are small compared with the volume of Matagorda Bay moved to the Gulf of Mexico by tide action. The
Matagorda Bay concentration determines the doses due to saltwater pathways and may be assumed to be
determined by the ratio of the activity reaching the bay each day and the volume of water moved by tide
action (1.93,820 acre-ft/day).

Internal dose from nuclides reaching Matagorda Bay or the Gulf of Mexico is due to the consumption of
sea trout, red drum, and flounder by sports fishermen, and crabs, shrimp, and oysters taken both
commercially and by sportsmen..
Since the town of Palacios is built on the shores of Tres Palacios Bay which mixes with WestMatagorda

Bay, external exposure due to shoreline deposits is possible.

4.2.2 Model for Reservoir Related Radionuclide Decay and Release Off-site

A generally conservative calculation of the off-site dose is accomplished using off-site liquid effluent
( , releases estimated according to the method described in this section.
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Table B34-1 lists fractions as calculated by this method foi each radionuclide anticipated to be discharged
from the plant to the reservoir. These fractions represent the portion of a particular liquid effluent
discharge from the plant which will eventually leave the site. These fractions are different for each
release route fr'om the reservoir and consist of the product of the variable "Floss" and one or more of the
variables "fc, fwc, firs, and felrs" as described below.

4.2.2.1 Model of the Annual Average Liquid Off-site Release Estimates Based. on Plant Discharges to the
Reservoir

Radioactive materials released from STP. into the main cooling reservoir do not expose members
of the public because the reservoir use is restricted. The water is not used fbr irrigation or
drinking and fishing is controlled to prevent ingestion by members of the public. However, a
fraction of radioactive material released into the reservoir may eventually leave the reservoir from
blowdown activities, overflow, or seepage. The variable "Floss" developed in this section
represents the fraction of the activity for a given nuclide which may eventually escape the
reservoir through these three mechanisms. The mathematical derivation of the Floss variable
follows.

Assumptions:

1. Activity released to the reservoir is not available for release off-site for two weeks, during
which time it becomes mixed with previous releases. The mass flow of the reservoir water is such
that it should take about two weeks for water to work its way around to the spillway. After one
complete circuit of the reservoir (about three weeks), a given release should have mixed into a
much larger volume of water than was the original batch release.

2. Batch releases of liquid effluents to the reservoir are made every day or two and are about the
same magnitude. Consequently, they approximate a constant discharge rate (Ci/yr). This
assumption along with the travel time of assumption #1 above helps assure that the radionuclides
in the reservoir are fairly uniformly mixed.

3. The releases due to seepage and blowdown are constant and continuous (any release over the
spillway is small and considered to be part. of the routine blowdown activity). This assumption is
accurate for the seepage, but is only accurate for blowdown if large averaging times are
considered. The model is based on annual averages which helps to smooth the discrete blowdown
operations each year to approximate a continuous activity.

4. The rate that radioactivity is lost firom the reservoir is proportional to the amount of activity in
the reservoir at any time. This assumption allows all losses from the reservoir to be treated
mathematically the same way as radioactive decay. This assumption is accurate insofar as long
averaging times allow discrete discharges to the reservoir and discrete releases from the reservoir
off-site to approximate continuous processes.

5. Evaporation from the reservoir offers a release method for tritium and noble gases, but does not
affect any other radionuclides. Hence, the release rate constant for tritium will be different than
for non-volatile radionuclides.

6. The volume of the reservoir remains constant. A steady state assumption to simplify the
model.
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7. Five (5) percent of the radioactive material (100% of tritium) discharged from the plant to the
reservoir remains in solution and available for release from the reservoir to the off-site
environment per EPRI STPEGS MCR Bottom Sediment Characterization Study, 1991, by Richard
E. Lockwood (STP) and David R. Blankinship (Texas A&M University).

Estimation of Remaining Batch Discharge as a Function of Time.

The remaining radioactivity, A(t), for a given radionuclide as a function of time after a single
discharge of plant effluent mixes into the reservoir is related to the fully mixed discharge activity, Ao,
as described below:

A(t) = A,,* e[(Y+Yr)*tl Eq.4.2a

where:

Y = release rate constant for water from the reservoir, per day;

Yr = the radioactive decay rate for the given nuclide, per day;

(Y+Yr) = total loss rate (release rate and radioactive decay rate) from the reservoir, per
day;

t = time since mixing in reservoir is complete (14 days after discharge) in days;

A,, activity available for release from the reservoir following a discharge of
activity, Aj, from the plant to the reservoir including a mixing delay of 14 days,
Ci;

A(t) current activity following mixing of a radionuclide from a plant discharge to the
reservoir, Ci.

Release Rate From the Reservoir

The rate of release for a given nuclide from the reservoir is a function of time since discharge from the
plant to the reservoir as shown below:

release rate = (activity in the reservoir) * (release rate constant)

since Y = release rate constant (per day)
an A(t) = amount of activity in the reservoir at time "t"

then release rate = A(t) * Y

and substituting for A(t) from Equation Eq. 4.2a

release rate = Y * A * e[ (Y + Yr) * t] Eq. 4.2b

Integrated Release From the Reservoir

The total release during any period of time can be estimated by integrating the release rate of Equation
Eq. 4.2b above and evaluating it for that time period.
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f Total release
- ;](release rate) dt

t=T.

IT A , y, e[.(Y+Yr)t]

t=e dt
t =Ti

Ao* Y*

- (Y + Yr)

fTr e['(Y+Yr)*t. dt

A, * Y * ( e[-(Y+Yr)*T - e[(Y+Yr)-Ti] )

- (Y + Yr)

0A *y * (e[-(Y+Yr)*Ti] - e[-(Y+Yr)*Tfl )

(Y + Yr)
Eq.4.2c
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Example Release Calculation

Examples of how one would expect activity to leave STP following a discharge to the reservoir from
the plant follow. Three radionuclides are illustrated: a long-lived nuclide such as Cs-137; a nuclide
of moderate half-life such as Co-60; and a short-lived nuclide such as Fe-59.

Value of integral from year "Ti" to year "Tf" using Equation 4.2c with three values of Yr.

Tf Yr6.3E-.5 per day Yr--3.4E-4 per day Yr=2.3E-2 per day
0 1 0.0024 A0  0.0023 A0  2.92E-.04 Ao
1 2 0.0023 A0  0.0020 A0  0.000 A0
2 3 0.0023 A0  0.0018 A, 0.00
3 4 0.0022 A0  0.0016 A0  0.00

.. ° ...... ( ... ...

19 20 0.0015 A, 0.0000 Ao 0.00

... ... ... ... ...

0.0000 A0  0.0000 A0  0.000 Ao
Total 0.0950 A0  0.0190 AX 2.92E-04 A0

Discussion

Note from the table above that the release (and hence the off-site dose) following a plant discharge to
the reservoir is spread out in time, particularly for the longer-lived nuclides. If we assume that all of a
given nuclide which is destined to leave STP does so in the first year, we would assign the dose
associated with the release indicated in the last line of the table in the first year and omit the releases
listed for subsequent years.

This method is generally conservative since for nuclides with half-lives greater than a couple of years,
the dose estimate corresponding to the integrated release is several times larger than the true dose
corresponding to the actual release in the first year. The only instance where the method might not be
conservative is if in a given year a long-lived nuclide accounted for a large fraction of the 3-mreml
limit. If in the following year a short-lived nuclide accounted for the dose, the dose estimate in that
second year might be only about 90% of the dose actually delivered that year. This is because the
long-lived nuclide from the previous year would still be delivering off-site dose the second year even
though the model assigned all that dose the first year. In turn, the short-lived nuclide would deliver
virtually all its off-site dose in the year it was actually released to the reservoir.

Conclusion

Considering the uncertainties hi estimating off-site flow rates, the possibility of making a 10% error in
the off-site dosesin consecutive years seems unimportant. Therefore, the ODCM will assign all dose,.
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related to the integrated release from the reservoir for a given discharge into the reservoir in the year
of the discharge to the reservoir. This integrated release is simply

total release = A * Y * (e[_(CYfr)*Tl - e[_(Y+Yr),Til)
(Y + Yr)

evaluated with Tf = infinity (years) and

Ti =0 (years).

total release Ao * Eq.4.2d
Y+Yr

This total release from the reservoir assumes that 'Ti" above is measured from the time a radionuclide
becomes available for release from the reservoir. Since 14 days must elapse before liquid effluents
mix throughout the reservoir, a radioactive decay term, EXP[-Yr* 14], should be applied to be strictly
correct mathematically. An additional correction factor may be added to account for permanent
radionuclide deposition in the reservoir bottom sediments. Five (5) percent of the radioactive material
(100% of tritium) released to the reservoir remains in solution. Hence the fraction, Floss, from a
given initial plant discharge into, the reservoir, Aj, which eventually leaves the reservoir to the
uncontrolled off-site environment is

total release from site AA * Y / (Y + Yr)Floss - 0 Eq.4.2e
initial release to reservoir Ai

where Ao = Ai * EXP[-Yr* 14] * 0.05 following 14 days of decay and 95% sedimentation.

The fractional. loss, Floss, value can be calculated by substituting for the variable Ao in Equation 4.2e.

Y /(Y+-Yr)*Aj * EXP[-Yri* 14] Y
Floss * EXP[-Yr * 14] * 0.05 Eq.4.2f

A1  Y+Yr

Equation 4.2f is used in section B4.2.2.2 to estimate the fraction of an initial plant discharge into the
reservoir which eventually leaves the reservoir to the off-site environment.
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4.2.2.2 Liquid Off-site Effluent Release Estimates for Nonvolatile Radionuclides
(Evaporation of.Tritium and Water Omitted)

The fractions of nuclide "i" from a plant discharge to the reservoir which may eventually reach the
off-site environment, Nc(i), Nrn(i), Nir(i) , are calculated for the three bodies of water into which
nuclides might concentrate as below:

Colorado River: Nj(i) = fc * Floss
Matagorda Bay: Nm(i) = (fc + fwc + firs + felrs) * Floss
Little Robbins Slough: Nir(i) = (firs.+ felrs) * Floss

where

Floss fraction .of activity which eventually leaves STP following release to the reservoir from
Equation 4.2f

Y
______ * EXP[-Yr i* 14] * 0.05
Y+Yr

Y = loss rate due to blowdown and seepage from the nominal reservoir volume
- (annual blowdown flow rate + seepage)/reservoir volume)
= (3400 AF/y + 5700 AF/y) per 150,000 AF 6.067E-2 per year = 1.662E-4 per day

Yri = loss rate due to radioactive decay
= 0.693/(nuclide half-life in days)

fc fraction of water loss reaching the Colorado River (blowdown plus relief well flow)
- (1027AF/y+3400AF/y)per9100AF/y = 0.486

fwc = fraction of water loss reaching the W. Branch Colorado (relief well flow)
- 174 AF/y per 9100 AF/y = 0.019

firs = fraction of water loss reaching the Little Robbins Slough. (relief well flow)
= 2210AF/yper9iOOAF/y = 0.243

felrs = fraction of water loss reaching the E. Fork of Little Robbins Slough (relief well flow)

= 494AF/yper9lOOAF/y =0.054

Reservoir Volume and Flow Data

I. The reservoir volume is fixed at 150,000 AF (nominal volume).
2. The seepage rate is 5700 AF/y to the shallow aquifer (approximately 1800 AF/y remain in the

shallow aquifer).
3. The evaporation rate is 38,592 AF/y.
4. The blowdown rate is 3400 AF/y to the Colorado River (anticipated maximum value).
5. Relief well flow to the Colorado River is 1027 AF/y (best estimate).
6. Relief well flow to the W. Branch Colorado River is 174 AF/y (best estimate).
7. Relief well flow to the Little Robbins Slough is 2210 AF/y (best estimate).

, 8. Relief well flow to E. Fork Little Robbins Slough is 494 AF/y (best estimate).
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For example, the fraction of Co-60 reaching the Colorado River, No(Co-60), that appears in Table B4-
I is calculated as' follows:

Floss = Y/(Y +Yri) * EXP[-Yr*14] *0.05
= 1.662E-4 / (1.662E-4 + 0.693/1.93E3) * EXP[-0.693/1.93E3*14] * 0.05
= 0.016

No(Co-60) = fc* Floss = 0.486 *0.016 = 7.64E-3

These values of N(i) are used in the equations of sections B4.2.3 to calculate dose to Members of the
Public off-site.

4.2.2.3 Tritium Off-site Releases in. Liquid Effluents (Evaporative Losses Included)

The fractions of 3H from a plant discharge to the reservoir which may eventually reach the off-site
envirofiment must be calculated differently than for the non-volatile nuclides described in section
B4.2.2.2. The values of Floss, fe, fwc, firs, and felrs all have different values because evaporative
loses contribute to the reduction of 3H in the reservoir before it can migrate off-site.

N,(3H), Nm(3H), N1A(3H) = calculated as previously described in section B4.2.2.2

Floss 8.712E-04/(8.712E-04 + 1.54E-04) = 0.8498

Y = 47,690 AF/y per 150,000 AF = 0.3180 per year
= 8.712E-04 per day

YrH3 = 0.693/(4506 days) = 1.54E-04 per day

fc (1027 AF/y + 3400 AF/y) per 47,690 AF/y = 9.283E-2

fwc 174 AF/y per 47,690 AF/y = 3.649E-3

firs 2210 AF/y per 47,690 AF/y = 4.634E-2

felrs 494 AF/y per 47,690 AF/y = 1.036E-2

4.2.3 Off-site Doses from Liquid Effluents

Liquid pathway doses are calculated using the total integrated nuclide releases from the reservoir to the
off-site environment. These releases are diluted into the annual average flow of the receiving body of
water. Resulting doses will generally overestimate the true off-site values since the activity would
normally leave STP over several years and hence would be diluted by substantially more than one year's
flow volume once off-site. For example, 50% of the activity contained in the reservoir water is released
approximately every 11 years (evaporation excluded); hence, no more than 5.9% of a very long-lived
nuclide would leave the site via liquid pathways in any one year. Nevertheless, the projected dose for
each release is estimated based upon the assumption that all the activity destined to leave the reservoir
does so in the current year. These doses are summed to calculate the month's contribution to the
committed dose to the MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC at or beyond the site boundary receiving the greatest
dose due to liquid releases. This individual's dose is determined by the consumption of fish and marine
invertebrates plus shoreline exposure along the Colorado River, Matagorda Bay or the Little Robbins
Slough as calculated below.

4.2.3.1 Fish Ingestion Pathway The pathway dose factors for an individual who ingests saltwater fish,
crabs, and shrimp from the Colorado River, Matagorda Bay, or freshwater fish from the Little Robbins
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* Slough area are calculated using Equation 4. 2 g where the parameter descriptions are in Table B4-2 and
the parameter values are as listed in Table B4-3. The resulting pathway dose factors are tabulated in
Table B4-7a by organ and age. The dose commitment age as described in Regulatory Guide 1.109 was
used in the tabulation of dose factors in Table B4-7a.

R(a4j)P,,j~iwa= I OW~~ , N(i) *B(i)*D(ai,j)*EXP[-Y(i)*1] (mrem/Ci) Eq. 4 .2g
M*F

Equation 4.2g is equivalent to Regulatory Guide 1.109 Equation A-3 methods. It is restated as used in the
computer program used to calculate the pathway dose factors at STP and includes a factor, N(i), to
account for radioactive decay and sedimentation before leaving the reservoir.

4.2.3.2 Shoreline Deposition Pathway Individuals who live in the area could be exposed to accumulations
of contaminated silt deposited along the Colorado River bank, along Little Robbins Slough, or on the
shores of Matagorda Bay. The pathway dose factors from these potential shoreline deposits are calculated
using Equation 4.2h with the parameters described in Table 134-2 and with values as listed in Table B4-3.
The resulting pathway dose factors are compiled in Table B4-7a by organ and age. The dose conmnitment
age as described in Regulatory Guide 1.109 was used in the tabulation of dose factors in Table B4-7a.

. ._ ,0 Ub*W N(i)*T(i)*D(a,i,j) * EXP[j-Y(i)*T]

RP M*F Eq. 4.2h

* (1- EXP[-Y(i) *Tb]) (mrenl/Ci)

Equation 4.2h is equivalent to Regulatory Guide 1.109 Equation A-7 methods. It is restated as used in the
computer program used to calculate the pathway dose factors at STP and includes a factor, N(i), to
account for radioactive decay and sedimentation before leaving the reservoir.

4.3 Gaseous Releases

4.3.1 Control Requirements

Control 3.11.2.1 of Part A of the ODCM requires that the dose rate at or beyond the site boundary due to
radioactive materials released in gaseous effluents from the site be lfinited to the following values:

a. The dose rate limit for noble gases must be less than 500 rnrem/yr to the total body and less than
3000 mrem/yr to the skin, and

b. The dose rate limit for all radionuclides other than noble gases with half-lives greater than 8 days
be less than 1500 mrem/yr to any organ.

These requirements stem from the NRC desire for nuclear power plants to operate at a small fraction of
the radiological protection limits of I OCFR20.

Control 3.11.2.2 of Part A of the ODCM also requires that the air dose in areas at or beyond the site
boundary due to noble gases released in gaseous effluents shall be limited to the following:

a. During any calendar quarter to less than or equal to 5 mrads for gamma radiation and 10 mrads for
, .. beta radiation, and
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b. During any calendar year to less than or equal to 10 mrads for gamma radiation and 20 mrads for
beta radiation.

Control 3.11.2.3 further limits the dose to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from 1-131, 1-133, tritium, and
radionuclides in particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 days in gaseous effluents released to areas
at or beyond the site boundary as follows:

a. During any calendar quarter to less than or equal to 7.5 mrems to any organ, and

b. During any calendar year to less than or equal to 15 mrems to any organ.

These last two requirements stem from. STP's commitment to operate STP within the guidelines described
in 10CFR50, Appendix I, for maintaining doses to the public as low as reasonably achievable.

(-.'
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4.3.2 Implementation of Control 3.11.2.1

4.3.2.1 Noble Gases All gaseous effluent releases from STP are assumed to be ground level due
to the proximity of each unit's vent to the roof. For the purpose of demonstrating that off-site dose rates
have not exceeded the dose rate limits of this Control, the atmospheric dispersion factor, X/Q, may be.
assumed to be 5.3E-06 sec/cubic meter. This represents the 500 hour average X/Q at the site boundary
and occurs in the NNW sector. When possible, actual hourly X/Q values coupled with hourly release data
are used in place of composite release data and historical average X/Qs.

The hourly average dose rates to the whole body and to the skin due to noble gas releases may be
estimated using Equations 4.4d and 4.4e of this section provided the shielding factor, Sf, equals 1.0 for
the purpose of determining compliance with Control 3.11.2.1.

.4.3.2.2 Iodine and Particulates The maximum dose rate to an organ, j, in a given age group, a,
due to particulate releases may be estimated as follows:

Dose rate (aj)=X/Q* R(a,i,j)inhalation*Qi+D/Q* E ZR(a,,iJ) pathway)*Qi(mrenm/hr) Eq. 4.3a
ii path

where
Qi = release rate of nuclide "i" (Ci/hr),
X/Q = 5.3E-06 (sec/mr3) (or actual estimate of X/Q for H3 and C14 or depleted X/Q for

particulates and iodines at the time of release),
D/Q = 8.4E-09 (1 /m2) (or actual estimate of D/Q at the exposure location),
R(a,i,j),athw, = pathway dose factors from Table B4-7b (units as described in notes to Table

B4-7).

The highest organ dose so calculated may be used for demonstrating compliance with Control 3.11.2.1.
However, only pathways confirmed by the land use census need be considered (e.g. cow-milk-infant
pathway need not be considered in the absence of the cow).

4.3.3 Implementation of Control 3.11.2.2

NUREG-0133 allows STP to use the highest calculated annual average X/Q in calculating doses for
comparison with the quarterly and annual dose limits. However, NUREG-0133 recommends the use of
the highest 500-hour average X/Q for doses due to short-term releases. STP normally has available
hourly average X/Q values for each sector plus time-dated release information. When possible, these
hourly X/Q values coupled with hourly release data are used in place of composite release data and
historical average X/Qs.

The historical dispersion values which may be used for calculations in place of historical averages are:
annual average releases = 1.1 E-06 (seconds per cubic meter)
500 hour or shorter releases = 5.3E-06 (seconds per cubic meter)

4.3.3.1 Noble Gases The noble gas releases averaged over a calendar quarter or a calendar year
result in a dose to air at the site boundary as calculated using Equations 4.4f for gamma radiation and
Equation 4.4h for beta radiation.

K"
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4.3.4 Implementation of Control 3.11.2.3

4.3.4.1 Iodines, Tritium, and Particulates The dose to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC stationed at
or beyond the site boundary (Table B4-6) due to radioiodine and particulate releases is estimated using
Equation 4.4k and the appropriate pathway dose factor from Table B4-7b. The historical dispersion
values (X/Q and depleted X/Q) may be used in place of actual data if necessary as described in part 4.3.3
*above.

4.4 Gaseous Dose Models and Dose Formulas

4.4.1 Dispersion Calculation Methods

If current meteorological data are used to estimate dispersion, X/Q, in place of the historical values,
calculations for routine releases use the sector-average version of the equations for atmospheric relative
concentration. These calculations are made in accordance with the methodology in NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.111 and are all based on ground level releases.

4.4.1.1 X/Q Calculation The sector average X/Q for a giyen hour is calculated using:

X/Q = 2.03 (sec/n') Eq. 4.4a

Umn * Dxqc * Sm(r)

where.
Srru = [sz2+ ( Hcon 2/2* 7r)]1'2

or
Smn = sz * (3)1/2; whichever is less;

and
Hcon = building height (meters),
sz = vertical dispersion coefficient (meters),
Smn = dispersion coefficient with building wake factor included (meters)
Dxqc = downwind distance to the receptor (meters),
Umn = hourly average wind speed (meters/second),
2.03. = (2/in) 1/2 divided by the sector width in radians, (2*r/I 6).

= 3.14

4.4.1.2 Depleted X/Q Calculation X/Q values are used in conjunction with tritium and noble
gases released. However, the downwind concentrations for particulates and radioiodines will be affected
by ground deposition. X/Q values used for calculating inhalation doses from particulates and radioiodines
must be modified by the ground depletion factors of Table B4-4 (from Figure 2 of NRC Regulatory Guide
1.111).

(X/Q)dcpl = (X/Q) * (ground depletion factor) (sec/m 3) Eq. 4.4b

4.4.1.3 Ground Deposition Ground deposition is calculated using the deposition factors of Table
B4-5 (also from Regulatory Guide 1.111, Figures 6-9).

, (deposition factor)
(D/Q) = (1/m 2 ) Eq. 4.4cDxqc * 0.3927
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Where 0.3927
Dxqc

= radians in one sector or (27)/1 6,
= down wind distance (meters).

Deposition calculated by multiplying this term, D/Q, by the release rate, Q, will yield values independent
of atmospheric stability as hidicated in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.111.

4.4.2 Submersion Dose From Noble Gases

The methods used to estimate doses due to noble gases are those of Regulatory Guide 1.1.09. The whole
body and skin doses from submersion in a cloud of noble gas may be calculated by multiplying the
appropriate dose factor for the plume pathway from Table B4-7b by the dispersion, X/Q, and by the
release rate, Q. An equivalent calculation can be accomplished using the formulas described in the
following three subsections:

4.4.2.1 Whole Body Dose Rate

Dr• .... = 0.114*X/Q*Z (Q(i) * Dflg~,,ma) *S, (remrhr)

where

Eq. 4.4d

0.114 = conversion factor from (nrem-m 3)/(pCi-yr) to (rem-m 3)/(uCi-hr)
X/Q = from Equation 4.4a (sec/mi3)
Q(i) = isotope "i" release rate (uCi/sec) from monitor RT-8010B
Dfigarnma = gamma dose to tissue conversion factor for nuclide gamma "i" from Table B-i of

Regulatory Guide 1.109 (mrem-m 3/pCi-yr)
Sf = 0.7, shielding factor from Regulatory Guide 1.109

= 1.0 when determining compliance with Control 3.11.2.1

Drgamrna of Equation 4.4d is equivalent to D T (r,O) of Equation B-8 in Regulatory Guide 1.109. Equation
4.4d is expressed as rem/hr whereas Equation B-8 is expressed in units of rem/yr. Equation 4.4d contains
factors which exist in the Regulatory Guide as the combination of Equatiohis B-8 and C-3.

4.4.2.2 Skin Dose Rate from Noble Gases Skin dose rate is calculated based on both the beta
emissions and gaammas coming from the noble gas cloud surrounding the receptor.

Drskin 1.11 * Sr * Drgamma(air) + Drbeta(skin) (rem/h)

where Drgarma(air) 0.1 14*X/Q* Ei Q(i)*Dfigamma(air) (rad/h)

Eq. 4.4e

Eq. 4.4f

Eq. 4.4gand Drbeta(skin) - 0.1 14*X/Q* Zi Q(i)*Dfibeta(skin) (rem/h)

Sr 0.7, default shielding factor from Regulatory Guide 1.109, Table E-15
1.0 when determining compliance with Control 3.11.2.1

Dfibeta(skin) beta dose to tissue conversion factor from Table B-i, Regulatory Guide 1.109
(mremn-m 3/pCi-yr),

Dfigamnia(air) gamma dose to air conversion factor from Table B-I, Regulatory Guide 1.109
(mrad-m3/pCi-yr),

1.11 = ratio of the mass stopping powers for electrons in air to tissue from Regulatory
Guide 1.109 Equation B-9.

Q(i) = isotope "i" release rate (uCi/sec) from monitor RT-8010B
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Equation 4.4e is equivalent to Equation B-9 in combination with Equation C-3 of Regulatory Guide
1.109. Equations 4.4f and 4.4g were extracted from Equation 4.4e to simplify its expression. The
conversion constant was adjusted to provide rem per hour rather than rem per year as found in the
Regulatory Guide. Equation 4.4f is also equivalent to Equation B-5 combined with Equation B-4 of
Regulatory Guide 1.109.

The gamma dose rate to air is calculated here as an intermediate step in calculating the total dose rate to
skin from noble gases. However, this gamma dose rate to air value, Dr gamma(air) from Equation 4.4f is
used to demonstrate compliance with the first part of Control 3.11.2.2 if multiplied by the release duration
in hours as described in Section B4.4.2.3.

4.4.2.3 Dose to Air from Noble Gases The dose to air at the site boundary is a required dose
calculation in Control 3.11.2.2. The first step is to calculate the beta dose rate to air for noble gases as
indicated below:

Drbeta(air) = 0.114 * X/Q * Xi Q(i) * Df'beta(air) (rad/h) Eq. 4.4h

where Dflbeta(air) = beta dose to air conversion factor from Table B-I, Regulatory Guide 1.109
(mrad-m3/pCi-yr),

0.114 = coniversion factor from (mrad-m3 /pCi-yr) to (rad-m3/uCi-hr),

X/Q = from Equation 4.4a (sec/rn 3),

Q(i) = isotope "i" release rate (uCi/sec) from monitors RT-8010B.

Equation 4.4h contains the elements of Equations B-4 and B-5 of Regulatory Guide 1.109. The dose rates
of Equations 4.4f and 4.4h may be multiplied by the release duration to give the dose to air from gamma
and beta radiation as shown below:

Dosegamma(air) = Drgamna(air) * T Eq. 4.4i

Dosebeta(air) Drbeta(air) * T Eq. 4.4j

where Drgamina(air) is from Equation 4.4f

Drbeta(air) is from Equation 4.4h

T is the release duration

4.4.3 Dose Due to Airborne Radionuclides

The dose delivered to the individual with the highest exposure due to airborne radioactive particles and
gases is calculated as the sum of pathway doses for all nuclides present.

Dose.,• (a,j) =(dispersion)** I Z Q(i) *R(a,i,j) (mrem) Eq. 4.4k
path i

where
dispersion = ground deposition, D/Q (1/M 2), for ingestion and deposition pathways, or

(X/Q)depl (sec/rn3), for particle inhalation pathways, or
(X/Q) (sec/m 3 ), for noble gas, H-3, and C-14 all pathways
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Q(i) = integrated release of nuclide "i" stored by plant computer from monitors
(RT-8010B (Ci),

R(a,i.j) = age, nuclide, and organ specific dose factor for a given pathway as listed in
Table B4-7b (units as described in notes to Table B4-7).

For ingestion pathways involving particles, the ground deposition as calculated from Equation 4.4c is
used for the dispersion in Equation 4.4k.

For inhalation of particles, the depleted X/Q from Equation 4.4b is used for the dispersion in Equation
4.4k.

For both ingestion and inhalation of H-3 and C-14, the X/Q from Equation 4.4a is substituted for
dispersion in Equation 4.4k.

For plume immersion dose to noble gases, the X/Q from Equation 4.4a is substituted for dispersion in
Equation 4.4k.

Although in practice these calculations are performed at the distances and directions listed in Table B4-6,
only the distance and direction giving the largest organ dose is used in Equation 4.4k above.

The exposure pathway dependent dose factors, R(a,ij), of Table B4-7b were generated using a code
similar to NRC's GASPAR routine as described in N1UREG-0597. The pathways for radionuclides
released to the atmosphere which may expose the local population do not include the milk pathway. No
milk cows or goats have been identified within five miles of the plant, and no commercial dairies exist
within fifty miles of the plant. Since a milk cow or goat could be introduced in the future, Table B4-7b
contains dose factors for those pathways even though they are not used at this time. These dose factors of
Table B4-7b were calculated for the pathways, organs, and age groups as described below:
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The version of GASPAR used to calculate the dose factors for ingestion employed the methods of
Regulatory Guide 1.109 Equation C-13. Default parameter values as contained in the Regulatory Guide
were used in conjunction with Equation C-13 and its supporting equations, except for 3 H where the site
specific humidity value was set to 13 g/rn 3. Equation C-13 contains concentration expressions for meat,
milk, produce, and leafy vegetables. Each pathway dose factor of Table B4-7b was calculated by setting
the other pathway concentration ecpressions to zero and solving the equation for each organ and age
group. The airborne concentration (Q(T) * X/Q) or ground deposition (di(r,0)) was extracted from the
components of Equation C-13 (Equations C-5, C-8, C-9, C-10, C-11, and C-12) to render the pathway
dose factors of Table B4-7b independent of the release rate and atmospheric diffusion/deposition. As
required by the Regulatory Guide, 14C and 3H concentrations in vegetation were calculated using special
equations (C-8 and C-9).

The inhalation dose factors of Table B4-7b were calculated by GASPAR using the methods of Equation
C-4 with the airborne concentration factor of Equation C-3 extracted to render dose factors independent of
release rate and atmospheric dispersion.

The ground shine dose factors of Table B4-7b were calculated by GASPAR using the methods of
Equation C-2 with the deposition factor (8i(r,O) * Q(i)) of Equation C-1 extracted to render dose factors
independent of release rate and location.

The dose commitment age as described in Regulatory Guide 1.109 was used in the tabulation of dose
factors in Table B4-7b.

4.5 Control 3.11.1.3

The liquid waste processing system shall be operable and appropriate portions of the system shall be used
to reduce releases of radioactivity when the projected doses due to the liquid effluent, from each unit, to
unrestricted areas would exceed 0.06 mrem to the whole body or 0.2 mrem to any organ in a 31-day
period.

Doses due to liquid effluent releases shall be estimated prior to release of each batch from the radioactive
waste monitor tanks. The 31 -day dose projection shall be calculated as shown below:
31 -day dose projection 31 * (accumulated dose) + SF (mrem) Eq. 4.5a

days

where 31. = days in the averaging period

days = integer number of days into the quarter (greater than or equal to 1 but less than
or equal to 92)

accumulated dose = sum of doses from releases in the current quarter (mrem) and the projected
release

SF = safety factor, (projected dose limit) * 0.05, i.e. 5% of limit

Since this operating condition is applied to each unit separately, concurrent releases from both units need
not be considered.

4.6 Control 3.11.2.4
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The gaseous waste processing system shall be operable and appropriate portions of this system shall be
used to reduce releases of radioactivity when the projected doses in 31 days due to gaseous effluent
releases from each unit to areas at or beyond the site boundary would exceed:

0.2 mrad to air from gamma radiation, or
0.4 mrad to air from beta radiation, or
0.3 inrern to any organ of a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC.

Unit vent air samples are analyzed weekly for each unit. The average concentrations of the radionuclides
so measured may be used to calculate the unit specific doses from releases that week. These average
weekly doses plus doses from any special or batch releases during the week may be used in Eq. 4.5a to
project the doses of Control 3,11.2.4 over the subsequent 31-day period. If an unusually large release is
planned, add this projected dose to the average 31 -day doses to confirm that the operating constraints of
Control 3.11.2.4 are satisfied. These constraints pertain to each unit separately, and the dose projections
from the two units need not be summed when determining operating cofistraints imposed by this Control.

4.7 Control 3.11.4 Dose Calculations

If the annual dose or dose commitment to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC at or beyond the site boundary
due to releases of liquid or gaseous effluents exceeds twice the limits of Controls 3.11.1.2.a, 3.11.1.2.b,
3.11.2.2.a, 3.11.2.2.b, 3.11.2.3.a, or 3.11.2.3.b, Control 3.11.4 requires that the total dose from the
uranium fuel cycle be calculated.

Since no mining, milling, or waste disposal activities exist within 50 miles of ST.P, only direct radiation
from plant structures need be added to that calculated for effluents to obtain the total dose. Direct
radiation from the plant and plant structures is estimated based on ambient radiation measurements made
in the proximity of each potential source within a direct line of sight to the critical receptor location. TLD
measurements at the protected area fence may provide the estimate of direct radiation following
background subtraction. This measured dose rate may be adjusted to compensate for distance to the
critical receptor location. The direct radiation dose shall be added to the doses previously calculated for
radioactive effluents for comparison with the limits of 40CFR Part 190 as shown below:

Total Dose = MAXIMUM {DOSeliquid(aj) + Doseaij(aj) + Dosedirect} from age groups, a, and organs, j

where
DOSeflquid(a~j) from Equation 4.1 a
Doseai,(aj) from Equation 4.4k
Dosedihect = TLD * (PA)2 / (RD)2

TLD = net measured exposure @ protected area fence, rem
PA = containment to protected area fence distance where TLD located, meters
RD = distance from containment to critical receptor, meters

4.8 1OCFR20.1301 Dose to MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC

In addition to meeting the requirements of the controls in Part A of the ODCM and 40CFR190, STP is:
required to meet the dose limits of IOCFR20.1301 in accordance with the methods of 10CFR20.1302. As
provided in IOCFR20.1302(b)(1), the calculated dose to .a Member of the Public must not exceed 100

( mrem in a year. For the purpose of IOCFR20.1301 dose calculations, a Member of the Public is an
individual inside or outside the owner controlled area except when that individual receives an
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occupational dose. Occupational dose at STP is associated with individuals whose work may involve
exposure to radiation in excess of 100 mrem in a year. All such individuals are given one or more levels
of training as required by 1OCFRI9 for occupational exposed workers.

All STP employees and contractors with unescorted access to the protected area (the security fence
surrounding the nuclear two units) have been identified as receiving occupational dose and meet the
training requirements of 1 OCFRI9. Vendors or working visitors (temporary contractors) who are likely to
receive 1.00 mrem in a year are briefed on the hazards of ionizing radiation, are assigned a dosimeter, and
their exposure is controlled to occupational limits.

STP employees and contractors whose dose is not occupational are considered Members of the Public and
do not take any radiation worker training courses (General Employee Training Classes). In addition, some
visitors who enter the protected area but are not expected to receive occupational exposure are considered
Members of the Public. They are not trained or issued a radiation dosimeter. The dose to a Member of the
Public as described here is not part of the off-site dose calculated to demonstrate compliance with
40CFR190 or the controls of Part A.

To demonstrate compliance with 10CFR20.1301, dose to Members of the Public from. inhalation of
particles, iodines, and tritium is added to dose from exposure to external sources and noble gases. No
dose is estimated for liquid effluents since no pathway exists for Members of the Public to ingest
contaminated water while at STP. The sum of these two components must not exceed 100 mrem in a
year.

The annual inhalation and noble gas dose components are calculated as the sum (for both units) of the
annual average concentrations of particles, iodines, and noble gases in the highest X/Q sector at 200
meters divided by the corresponding concentrations in Appendix B, Table 2, column. 1, and multiplied by
50 mrem/year.

inhalation dose = 50 * T * X/Q 200 F nuclide i (Q(i) / ECQ) Equation 4.8a

where Q(i) = annual average release rate of nuclide i, Ci/sec
ECi = effluent concentration of nuclide i, uCi/cm3 in air
X/Q 200 = maximum diffusion constant at 200 meters, sec/n 3

50 = mrem for exposure to 1 EC for a year, mrem/yr
T = exposure duration, yr

The external dose rate component (above natural background) may be measured using TLDs within the
owner-controlled area.

An example for a visiting Member of the Public to the protected area follows:

The visitor makes four entries into the protected area during the year to service equipment. Each
visit is assumed to involve a 10 hour work day for a total exposure time of 40 hours over the
course of the year. While inside the protected area fence, he is exposed to airborne Xe-133, 1-131,
and Co-60. The annual average X/Q at 200 meters is 2.4E-5 m3/sec and the annual average
release rates summed for both units, are 1.OE-6, 2E-15, and 8E-13 Ci/sec respectively. The
maximum external dose rate measured by TLDs is 100 mrem/yr. (Note: The external dose rate
alone is limited by 10CFR20.1301 to 2 mrem in an hour.)

inhalation/immersion dose = 50 * 40 hr / 8760 (hlr/yr) * 2.4E-5 * j(1.0E-6)/(5.0E-7)
+ (2E-1 5)/(2E-10) + (8E-13)/(5E-11)

-= IE-5 mrem.
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external dose 100 rnrem/yr * 40 hr / 8760 (hr/yr)
= 0.5 rnrem

total dose = 0.5 rmrem in a year for a visiting Member of Public within the protected area for
comparison with lOCFR20.1301 annual dose limits.

An example of an employee Member of the Public located outside the protected area follows:

The employee works 2000 hours while not exposed to occupational dose during the year. The
work location is in an office building near the protected area fence where he is exposed to airborne
Xe-133,1-131, and Co-60. The annual average X/Q at 200 meters is 2.4E-5 m3/sec and the annual
average release rates summed for both units are L.OE-6, 2E-15, and 8E-13 Ci/sec respectively.
The maximum external dose rate due to plant operations measured by TLDs at the protected area
fence is less than 20 mreO/~yr.

inhalation/immersion dose rate = 50 * 40 hr / 8760 (hr/yr) * 2.4E-5 * Y (1.OE-6)/(5.OE-7)
+ (2E-1 5)/(2E- 10) + (8E-1 3)/(5E-11)

= 1E-5 mrem

external dose < 20 mrem/yr * 2000 hr / 8760 (hr/yr)
< 5 mrem

total dose < 5 mrem in a year for an employee Member of Public located outside the protected

area for comparison with lOCFR20.1301 annual dose limits.

4.9 Population Dose Estimation

Doses to the population are calculated in a manner similar to that described for individuals with
two exceptions. The dose factors are taken from Table B4-11, and the doses calculated for each
population group are summed. The R(all,ij) age-adjusted dose factors for atmospheric pathways
of Table B4-11 were calculated using the equations of Regulatory Guide 1.109 in the GASPAR
code along with default consumption/use factors. The values for R(all,ij) appearing in Table
B4-1 1 for liquid releases are the age adjusted dose factors for the general population calculated as
[0.71 * R(adulti,j) + 0.11 * R(teen,ij) + 0.1.8 * R(child,ij)]. R(aj,i) are calculated from Eq. 4.2g
and Eq. 4.2h using data from Table B4-8.

Population doses due to liquid effluents are calculated in the manner of Equation 4.9a for each
member of the population. The resulting doses are then multiplied by the number of individuals
residing within 50 miles of STP. If sufficient quantities of a particular food are produced within
50 miles of STP to feed the 300,000 inhabitants of this region, the population for that pathway is
reduced to the number who could consume the average amount of that food without exhausting the
locally produced supply. For example, since only about 45,000 kg of saltwater sport fish are taken
in Matagorda Bay and the Colorado River each year, only 3800 individuals may be assumed to
consume 5.9 kg = (0.71 * 6.9 + 0.11 * 5.2 + 0.18 * 2.2) per year of fish each to account for this
mass. In order to account for recreation on both the Colorado River and Matagorda Bay, half the
population is assumed to use each of these waters. All crustaceans (1.8 E+06 kg) per year are
assumed to be taken from Matagorda Bay.
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pop. doseljq =• population, ZQ(i) * R(all,i) Eq. 4.9a
path =p nuclidc=i

where
populationp = population within 50 miles exposed to each pathway, P

Q(i) = i'elease by nuclide, i (Ci)
R(all,i) = are taken from Table B4-11 for the whole body

Population doses due to gaseous effluents are calculated in a two step process. The population
within 50 miles of STP is listed by sector and distance in Table B4-10. The population dose is
calculated by first calculating the X/Q, depleted X/Q, and D/Q for each distance and sector. The
product of the dose factors from Table B4-11 and X/Q (for the plume pathway), depleted X/Q (for
the particulate and iodine inhalation pathway), or D/Q (for the ingestion pathways) for a given
distance/sector group gives the dose to each member of that group. The product of these doses by
the number of individuals in the group gives the dose to each group. The sum over all groups
within 50 miles gives the total population dose.
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Equation 4.9b:

pop. doser = T * Epop(s) * [X/Q(s) * ZR(all,i)p,,i *Q(i)+
s i

X/Qd(S) * -R(all,i)h,1,• .... * Q(i)+
i

D/Q(s)* • R(all,i)ph * Q(i)]
path i

where
T = time period covered by the calculation (hours)

pop(s) number of people in distance/sector group "s" firom Table B4-10

X/Q(s) X/Q for distance/sector "s" per Eq. 4.4a (sec/rn3)

X/Qd(S) = depleted X/Q for distance/sector "s" per Eq. 4.4b (sec/m 3)

Note: X/Q(s) substituted for X/Qd(s) for H-3 and C-14

R(all,j) = dose factors from Table B4-t1 for the whole body for each pathway (units as
described in notes to Table B4-7)

Q(i) = release rate of nuclide "i" (Ci/sec)

D/Q(s) = deposition for distance/sector "s" per Eq. 4.4c (1/mr2)

4.10 Dose Due to Tritium in Liquid Effluents That Become Airborne

Each nuclear plant discharges tritium to the main cooling reservoir. Since the tritium concentration in the
reservoir is relatively stable, the annual discharge must about equal the annual release. Although a small
fraction of the tritium enters the shallow aquifer and some decays, the majority must exchange with
atmospheric moisture and leave the site. The ODCM does not model this release path and assumes as
specified in the Regulatory Guides that liquid releases remain in liquid dose pathways. This assumption
may omit some offsite dose. In 2005 (see Condition Report 05-8815 Action #6) STPNOC evaluated this
pathway and detemlined that the omitted dose could be a significant fraction of the dose calculated using
historical pathway analyses.

In the course of completing Condition Report #05-8815, Action #6,.the then approved Environmental
Protection Agency code Isclt3 was found to apply to area sources like the main cooling reservoir. 2004
joint firequency table data were used in conjunction with the Isclt3 code to calculate an estimate of the
X/Q values for the site boundary and the nearest resident in each of 16-sectors as listed in the ODCM,
Revision 12. The meteorological data for 2004 are typical and generate point source X/Q values
consistent with those listed in the UFSAR. The area source X/Q values calculated using the Isclt3 code
are listed in the following table:
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The partioulate channel is used as part ofthe Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) leakage
detection system. The sensitivity and response time of this part of the leakage detection system,
which'is used. for monitoring unidentified leakage to the Containment, are sufficient to detedt an
increase -in leakage rate of the equivalent of one gal/min within one hour, Elements of this monitor,
including the indicator mounted In the RMS CR cabinet, are designed and qualified to remain
functional following a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), in compliance with GO 1.45, Further
information on the RCPB leakage detection system is presented in Section 5,2,5.

11.5.2.3.3 U n Ver otor: The unit vent monitor samples the plant vent stack prior to.
discharge to the environment and monitor for particulates,'iodjne,, nd noble'gases .. .

The 'unit vent particulate and iodine monitor draws rpresentative air samples from the plant vent
stack via Isokinetic nozzles in the stack, and directs them through a moving filter paper-monitored by
a shielded beta-sensitive scintillation detector. Tfe sample-stream then passes through a charcoal
collect6r,.where collected iodine ismonitored by a shielded gamma-sensitive scintillation detector.
The sample is then. returned to the vent stack.

A separate wide-range gas monitor is provided ftr the unit vent. The monitor has two isoldnetio
nozzles foi' sampling during both normal .and 'accident conditions. Thu stack samples pass first
through a sample conditioniug unit which filters particulates and iodine and may be used to take grab •
samples. The samples then pass through the shielded detector assembly, which uses three detectors
to ooverlthec~~n _lj r~angoe required. The low range detector uses a bet-sensiive plastic
sbintillator-photomultlplier (PM) tube. The mid-range and, high-range detectors use cadmium
telluride (OdTe), dhlorine-doped, solid-state sensors, This wide-range gas monitor satisfies the
requirements of NtUREO-0737, Item .Fl, 1 for provisions for sampling plant effluents .for lodines and
Partlculates and f6r noble gas effluents'from the plant vent,

11.5.2.3.4' Control Room Eleical A.dliarv BIulding Ventila.tion Monitors; The
CR/EAB ventilation frronitors are Class IE monitors which continuously assess the intake air to the .

CR for indioation of abnormal airborne radioactiVity concentration, Each monitor assembly Is
powered fron a separate electrical power source, In. the evewt of high radiation CR emergency
ventilation operation is Initiated (Section 7.312), Failure of a monitor is alarmed inthe CR.

Each monitor assembly Is comprised, of a-redioulatlon pump, beta-sensitive stintilation-detector, ..... .
four-pi lead shielding, check source, stainless steel sample gag receiving chamber, and associated
electronics,

11.5.2.3.5 Condenser Vacdmp Pump Montor: Gaseous samples are drawn through an -off-
line system by a pump from the dis-hr.of the v&6uum pump exhaust header of the condenser. I

This channel monito's th. gaseous sampi radioactivity ww ouidtiiiatiof-an tStube
leak, allowing reactor ooolant'to enter the secondary side. fluid, this monitorcomplements the $GBD
monitors in -indication of a SQ tube leak, The gaseous. radioactivity levels are monitored by a single
detector in a. manner similar to the unit vent wide ran• gas monitor.

S11.5.2.3.6 .Snent. Fuel Pool chaust Monitrs: The SFP3 monitors are Class IB and are

identical to the CRJEAB ventilation monitors described in Section 1l125.2.3.4 except that they sample
the exhai'st from the FHB. In the event of high radiation 'he monitors initiate emergency operation
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of the FHIB HVAC, causing the exhaust air to be filtered prior to release (Section 73.3). Failure of a
monitoris alarmed in the CR,

11.5.2.3.7 &CQB Purgo Isolation Monitors: The RCB/purge isolation monitors are Class
1B monitors that sample the Containment Normal Purge System or the Suplplemrntary Purgo System
and are fdentical to the CR/EAB ventilation monitors described In Section 11.5.2,3.4. In the event of
high radiation the monitoi's send signals to the Solid-State Protoetion System (SSPS) for containment
ventilation Isolation (Sectlon7.3.), 'Failure of a monitor Is alarmed in the CR.

11,5.2.4 Liquid Monitors, Fixed, off-line moditois are provided for continuous
detection and. measurement of radioictivity for liquid process streams. The d6stgn parameters for
these monitors are summarized in Table 11.5-1. Bach monitor is provided with deminerallzed water
for flushing.

11,5.24.. 1 imR & Devices, • For each monitor, a sample is drawn from the process line,
passed through a shielded sample chamber, through the sample pump and then returned to the
system. Each sample pump is capable, of drawing at~lea t one gal/rain of liquid through the monitor.
The sample flow rate is controlled by rieans of a manual valve.

Each monitorjhas a IoW-sainple4•ow alarm.-

The monitor IHiot and outlet lines have oompression fiftings. The sample piping has isolation valves.
so that the monitor -skid oarh be isolated and. the sampte. chamber dissembled for deoonTtamination,.

11.5.2.412 Deteoior.Uni't Eadh detector Is a NaI(TI) gamma-sensitive scintillation
dotector. The detectors are designed io remain. Mhly operational over a wide range of temperatures.
If they are exposed to high radiation transients exceeding th'.ohannel range, the channel maintains
its operatlon and returns to normal 'inotlonihg when the transients have subsided, Since gm-ama.
detectors ate used, oomparison of monitor readoit with the, resuits of grab samples Is possible, The
grab samples are counted in the plant multichannel gamma pulse height speotrometer to .chec for
proper moritor o~eratlon. Solenold-op.ratod check sources are proVided to check detector response,

S11.5.2.4,3 Rtim (Generator Blowdown ) tojuid 92onitog: The SG blowdown liquid monitor
samples _he liquid-fim_ e bith J._8 b-owdow f4lAafk or"de•m•_eraliz.r._T sampJleis_
continuously mozitored by a shielded, gamma-ena.ltive detector. Detection of high radiation by this
•imonitor alerts the operator to tho possibility of prtimary-to-secondary leakage.

In the event of activity aboye tho high alrmn setpoint or monitor failure, the.monitor initiates the
automatic ýfosuro 'f FV-5..19;. the SG blowdown dlsohaa'ge to neutralization basin isolatlon valve,

-- 1'5,2,4,4 Liquid Waste.Processina.System Monitors: LWPS monitor no. 1 deteots"
activity present in the liquid waste effluent being disoharged fitom the waste monitor tanks hi the
LWPS. The monitor Is located upstream, of the LWPS diversion valve, FV-4077. Upon Initiation of
a high radclWtion or monitor failure alarm, the monitor oauses the valve io automatically divert the
effluek•t back to the waste monitor tanks.
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The sample is drawn from the CCW pump discharge line downstream of the CCW heat exchanger, 
monitored, and then returned to the CCW surge tank. 
 
 11.5.2.4.6 Boron Recycle System Monitor: This monitor is located in the BRS evaporator 
condensate line downstream of the recycle evaporator condensate filter. 
 
Upon initiation of a high radiation or monitor failure alarm, the monitor initiates changeover of the 
BRS diversion valve, RCV-4202, causing the BRS condensate to be diverted from the Reactor 
Makeup Water Storage Tank (RMWST) back to the BRS recycle evaporator feed demineralizers. 
 
 11.5.2.4.7 Turbine Generator Building Drain Monitor: This monitor monitors the water 
in TGB drain sump no. 1.  Upon detection of high radiation level or monitor failure, the monitor 
automatically stops the sump pumps and alarms the condition. 
 
 11.5.2.4.8 Failed Fuel Monitor: This monitor takes a sample downstream of the letdown 
heat exchanger (HX) of the CVCS and acts as a gross-failed fuel detector.  The radiation alarms alert 
the operator to an abnormal increase in gross gamma activity in the CVCS letdown system possibly 
indicative of fuel cladding failure.  Determination of the cause can be made by laboratory analysis.  
The sample location provides a letdown sample point prior to filtration and demineralization. 
 
 11.5.2.4.9 Condensate Polishing System Monitor: This monitor is located on the discharge 
of the Condensate Polishing System to the neutralization basin.  Upon detection of high radiation or 
monitor failure, the monitor sends a signal to automatically close FV-5804 to terminate discharge to 
the basin. 
 
 11.5.2.5 Adjacent-to-Line Monitors. Adjacent-to-line (ATL) monitors are used to monitor: 

 
1. GWPS 
 
2. MS System 
 
3. Steam Generator Blowdown System (SGBS) 
 
These monitors are mounted adjacent to the process line and do not require a sample stream to 
monitor for radioactivity. 
 
 11.5.2.5.1 Gaseous Waste Processing System Inlet Monitor: The GWPS inlet monitor 
employs a gamma (NaI crystal) scintillator/photomultiplier tube combination to measure the 
radioactivity level of the waste gases entering the GWPS.  The monitor is used in conjunction with 
the GWPS discharge monitor to measure overall effectiveness of the GWPS. 
 
 11.5.2.5.2 GWPS Discharge Monitor: This monitor is similar to the GWPS inlet monitor 
and is installed upstream of the GWPS discharge valve.  Upon detection of high radioactivity or 
monitor failure, the GWPS discharge valve, FV-4671, is automatically closed. 
 
 11.5.2.5.3 Main Steam Line Monitors: Each MS line is monitored by an ATL monitor 
consisting of a Geiger Mueller (GM) tube detector and an ion chamber detector with overlapping 
ranges.  The detectors are shielded by 3 in. of lead. 
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11.5.2.5.1 G-aseous Wasto Processing System Inlet Monitor: The GWPS inlet monitor
erploys a gafima (Nal crystal) sclntillator/photomultiplier tube combination to measure the
radioactvity level of the waste gases entering the OWP.S. The monitor is used In corjunction with
the GWP S discharge monitor to measure overall effeotiveness of the GWP S.

11.5.2.5.2 GWPS Dlsoharme Monitor: This monitor is similar to the GWPS inlet monitor
and is hiMalled upstream of the GW•S discharge valve, Upon detection of high radioactivity or
monitor failure, the OWPS discharge valve, FV-4671, is automatically closed.

11.5.2,5.3 Main Steam Line.Monitors: Each MS line is monitored by an ATL monitor
consisng of a Geiger Mueller (GM) tube deteotor and an Ion chamber detector with overlapping
ranges. The detectdrs, are shielded by 3 in. of lead,

The monitors are designed to monitor gross gamma activity in the steam line and provide a basis for
determining possible atmospheric releases from the MS power-operated relief valve (PORV), SO
safety valves, and/or auxiliary feedwater pump turbine,

,1

Thenaionitors. provide a dose rate range equivalent to 1.0.1 to 103 ýCiicm3 xenon-133. Based upon
coo.. inventory, the ratio of xenon-133 to other nuclides in the fael can be detemined. In order to.
obtain the above conoentratoný of xenon-133, in the main steam line, a large primary-to-secondary
leak inust be-present-coincident-witha-ltarge-amo•.tio-f-el-f&ilur.-The presence of xenon-I 33
indicates other radioactive Isotopes are present.

Using the relative-ratios of isotopes present in the MS line, a computer model for determination of
dose rates from these isotopes, detector response eceves, the thiolmess of the MS line, and the
geometry of the MS line relative to the detector, the dose rate equivalent to MS line concentration is 3

obtained. The quantity of radioactive effluents released is obtained by multiplying the xenon-133
equivalent MS line concentrations by the isotope ratio times the steam release rate.

These detectors are safety-related Class lB: and meet the requirements of RO 1.97 and NUREG-0737,

11,5.2.5,4 Stea- Geneoraor B1owdown Monitors: These monitors are identical to the MS
..... -line trinilooi- aiit aie adj -6nt~fihb-SG-blowdbwn l iuie In the sbdlahi~h Valve Ct}ibili&(VC)7, •

The monitors are used as an aid in determining the source of SO blowdown radioactivity due.to So
tube rupture or a large primary-to-secondary leak.

- jV-Tees o-deteetors-are safoe ,related-Clasa-1-E-ind-m~etthe-requirements-of-ROl .9-7.
S 11,5,2,55 Main Steam Line Nigh EnerAg Gamma 4N- 6) Mentors: Each main steam

line is monitored by an ATL Nat sointlllation-detector, These detectors were installed to monitor th1
status of ste~am generator primary to seoondary tube'leals and'to provide a diagnostic tool for all
individuals concerned wilt steam generator condition. These detectors are designed to detect high
energy gamma activity in the 6 to 7.2 MBV energy range. High energy gamma activity in the main
steam lines indicates the presence of N-16. The level of N-16 in the main steam -lines is used to
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ANNUNCIATOR LAMPBOX 22M02 RESPONSE INSTRUCTIONS
(/.

SFP WATER LEVEL HILO

Automatic Actions:

Immediate Actions:

None

None

Subsequent Actions: _ . 1) DISPATCH an Operator to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) to locally
monitor SFP level. (North end of Spent Fuel Pool}

__ 2) IF any of the following conditions exist, THEN GO TO
OPOP04-FC-0001, Loss of Spent Fuel Pool Level or Cooling.

,, Unexpected SFP level decrease to less than 66 ft (e.g. other than
normal evaporation)

* SFP level is greater than 67 ft.

__3) IF alarm is due to an instrument failure, THEN INITIATE a Condition
Report to correct the problem.

Probable Causes:

Origin and Setpoint:

1)
2)

Unisolated SFP makeup or drain path
Instrument failure

(•v. ;1

1) 1(2)FC-LSHL-1401 LO:
HI:

66 feet elevation (529 inches)
67 feet elevation (541 inches)

References: 1) P&ID, 5R219F05028
2) Instrument Setpoint Index, 5Z01-O-Z-480001
3) OPOP04-FC-0001, Loss of Spent Fuel Pool Level or Cooling

Page 1 of 1
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ANNUNCIATOR LAM1PBOX 22M02 RESPONSE INSTRUCTIONS

SFP TROUBLE

Automatic Actions: None

NOTE

IF the alarm setpoint of 114'F on 1(2)FC-TIS-1400 is exceeded from the beginning of Core
Offload until the completion of Core Reload, THEN the alarm setpoint may be raised to any value
less than or equal to the limit specified in the Plant Curve Book Figure 5.15, by using Demand
PM IC-1-FC-86003920(IC-2-FC-89003378).

IF the alarm setpoint is raised, THEN the PM used to raise the setpoint SHALL be scheduled to
lower the setpoint to 1141F thirty days after the setpoint was raised.

IF after thirty days the decay heat load is still NOT low enough to allow returning the setpoint to
11 41F, THEN the PM SHALL be rescheduled for performance after another thirty days. This
rescheduling process SHALL continue until the alarm setpoint has been returned to 1 14'F.

Immediate Actions: None

Subsequent Actions: 1) CHECK the following Plant Computer points:

_ * FCFD 1417 (Refueling Water Purification Pump Low Flow)
_ FCID 1403 (SFP Skimmer Pump Control Power Not Available or

Motor Overload)

_ * FCID 1419 (Refueling Water Purification Pump Control Power
Not Available or Motor Overload)

_ FCQD1406A (SFP Cooling Pump 1A(2A) Trip)
_ FCQD1408A (SFP Cooling Pump 1B(2B) Trip)

__ FCID1406A (SFP Cooling Pump 1A(2A) Overcurrent Trip)

_ * FCID1408A (SFP Cooling Pump 1B(2B) Overcurrent Trip)

• FCTD 1400 (SFP Water Temperature High)
_ * FCTD1421 (ICSA Water Temperature Hi)

_ FCLC 1420 (ICSA Water Level Hi/Lo)

SHFQD9573-(SF-P-Pump-lA(-2A)-Room Cooler Control Power
Not Available or Motor Overload)

_ HFQD9572 (SFP Pump 1B(2B) Room Cooler Control Power
Not Available or Motor Overload)

•* HFHD9572 FHB FUEL POOL PMP AH21B HS in PTL.
• HFHD9573 FHB FUEL POOL PMP AH21A HS in PTL.

Page 1 of 5
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PURPOSE

This procedure provides guidelines to be followed during a low level, high level, or loss of cooling in the
Spent Fuel Pool.

SYMPTOMS OR ENTRY CONDITIONS

Spent Fuel Pool water level less than 62 feet (Fuel Pool Level less than 23 feet above the top of irradiated
fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks).

Spent Fuel Pool water temperature meets any of the following:

a. Greater than 129°F with all Fuel Assemblies in the Reactor Vessel (Core Fully Loaded).

b. Greater than the limit specified in Plant Curve Book Figure 5.15, Core Offload Spent Fuel
Pool Operational Requirement, from the beginning of Core Offload until the completion of
Core Reload.

Any of the following Control Room annunciator alarms:

a. "SFP .COOLING FLOW LO" Lampbox 22M02 Window E-5

b. "SFP WATER LVL HI/LO" Lampbox 22M02 Window F-5

c. "SFP TROUBLE" Larnpbox 22M02 Window F-6

Spent Fuel Pool Gate Seal Air Pressure Low alarm (Local panel by gate)

Rising radiation levels on Spent Fuel Pool Area radiation monitor RT-8090 or RT-8091.

This Procedure is Applicable in ALL Modes
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Adedum _[ . . ... . Basis Basis-==: •

STEP DESCRIPTION FOR OPOPO4-FC-0001 Addendum 1 STEP 3.0 and 4.0

STEP:
3.0 INITIATE Actions To Restore Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Level Per OPOP02-FC-0001,

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling And Cleanup System

4.0 CHECK SFP Level Meets The Following:

PURPOSE: To provide direction on methods to fill the Spent Fuel Pool.

Normal makeup to compensate for evaporation should be from Reactor Makeup Water or
Demineralized Water. Makeup for leakage should be from Refueling Water Storage Tank or
the Boron Recycle System.

If normal sources of Spent Fuel Pool makeup are not available using OPOP02-FC-0001, then a
LHSI pump is used to pump borated water from the RWST to the Spent Fuel Pool.

If none of the demineralized water or borated water sources of Spent Fuel Pool makeup are
available, OR the leak is very large, then a Fire Water Pump is used to makeup to the Spent
Fuel Pool. Use of Fire Water is selected on a large leak due to the potential for rapidly rising
radiation levels. Radiation levels on the Fuel Handling Building (FHB) operating deck from
direct radiation from the fuel would range from thousands of rem per hour at the edge of
the pool to 350 R/hr farther away (no line-of-sight with the racks) near the edge of the pool.
The radiation field near the stairway to the truck bay floor on the southeast corner of the
operating deck would be about 300 R/hr. Radiation levels on the truck bay floor from
radiation scattered from the FHB ceiling would be about 96 R/hr. These rates assume a
full core discharge at 100 hours decay and the Region 2 racks 80% filled with fuel that has
decayed for 5 years. (The decayed fuel in the Region 2 racks provides a negligible
contribution to the direct doses.) The fuel is assumed to be covered with water. These values
do not include the radiation contribution from immersion in a cloud of noble gases (i.e.,
assumes no clad failure).

The above assumed the fuel is just submerged in water. If the fuel is uncovered, the direct
dose from the assemblies would increase somewhat, but not that significantly. The matrix of
uranium provides a significant amount of self-shielding. Most of the external dose is due to
the peripheral assemblies and the top 12-18 inches of the fuel assemblies. The contribution of
the presence or absence of water in the rack is negligible compared to the variability of the
assumed assembly sources. I

The major impact of uncovering the rack would not be direct radiation, but possible
overheating of the clad and subsequent clad failure. If there were widespread clad failure, the
noble gases, which are a significant source of the direct radiation, would escape and form a
cloud in the FHB. This would significantly increase the quoted dose rates since there is no
shielding from the intervening uranium fuel rods.

This Procedure is Applicable in ALL Modes
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STEP DESCRIPTION FOR OPOPO4-FC-0001 Addendum 1 STEP 6.0

STEP: CHECK SFP Level - GREATER THAN 62 FEET

PURPOSE: At 62 feet, water is at the LCO limit of Technical Specification 3.9.11.1 and
Action needs to be taken per that Technical Specification.

BASIS: The top of the Spent Fuel Storage Racks is at 39' 10" per FSAR 9.1.2.2. The top of a
fuel assembly (top of top nozzle) in a Spent Fuel Storage Rack is at 38' 10". (Ref. 9N5064,
4480-00054, FSAR Figure 4.2-2B) so 23 feet above the top of an irradiated fuel assembly is at
61' 10".

ACTIONS: TAKE appropriate action per Technical Specification 3.9.11.1.

INSTRUMENTATION: Level Gauge in Spent Fuel Pool

CONTROL/EQUIPMENT: N/A

KNOWLEDGE: N/A

This Procedure is Applicable in ALL Modes



DESIGN FEATURES

5.6.1.7 The new fuel storage racks are designed and shall be maintained with:

a. A K, equivalent to less .than or equal to 0.95 when flooded with unborated water -

and less than or equal to 0.98 when filled with aqueous foam moderation (loW
density water). This requirement shall be met by limiting the fuel assembly nominal.
enrichments to 5.0 w/o or less.

b. A nominal 21 inches center to center distance between fuel assemblies.

5.6.1.8 The In-containment fuel storage racks are designed and shall be maintained with:

a. A Kff equivalent to less than or equal to 0.95 when flooded with unborated water.
This requirement shall be met by satisfying at least one of the following criteria:

1) a maximum Initial fuel assembly nominal enrichment to 4.5 w/o or less; or,

2) a minimum number of Integral Fuel Burnable Absorbers (IFBA), as a function
of initial nominal assembly enrichment, as shown on Figure 5.6-20, or a K,,,
of :less than or equal. to 1.484. The fuel assembly Khf shall be based on a
unit assembly configuration .(infinite in the lateral and axial extent) in the
reactor core geometry, assuming unborated water at 686F.

The"6IFBA pin requirements shown In Figure 5.6-20 are based. on a nominal
IFBA linear B" loading of 1 .57 mg-B' 0/inch. For higher IFBA linear B1 0

loadings, the. required number of IFBA pins per assembly may be reduced by
thie ratio oftthe increased B10 loading to the nominal 1.57 mg-B10/inch loading.

b. A nominal 16 inches center to center distance between fuel assemblies.

DRAINAGE

5.6.2 The spent fuel storage pool. is designed and shall be maintained to prevent' inadvertent
draining of the pool below elevation 62 feet-6 inches.

CAPACITY

5.6.3 The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained with a storage capacity
limited to no more than 1969 fuel assemblies.

SOUTH TEXAS - UNITS 1 & 2 56-9a Unit I - Amendment .No. 6•1-,i104
Unit 2. - Amendment No. 50.91
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(. The new fuel assemblies are transported to the new fuel storage pit or to the new fuel elevator by the
15/2-ton, dual-service FHB crane. The 2-ton hoist of this crane is designed to handle new fuel
assemblies. New fuel handling is discussed in detail in Section 9.1.4. Use of the 2-ton hoist of the
15/2-ton crane or of the fuel-handling machine to handle new fuel ensures that the design uplift of the
racks will not be exceeded.

The new fuel storage pit is situated in the approximate center of each FEB. The floor of the new fuel
storage pit is at El. 50 ft-3 inches. The new fuel storage pit access hatch is provided with a three-
section protective cover at El. 68 ft. The fuel assemblies are loaded into'the new fuel storage racks
through the top and stored vertically.

9.1.1.3 Safety Evaluation. Units 1 and 2 of the STPEGS are each provided with separate
and independent fuel handling facilities.

Flood protection of each FHB is discussed in Section 3.4.1. Flooding of the new fuel storage pit from
fluid sources inside either FHB is not considered credible since all fluid systems components are
located well below the elevation of the new fuel storage pit access hatch. A floor drain is provided in
the new fuel storage pit to minimize collection of water.

The applicable design codes and the ability of the FHB to withstand various external loads and forces
are discussed in Section 3.8.4. Details of the seismic design and testing are presented in Section 3.7.
Missile protection of the FHBs is discussed in Section 3.5. Failure of nonseismic systems or
structures will not decrease the degree of subcriticality provided in the new fuel storage pit.

In accordance with American National Standards Institute (ANSI) NI 8.2, the design of the normally
dry new fuel storage racks is such that the effective multiplication factor will not exceed 0.98 with
fuel of the highest anticipated enrichment in place, assuming optimum moderation (under dry or
fogged conditions). For the unborated flooded condition, assuming new fuel of the highest
anticipated enrichment in place, the effective multiplication factor does not exceed 0.95. Credit may
be taken for the inherent neutron-absorbing effect of the materials of construction.

The new fuel assemblies are stored dry, the 21-in. spacing ensuring a safe geometric array. Under
these conditions, a criticality accident during refueling and storage is not considered credible.
Consideration of criticality safety analysis is discussed in Section 4.3.

Design of the facility in accordance with RG 1.13 ensures adequate safety under both normal and
postulated accident conditions. The new fuel storage racks also meet the requirements of General
Design Criterion (GDC) 62.

9.1.2 Spent Fuel Storage

9.1.2.1 Design Bases. The spent fuel pool (SFP) is a stainless steel-lined reinforced concrete
pool and is an integral part of each FHB. All spent fuel racks are classified as seismic Category I, as
defined by RG 1.29, and as ANS SC 3.

The spent fuel storage facility provides storage capacity for 1,969 high density absorber spent fuel
racks in a honeycomb array in each unit. Two storage regions are provided in the SFP. Two of the
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Region 2 rack modules on the south end of the pool (modules #12 and #16) have not been installed.
A Fuel Ultrasonic Cleaning system may be used in the open space designated for modules #12 and
#16, The Fuel Ultrasonic Cleaning system is freestanding and is seismically qualified. It has no
adverse effect on the fuel assemblies that are selected for cleaning; nor does it have an adverse effect
on the design function of the spent fuel pool or its associated support systems. Figure 9.1.2-2 shows
the pool layout for both Units I and 2. The six Region 1 rack modules are located in the northwest
comer of the spent fuel pool.

The Region 1 racks have 10.95-in. nominal center-to-center spacing between the cells. This region is
conservatively designed to accommodate unirradiated fuel at enrichments to 4.95 weight percent.
Region 1 storage cells are each bounded on four sides by a water box except ori the periphery of the
pool. The Region 1 spent fuel racks include a lead-in-guide to assist in depositing fuel assemblies
into the fuel cell. Figure 9.1.2-3 shows a typical Region 1 spent fuel rack.

The reactivity characteristics of fuel assemblies which are to be placed in the spent fuel storage racks
are determined and the assemblies are categorized by reactivity. Alternately, if necessary, all
assemblies may be treated as if each assembly is of the highest reactivity class until the actual
assembly reactivity classification is determined. Section 5.6 of the Technical Specifications provides
the definitions of the reactivity classifications and the allowed storage patterns. Fuel assemblies are
loaded into the racks in a. geometrically safe configurationto ensure rack subcriticality.

Fuel assembly reactivity requirements for close packed storage and checkerboard storage are
specified in the Technical Specifications. The boron concentration of the water in the spent fuel pool
is maintained at or above the minimum value needed to ensure that the rack Keff is less than or equal
to 0,95 in the event of misplaced assemblies in the close packed storage areas or in checkerboard
storage areas. Consideration of criticality safety is discussed in Section 4.3.

The Region 2 racks have a 9.15-in. nominal center-to-center spacing with fixed absorber material
surrounding each cell. A sheet of neutron absorber material is captured between the side walls of all
adjacent boxes. To provide space for the absorber sheet between boxes, a double row of matching
flat round raised areas are coined into the side walls of all boxes. The raised dimension of these
locally formed areas on each box wall is half the thickness of the absorber sheet. The boxes are
fusion welded together at all these local areas. The absorber sheets are scalloped along their edges to
clear these areas. Figure 9.1.2-4 shows a typical Region 2 spent fuel rack.

The axial location of the absorber with respect to the active fuel region is provided and maintained by
the structure of each box. At the outside periphery of each rack, a sheet of absorber material is
captured under thin stainless sheets which are intermittently welded all around to the box.

All rack surfaces that come into contact with fuel assemblies are made of annealed austenitic stainless
steel. These materials are resistant to corrosion during normal and emergency water quality
conditions. The racks are designed to withstand normal operating loads as well as to remain
functional with the occurrence of an SSE. The racks are designed with adequate energy absorption
capabilities to withstand the impact of a dropped spent fuel assembly from the maximum lift height
of the spent fuel pit bridge hoist. The racks are designed to withstand a maximum uplift force
equal to the uplift force of the bridge hoist. The 14-in. and 16-in. racks also meet the requirements of
ASME Code, Section III, Appendix XVII. The high-density spent fuel racks meet the criteria of
Appendix D to Standard Review Plan (SRP) 3.8.4.
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Shielding for the SFP is adequate to protect plant personnel from exposure to radiation in excess of
published guideline values as stated in Section 12.1. A minimum depth of approximately 13 ft of
water over the top of an array of 193 (full core) assemblies with 42 hours of decay is required to limit
radiation from the assemblies to 2.5 mR/hr. or less.

The FHB Ventilation Exhaust System is designed to limit the offsite dose in the event of a significant
release of radioactivity from the fuel, as discussed in Sections 12.3.3, 15.7.4, and 9.4.2. However, 11o
credit for the FHB Ventilation Exhaust System is taken in the LOCA and Fuel Handling accident in
Chapter 15.

The FHB is designed to prevent missiles from contacting the fuel. A more detailed discussion on
missile protection is given in Section 3.5.

In addition, space is provided for storage of fuel during refueling inside the RCB for 64 fuel
assemblies in four 4 x 4 modules having 16-in. center-to-center spacing (Figure 9.1.2-IA). These
modules are firmly bolted in the floor.

9.1.2.2 Facilities Description. The FHB abuts the south side of the RCB and is adjacent to the
west side of the MEAB of each unit. The locations of the two FHBs are shown in the station plot
plan on Figure 1.2-3. For general arrangement drawings of the spent fuel storage facilities, refer to
Figures 1.2-39 through 1.2-48 as listed in Table 1.2-1.

The spent fuel storage facilities are designed for the underwater storage of spent fuel assemblies and
control rods after their removal from the reactor vessel. The spent fuel is transferred to the FHB and
handled and stored in the spent fuel pool underwater. The fuel is stored to permit some decay, then
transferred offsite. For a detailed discussion of spent fuel handling, see Section 9.1.4.

The SFP is located in the northwest quadrant of each FHB. The floor of the pool is at El. 21 ft-1I in.,
with normal water level at El. 66 ft-6 inches. The top of a fuel assembly in a storage rack does not
extend above the top of the storage rack which is El. 39 ft-10 in. maximum. The fuel assemblies are
loaded into the spent fuel racks through the top and are stored vertically.

9.1.2.3 Safety Evaluation. Units 1 and 2 of the STPEGS are each provided with separate
and independent fuel handling facilities. Flood protection of each FHB is discussed in Section 3.4. I'
A detailed discussion of missile protection is provided in: Section 3.5.

The applicable design codes and the various external loads and forces considered in the design of the
FHB are discussed in Section 3.8.4. Details of the seismic design and testing are presented in
Section 3.7.

Design of this storage facility in accordance with GDC 62 and RG 1.13 ensures a safe condition
under normal and postulated accident conditions. The Keff of the spent fuel storage racks is
maintained less than or equal to 1.00, even if unborated water is used to fill the spent fuel storage
pool, by both the designs of the fuel assemblies and the storage rack and the use of administrative
procedures to control the placement of burned and fresh fuel and control rods.

Under accident conditions, the Kff is maintained well below 0.95 assuming 2200 ppm borated water.
The boron concentration of the water in the spent fuel pool is maintained at or above the minimum
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STPEGS UFSAR

TABLE 12.3.4-1

AREA RADIATION MONITORS

Reactor Containment Building

Tag Number and Location ) Range (mR/hr) (3) High Alarm Setpoint (mr/hr) (2)

NIRA-RE-8052 10-1-10 4  1,000
Incore Instrumentation
Room (-1ft-6 in.)

N1RA-RE-8053 10"1-104 100
Support across from
elevator (-I I ft-3 in.)

NI RA-RE-8054 I0&-1_04 100
West Stair Landing
(19 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8055 10"-1_0 4  100
North SG wall across
from the head laydown
area (68 ft-0 in.)

NIRA-RE-8056 10I-104. 100

Support across from
elevator (52 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8099 10'-104 100
South SO wall across
from the in-containment
fuel pool (68 ft-0 in.)

1. Tag Number is shown for Unit 1. For Unit 2, change second position from 1 to 2.

2. The alarm setpoints listed are typical and may be varied as necessary.

3. Range is based on microprocessor conversion factor and a detector signal which has a high degree of
confidence. Conversion factor will vary dependent on the detector calibration. Exact ranges are found
in plant instrument scaling manuals.
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TABLE 12.3.4-1 (Continued)

AREA RADIATION MONITORS

Fuel Handling Building

Tag Number and Location (1) Range (mR/hr) High Alarm Setpoint (mr/hr) (2)

N1RA-RE-8081 101-104 2.5
-11 ft S ofcols. 30.2
and S5 (68 ft-0 in.)

NIRA-RE-8084 10-104 2.5
-24 ft S of cols. 28 and
T5 (-21 ft-0 in.)

NIRA-RE-8085 101-10 4  2.5
-24 ft S of col, 28 and
-6 ft E of col. S5
(-21.ft-0 in.)

NIRA-RE-8086 101-104 2.5
-24 ft S of col. 28 and
-11 ft E of col. R1
(-21 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8087 101-104 2.5
col. 30.2 and
12 ftW of col. R,
(4 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8088 10-1-10 2.5
3 ft S of col. 30.9 and
col. R1 (30 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8089 101_104 2.5
col. 28 and
col. N (68 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8090 10"1-104 2.5
18 fiN of col. 30.2 and
col. Ts (68 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8091 101-104  2.5
col. 34 and col. N
(68 ft-0 in.)

1. Tag Number is shown for Unit 1. For Unit 2, change second position from I to 2.

2. The alarm setpoints listed are typical and may be varied as necessary.
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TABLE 12.3.4-1 (Continued)

AREA RADIATION MONITORS

Fuel Handling Building (Continued)

Range (mR/hr)

10-12107

Tag Number and Location (1)

N1RA-RE-8097
33 ft S ofcols. 28 and
10 ft W of col. N
(68 ft-0 in.)

High Alarm Setpoint (mr/hr) (2)

1,000

/--l
I .

( ,
1. Tag Number is shown for Unit 1. For Unit 2, change second position from 1 to 2.

2. The alarm setpoints listed are typical and may be varied as necessary
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( TABLE 12.3.4-1 (Continued)

AREA RADIATION MONITORS

Mechanical Electrical Auxiliaries Building

Tag Number and Location (1) Range (mR/hr) (3) High Alarm Setpoint (mr/hr) (2)

N1RA-RE-8057
col. 22 and -1 Oft E of
col. J (10 ft-O in.)

N1RA-RE-8058
col. 26 and col. J
(10 ft-O in.)

NIRA-RE-8059
col. 27 and col G
(10 ft-0 in.)

NiRA-RE-8060
-10 ft S of col. 30 and
col. E (10 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8061
-10 ft S of col. 24 and
-11 ft W of col. E
(10 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8062
-6 ft S of col. 31 and
col. C (10 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8063
-9 ft S of col. 28 and
col. B (10 ft-0 in.)

NIRA-RE-8064
-12 ft S of col. 24 and
col. F (29 ft-0 in.)

10-2_103

10-i1-0 4

10-"-104

10"1-101

0.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

1O-1_10 4

io-1-i01

10 -1-104

2.5

2.5

2.5

N1RA-RE-8065 10"1_104 2.5
-5 ft N of col. 32 and
col. C (29 ft-0 in.)

1. Tag Number is shown for Unit 1. For Unit 2, change second position from 1 to 2.

2. The alarm setpoints listed are typical and may be varied as necessary.

3. Range is based on microprocessor conversion factor and a detector signal which has a high degree of
confidence. Conversion factor will vary dependent on the detector calibration. Exact ranges are found
in plant instrument scaling manuals
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TABLE 12.3.4-1 (Continued)

AREA RADIATION MONITORS

Mechanical Electrical Auxiliaries Building (Continued)

Tag Number and Location ( Range (mR/hr) (3) High Alarm Setpoint (mr/hr) (2)

NIRA-RE-8066 10"2_103 0.5
-4 ft N of col. 22 and
14 ft E of col. C
(35 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8067 10-2-103 0.5
col. 22 and 10 ft E of
col. J (35 ft-0 in.)

N IRA-RE-8068 10"-1_0 4  2.5
-10 ftN of col. 25 and
col. H (41 ft-0 in.)

N2RA-RE-8068 10"1-104  2.5
-10 ft S of col. 24 and
col. G (41 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8069 10"2-103 0.5
-12 ft S of col. 24 and
-14 ft E of col. C
(41 ft-0 in.)

NIRA-RE-8070 10-2_103 2.5
col. 29 and
col. C (41 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8071 10"2-101 2.5
-18 ft S of col. 28 and
3 ft W of col. B
(41 ft-0 in.)

NIRA-RE-8072 10"-1_0 4  100
-11 ftN of col. 29 and
5 ft W of col. D
(41 ft-0 in.)

NIRA-RE-8073 10-1_104 2.5
col. 29 and col. E
(41 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8074 10-1_04 2.5
-5 ft S of col. 31 and
-7 ft W of col. C
(41 ft-0 in.)

1. Tag Number is shown for Unit 1. For Unit 2, change second position from 1 to 2.

2. The alarm setpoints listed are typical and may be varied as necessary.
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TABLE 12.3.4-1 (Continued)

AREA RADIATION MONITORS

Mechanical Electrical Auxiliaries Building (Continued)

Tag Number and Location (1) Range (mR/hr) High Alarm Setpoint (mr/hr) .2)

NI RA-RE-8075 10I-i104 15.0
col. 28 and -3 ft W of
col. G (41 ft-0 in.)

NI RA-RE-8076 10-2_103 0.5
col. 22 and -10 ft E of
col. J (60 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8077 10"1-104  2.5
col. 27 and col. J
(60 ft-0 in.)

NiRA-RE-8078 10'-10 4  15.0
col. 27 and col. F
(60 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8079 10"1-104 15.0
col. 25 and -2 ft W
of col. F (60 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8080 10-1-10 2.5
col. 26 and col. H
(41 ft-0 in.)

NiRA-RE-8082 101-104 2.5
cob. 28 and. -8 ft E of
col. H (69 ft-0 in.)

N1RA-RE-8083 101-104 15.0
-10 ft S of col. 29 and
15 ft W of col. E
(41 ft-0 in.)

NiRA-RE-8098 102_101 1000
-6 ft N of col. 25 and
col. H (60 ft-0 in.)

1. Tag Number is shown for Unit 1. For Unit 2, change second position from 1 to 2.

2. The alarm setpoints listed are typical and may be varied as necessary.
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Tag Number and Location "1

NIRA-RE-8092
col. 9 and col. P
TGB (29 ft-0 in.)

NiRA-RE-8093
col. 7 and col. M
TGB (29 ft-0 in.)

NiRA-RE-8094
-3 ft N of col. 23 and
-14 ft W of col. B
TSC-MEAB
(72 ft-0 in.)

STPEGS UFSAR

TABLE 12.3.4-1 (Continued)

AREA RADIATION MONITORS

Miscellaneous Buildings

Range (•R/hr)

10-2_10i

10-2_107

High Alarm Setpoint (mr/hr) (2)

0.5

0.5

1000

(-J

k)

1. Tag Number is shown for Unit 1. For Unit 2, change second position from 1 to 2.

2. The alarm setpoints listed are typical and may be varied as necessary.
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TABLE 12.3.4-1 (Continued)

AREA RADIATION MONITORS

Tag Number and Location (1)

A1RA-RE-8050
RCB (68 ft-0 in.)

CIRA-RE-8051
RCB (68 ft-0 in.)

Post-Accident Monitors

Range (R/hr)

10°.108

10°.108

High Alarm Setpoint (R/hr) (2)

2000

2000

1. Tag Number is shown for Unit 1. For Unit 2, change second position from 1 to 2.

2. The alarm setpoints listed are typical and may be varied as necessary.
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